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FOREWORD

The explorations in mental health training described in this volume dem%

-\ onstrate the resourcefulness of training institutions throughout the country
and the pioneeringndvors of the Division of Manpower and Training

/Programs, Experimental and Special Tra r ing Branch. These innovative
training projects.have not only-expanded t manpower resources available
to a broad range of mental health services, but hive opened up new fields of
training. . ...

In less-than a decade, this small but significant research and demonstra-4
tion program has repeatedly proven the Soundness of concentrating short-

- term seed funding on focused experimental training efforts. The benefits to
the public have multiplied. as the training models have been adapted or
replicated many times over with other than Federal funds.

The broad range of projects supported illustrates the effective focus on 1
specific areas.of need, 'such as training programs for schodl personnel and,
child care specialists.' The impact of these programs on school systems in
many- ssections of the country is already well-recognized. ..

Successful linking of training programs to service needs is furtlker dem-
onstrated in areas sucli as those seriously underserved populations in
disadvantaged communities, where members are being trained for mental
health service roles in their own communities. . ,

In addition to Its focus on meeting the particular needs of diverse seg-
me)n-ts of our populationthe NIMII's Experimental and Special Training
Grant Program has .provided a major impetus to the development and
expansion of the - -mental -health worker movement, .a significant national'
manpower .trend in recent years. Establishment qfCmental health training
programs for paraprofessionals and allied mental health workers within
2-year community colleges has led to a new manpower resource for a wide
vaLi.9iy of mental health services.

Since 1965, when the-Institute provided support for the first experimental
pilot program to train associate degree mental health workers, Vie number
of 2-year college programs in the United States has increased to over 150,

vnore an double the 60 programs funded by the NIMH. This clearly docu-
ments that seed money for programs that prove their-worth will generate
private and public funding for continuation and further development of
such* programs.

The Experimental and Special Training Grant Program, which began as
a small Pilot Project Section in the 1950s and attained Branch status in the
1960s, now serves as a major resource in our manpower development efforts.
It continues to explore and test demonstration programs for training new
types of mental health personnel/ supplementary and redirected training for
existing manpower pool a, and training for persons_ whosezales or functions
may be related to mental health. And it is expanding the scope of its activ-
ities to explore such areas as cost effectiveness, cost benefits, task analysis,
and patterns of manpower utilization and distribution.

iii



From the reports.of explorationsn'oW in progress-, it is evident that there
are no boundaries tovmetliods of mental health training 'and-that we will
continue to find new ways to help improve the delivery d mental Wealth
services to all people in all .parts of our Nation:

BERTRAM,."BROVVN, M.D.
Director

National Institute /of Mental Health
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- PREFACE

,This repo contains summaries of training projects, both ongoing and
completed, co ducted_ under _grants awarded by the Experimental and
Special Training Branch of the Division of Niahpower and Training Pro.
grams, National Institute of Mental Health. These projects demonstrate
many new approaches for training'mental health personnel. 4

Experimental and Special Training projects have been, developed in
both academic and non-academic settings to train professional and para-
professional personnel for a variety of functions including service, teach -
ing, research, and prevention in the.field Of mental health.

, The projects are designed to be new, unique, and innovative investiga-
tions, of unexplored areas of training. The objective of each pilot project
is to serve as an experiment in developing and testing out a model of
some phase of mental health training which can be replicated by other
institutions. Support, therefore, is limited to projects which will make a
maximum contribution to knowledge about mental health training.

Programs also have been designed to increase the potential mental
health manpower pool by training new types of mental health personnel,
such as mental health technicians and mental health administrators.

Grants made to eligible training settings have been for the following
types of experimental projects:

1. The development of training programs for new types of mehtal
health personnel.

2. The development of training programs for persons whose roles or
functions may be related to menial health..

Training prOgrams designed fo equip persons from fields other
than the basic mental health disciplines to utilize mental health
content and skills as an integral part of their functions have been
supported.

3. The development of new and experimental methods of training.
These projects, designed to improve training procedures, may be
interdisciplinary or within any° single mental health of allied
discipline. Projects concerned with the application of new educa-
tional technology to mental health training have been supported.

The summaries presented here represent the status of activity as of the
spring of 1974. For the most part, the summaries were prepared - by the
training project directors and have been minimally edited by NIMII staff.
The reports are arranged, for convenience, according to specific training
categories as indicated in the Table of Contents, and the material is
indexed. General categories which characterize most Of the experimental
training projects, such as community mental health, services to uncieic7,

rved or at-risk populations, and mental health of minority grouirs are
not *ncluded in the index. These characteristics are evident in the sum-
m reports on training projects in virtually all areas.



The span of ye ars:for which support was awarded by the Experimental
and Special Trainifig Branch (or its predetessor: the Pilot Projects Sec-
tion) is indicated for each project. Some of the ,grants were ultimately
transferred to more, recently created units of the NIMH whose functions
cover the sui?stantive area of the projects. Such grants are marked with
an asterisk. Some of the transferred projects have been renewed by thege
units after the ending date for support listed here.

In mo§t Cases, detailed publications and curriculum descriptions and
materials, including videotapes, are available from the project directors.
If these persons are no longer at the institution which originally received
the grant, the most recent project contact andior the last known current
location of the former project director is indicated.

In instances wherekhit was not possible to obtain a current summary
prepared by the actual grantee, other resources were utilized, and appro-
priately' noted.

Those pilot or experimental projects which deal exclusively with the
training of "core" mental health personnel, i.e., psychologists, psychia-
trists, psychiatric nurses and social workers, and which have been pro-
grammed by the discipline-based branches of the Division of Manpower
and Training Programs, are not included in this compeohdium.

This report was prepared by staff of the Experimental and Special
Training Branch, Division of Man'power and Training Programs, who
have for a number of years had program responsibility for the, projects
reported herein.

We are indebted to the training project directors for their assistance
in providing the basic information for their programs.

Credit for the initiation of these newVentures.in the mental health
.., field also is due, in large measure, to the imaginative perions who have

served on the Experimental and Special Training Review Committee,
4 contributing their perspective and wisdom to the procesi of selecting those

applicants to be assisted in implementing their experiment&
We also would like to acknowledge the assistance- provided by Dr.

Robert S. Cteh knd Dr. Elizabeth R. Smith in reviewing the material; and
the assistance of Mrs. Esther Diamond, Mrs. Mate Krupen, and Mrs.
Bonnie Zevin in handling a multitude of details associated, with the
acquisition and processing of the contributed material.

RALPH SIMON, Ph.D.
Chief, Experimental 8, n d Special
Training Branch

SAM SIINERSTEIN, Ph.D.
Chief, Utilization- and Development
Section

t, BEATRICE M. SHRIVER, Ph.D.
Training Specialist
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Note. On Chapter Structure

. o The summaries contained within each topical chapter are
p. arranged for the most part according to time of initiation of

the project, with the Most recently awarded grants described
first and the earliest grants last. This arrangement conven-
iently provides the- reader with ready access to the mosto

recent developments first. In many cases the concepts and
approaches in the earlier projects, which were innovations in'
their time, are now replicated and disseminated sufficiently
to be familiar to many readers interested in what is new on
the, mental health training scene today.

Key to Symbols
* Grant transferred to another unit of NIMH

**Summary prepared by staff
*** SuMmary presented as published in previous edition



MENTAL HEALTH WORKERS
(ASSOCIATE DEGREE) c

Faculty Development for Mental Health Worker'
(Associate Degree) Training

Mr. Capers Brazzell
Southern 'Regional- Education Board
130 Sixth Street
Atlanta, Georgia 30313
"MH-13537

.1

1973 -1975

This project is designed to improve the
competence of faculty persons in community
college mental health worker training pro-
grams through short-term training work-
shops and task-oriented working conferences.
It will aim at (1) new faculty persons, to
orient them to the concepts, value systems
of higher education, adult learning and
teaching methods, etc.; (2) established fac-
ulty, to increase their competence in field
learning, experiential learning, student
evaluation, etc.; (3) program directors, to

-help them with program and curriculum
development and evaluation, community
relations, etc.; and (4) college administra-
tors, to help them understand and support
these programs, which are different from
most college-offerings.

An Advisory Committee will oversee oper-
ation of the program. Members will be
drawn so as to assure adequate' representa-
tion of needs and-ideas on a national level.

The 12-person membership will include fac-
ulty persons, graduates of and students in
AA programs, a college administrator, a,
mental health agency administrator, an ex-
pert in adult education, an expert in health
education, and a representative from the
American Association of -Jynior Colleges.

The conference and workshop participants
will be drawn from all regions and cultural
groups in the Nation, selected on a propor-
tional representation basis. Types of partici-
pants might be program directors, faculty,
graduates, students, college administrators,,
and other interested persons depending on
the nature of the particular workshop. All
conferences will be strongly, oriented to ac-
tive participation of all attendees and, when-.
ever possible, to 'a_chievement-of-soine speci-
fied task or tasks. Sessions will be held in
settings which maximize _the learning orien-
tatin and minimize the distractions. Special
efforts will be made to include minority
groups issues and concerns. Special stress in
"all conferehces will be given-to the change
agent role of participantsfaculty members,:
members of the' established mental health-
professions, and community college adminis-
tratorsand to the skills required for suc-
cessful change agentry.

./"



Research

Dr. John True
Center for Human Ser4ices Research
Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral

Sciences .

Phipps West 1Room 113
The Johns Hopkins University
601 North Broadway
Baltimore, Md. 212-05
MN-12741 1971-1976

on the Training and Utilization of
Mental Health Workers

The. primary aims of this project a,re to
evaluate the effectiveness of educational pro-
grams designed. to train associate degree
mental health workers and to investigate the
utilization and impact of this kind of worker
on the field of meintal health.

The first associate degree program began
training_ students in 1966. Since that time
many other programs have been started in
colleges throughout the country. Sixty of the
150 known programs have received financial
support from NIMH either in the form of
funds to help begin such a program or to aid
in the development of programs already
started by the college. With the rapid growth
of programs-and-NIMH'S-support of a num-
ber of these efforts, the need to document and
evaluate this movement became ..apparent.
The Center for Human Services Research
(CHSR) was established at the Johns Hop-
kins University Department of Psychiatry
and Behavioral Sciences in 1971 to met this
need. Supported by a 5-year grant, CHSR is
involved in carrying out a seriesof survey
and onsite research projects designed to
cfarify the scope and effects of this move-
ment. In addition to the publication of com-
pleted research projects it was anticipated
that the results would be valuable to program
directors and others involved in the develop-
ment of the use of paraprofessionals in men-
tal health if they were fed back rapidly to
the field. Thus .CHSR has aimecrat providing
feedback of research findings fo the field as
Raft of its information exchange function.

An initial survey of programs throughout
the country was completed in 1972 to deter-
mine how many programslwere in operation

2

and what their )basic charaCteristics were. A
total of '150 Dental Health/HumaieService
progranis----wpe itlentified. These, programs
had graduated 2,700k workers and it was pro-
jected that the number of graduates would
rise tcymore than 17,000 by 1976. The th nes
of these' programs were diverse sugges.ing
a considerable degree of heterogeneity. Fur-
ther program surveys of a more detailed
nature are being carried out to clarify the
degree of heterogeneity and to look at other
program variables more closely.

The raw data from the initial program
survey were compiled and pliblished.in note-
book form in the spiing of 1972 under the
title A National Sur.vey of Associate Degree'
Programs in Mental Health: Summary Data
and Program Descriptions. This publication
was made. available to all participating pro-
gram directors and a few interested others.
Thus program directors were able to locate
other programs similar in nature to their
own and to have detailed listings of relevant
data such as the number and types of stu-
dents involved, problem areas., encountered
by the program, and the like.

A surrey of all students enrolled in asso-
ciate degree mental health programs was
carried out in the s ing and summer of
1972. Forty-eight of 103 college _programs
returned completed 'questionnaires for' their
students. These students tended to be older
than The average (56 percent ovei 21 years
of age). Seventy-sixipercent were female.

Thirty percent of first year students and
19 percent of second year students were
drawn from minority groups. Students

'learned about the programs from one of a
number of sources with the school catalog,
school- counselors, and students enrolled in
the program being the three primary cate-
gories. The three most important factors
influencing students decisions to enter the
program were: (1) desire to be a "people
helper" ; (2) a chance to work in the mental
health field ; and (3) previous work expe-
rience. Stu4ents tended to be strongly inter-
ested in beioming mental health workers

- and were therefore planning to continue in

00°



the mental health program. Fewer second
year students planned to be employed upon
graduation than did first year students. This
may be the result of their being more aware
of the tight job market. '

Students, saw a number of human service
settings as providing relevant employment
possibilities With community mental health,
centers, schools, social service agencies,
mental retardation centers and State hos-
pitals being selected as preferred locations
for employment in that order. A majority
(78 percent) anticipated that they would
continue,..their education beyodd the asso-

s 1 Ciate degree within 5 years of the time of
the stutly.

An exploratory study of seven mature
programs was carried out in late 1971 to
obtain first-hand information from gradu-
ates, their supervisors and co-workers, along
with students, ficulty and college adminis-
trators. The purpose, of this study was to
determine (1) the state of these programs
and (2) the work activities and success of
their graduates. The results indicated that
these programs were healthy and were con-
sidered viable in the future even without
grant support. Graduates interviewed
(N=21)1 were all performing well in both
traditional and innovative job roles. A num-
ber of common problems were identified in-
cluding too few jobs for graduates, inade-
quate career ladders, and too, little super-
vision for new graduates.

settings. Only' 6, percent of those graduates
desiring employment in the human services
were ,unemployed. Ten . percent were em-
ployed in a nonhuman services" capacity,
largely due.to a shortage of human services
jobs. Overall, they are performing almost
the entire range of professional human serv-
ice activities. Supervisors agreed .rather
closely with graduates as to the nature of
their work activities and rated them as per-
forming- these activities in a successful
manner.

CHSR has maintained an ongoing work-
ing relationship.with the Southern Regional
Education Board and the Western Interstate
Commission for Higher Education, both of
which have projects to stimulate the devel-
opment of associate degree mental health
worker programs. Numerous requests for
information from colleges and mental health
facilities have been met. cs

The results of the research efforts to date
suggest that colleges can educate a person
in 2 to make a substantial contribu-
tion to the delivery of mental health services.
If this movement is to lie successful, the job
market for graduates must be expanded..
Considerable work remains to be done in
in the development of new job models for.
such workera so that their training is maxi-
mized and so that they can fill the gaps in
the current delivery system. Most States still

In the spring and summer of 1972 a major
study was conducted in which a 20 percent
radom sample of all graduates were inter-`
viewed along with their supervisors. Seventy-
seven perceht of these graduates were work-
ing in mental health or human service

do not have clearly articulated career lad-
ders which provide for long-range career
advancefnent of this level of worker. In addi-
tion, most of the hiring mental health agen-
cies need to work out better programs for
inservice education and supervision of these
workers.

ManpowerCommunity Colleges
the Mental Health Worker

Mr. Richard Martinez'
Western Interstate Commission' for Higher

Education
P.O. Drawer P
Boulder, Colorado 80302
"MH-12151 1970-1973

1. For current information, conked. Dr. Robert Stubblefield at
W1CHE.
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The WICHE Community College Mental
Health Worker Program was designed to
provide assistance in the development and
coordination of associate degree human serv-
ice training programs in the West. The
purpose of the program was to aid in the
development and direction of community
college mental health worker programs with



some emphasis on employment of graduates,
rural. manpowet needs, and the recruitment.
of Chicanos and American Indians into these
progran;ls. More srfecifically, the objectii;es
were (1) to assess the current development
and directions of community . college pro-
grams for mental health workers ; (2) to
determine employment opportunities aild
appropriate r'ole's for graduates; (3) to en-

0 courage the development of related mental
health worker programs in community col -
leges; (4) to encourage the expansion of
career opportunities in agencies and institu-
tions; and (5) tq aid in the recruitment of
students from Chicano'and American Indian
populations, particularly in the rural areas.

To assess the current developiner.L.of com-
munity college programs, a number of ques-
tionnaire surveys were conducted of com-
munity colleges in the /WICHE region. As
information became available from these
surveys, the program hegan to function as
an information center for programs cur-
rently in Progress and for coHeges which
showed interest in developing mentai-health
worker programs. Continuing programs
were provided with material which would
aid them in the areas of curriculum develop-
ment and evaluation. With,the identification
of resources, the implementtltion of confer-
ences and workshops became feasible.

The first conference engaged in by the
project was on "Mental Health Issues Among
Indians of the Southwest." It included 19
.tribes in five State! -,was held in Febru
ary 1971 in Albuquerque. The conference
participants learned about conimunity col-
lege mental health worker programs in the
WICHE region and focused on the role of the
Indian mental Health worker. WICHE was
able to determine the extent of training and
development needs and principles pertinent_
to the American Indian in the Southwest.
This conference and certain publicity activ-
ities made the project. more- visible to marry
interested institutions ariOxidividuals. This
aided in planning for the devel4ment of
other conferences to aid interested persons
in identifying resources for the success of
such conferences.

Meetings .and conferences were held in
several States, and sometimes with the Civil
Service Commissions of those States. In gen-

/
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eral, the objectives were to preent the his-
torical beginnings and trends of -mental
health worker training programs to repre-
sentatives of community colleges and mental
health agencies in the various States and to
gain further information on the needg for
and settings in vAch services would be de-
livered. The meetings and conferences also
dealt with agency utilization of mental
health workers, career ladders, and program
developmentincluding preplanning 'for pro-
grams, use of present resources, innovation
in courses and course content, and curriculum
development. The conferences aided the de-
velopers of programs in-making contact with
resources which would be necessary for
success.

A regional conference was held In June
1971 in San Diego which brought together
selected Participants from community col-
leges in, Arizona, California, Cplorado, and-
New Mexico. A major focus of this confer-
ence was the development and integration
of curriculum content relating to Chicanos
and Indians.

Throughout the, development and imple-'
mentation of all conferences, there has been
very close cooperation with the Southern
Regional Education Board (SREB) Com-
munity College Mental Health Worker Pro-
gram. In the principal areas of training and
career ladder development, consultants of
the SREB project were used by the' WICHE
effort. pecause of the peculiar needs of the
rural West, -the areas of iztiliz4tion in cur--
riculum development were developed with
expertise from areas in the West. The par-
ticipants and trainees at these conferences
were community college faculty and mental
health agency'. administrators ; in addition;
personnel_ , administrators were involved
whenever possible. Materials from these con-
ferences were edited and, assembled for a
publication which was disseminated throtigh-
out the WICHE region, Community College
Mental Health Worker. ProgramA Refer-
ence Resource. The publication reflected
many of the resources that were used by this
project. The publication is designed to be
hcrlpful to others in determining --the appro-
priate roles of mental health workers in
communities and institutions and in devel-
oping career ladders to enhance the func-

8
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tioning of mental health worker manpower.
The conferences themselves provided a forum
for exchange 'of information, attitudes, and
approaches with regard to training and utili-
zation of mental health workers.

The most significant effort of this project
was developed at the beginning of 1972.
Personnel manage met, in a series of work-
shops in a sustained effort in the (planning
of career ladders for mental health worker
graduates. Simultaneously. thirteen directors
of mental health worker programs from
throughout the WICHE region met to dis-
cuss faculty issues and training issues in
employment. The groups were then brought
together to discuss such issues as utilization
of mental health workers. career develop-
ment, and training. Participants learned how
to perform functional job analysistask
analysis, development of criteria fbr job

seleetion, development of training designs,
design of career ladders, writing of job
descriptions, and preparation of guidelines
for relevant academic courses.

By the time the two groups were brought
together, all participants were sufficiently
versed in the subject to 'be able to speak the
same language, They were able to talk as a
group about curriculum and its relationship
to career. opportunities. Up- to the time of
this final conference, there had been very
little preparation with regard to career de-
velopment. Indeed, there had been very little
preparation fop., receiving associate degree
manpower after training. While functional
job analysis, in and of itself, may not be
the ultimate answer, it has been shown that
it can be an effective tool in manpower devel-
opment and utilization.

Promotion of Community College Mental Health Workers

Dr. Harold L. McPheeters
_Southern Regional Education Board
130 Sixth Street, N.W.
Atlanta', Georgia 30313
.M H-10879 19.68-1973

This project of the Southern Regional
Educktion Board is concerned with assisting
the community colleges and the, mental health
agencies of the, South to establish mental
health technology programs at the Associate
of Arts leverand to introduce andmake the
best use of the graduates of these programs
as workers in the mental health agencies.
Limited ,originally to testing the feasibility
of training mental -health' workers at this
level and to determining Appropr i ate role
models for the graduates, the project has
moved considerably beyond that point to the
broader objective of helping establish mental
health technicians as a socially significant
force in the mental health manpower field.

Thisproject is not a direct training pro-
gram in the usual sense. Rather, it is a man-
power project concerned with training, intro-
duction, and utilization of these new 'workers.
On the one hand the project works with the
mental health program directors and faculty

of community college training prograrns to
help with program and curriculum develop`
_ment. On the other hand it works with mer
tal health agency leaders, personnel officers,
and professional staff to establish' job de-
scriptions, career ladders, salary schedules,
and `models for Antroducing and using,these
new, vorkers in the mental health agencies.

The students of the college training ro-
grams in mental health technology are large-
ly (1) recent high lichool graduates, (2)
middle-aged, people preparing for a secoh21
career, and (3) psychiatric aides seeking to
improve their performance and salaries. The
college program directors and faculty are
almost all mental health professionals from
the various disciplinespsychiatric nursing,
psychology, social work and counseling.

The facilities that have participated in
this project of the Southern RegionalgEdu-
cation Board have been the- mental health
program administrators of about 40 com-
munity colleges in the South. An additional
50 or so college program directors from else-,

ts where in the Nation have participated in the
two major faculty development conferences.
The State mental health and mental retarda-
tion program directors and personnel officers
of 10 States in the South and several of the
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State .mental hospital officials and commu-
nity mental health center official's from those
States have also been frequent participants.
Many graduates of mental health technology
programs have also been involved.

Most of the college programs are 2-year
programs with a mix of (1) general studies,
(2) sqeial sciences, (3) mental health tech-
nology courses, and (4) field experience. In-
formation has been Collected about the var-
ious curricular offerings-and their objectives
and rationales. Training methods vary but
most programs include the use of grodp
process, sensitivity training, and practicum
and field training which is generally carried
out along with classroom learning. Som,e
programs include videotape playbacks and
simulations. Two publications of ithe project,
Roles and Functions for Mental Health
Workers and Plans for Teaching Mental
Health Workers have offered a rationale and
guidelines for setting curricular objectives
and for teaching methodologies.

The role model that was evolved from a
mental health manpower symposium and
published in Roles and Functions for Mental
Health Workers is that of the generalist
that is, a person who is primarily assigned

te to a small group of clients or a neighborhood
to help them meet all of their mental health
needs, doing. whatever he can himself and
calling for consultation or referring to a
specialist only when necessary. Surveys show
that about half of the graduates are em-
ployed as generalists. The other half are
mostly working as aides to one or another

-of the established mental health professions.
There have been delays, in establishing

large numbers of job openings at satisfac-
tory sera y, levels in many State mental
health programs. So far virtually all of the
graduates who have sought employment
have found jobs, but more work needs to be
done to establish satisfactory jobs and career
systems the larger numbers of graduates
who will be produced by these programs in
the future. Many graduates have been em-
ployed. in other kinds of agencies (e.g.,
schools, courts, and nursing homes) where
they do the kind of work for which, they
were trained. Probably many more jobs can
be developedpin such settings.

This project has attempted to define and
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develop a new kind of middle-level worker
in the mental health, manpower system. It
has tried to develop a degree of consistency
-ail acceptance for these workers throughout
the region.

When this project began there were only
5 community colleges with mental health
technology programs in the South. Today
there Are 50 with several others in the plan-
ning stages, Most have participated in the
conferences, surveys and consultations and
studies of the SREB project or used its ma-
terials. Across the Nation nearly 100 other
colleges have used the,publications: -Nearly
all colleges are training for the generalist
model. Several States and community mental
health centers now have job descriptions and
sometimes career ladders for these grad-
uates.. Also the VA hospital systeni and the-
joint Commission on the Accreditation of
Hospitals recognize mental health techni-
cians. A surprising number of these agencies
use the workers as generalists rather than
as assistants to one of the established pro-
fessions. There has come into Wing the
National Organizatiod of Human Sertice
Wdrkers to give these people a professional
identity and some graduates ate seeking a
certification mechanism.

About 200 graduates of thesd .programs
are employed in the South in mental hos-
pitals, schools for the mentally retarded;
community mental heaitb centers, Special
educatio% classes for- the retarded, in school
counseling services, in schools for the blind
and deaf, in nursing homes and in related
fields. They do individual counseling, beha-
vior modification, group therapy, teaching,

°community outreach and placement, after
care, intake, community education and orgy: -'
nization. In Florida, Alabama, and Maryland
graduates are involved at the facultyor field
level in training other students.

Seven thousand copies of Roles and Func-
tions for Mental Health Workers have been
distributed throughout the Nation; and 1,500
more copies are being reprinted. Nearly 2,000
copies of Plans for Teaching Mental Health
Workers have been distributed. Other publi-
cations were the 1969 and 1970' Status Re-
ports and articles in the Jourrial -of Com-
munity Mental Health and the Jouvnal of
Hospital and Community Psychiatry. Con-



sultation visits have been made to virtually
all of the States in the South and to at least
6 outside the region. Workshops and presen-
tations have been given at the American
Psychological Association, the National Asso-
ciation of Social Workers meetings, the
Southeagtgrn Association on Mental Defi-
ciertcy and the liation'al Association for
Mental Health. Recently materials describ-
ing the use and intr9duction of these work-
ers have been sent to all State mental hos-
pitals, sehools for the retarded, community
mental health centers and major alcohol and
drug abuse control, programs in the South.

An evaluation component luul kept data on

the growth of programs and the job success
and activities of graduates and has surveyed
graduates and supervisors regarding their
activities and problems. There are still prob=
lems in some areas in getting acceptance of
mental health technicians by the established
professionals and agencies. Some places have
not yet established jobs with approprIlste
salaries so that some of the more recent
graduates have foitnd difficulty in 'finding
employment. Still, more than 60 percent of
the June 1972 graduates in the South had
found employment by October, 1972. Some
of the others had dropped 'out of the labor
market for marriage or further education.

Two-Year Program for jheTrammg of
MentaLliealtfr Workers

Dr. John M. Hadley (deceased) 1
Department of Psychology
Purdue University
Lafayette, Indiana 47907
***MH-10281 1966-1970

The original objectl,yes as described in the
grant proposal were to dt.velop and evaluate
a 2-year university-based program for the
training of midlevel mental health workers.
The intent was to 'educate gene list mental
health manpowerindividuals 'with a core
of liberal arts courses and specialized courses
and field experiences related to mental retar-
dation, emotional disturliltnce4 and the field of
social welfare. It was anticipated that this
type of manpower would perform frontline
or direct-patient job duties.

While the basic objectives have remained
consistent, refinements and modifications
have occurred. The concept of the generalist
has been broadened to include community
and 'helping services beyond what has tra-
ditionally been included in the mental health
establishment (e.g., Corrections work, 0E0
programs, work with the physically' handi-
capped and aging, speech and hear_ ing ther-
apy,'ett.) The job model has been expanded
to encompass liaison or coordination func-

1. Current infohlgation on this program ran be obtained from
Dr. Sherwin Kepes. Community Mental Health Training, Pur-
due University. 2101 East 'U.S. 30. Fort Wayne. Indiana 46805.

tions among professionals, aides, attendants
and different agencies. The current objec-
tives are to provide behaviorally oriented lib-
eral arts courses, specialized mental health
courses and field experiences, and to develop
or enhance positive attitudes and skills in
the therapeutic interaction. Fifty-four stu-
dents have graduated from the program and
have been awarded the associate of applied
science degree. The program began July
1965, and the first class of students entered
in September 1966.

The majority.of students are females ; pre-
dominantly recent high school graduates
with the remainder being older "parried
housewives. Disadvantaged students have
participated in the prograiVro date, there
have been two males in each class on the
average. The class scheduled' to begin Sep-
tember 1970 will have 'a higher proportion
of males. The students range in age from
17 to 51. Academically they are comparable
to other university students.

Purdue University,' Fort Wayne Campus,
is the primary training facility. Several men-
tal health settings have cooperated with the
university by providing practicum settings
and supervision.

The present curriculum may be divided
into two broad areasgeneral college courses
and specialized courses in mental health.

r. Students earn 15 credits in psychology,
including Elementary Psychology, Child Psy-

,
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chology, Social Psychology, Abnormal Psy-
'chology and the Psychology 'of the Excep-
tional Child. Six credits are earned in
sociologyan "'introductory course and a
course in social problems. Other courses. in-
clude 3 hour13 of English, a 6-hour Biology
of Man sequence, and a 8-hour elective.

Four of the_specialized courses offered in
mental health are Introduction to Mental
Health Activity Therapies, Learning Theory.
and Behavior Modification, and the Cage
Study Method. One course is offered each
semester. Each has an associated practicum,
and students spend.4 to 6 hours per week in
actual interaction with clients. During the
summer between the first and second years,
students are-enrolled in a 10-week summer
practicum. This is a full-time paid position
and these assignments are arranged so that
the student can. function insofar as possible
as a potential mental health generalist
functions.

Providing practicum periences from the
first semester is fairly in vati e. Generally
students in university setti gs do not have
such experiences until later than the first 2
years.

Another innovative Aspect vf the program
is a fairly heavy emphasis on the use of lab-
oratory training methods developed by the
National Training Laboratories. Pridr to the
start of classeS in the fall, students, staff,
and outside consultants spend 41/2 days at a
camp removed from the campus. The total
experience is called- alaboratory in human
relations' training. Students spend part of
the time at the laboratory in sensitivity
training groups. In addition to T-Groups, the
laboratory 4includes sessions on areas such
as nonverbal communication, decision mak-
ing and the helping relationship. Laboratory
training is- then continued throughOut the
2-year program. Formal credit is given in a
sequence of courses entitled Group Dynamics
(I, II, III, IV). The group dynamics se-
quence also includes focused trainirg on n-
hancing- interaction skills such as empathy,
genuineness, and respect. o

The general role model is that of mid-
level mental Itgalth generalist. It was be-

t lieved thategraMl- tes could find employment
in institutions as members of milieu 'treat-

..

ment teams, comprehensive community men-
tal centers, day-care programs, outpatient
services, outreach work programs, coordina-
tion activities among agencies, sheltered
workshops, teacher or teacher assistants for
emotionally disturbed and retarded children,
corrections systems, and public school sys-
tems. Except for the area of corrections,
graduates are currently employed in all of
the above settings.

The Purdue program was the first 2-year
mental health, training program in the coun-
try. Since its inception, over 50 pp:grams
have begun or are in planning stags. This

, phenomenal growth, in part, reflects a &ow-
ing recognition that the preprofessional

. mental health, worker represents a viable
strategy for improving the delivery of men-
tal health services. In no small measure the
Purdue program has been looked to by other
developing programs.

Purdue's mental health program has had
a significant impact on the local community.
Several agencies have provided practicum
placements and many have enlarge(' these
placements to full-time paid positions. Agen-
cieg have deverope.'doutreach programs using
graduates aig the manpower core. A local
State institution has hired several graduates
to work as program coordinators.

Students formed a campus mental bealth
association and a social .club for reentering
individuals. The adult division of the local
mental health center has assumed adminis-
trative and financial responsibility for the

t, When the program began in 1965, no job
specifications existed for mental health tech?
nicians. Largely through the efforts of pro-
gram personnel and key agency people, the
State recently passed a job classification for
graduates of 2-year mental health training
programs.
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Nationally, the Purdue program is looked
to as being the pioneering effort in creating
a new vocation in the field of mental health'

Several' programs have utilized the expe-
riences of the Purdue 'program ip various
stages of planning and implementation.
Many, for example, have. structured Weir
curriculuiri on the basic model Of Purdue.
Personnel from other programs have visited

,r)
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to observe the program in operation. Others,
while not visiting the program, have com-
municated with the staff..

The research associate of the Purdue pro-
gram has consulted with research staff at
the Southern Regional Education Board in
establishing a research design for the evalua-
tion of programs in the Southern States. In

. addition, staff have and continue to serve
on the advisory board of SREB.

Visits have been made by program staff
to other brograms such as Metropolitan Col-
lege in Denver and the program in Daytona
Beach. .

s Graduates haVe been employed in, a va-
riety of settings and perform various job
functions. Among these are members of
treatment teams in institutions for the emo-
tionally disturbed*; program coordinators,
teachers, and behavior modification program
implementors at a State institution for the
retarded ; outreach workers, intake inter-
viewers, "supportive" therapists and liaison
workers at mental health clinics ; mobility
teachers foi the blind; activity therapy per-
sonnel 'at

backup therapists at speech and
hearing clinics ; community workers for pub-
lic school systems; and social services work-
ers at tuberculosis sanatoriums. One grad-
uate was hired as the executive director of
the local county mental health association.
At an institution for the Mentally retarded;
some graduates are responsible /kir teaching
behavior modifiption techniques to aides and
attendants. Several graduated have super=
vised mental health students in tteir practi-
cums. Movement upward in the syslem occurs
primarily through increased responsibility
and job enlargement.

One administrator feels that graduates
have had a decided impact on the cliitiate of
his setting; there is more openness and effec-
tive communication among staff. Outreach
work, > program. coordination, and liaison
among agencies present areas where new
roles have been created 'piimarily because of

graduates' effectiveness and availability.
Few appropriate texts exist for the spe-

cialized mental, health courses. Consequently,
staff have prepared reading)ists and written
materials for various topics. For the group

r-

o

dynamics sequence, exercises are continually
developed and used at Purdue and shared
with other programs. For training in inter-

,
action skills, tape recordings have been de-

o i.eloped and are played for students to listen
to and evaluate.

Program staff have \ sired over 60 set-
tings and workshops describing their expe-
riences. Papers have beell preseilted at
several national, State: -and local professional
associations.

Seven articles have been published on
various aspects of the program and the mid -
level mental health worker. In addition, staff&
have corresponded with over 500ageacief"
or persons, and requests for information are
continually made by individuals in the field.

A followup study of graduates indicated
that supervisors are generally pleased with
their performance; and, in the main, gradu-
ates" are satisfied with their work. At the
same time, there are problems or issues. One
is the resistance from aides and attendants.

',This group, however, would most likely be
resistant to most change. It is not simply
that a new breed of workers is on the scene
threatening to disrupt the institution. Re-
srstance from professionals seems somewhat

. different. The climate and values where the
graduates experience resistance tends to be
one where roles *are rigidly defined and the
focus is "who does what" ratter than the
most effective delivery of services: Program

1st:. ff, by- serving as consultants to both grad-. J-dates and other agency staff; can help_in
reducing_ resistance.

What happens after gra uates take entry
jobs is also an issue. Sever graduates are
continuing their education. n some cases,
fey have mixed feelings abo t school since
fey feel they must continue vith their for-
mal education if they are to advance. Con-
tinual effort needs to be directed towards
creating career ladders.

Based on experiences with agency person-
nel and the wide range of job roles of grad-
uates,' it appears that the concept of the
generalidt is viable.

Purdue University has formally agre ed to
Assume-Anancial responsibility for the pro-
*am after the grant terminates.

9
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Associate Degree in Mental Health Technology

Miss Lttuise M. Atty
Department of Mental Health Tech'nology
Daytona Beach itiniOr College
Daytona Beach, Porida 32015
MH-11008 1967-1975

This 2-year program leading to an' asso-
ciate of science degree in mental,..health
technology, is educating mental health gen-
eralists to provide quality care to people with
problems in living, in a 'ariety of agency
`settings where a high degree of interpersonal
involvement is built into the treatment pro-
gram. The development of job skills lies in
the direction of a variety of therapeutic
group techniques, interviewing skills, social-
interaction facilitators., observation and com-
munication skills, and working closely with
other community-based agencies to facilitate
and enhance the interpersonal and social,
gro th of the client, his family and/or other
sig Itcant members in his life. Process-
oriented education, uVlizing growth anden-
counter group work, is facilitated through a
small class of students. Since the inception
of this plograng 60 trainees halft been ad-
mitted. Of these, 43 have graduated, and 85
percent are employed in mental health and
related agencies. The majority of those un-
employed are so by choice. The trainees
included currently enrolled community col-
lege students, housewives, registered nurses,
secretaries, recent high school graduates,
and a few war veterans. Most were women,
and were w,hite. While the majority of the
traineees come from a 50-75 rniltri, radius,
there have been seven out-of-State students
thus far, although many more have applied.

Practicum experience is provided at the
Volusia County Community Mental Health
Center, a Half-waygDrug House ; the Halifax
Area Cot;rt oriented Program for AlcohOlics ;
VoltiSia House, a treatment facility under the
aegis of the Florida State Division of Youth
Services; Project Headstart; and a dayare
treatment facility.

The curriculum is a balance of general col-
!eke work and special mental health courses.
The mental health courses, transferable to
some upper-diviision college programs in
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Florida, emphasize social:interpersonal theo-
ry, communication theory, transactional
theory and therapyand group dynamics.
The student tarns 33 credits of supervised
client-centered practice tfiroughout the 2
years. t. .

' In-1971, the college employed two mental
ealth technician graduates of the program
hose' primary function is to facilititte',stit-
ent grovvth and clinical learning Grolitii
he use of student interaction growth groups

and individual counseling. It appears essen-
tial...that faculty of college. mentalThealth
programs come from the ranks of mental
health in order to develop a broad core of
knowledge, skills, and attitudes relevant to
these particular training programs!

In the 5 years of this program's existence,
the impact on the comineity has taken sev-
eral directions,

seem

.appears that the
job pp.ssibilities seem to be diminishing, the
success of those graduates employed locally
is becoming more known to other agencies
whose, personnel policies could include the
employment of the `Rehabilitation Techni-`'
cian,", since this uclassification 'wets-officially
revised in 1970. The Division of Personnel
and Retirement decided to-establish this gen-
eral classification for use by other divisions
revonsible to the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services, such' as Division of
Drug Abuse, .Division of Youth Services,
Corrections, Division of Mental Retardation,
Division of Mental Health, Vocational Re-
babilitation,, an. others.

Secondly, the number of applicants for the
program is/steadily' 'increasing. This" places
a furtherAemand on the community college
to continue a program which appears to have
reached an impasse insofar as local employ-
ment is concerned. However, job opportuni-
ties in other areas of the State are excellent;
many of the graduates are enjoying-success-
ful experiences, in community mental health
centers in other Flgrida cities.

.

Despite the fact that, the initial target area
for manpower utilization appeared to lean
toward mental health centers pritnarily, em--
ployment of gradUates has demonstrated that
these workers are effective and are being
employed in other health related and reha.
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bilitative agencies such* as blind centers,
directors and group and individual counsel-
ors of drug and alcohol half-way houses,
instructors in alcohol safety education, resi-
dential treatment camps for disturbed juve-
niles, directors of training centers for men-
tally retarded, recreation and art therapists <,

in hospitals and outpatient clinics, and
individual and group therapists in private
practice with and under the supervision of
a private psychiatrist. Many of the graduates
are involved in the training and clinical
supervision of aides and other mental health.
technician students here and in other areas.
Many graduates had the opportunity to
establish their own roles and functions since
there were no job descriptions into which,
they had to "fit."

Since the inception of this program, staff
has provided detailed information through
correspondence and consultation to well over

ST

100 colleges and technical schools regarding
development, curriculum,' educational philos-
ophy and.proces§, clinical training, progress,
and problems. Further correspondence with
these programs, now underway, seems to
validate the conclusion that this program
has' Served as a model .in development of
some of these newer programs. InformatiVe
materials, including published and unpub-
lished papers, and papers prepared, foi pro-
fessional meetings, both by-project direcor
and students who participated in panel
cussions, were prepared especially for such
dissemination. Recently, an entire issue of
Perspectives in Psychiatric Care, has been
devoted to this Mental Health Technology
program.

At this writing, the Daytona Beach Com-
munity College plans to continue with. this

- curriculum, after. the termination of the
NIMH grant.

Mental Health Technician Program

Mr. Robert J. Buehler
Sinclair Community College

Dayton, Ohio 454b2

MH-11176 1968-1970

This 2-year Associate in Applied Science
program offers a curriculum stressing ex-

* periential training, continuous and parallel
with academic work, to develop a "general-
ist" in mental health work. Training includes
interpersonal group techniques in developing
confidence, leadership, and insight. Empha-
sis is upon social-cultural aspects pf human
problems, humanistic, reality grounded rela-
tionships with clients, interviewing and
counseling principles, creation of remotivat-
ing and therapeutic climates, concepts of
hospital and community psychiatry, and case-
work principles as working concepts prepar-
ing the technician to perform in a wide range
of settings. The essential role of graduates
is that of a case manager in terms of a
priMary therapeutic and helping ag

Candidacy requires high school ,gra ua-
tion or equivalence and acceptance by
clair Community College and by a screening
group within the program. Recruitment is
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not selective or limited. Enrollment reflects
heterogeneity of age, race, and cultural-
economic origins without special recruitment
efforts. Male enrollment has not been repre-
sentative however. The first class began in
September 1967 and 196 students have been
graduated. Thirty students will graduate in
June 1973 with a similar projection for 41101k
1974.

The 7 -quartei curriculum hai 52 credit
hours of related courses and 51 of specific
mental health and human services courses
with over 800 hours of experiential practi-
cum. First year courses are traditionally
structured and offered on campus. Second
year courses are clinical and taught inimigiof
ties at Dayton Mental Health Center. The
Ohio Department of Mental Health and
Mental Retardation provides facilities, em-
ployment of program-assigned practicum
instructors, stipends for second year stu-
dents, and scholarship grants. Based in men-
ial health, facilities, the instructional model
progresses from classroom to structured lab-
oratories to performance of patient services,
with continuous feedback from instructor-
superVisors. Major field work includes 20
hour per 'week practicum courses in each of



the last 3 quarters. `'While based at Dayton
Mental Health Center, most stiutents.,spend
one quarter at Dayton Children's Psychiatric
Hospital. Students and trainers ar4 inte-
grated into unit teams and assume roles in
activities programs, remotivation and beha-
vior modification projects, individual rela-

,tionship contacts, discussion and problem-
oriented groips, intake interviews, release
planning, followup, reporting, and reinte-
gration of client into the community. During
this practicum in State facilities, students
also have quarterly, 8-hour-per-week place-
ments in agencies such as community men-
tal health centers and clinics, retardation
programs, rehalglitation and corrections cen-
ters, and children's service programs. Reap-
praisal of content is ongoing. Through grad-
uate And employer feedback, subject matter
and experience are provided to develop per-
tinent new skills.. Generally, specific skills
are integrated into the program as micro-
labs or training modules.

The technician is seen as a client-centered
generic worker with interdisciplinary skills,
usually providing case manager services in
consultation with specialist workers. This
role has emerged from gradUate experience
and employment has been excellent in a wide
range of settings throughout the State of
Ohio in both State and community agencies.
To this date, all graduates seeking employ-
ment have obtained jobs directly in mental
health work.

Accomplishments are evaltiated in part by
the experiences of graduates. One hundred
and six students have graduated. Eighty-three
are now working directly in mental health
settings in Ohio. Others are employed else-
where or are furthering their education. Eight
are not currently employed but all have had
jobs in the field. Areas of employment in-
clude 7 State facilities and t10 community
agencies. Included. are State hospitals and
retardation facilities'for children and adults,
community mental health centers and clinics,
children's protective services, drug pro-
grams, .senior citizens' and correctional re-
habilitation centers. The majority have as
their primary responsibilty some form of
ease management utilizing the inter-
disciplinary skills as noted above. Three of
10 unit chairmen at Dayton Mental Health
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Center are program graduates. Requests to
employ technicians have increased yearly.

Good employment, however, may be less
significant than other impacts of this and
newer similar 'programs. Credit, for changes
cannot be taken solely by this progtam ; but
as the first in Ohio and 'by apparent success
of graduates, it has had its effect. As a pro-
totype in this State it provided a frame of
reference for the now established State
classification for Mental Health Technitian
I and II. It gave impetus to establishing 3.
additional State-approved programs.
early introduction of the 2-year worker into
the field, it contributed significantly to what
now seems to be good acceptance of the tech-
nician in many human service areas. Agen-
cies once limiting employment now give
increasing responsibility to the technician.. .1-

Because of the structure of the'supervised
experiential training stressing the generalist
role, this program served as the basis for
video tape presentations throughout State
institutions in workshops promoting concepts
of continuity of care and community involve-
ment. Instructors from this program are,
moderators for these presentations. These
workshte serve as a forum for stimulating
interest in the generalist approach and have
opened many doors to graduates. Additional
educational efforts include numerous re-
sponses to written inquiries and visits from
personnel of new or proposed programs in
the area.,

The most significant educational develop-
ment of this program is its philosdphy rather
than materials used. Learning by doing
under the program's -own instructors is the
keynote in practieum.,, Students Pare taught
interdisciplinary skills and are directed to
organize them in a' way that focuses upon
the immediate needs of the client as a per-
.son, not as a sick individual. Experience has
indicated that graduates then are able to
transfer training very easily from one pet-
ting to another.

Essentially this program is quite secure
and anticipates expansion beyond the aver-
age of 30 graduates per year largely due to
employment requests. Funding from NIMH
ended in 1970 but the College has accept
responsibility for continuance of the pro-



gram. From the outset this prograth &has
enjoyed unique support from the State of

;a.

Ohio as noted abovesupport that has con-
tinued to the present time.

Helping Service Training ProgramMental Health Option

Dr. James Dugger
Metropolitan State College
250 West 14th Avenue
Denver, Colo. 80204
"*MH-11202 1968-1971

Metropolitan State College, Denver, Colo-
rado, initiated a 2-year associate of applied
science degree program to train mental
health workers in the fall of 1967. NIMH
support for the training aspects of the pro-
gram began in- January 1968 and continues
through June 1971. At that time, it is ex-
pected that the State of Colorado will assume
full responsibility for the program and it is
hoped that it will assume partial responsi-
bility for the program earlier than that date.

The development and implementation of
this program is an example of a cooperative
venture involving the college and a number
of public and private agencids. When the
program was initiated, only a few agencies
and institutions were involved. At the pres-
ent time, the list of agencies, includes :
Bethesda Hospital; Denver ; Norado Youth
Center, Denver ; Denver General Hospital,
Denver ; Denver Head Start Program, Den-
ver ; Federal Youth Center, Englewood ; Fort
Logan Mental Health Center, Denver ; Gold-
en Gate_Youth Camp, Golden ; Laradonflall,
Denver ; Lookout Mountain School for Boys,
Golden; Mount Airy: 'Hospital, Denver ;
Mount. View Girls'_chool, Morrison ; State
Home and Training School, Wheatridge ;
Veterans Administration Hospital, Denver;
West Side Action Center, Denver.

Other public and private agencies have
also expressed an interest in the program and
will be participating actively in the future.

The curriculum that has been developed
emphasizes the need for fulfilling the general
academic requirements for the Associate of
Applied Science degree, as well as the special
-emphasis needed for Mental Health Worker
training. The latter includes substantial
amounts of course work in Anatomy and
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Physiology, Psychology, and Sociology. In
addition to these, there are specialized
courses designed to give the student a broad
overview of the nature of helping people
with personal problems in a variety of kinds
Of agencies.

In this course sequence, students are given
a gradually increasing exposure to agenties,
their clients, and the professional staff that
provides services within these agencies. As
this exposure increases in intensity and dura-
tion throughout the program, it narrows in
focus. That is, early in the program the
students will have an introduction to the
functions of many agencies. Later, each stu-
dent will begin to concentrate on a smaller
number of agencies halting direct eontact
with their clients and professional staff.
Finally, he will have an extensive field work
placement. over a period of months provid-
ing him with the necessary knowledge and
orientation to become a full-time employee
in a helping agency. Through' this kind of
exposure the student may discover where
his talents will best be utilized.

The exposure and selection process built'
into the program is aimed at helping stu-
dents to make the best possible selection of
the specific area in which they will work, as
well as aiding the agencies in selecting the
best potential workers for their particular
type of agency. Just as the agencies and
the college have collaborated in the develop-
ment of the training program, they are also
collaborating in the development of a role
description for the new professional. Now
that the first graduates are in the field, all
institutions involved are working diligently
to describe the general characteristics of the
mental health worker that are common to all
institutions and special characteristics which
areespecific to a particular institution. Hope-
full this process will result in a uniform
development of job specifications and salaries
across all institutions.

As a part of the research design. the staff
at the college will be looking very closely at



tidevelopment of various roles for the
ental health worker. A behavioral analysis

of performance -in -e-practicum setting, as
well as after graduation, will result in an
accumulation of data which will itself- de-
scribe the role of the mental health worker.
Such behavior analysis is only a part-of the
research project. The staff also is involved
in examining the differential effects of the

_ trainingaprogram on students with a variety
of characteristics. Finally, an attempt willt
be made_to ascertain which aspects of the
curriculum are most important and influen-
tial in the training of the Mental Health
Worker.

The staff is diligently involved in such
areas as student selection and evaluation,
critique a classroom and curriculum proc-
ess, supervision of field placement experience,
and development of new institutional rela-
tionships. Relatively novel classroom prod-
esses are being attempted, as well as more
traditional approaches to teaching. It is the
philosophy of the staff to emphasize success
rather than failure. To this end, students are
directed to continue working in a specific
area until they reach a sufficient level of
proficiency to move on to another area. In
this fashion, no student fails out of the pro-

Training of Preprofessional

Mr. William C. Sippel 1
Community College of Philadelphia
Department 'of Nursing
35 S. 11th Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19107
***MH-11685 a ox

In Septenfber 1968 Community College of
Philadelphia introduced a 2-year curriculum
in Mental Health Work leading to an A.A.S.
(associate in applied science) degree. The
primary objective of this program is to train
middle-level mental health workers who will
constitute a new source of manpower for the
developing mental health services in metro-
politan Philadelphia. In addition to produc-
ing grailuatekwho will be able to provide a

1 For current information un the progiam, contact Dr.
Romild Weinstein at the college.
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gram but, on occasion, self,selects-himself
out of the program because of noninterest or

.noninvolvement. a

Such approaches are subject to disCUssion
or criticism by the administration of the
college as well as by an advisory board, all
of whom seek to aid in the continuing im-
provement of the program. In particular, the
advisory board, which is made up of repre-
sentatives from various institutions, agen-
cies and professions in the community, has
served as a sounding board against which
the staff may play its ideas, as well as a
mode of communication between the commu-
nity and the program. This model of coop-
erative community-agency development of
a program holds a great deal of promise.
The principal advantage is the potential for
developing a program which is both educa-
tionally sound and meets the community and
agency needs for the development of people
with the skills needed by the community.
Finally, it provides the educational institu-
tion with a constant feedback about commu-
nity needs as well as an opportunity for
experience -based learning through-student
practice in an agency during the course of
training.

Mental Health Workers

wide range of valuable services in mental
health settingi, the curriculum provides a
sound academic foundation for those stu-
dents who wish to continue their education
beyond the associate degree level.

Fifty-seven 'students enrolled in the pro-
gram on a full-time basis in September 1968.
Of this number 34 progressed to the second
year in September 1969 and, of this number,
27 graduated on schedule in May 1970. Six
members of this first class will 'graduate at
some future time. Attrition was-high during
the first year of the program due to students'
uncertainty about the field of mental health,
changes in career plans, some academic fail-
ure, and a variety of personal reasons. Fifty-
one full-time freshmen were enrolled in Sep-
tember 1969. Of this group, 41 were still
enrolled in May 1970. Fifty-five part-time
students, including 35 State-employed



chiatric aides, have been enrolled in the pro-
gram during the 196.9 -70 academic year.

The full-time enrollment is comprised of
recent high school graduatesyoung people
Under 20 years of age. However, the age
range goes into the 50s. Part-time students
are considerably older, on average, than full-
time students. -Approidmately one-third of
full-time students are "disadvantaged" and
in receipt of financial aid from various
sources. During 1969-70, 23 students re-
ceived training stikends from the National
Institute of Mental Health.

The following organizations have cooper-
ated with the college by providing field work
placements for our students during the first
2 years of the prograth : The Devereux Foun-
dation, Eastern Pennsylvania Psychiatric
Institute, Hahnemann ComMunity Mental
Health Center, Horizon House (mental
health and rehabilitation services), Jefferson
Community Mental Health Center, The Laf-
ayette School (for exceptional children), The
Matthews School (for children with learning
difficulties), Mental Health Advocacy Asso-
ciation, Northwestern Mental Health Center,
Pennsylvania Hospital Community Mental
Health Center, Philadelphia Association for
Retarded Children, Philadelphia Geriatric
Center, Philadelphia .Psychiatric Center,
Philadelphia State Hospital, School District
of Philadelphia (Division of Special Educa-
tion)), Spruce House (a halfway house), Up-
town Howls for the Aged, Town Court Nurs-
ing Center, Veterats Administration Hos-
pital, West Philadelphia Community Mental
Health Consortium.

Representatives of these organizations
provide consultation and counsel to the Col-
lege through a formal Advisory Committee
and other channels communication.

The first year general education courses
are designed to develop communication skills
and to instill an attitude of open-minded
inquiry into all phases of human behavior
and interaction. In the second year students
take elective courses in order to acquire more
detailed knowledge of human growth and
development, normal and abnormal adjust-
ment, and special problems facing individ-
uals, groups and society.

Specialized mental health work courses
are designed to accomplish a number of gen-
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oral objectives : (1) Provide students with
the necessary knowledge of the field of men
tal health/mental retardation. (2) Help stu-
dents to apply the knowledge of the social
and behavioral sciences to the understanding
of people and situations, and to the provision
of a helping service. (3) Help students de-

\ velop skill in the following areas: verbal and
nonverbal communication, interpersonal rela-

\tionships, observation, report Writing and
record-keeping, interviewing, group member-
ship and, leadership, and the therapeutic use
of self.

In designing the curriculum it was recog-
nized that early and continued student
confrontation with the problems of mental
illness and mental retardation would be an
important dynamic in the learning process.
During the fall and spring semesters of each
year, students,spend a -minimum of 6 hours
per week in a mental health facility ; between
the first and second year they are assigned
on a full-time basis to a mental health facil-
ity for 7 weeks.

The college hopes to demonstrate that a
2-year college,based program such as this
,can produce a mental health "generalist"
who will have a broad base of general edu-
cation and specialized knowledge of the field
of mental health as well as a repertoire of
.skills which can be put to use in the wide
range of mental health services existing in a
laige metropolitan area. A4out one-third of
the student group is disadfantaged econom-
ically and/or academically. With appropriate
supportive services, it is hoped that this
program will enable such students to begin,
a career in' the helping professions.

The introduction of the associate-degree
mental health worker has already had some
impact on local mental health facilities. Par-
ticularly in the developing community men-
tal health centers, available manpower now
ranges from the indigenous worker through
an educational continuum to the traditional
professional. The appearance of the middle-
level worker has provided an impetus for
career advancement for the nonprofessional
in the community mental health centers and
in State institutions. For example, 35 psy-
chiatric aides who are currently employed
at the Eastern Pennsylvania Psychiatric In-

9
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stitute are enrolled in the program on a
part-time basis.

In September 1969, lahnernann College of-
Aliied Heatth Sciences, Philadelphia, intro-
duced a bachelor's degree program in mental
health technology. Approximately one- third-
of Community College's first graduating
class of mental health workers has trans-
ferred directly into Hahnemann's bachelor's
degree program. A number of additional
graduates intend to goon for a bachelor's
degree, after a year or two of experience as
mental' health workers.

The majority of the first class which grad-
uated in May 1970 has taken jobs in com-
munity mental health center's in the City of
Philadelphia. Eight of the 10 operating cen-
ters have employed graduates. In all centers

"t

the job title is "mental health worker." Spe-
cific job assignments include group work in
day hospital, behavior modification in a pro-
gram for° children with learning difOculties,
community worker in after-care; interviewer
in emergency service, etc. Other graduates
are employed as counselors in institutions
for disturbed children, in an employment
agency and in a rehabilitation agency.

Local, regional and national 'interest in
the program has been-high.--Information has
been mailed, on request, to .colleges, mental
health, associations, and mental health agen-
cies throughout the United States.

Community College of Philadelphia in-
tends to continue to offer the Mental Health
Work Curriculum after the termination of
its funding by NIMH as a ipilot project.,

Mental Health Tebhniciani

Dr. Jeannette Redford 1
'Jefferson State Junior College

Department of Mental Health Technicians
2601 Carson Road
Birmingham, Alabama 352;15
***MH-11707 1969-4972

II. -This Mental Health .Technician Program
has six bass e. goals. and objectives for its
trainees. It is intended that they. will (1)
acquire skills and knowledge necessary to
perform job. responsibilities; (2) become
aware of personal values and respect rights
an privileges of each individual citizen;
( ) become familiar with the mental health
m v ent, organization and function's of
various agencies and institutions, and roles
of various mental health profeisionals ;' (4)
develop an appreciation for learning and
acquire a sound foundation for continuous
education ; (5) become familiar with various
sociological characteristics of population and
encourage enrollment of.students in program
from all socioeconomic groups; and. (6) ac-
quire understanding and skills in .interper-
sonal relationships in every aspect of life.

An advisory committee began_development

1. For current information on the program contact Mn. Julia.
Mogi( at the college
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of the MHT curriculum in 1966. Members
of the advisory committeevikzere-representa-
fives from various- mental health agencies
at both the local and State leVel. Students
were first 'admitted into the program in Sep-
tember 1967. Three students griduated in-
the summer 1969, four in June 1970, and six
in August 1970. There ire twenty-two addi-
tional students at the first year level of
course work. The students_of the MHT pro- -,
grain generally fall within five categories:
(1) recent high school graduates, (2) minor,
ity and disadvantaged groupil, (3) middle-
aged women, (4) ex-military, personnel, and

, (5) individuals seeking to up-grade their
training. Three basic characteristics which
best describe the student population are:
(1) their ages range from eighteen to early
fifties, (2) there are approximately 15 per-
cent male students and 85 percent female
students, and (3) there are approximately
30 percent black students` and' 70 percent
white students.

The MHT cuerriculum is divided approxi-
mately equally between general education
courses with special emphasis on the 80C1111
sciences and MHT courses. The program is
seven quarters in length with the students
spending one of these quarters full time in a
clinical agency. The program also provides
the students with several MHT electives the



second year so that each student ca give

special emphasis ;to his particular int rests
and abilities.

The MHT curriculum involves both class-
room instruction and clinical experiences in
various mental health agencies. The field
experiences are planned in the following
agencies : Hill Crest Hospital (private psy-
chiatric hospital), Mental Health Clinic,
Juvenile Court, Parent Child Center,- Social
Club, Girls' Training Industrial School,
Learning Disorder Center, elementary
schools, Bryce Hospital (State Mental Hos-
pital), VA Hospital (Tuscaloosa), and Part-

- low (State institution for mentally retard-
' ed) . Each student has clinical experience, in

at least four or five of the agencies before
completion of the program.- The field expe-
rience starts the third quarter and, cOntinues
each quarter through the remaining pro-
gram. Several other agencies have expressed
interest and williggness to cooperate and
will be utilized as the need occurs due to
increase of student enrollment. Supervision
of clinical experiences is provided by the
agencies with the college faculty responsible
for planning and coordination of all educa-
tional experiences.

The role model for the MHT graduate is
still difficult to define due to the newness of
this level of training and since the trainee
is educated to work with all the various
mental health professions. For this reason,
the potential employment opportunities are
not as numerous is are expected in the next
year or so. However, Alabama has a State
job description 'for the Mental Health Tech-
nician which has proven beneficialaswell----
as indicating the interest and support pro-
vided by the State.

The MHT program isreunique in that its
selection criteria encourage enrollment of
students from various backgrounds and yet
it attempts to provide equal opportunity for
each student to be successful in the, program.
From reviewing- the previous educational
training of the MHT students, it would ap-
pear many would not have been considered
good college risks. In fact in the case of
several, the students were told not to con-
sider college. These students are doing at
fast average and often better in both their

general education and MHT courses. This
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success seems to be-due to the approach used
in the MITT program and suggests a trend
within, the program. The program is also
unique in that, it provides sufficient course
work for a MHT- generalist but provides
additional electives for students to specialize
.to some degree according to interests and
abilities.

The 'T'T program has had reasonable
influence in the local community and the
State. Many local agencies are making plans
to employ the graduates, and some -of the
professionals have expressed interest, in
researching various aspects of the program
as it might influence their agencies. _Since
clinical supertision is provided by the agen-
cies, the community has become extremely
interested and involved in the development
and success of the program. The,MHT, fac-
ulty has served as' consultants to newer pro-.
grams and colleges interested in beginning
programs, has held in-service workshops for.
various_ local and State agencies and is plan-
ning more similar services. t

One of "the graduates now works at a VA
hospital with the following main responsi-
bilities: teaches aides basic principles of be-
havior modification, assists in group therapy,
plans programs for closed wards, orients
special groups to the psychology department,
speaks to various civic organizatiOns, and
Coordinates training for MHT students who
go to Bryce for clinical experience. Another
graduate works on the psychiatric ward in
a hospital with- the following basic responsi-
bilities: observes, patients' behavior, atti-
tudes and changes and reports to supervisor,
supervises recreational activities, orients pa-
tients an-d--families to unit rules, attends
team conferences, participates in in- service
programs and leads group discussions when
requested. The other graduate is now com-
pleting course work toward a B.S. degree.
The current graduates are considering jobs
wish various agencies but lack of specific job
descriptions VII. the agency and sufficient
funds in the budget may cause a delay for
some graduates in seeking jt)13 placement.
Due to the limited number of graduates at
this time, it is difficult to identify a trend in
job responsibilities.

Intirmation concerning the program is

et



sent upon request. Consultant visits, 'in-
_

service training and speeches are provided
by the entire MHT faculty as often as time
Allows. It is felt this is a special service the
program can provide for many of the newer
programs or interested college personnel.

The college has always provided financial
support for the .program along with the

NIMH grant. The college shaIl,continue to
provide necessary funds foile .program
but may be somewhatlimiited Aunds for
expansion. Efforts shall be made to gain
additional local, State ancl.-Federal funds'in
the 'future to allow for expdftion and im-
plementation a new ideas in educational
training.

Community Mintal Health Technician Curriculum

Mr. Bernard F. Prescott
Greenfield Community College
125. Federal Street
Greenfield, Massachusetts 01301

MH-11933 1969-1973

- Since the September 1949 inception of this
2-year Associate Degree program for ,the

" training of Mental Health Technicians, the
program has graduated 42 individuals and
the currentclass will graduate 20 additional.
These student. come from a variety of
backgrounds in the community including
housewives, the'elderly, underprivileged, ex-
mental patients and the phylically handi-
capped. Some of these have but recently com-
pleted GED., tests or are currently special
students. The program has three compo-
nents: "(1) approximately 1/3 in general edu-
cation including basic courses in psychology,
sociology, and English; (2) approximately
1/3 in courses related 'to mental health, and
(3) 1/3 in practicums including a 21-hour
per week internship in the fourth semester.
The graduate, seen primarily as a communi-
c ator, will be prepared to function at a pre-
professional or technical level in mental
health centers, mental hospitals, general hos-
pitals with acute, intensive, Short-term men-
tal health facilities, excePlional child educa-
tion programs and other. allied community
agencies. The principal asset of the.graduate
will be his ability to work with people and
fit into many niches as an extension of the
mental health professional .with minimal
on-the-job specialized training. Total practi-
cum hours equal 600, with many students
volunteering for 100 to 300 additional hours.

Several agencies have employed Mental
health technologists as a' model for a "nor-

rio
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mal individual," finding that the MHT is
qualified and may be trained to work, as a
co-therapist or intake worker, or for liaison
work in the community, patient followup,
development of family/community resources,
etc. These graduates have adequately dem-
onstrated that there is a place for the mental
health technologist on the professional team.
The program has been fortunate in being
able to utilize the Northampton VA Hospital,
area public schools, Franklin County Public
Hospital, Farrell' Memorial Hospital, North-
ampton State Hospital, rehabilitation _units,
mental health-centers, Children's Protective
Society and other loeal Agencies as practicum
facilities for the program. Personnel of these
agencies have been most supportive of the
students and the prbgrarn.

The freeze on jobs in the Massachusetts
Department of Mental Health removed job
opportunities in that agency. However, the VA
Hospital syste has developed a job descrip-
tion and funding for Mental health associates
as a result of coordinated effort between the
Northampton VA and MHT faculty and stu-
dents during the 4 years of the project. The
VA now has 3 MHTs employed locally and
other VA institutions are authorized to em-
014 mental health associates. The VA also
developed a career ladder for the 'mental
health associate. > A stipend program for 6
second-year MHT students is -currently of-
fered by the Northampton VA Hospital. This
involves a commitment of 750 hours during
the academic year.

Nine of the 1973 class have been accepted
at 4- year colleges in baccalaureate prograins
as full juniors with all credits agepted from
MHT colirses in most instances: Prior grad-
uates have all obtained employment, except
for one person who chose to continue his



formal education. Major airem of concentra-
tion range from psychology to Ptib lic health.

The New England Board of Higher Edu-.
cation, wishing to concentrate more atten-
tion on the field of mental health education,

.has called for integration of the efforts of
those colleges offering mental health tech-
nology programs. Two 'of the Greenfield fac-
ulty and an MHT student are involved in
planning a fall 1973 conference with
NEBHE.

In the local area, graduates are employed
as community outreach workers in alcoholic
rehabilitation clinics, mental health technol-
ogists at the, general hospital, senior super-
visory teacher aides for Special classes,
mental health associates at the VA and at
Northampton, State Hospital Senior Center,
and we is, the owneir/operator of et halfway
house for the emotionally ill. Several of the
earlier graduates 'are. now supervising not
only students in practicum but students from
4-year institutions, wild in one instance from
graduate school: Graduates have been active

in professional organizations of other men-
tal health disciplines in addition to forming
a Massachusetts Association for Mental
Health Technicians affiliated with the Na-
tional Association of Human Service Tech-
nologiet.

Consultation has been provided for a num-
ber of programs in the formative 'and devel-
opmental stages utilizing the knowledge
gained from prior experience in the MHT

,program here. Correspondence at times is
andand focused upon practicum hours,

facilities utilized, student supervision, re-
quirements, and course development and
content.

:-Greenfield Community College is assuming
complete financial responsibility for the pro-
grim after the termination of the NIMH
grant, although some ecOntunies must be
affected according to State budgetary*re-
quirements. These should. not significantly
affect the program, however, as these flictors
were included in the projected budget.



MENTAL HEALTH WORKERS
(BACCALAUREATE LEVEL)

Curriculum for Urban Practitioners

Mr. Gary Ware
Morgan State College
Cold Spring Lane and Hillen Road
Baltimore, Maryland 21239

, MH-13627 . 1:973-1978

The program' was, created to provide (a)
career mobility for students with associate
of -arts degrees to .move from a technical
level of functioning to. a professional level ;
(b) effective articulation with *community
colleges in Maryland with full transferabil-
ity of credits;_ (c) an opportunity for lower-
divisiok students to enter a 4tyear bacCa7
laureate program in rental health ; (d) an
opportunity . for economically and academi-
cally disadvantaged workers at institutions
to further their education and increase their
skills; (e) opportunity for students to prac-
tice theory learned in the Flassroom in a
realistiC community, agency, or institution
setting; (f) a firm academic foundation that
will prepare students for graduate studies.
There are at present 48 students maj4ing
in the MSC Mental Health Pr ram and an
additional 30 students taking tal health
courses as supportive electives for psychol-
ogy, sociology, and social wv,k.

The program w jointly designed and
developed by Morg State College, a pre-
dominantly black college, and the Maryland
Consortium of the Health Sciences, Inc. in
1969. The community mental health curricu-
lum was instituted at Morgan State College
in the fall of 1970 as a,4 -gear baccalaureate
degree 'program And a .2-year continuation
program for associate of arts degree grad-
uates. A small initial grant- was received
from the Maryland Ddpartment of Mental
Hygiene.
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The majority of the students are from
economically deprived families: 27 are black,
21 are white, 26 women, and 22 men. Ap-
proximately half' thir students are graduates
of. 2-year community colleges with AA de-
grees in mental health or general education.
The average age of the students is 29.8 yearn.
Several are working part time, and some are,
head§ of families. Most come from Baltimore
and the surrounding communities.;-but many,
of the younger students come from out-of-
State locations.

Twenty-one mental health, health and com-
munity agencies and institutions cooperate
in training the stddents, representing a cross
section of the various service- delivery sys-
tems and modalities, used to meet the psycho-
logical needs of the diversified populatiorg
in Baltimore and the surrounding communi-
ties. Students are assigned to six or seven
different practicum placements over their 4
years of study in mental health.

The mental health curriculum requires
each major student to 'spend, from 6 to 15
hours per week in a hospital, institutional,
or community setting for practical experience
seven 6f his eight semesters of study. Each
practicum experience is \combined with 2
hours of seminar per week where the stu-
dent collates his practical experience with
theory and methods so that he can gain an
understanding of what problems exist in the
real world where he will work.

A student interested in pursuing a clin-
ical career can take clinically oriented
courses. A student interested in enhancing
his knowledge- and skills for working with
people in their own living environment can
elect to pursue additional psychology and
social science courses. During his 2 or 4
years of study, it is hoped that the studeAt

/'



will develop alle understanding of and sensi-
tivity for recognizing the .effect that the en-
vironment has upon the individual and an
understanding of the problems of living that
individuals have from day to day in meeting
their human and emotional_ needs,:.

Upon completion of the program,,the stu-
dent will be able to 'cork in clinical, insti-
tutional, hospital, or community mental
health settings, beginning as a competent

'entry-level professional. However, since the
MSC Mental Health Program will have, its
first graduating class in June, 1973, the types
of emplOyment positions and settings in
which they will be employed cannot be
determined.

Recruitment and visibility of the program
have increased over the last year and a half.
information has been disseminated to indi-
viduals, high schools, community colleges,
and professional organizations.. within the
State of Maryland and around the country.

,'Full -time program personnel have attended _

'several conferences relevant to the three pro-
gram elements

In addition, staff members have been in-
volved in (a) assisting students in develop-
ing a college and statewide mental health.
B.S. e.egree association, (b) design of a con-
ceptual modality that can be used by mental
health/State employees to continue their edu-
cation and receive practical experience with-
out loss of credits, (c) establishment of a
coordinated effort between Morgan State
College Mental Health Program and Crowns-
ville State Hospital to develop an educational
resource center at CroWnsville where A.A.
students, 13.S. students and psychology and
psychiatric interns can collectively belrained
as ,mental health treatment teams.

Morgan State College is committed to
establish a phasing -in process whereby the
present federally funded program positions
will be absorbed into the State system by .
the college over a period of 4 years.

4

Baccalaureate/Associate Degree rt

Community Mental Health Worker Training

Mrs. Hattye H. Liston
Paraprofessional Training Program for

Community Mental Health
North Carolina Agricultural and Technical

State University
Greensboro, North Carolina 27411
M H-12882 1972-1977

This program, designed to train parapro-
fessionals as community mental health work-
ers, offers the associate in science degree
and/or the bachelor of science .degree.

The program emphasizes an interdisci-
plinary approach in accord with the Carnp-
gie_Commission on Higher Education's spe-

c ciai report, Less Time, More :Options: Edu-
cation Beyond the High School. It differs from
the traditional 2- and 4-year programs... It
is innovative, offering the opportunity to
earn the associate in science degree in 1 year
kind/or the bachelor of science degree in 2
years. The unique feattires of the program
are : (1) flexibility, (2) individual ,structur-
ing of the students' programs, (3) interdis-
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ciplinary integration of curriculum content
in both the general education (blocks-) and
the community mental health (major core)
subject areas, (4) academic credit for pre-
vious work experiences and performance,
and (5) variable length of individual stu-
dents' programs.
. The curriculum developed will provide
generalist training with emphasis in the
areas of drugs, alcoholism, emotional dis-
turbances, mental retardation, gerontology,
and recreational therapy.

An endeavor was made to include a thrust
for varied outreach ,with emphasis in mak-
ing educational opportunities more readily
available to more people employed persons,
older people,4veterans, blacks and other mi-
nority groups,and also persons from lower
income levels lacking upward mobility.

Health services agencies have given edu-
cation leave to some of the persons now
enrolled in the program. Alm one of the
public schools providing .special services for
the mentally retarded has released three of
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its teacher aides to secure a bachelor of
science degree.

Since the program's beginning in Septem-
ber 1972, nineteen persons have been in-
volved in training, three persorls 'having
completed all requirements for the associate
in science degree on May 13, 1973. At pres-
ent, the program has completed three-fourths
of its first year.

Academic and general education training
is provided in a curriculum designed to meet
the University's and the State of North
Carolina's requirements for earning degrees.

Opportunity for practicum training and
experiences has been extended by a wide
range of facilities within the city of Greens-
boro, North Carolina as well as by other
facilities from localities within a radius of
70-80 miles. One training facility which pro-
vided a special institute for the trainees
was Meharry Medical College's Community
Mental Health Centers in Nashville, Ten-
nessee.

Priority for student selection-is given to
persons in the Model Cities areas, returning
veterans, and to individuals who (1) have
work experience in the field of community
mental health, (2) have work experience in
a related agency or institution, (3) have
had short-term training in a related pro-
gram such as New Careers, and (4) have
had related military experiences as an or-
derly, medic, licensed practical nurse, etc.

For admission to the Program, each
trainee should (1) have a high school di-
ploma or its equivalent, (2) have proof of
some working experiences OD service expe-
rience, (3) indicate a commitment to becom-
ing a community mental health -paraprofes-
sional, and (4) demonstrate, sensitivity for
training in community mental health services.

The Department of Human Resources in
the State of North Carolina, on March 15,
1973, acknowledged the program as an aid
in "providing infusion of minorite group
members in the mental health pro am, anct
as a bridge offering-mobility ough rele-
vant training at the associate science and
bachelor of science levels." :I' e present leg-
islative session, at the Governor of North
Carolina's request, has the task of endeav-
oring to provide a substantial number of
positions for paraprofessionals trained as

community mental health workers.
Since the program's inception,- many of

the community colleges have sought' and re-
ceived detailed information regarding devel-
opment, curriculum, practicum training, and
workshops. This 'has been accomplished
through correspondence as well as through

tors.consultation visits by program dire tors.
Further 'progress correspondence indi tea
that the program is being used as a model
to redevelop some of the ii`ow existing pro-
grams or to modify or expand them.,

', The program also conducts a Crisis Inter-
vention/Drug First Aid/AlcOhol Education/
Rehabilitation Institute from which trainees
may earn 96 hours of laboratory and practi-

' cum experiences. Interested persons in the
community, members of the university fam-
ily and staff are also invited to participate.

The program has had significant interac-
tiontwith the city, county, and State services.
The deputy commissioner with the Depart-
ment of Human Resources, Department of
Mental Health, has offered support in mak-
ing t.jthe effort to secure aid to supplement
the financial needs of the trainees through
referrkl to the Education Grant Committee.
There is a3so the possibility that one or more
di the practicurn facilities might be in posek
tion to provide some support funds for stu-
dents while they-are fulfilling 'a practicum
assignment at that institution.

Practicum placement has been profitably
negotiated among the State facilities within
a radius of 70 milesUmstead Hospital for
the emotionally ill, Murdoch Center for the-
retarded, and the Alcoholic Rehabilitation
Center at Butner. All of these facilities form
one large complex.

The Director of Human Resources has
indicated that he regards the program as a
valuable one and that he wishes to offer
every, possible support. He has also asked the
Department of Mental Health to explore
with the project staff possible tangible
means for working together to mutually
strengthen training and service functions:

The program appears secure overall, and
is necessary to fill a definite manpower ,gap
in the delivery 'of health services. The em-
ployment potential looks good as evidenced
by, feedback from the State Department of
Human Resources. *
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Training of Chicano;

Mr. J. Douglas Grant
Social,Action Research Center
235 E. Santa Clara Street, Room 603
San Jose, California
MH -12802

,

A

or'COmmuhity Mental Health'.

1971-1976

This project addre'sses itself to the train-
ing of ,CIficanos now working in community
Mental healthcenters in Santa Clara County,
California. Tile ,self - study model,-"which has
been u+d with other groaps, is the ,priniary.
training method to be utilized in the project.
It is hoped that by demonstrating the feasi-
bility of this method of training, institu-
tional chatige will occur within employing

. agencies. The program will link agency staff
developnient to programmatic activities with-
in the agency Trainees will gain credit
!Ward a bachelor of arts' degree tnrough
these and other activities' outlined in indi-
vidual learning contracts developed by each-
trainee.

The program makes use of a contagion-
based training principle whereby a.given
group of stbdents trained by the project
'become instructors to the succeeding group
of students.. Starting with four trainees who
were working as nondegreed community
mental health workers in -Santa Clara Coun-
ty, the project hopes to train 54 by the end
of the 5-year project. All but 18 should
have received an A.A. orli.A. degree by tliat
time. As of April 15, 1973, eight students
wee in training, including three of the four

nal students who have served as "co-
ers!"
e first group of trainees was comprised

entirely of Chicanos. As they were in charge.
of selection of the second groilp of trainees,
in conjunction with project staff, their wish
that the second grbup not be limited tto
Chicanos resulted in the selection of tw;i
Anglos, two blacks; and two Chicanos.

The project is operated in dose conjunc-
tion With the Santa Clara County Depart-
ment of Mental Health. All students are
currently employed in the department which
gives each of them 24 hours per week special.
assignment time for participation in the'
project. e ----`
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Ctudelits are currently pursuing their edu-
cational objectiVes in conjunction with two-
Bay Area institutions, using a new model
for the education of -Community Mental
Health workers. The model has three main'
cpmporients: (1) a learning contract devel-
oped by. the 4udent in which-he lays out his
educational goals, what he plans to do to
reach these goals, and how his success in
reaching them can be evaluated; (2) alterna-
tive, routes for achieving educational goals,
hot exclsding classrooM activity but empha-
sizing Earning through conducting work-
related I'M* projects; (3) learning through
teaching others. In this model an
and/or advanced degree can be obtained
within time limits comparable to full-time,
on-campus work. It is anticipated that the,
model will be in use in several other Bay
Area educational institutions, in addition to
.the two now being dealt with, by the end of
the project.

As trainees are selected only from em-
ployees of the Santa Clara County Depart

of Mental Health, direct problems with
employment of "graduated" students of the
project do not exist. However, the project
is being carried out in close cooperation:With--
the Department of Mental Health's: task
analysis and job restructuring program;
which will add, to the already numerous ca-
reer ladders currently in existence. The
trainees are thereby assured -that, upon sat-
isfactory completion 6f any part of the proj-
ect which then qualifies them for a higher
position, they can expect promotion to that
position.

This project is a unique attempt to com-
bine (1) educational development of indige-
nous paraprofessionals, (2) granting of
academic Credentials based on a completely
individually developed educational contract,
(3) a high level of integration between on-
the-job work and individual educational re-
search, and (4) complete interfacing with
existing public career ladders,

Similar mental health manpower training
projects in several States have made use of
the learning contracts developed by the ini-
tial group of Santa Clara students in setting
up curriculums or similar open-programs for._
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mental health training. Two NIMH-funded
new careers projects in San Antonio, Texas,
and in Orange County, California, are now
considering implementing a contract model
based on that of Santa Clara.

A number of the participating students
have been qpromoted- within the Department
of Mental Health as a direct result of aca-
demic credits received while participating in .

this program. Most have decreased the
amount of clerical and other supportive work

on greater "professional"
responsibility. One student has embarked on .
a project for which county support has been
obtained to ()lien and operate a live-in half-
way house for alcoholics.

Each student's primary learning source is
his own learning contract, Which he has de-
veloped in conjunction with his individual
academic committee. The contracts outline
in detail tasks to be accomplished to reach
indicated levels of proficiency, including list-
ings of sourcedocuments to be used. In addi-
tion to such contracts, the project staff has

,prepared a resource center, including a bib-
liography of materials in mental health, so-
cial change, and related fields, and copies of
the most-salient articles and books referred
to in the bibliography.

Informal meetings have been held with
paraprofessionals and mental health agency-

staff from NIMH funded New Careers proj-
ects- in San Antorib and Orange County to
discuss the model for possible adaptation to
these cities..

The project has implications for manpower
utilization in terms of building fortnal knowl-
edge around job related activities. This work
can be applied toward an accredited degree
and should also lead to improved services by
the trainee.

In addition, this model ofeducation should
be useful in meeting the need for skilled
individuals from nontniddie class andfroth
minority backgrounds within the human
service fields."By individualizing the trainees'
education through a contract based on his
needs and previous history, this type of edu-
cation allows trainees 'to build on the
strengths of their past experience, their abil-
ity to empathize with the poor and minority
grdups, and their ability, to consider fresh
new approaches to services while providing
them with more_rphisticated mental health
skills. In the past, too often, the acquisition
of "professional" skills by minorities nd
the poor meant the rejection of values*and
skills they-had- acquired through life expe-,
,rience. This model attempts to build knowl-
edge upon the base of perspectives and skills
the trainy arbady possesses" 1*

Baccalaureate trogram in Child Development
and Child Care -,

Ms. Karen VanderVen
Department of Child Development and Child

Care
School of Health Related Professions' *
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213
MH-12725

-.
1971-1975

The Department of Child Development
and Child Care of the School of Health Re-
lkted.Professions, University of Pittsburgh,
is developing a baccalaureate degree train-
ing program at both junior and senior level
for training "middle-level" workers for ca-
reers in the child development and child care
field.' This, project 'represents an extension
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of the,majOr effort made by the department
in the last decade to institute child tare and
development as a special mental health entity
by pioneering the building of career syi.
tem of higher education and training.

The immediate objective of this project is
Jo close a major...gap ilr the career ladder by
developing the baccalaureate level Wofes-
sional program to add to the child develop-
ment' and child care programs that already
exist in the Pittsburgh area, i.e., the 1-year
certificate, the 2-year associate of science,
and the master of science degree programs.
It is planned that as a result of their train-
ing these baccalaureate graduates will help
meet the burgedEing needs for direct givers
of quality care to children and their fam-
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_Hies and will be able to apply considerXble
theoretical an practical knowledge .4. pro-
'Adam this service. The main curricular ob-
jedives are to train people who have an
understanding of developmental theory, skill
in observing child behavior, alio understand-
ing of programing methods and materiaN_
and the ability to translate all of the above
into effective child care iractices ih a variety
of settings in a way that promotes ,the
growth and developrilenf, of children. A more
long range objective of this project is to
explore the possibility of moving toward a
network of programs in this country ,for the
training of child development and child care
workers.

The first class of juniors bean the 2-year
program. in the fall of 197b. By spring,
197"3;`two claAses had completed the program
aid 41 students had been graduated. By
geptember,4973, there were 55 students en-
rolled in the program. There ar9, usually
about four times as many applicants as there
are spaces in the program. Some of pie
applicants ate graduates of the 2-year asso-
ciate of science degree program in child
development. and child care from the Com-
triunity College' of AlleghenCounty. The
rest are lower division studetits from the
University of Pittsburgh and other colleges.
Preference is given to applicants who al-
ready .have exPerience in working with chil-
dren or have successfully completed the 2-
year A.S. ,degree-prOgram.

The department uses over 40 different
copmunity settings fo'r the practicum place-
mInts for the trainees. The practicum set-
tings provide a wide variety of experiences
for the trainees to- work with.-children of
various ages and with name' children as
well as with children with various problems.
Each term the trainee has theoretical course
work and courses in programing that are
closely related to the practicurn experience
of that particular term. There is emphasis
in the -first term on preschool children ; in
the second term on schoolage children; and
in the third term on retarded and brain-
damaged childrentIn the first term of the
senior year there is emphasis on the adoles-
cent and also the emotionally disturbed child.
In the last term the trainee chooses ,some
specialty and has a very extensive practicum
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that requires 2 to 4 days per week. All the
above practicums can be taken, if the trainee
wishes, in an inner city setting or in a set-
ting concerned with the needs of minorjty
groups.

Thus, the primary uniqueness of this proj-.r-
e c t is that upon graduation from a bacCalau-
reate degree program a person is fully ready
to deliver direct services to children and
their families based upon a: solid under-
standing of psychosocial development.

The impact of this project upon the local
area must be considered in conjunctIpn with
the impact of the total department upon the
community. The departmental programs
have become well known. Most of the agen-
cies in the Pittsburgh area have either hir
graduates, provided practicum placemen
for the students or participated in various
seminars or workihops sponsored by the
department': The faculty is frequently asked
to consult on setting up new agencies or
programs, and all faculty participate-on one
or more boards or advisory committees. ,Sev-
eral agencies inthe city are directed bysine
of the department's M.S. graduates and
staffed by baccalaureate and associate degr
graduates. Also, students from a wide va-
riety of other programs at the University
take some of the baccalaureate child develop-
ment courses, e.g. students from education,
paycholou., premedicine, etc. Negotiations
are velrunderWay with the School of Edu-
cation for a joint venture that would allow
certain of the trainees to attain educational
certification and certain student teachers to
participate in child development courses.,
, One of the most important impacts cif the
B.S. program has 'been upon the depart-
ment's,own master's program. The existence
of a growing cadre of qualified direct serv-
ice-workers has permitted a broad reorgani-
zation and refinement of the M.S. program.
The revised M.S. program which is starting
in September, 1973 will permit more in-
depth specialization in working with certain
kinds- of children, provide experience in
practical research, and give training in
either teaching, supervision er administra-
tion. This change allows the training to be
more in line with the actual fu ctioning of .

M.S. graduates. But these c angel could
come only after having a B.S program that
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trained people to give high quality direct
service.

About 95 percent of the_firtt group of
graduates have been able to'find employment
or further training in the field. The salaries
range from $7,000 to $9,500 with the,mean
salary being around $8.000. This salary is
reasonably competitive with other baccalau-
reate level professionals in the area, e.g.,
school teachers onnurses. The graduates ob-
tained jobs in day care, in various programs
in the community MH/MR centers, in,public
school settings, and residential centers. Four
of the first group of graduates have been
accepted into master's programs 'in social
work, special education, or child develop-

,. ment and child care.nt is too early to knoNiv
the degree of succese of the second graduat-
ing class.

At the present time an attempt is being
made to contact as many of the agencies and
depattments in this country as possible that

have some kind of training program for peo-
ple to work with children. Data are being
requested about their philosophy, important
innovations, kinds of training offered,, em-
ployment opportunities, etc. Thesb people
are also being asked about their interest in
future conferences or workshops that would
allow exchange of information and possibly
be the basis of setting up an interlocking
network of training programs.

For program evaluation, data are being
collected. to measure the B.S. graduate's
grasp of theory, his ability to relate to chil-
dren and staff, the kinds of job duties he
performs, and the relevancy of his training
to the performance of these duties.

Currently a significant part of the cost of
this project is being covered by the School
of Health Related Professions of the Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh. The university has com-
mitted itself to institutionalize this program
at the end of the project period.

Baccalaureate Community Mental Health
Specialists Program

Dr. L. Wendell Rivers
Mental Health Specialists Program
University of Missouri at St. Louis
St. Louis, Missouri 63121
MH-12127 1971-1976

Established as a deinonstration project in
1971, this baccalaureate level program has
its activities organized around the following
objectives: (1) to attract college students
from disadvantaged backgrounds into men-
tal health careers; (2) to develop a junior/
senior level, university-based mental health
curriculum; (3) to prepared undergraduate
majors from arts and sciences, education,
administration of justice, and business for
employment in mental heath careers; (4)
to provide each student enrolled in the pro-
gram with a closely supervised mental health
agency practicum experience; this super-
vised, on-the-job training experience is
scheduled to occur during each student's
senior year; (5) to devise a system of job
market surveillance which provides informa-
tion concerning job opportunities for bacca-
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laureate-level graduates who seek careers in
mental health organizations.

Tuition stipends are awarded each year
to 25 students. A student may enter the pro-
gram during the Fall, Winter, or Summer
semesters, -the basic criterion being that he
or she has attained at least junior status.
Selection for the program. is based upon
stated interest in a career in mental health,
demonstrated financial need, recommenda-
tions from academic departmental represen-
tatives, and evaluation made from a personal
interview by a member of the Mental Health
Specialists Program staff.

Each student spends an average of 10 to 15
hours per week engaged in on-the-job agency
practicum work in a selected mental health
institution during either the junior or senior
year. Senior students art given preference
in agency,,placement opportunities. A mini-
mum of 300 hours of agency work is needed
to Satisfy program requirements. Profes-
sionals in the field of human services and
mental health who are attached to the agen-
cy in which a student is placed provide con-
structive supervision in conjunction with



the demands of the program and the agency.
A variety of mental health agencies in the
St. "Louis metropolitan area serve as partici-
pating agencies for the program. Included
are mental hospitals, community mental
health clinics, child care centers, drug abuse
centers and correctional institutions.

At the present time each student must
enroll in a total of nine credit hours of men-
tal health courses and seminars during the
junior and senior years. In addition, each
student is required to attend a series of open
seminars during the school year which fea-
ture guest speakers who are professionally
involved in some aspect of the field of com-
munity mental health and human services.

It is felt that this program is unique in
that it attempts to vocationalize the bacca-
laureate degree and make it more relevant
to the immediate employment needs of the
student ,upon graduation from the univer-
sity. Two additional aspects of the program
should be noted. First, trainees, hiving ful-
filled all undergraduate requirements of their
chosen major field, are able to enter gradu-
ate school at any future time, and second,
the program relates to a lafge and relatively
neglected manpower pool consisting of indi-
viduals who have obtained a baccalaureate
degree in the social sciences and who are
unable to find employment in their major
fields.

The genekal response of the participating
mental health agencies to the program has
been encouraging. This has been true in re-
gard to their willingness to provide field
placement' opportunities and supervision in
addition to their effort to provide jobs for
students upon completion of the training
program. Several of the large participating
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mental health agencies. have modified their
inservice training programs in order to pro-
vide a wide spectrum of experiences for
mental health trainees during the initial
stages of their practicum work.

Of the 23 students in the initial class for,
the-program, 17 completed all of the program
requirements. Three of those not completing
the year were forced to drop out of school
for personal reasons and three experienced
accdemic difficulties. Of the 17 graduating
stJdents, 12 accepted full-time. jobs in men-
tal health institutions in areas of employ-
ment which related to the content of their
training experiences. Two enrolled in mental
health-related graduate programs on a full -
time basis, and three found full -time posi-
tions outside of the mental health area.

Graduates have accepted positions as
teachers of mentally retarded children, case-
workers at State and private hospitals, juve-
nile probation officers, junior computer,pro-
gramer at a State mental hoSpital, personnel
interviewer at a psychiatric institution, jun-
ior accountant for the social services depart-
ment45f a private hospital; drug abuse coun-
selors, and group therapy facilitators at a
State mental hospital.

Requests for information concerning the
program have come from universities and
colleges throughout the United States. To
date, information ' has been forwarded to
institutions in 25 States. Basic details con-
cerning the program were presented at the
80th Annual. Convention of the American
Psychological Association in September,
1972. This presentation was part of a sym-
posium which dealt with undergraduate
paraprofessional programs and community
mental health.
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MENTL HEALTH WORKERS
(NONDEGREE RELATED)

The MshauriTraining for PreventiveMental Health
Services to a Planned Community

Dr. Rose D.-Jenkins
Charles R. Drew Postgraduate Medical School
Los Angeles, Ca'ifornia 90059
**M H-13562 1973-1974

This training program for new residents
of a new planned urban community is di-
rected toward initially creating a healthy
community and assisting residents with
,problems of family and community living.
Training will Joie provided for 94 residents_
of an intown planned community in predom-
inantly black Southeast Los Angeles to de-
liver mental health services to seven hundred
family residents. Partidipating residents
will undertake a 1-year training program
and, simultaneously, function as counselfor-
advisors and mental health Service (tombuds-
men" for fdmilies wilhin 'synthetic kin
network created by partiCipating staff of
the Department of Psychiatry of the ,Drew
Postgraduate Medical Center in collabora-
tion with the Advisory Board of the Ujima
Village Community Development Corpora-
tion.

Training will consist of seminars, work.:
shops, for,mal lectures (invited and at Los
Angeles Southwest College), field place-
ments at Drew and Martin Luther King, Jr.
Coynty Gene al Hospital, and on, the job
training at local health service centers,
Drew, anc the Family Development Center
on the Ujima Jae. Training content includes
recognizing individual, family and commu-
nity mental health problems, understanding
the relation between these and available
helping institutions, observations of other
paraprofessionals at work, groups processes,

.experimental introduction to problemt of
personality using video and other playback
devices, etc., in a 12-month program.'

Training has as is main goals the genera=-
-tion of competent mental health paraprofes-
sionals able to work' in paid capacities in
Ujima Village, King, ind Drew, and other
agencies in the area. Ttaining does not nec-
essarily lead to an academic degree, although
the program is seen as a conduit for career
development among the Village residents. 4

Training Paraprofessional Community Mental Heakh
Workers in Behavioral Modification

Dr. R. Vance Hall
Juniper Gardens Children's Program
Bureau of Child Research
University of Kansas
\2021 North ird
Kansas City, Kansas 66101-
**W-13296 1973-1978
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The objectives of this project are to de-
velop and evaluate a program for training
community paraprofessional mental( health
workers; to develop a training package of
manuals, films, transparencies, etc., to
used by others who want to train such'-work-
ers; and to develop. and evaluate dissemina-
tion strategies for the training program.



The primary trainees are to be high school
graduates who live in the Juniper Gardens
area of Kansas Citya disadvantaged, pri-
marily black area. They will be trained to
work with the behavioral and associated
academic problems of children in the area,
either directly or as consultants to parents,
teachers, and/or personnel of other agencies.
The training will strongly' emphasize beha-
vior modification technology. -

The trainees will be taught to understand
referral reports from mental health agencies
and schools, to define problem behdviors and
academic deficits on the basis of these re-
ports, additional academic tests, interviews,
and measurements of behavior in natural
settings, to set specific And concrete goals
for behavior' change, and to develop and
evaluate programs tb effect change. They
will be taught to continually measure target
behaviors. during. baseline and interveltion
'and to change their strategies when ,the
meal, thents vindicate that their current
strategy is not effective.qVhen pos051e, they
'will train the child's parents t manage and

' tutor 'him and also work h the, child's
school.

When do effective training prografar has
been developed, along with manuals and as-

Community Mental Hee

Dr. Georgia Williams
Community Agent Training Project in Mental

Health
University of Michigan
715 Haven Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
MH-13113 - 1972-1976

sorted visual aids, three different dissemina,
tion strategies will be evaluated: use of the
training 'Materials with'workshops and prac-
tica fpr new trainers, at Juniper Gardens
'followed by 'visits of Juniper Gardens per-
sonnel.to the,pew training facility; training
materials Plus ;,vorkshops by Juniper Gar-

' dens pe'rsonnel at the local training site;
and .use of training materials alone. ThJ aim
is to produce training matarigls, whose effec-
tiveness, With' and without additional inputs,
his been fully evaluated.

Practica,will take place not irrestablished
4 centers:* but in a Neighborhood Learning

Center, which Will give the kind -of control
needed' for gathering research datq. Estab-
lished mental health centers in the area - will
refer children to the NLC ; local schools and
parents will also be able to go directly to the
NLC with requests for help.

The program features a combination Of

I emphases on a careful empirical develop-
Anent of the training program, on devel-
opment of exportible training materials, on
an empirical approach to developing a dis-
semination strategy which will maximize the
usefulness of -the training program and ma-
terials, and on evaluattn to guide all aspects
of orogram development.

Ith.Agent Training Program

The primary purpose of the Community
Agent Training (CAT) Project in Mental
Health is the preparation of nonprofessional
and professional change agents with the
essential skills and concepts to influence
one's Own milieu and similar social system%
in a programmatic way. Intervention- utiliz-
ing humanistic mental health approaches in
early childhood education settings are de-
signed to ultimately help in alleViating men-
tal health problems of the poor (primarily
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in black inner city settings) and relieve the
manpower crisis in mental health education.

More specifically, objectives of the project
are,:

1. To provide an integration of theory,
knowledge, and practicum in mental
health.

2. To develop, an interdisciplinary cur-
riculuM with a focus on models for
innovation and change, i.e, consultant,
innovator, mental health educathr,
change agent, etc.

3.--'To develop a humanistic model for the
educational and mental 'health proc-
esses, utilizing early childhood educa-
tional settings as target training sites.

At the inception of the project, 10 trainees
were recruited (five nonprofessional and five
professional). The basic operational format
for training activities was a "buddy sys-
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tem," pairing each professional with a non-
professional who is also a member of the
target community where training takes
place. The primary premise here' is that such
pairing will facilitate the bridging of the
gaps which exist between theorists and prac-
titioners in mental health.,

T.he trainees have been recruited from a
variety of behavioral science fields to pro-
vide the interdisciplinary background for
the building of an interdisciplinary curricu-
lum in the innovation and change processes.
Among these disciplinary fields, trainees are
matriculating in the following areas : early
childhood education, interpersonal relations
and organizational change, clinical psychol-
ogy, community psychology, law, special edu-
cation, and social work. Length of training
and terminal degree depend on each trainee's
individual goals.

The University of Michigan, the Willow
Run community (Michigan), and the
low Run Day Care Center cooperate in this
project. The unique skills and knowledge
from the university, community, and the day
cake center are brought to bear on the men-
tal health, problems confronting this poverty-
stricken community. Such problems as drug
abuse, poor housing, lack of adequate day
care facilities, legal problems, Zacism, edu-
cational and economic Oroblems provide a
fieldwork base for training.

InMition to the major behavioral science
areas "of matrictilaiion, the project has de-
veloped a humanistic core for' training in
the innovation and change processes in men-
tal health. The basic process for this train-
ing is thrdugh weekly seminars and continu-
ous microteaching. The sequence of topics,
to assure continuity and progressive-cskill.
development, is flexible and will continue to
be so over the entire 4-year project period;,
hence, the sequencing may be said to be con-
tinually under development.

The sequential design at present is as
follows:

No
ti

In the first_ year, the day care center , is
the field site. In phase 1, the student's entry
skills are assessed and he learns how to
TilIke4ititial contacts with agencies. In phase
2; the student learns data gathering and
diagnosis skills. In phase 3, the student
learns to plan and implement the changes
shown by'diagnosis to be desirable. In phase
4, he acquires techniques for institutionaliz-
ing planned changes. s.

In the second year, the community mental
health clinic is the training site. In phase 1,
the student acts as a conveyor to interpret,
define, and disseminate the concepts of hu-
manistic education and the humanizing con-
cept in mental health. In phase 2, the student
functions as a consultant or change agent
who guides and participates in the, problem
solving process in terms of social systems
rather than solely case by case. In phase 3,
the student acts as a trainer by providing a
linkage process between CATs and the tra-
ditional helping disciplines, defining the con-
sultative role of the CAT personnel to users
and other colleagues. In phase 4, the student
is called upon to use the humanistic model
and demonstrate the effectiveness. of this
approach in an effort to inflitence others. In
phase 5, the student acts as an innovator
and identifies with the user system in terms
of background, experiences, cultural aware-
ness, etc.. That is, he becomes a "homophylic"
consultant who, with other- individuals in
the community with similar lifestyles, works
toward a common goal. He avoids being per-
ceived as a "heterophylic" consultant- who,
because of his different lifestyle, might be
considered an outsider by the community. .'

Trainees will be prepared to serve in a
-variety of mental health capacities. More
specifically, society is demandingtrained per-
sonnel who are prepared not only in a 'theo-
retical way but possess the background and
skills' to act as mental health practitioners
in mental health areas. Such personnel must
be able to identify_ with those community
users in poor black inner city settings.



Systems Approach to Improving Community Social Service

Mr.. James Kennedy
Arriba Juntos Center
Organization for Business, Economic, and

Community Advancement, Inc.
2940 16th Street
San Francisco, California 94103.
MI1-12823

4 ,

1971-1975

The sponsoring organization, alb known
as Arriba Juntos, is a private community
development agency in San Francisco's Mis-
sion district which was formed in 1965 pri-
marily..to prepare Spanish-speaking Ameri-
cans to enter the job market. It has been
significantly engaged in new careers pro-
grams,-at-first for hospital and-health agen-
cies, and is now planning to train many
more, for jobs in tie city's community wel-
fare agencies. This pilot project involves an
-assessment to restructure the service pat-
terns of three United Bay Area Crusade-
supported family service agencies.
- The project begins with the hypothesis
that long established private agencies seek-

ing new ways to become relevant can best
reach this goal through a systematic study
of, current service and staffing patterns.
Moreover, to be successful is to actually
establish and not just develop new patterns.

The project will have two phases: '
1. An analysis and design, phase: 16

months employing a systematic ap-
proach to study and redesign agency
service and staffing patterns. The proj-
ect is, now in the process of completing
the first phase, and planning projected
designs for the second phase.

2. An invplementation phase: 2 years in
which new and redesigned positions,
job ladders, and new service tech-
niques would be phased in with train-
ing for new andol-d-itafft

The study has been carefully structured
and coordinated to pride active commit-
ment and participation by representatives
from agency staff,, agency boards, United
Bay Area Crusade staff and board, and po-
tential service consumers.

New Careers Training Program for Mental Health

Ms. Florence Brown
Cominunity-Mental Health Center

"Meharry Medical College
Nashville, Tennessee,37208
MH-12764 1971-1974

The training program was designed to
focus oh rgcruiting unemployed and under-
employed' persons, especially men, to the
mental health working force. The unique ob-
jectives of this program related to the special
methods-used_incommunity orientation, re-
cruitment and selection of trainees, and the
interdisciplinary training methods. The se-
lection procedures were designed in such a
way that a' different kind of person was
reached than is usually attracted to mental
health work. The selection process involved,
residents from the Model Cities area and
community mental health center staff. This
screening panel worked-together in the coin:,
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munity. orientation phase' and the recruit-
ment/selection phase of the program. The
training phase centered around developing
an interdiSciplinarY teaching' method and
necessary tools which were especially de-
signed' for training persons with limited
educational and social backgrounds. The
effectiveness of these teaching methods and
tools is being evaluated and will be made
available to other areas where similar needs
exist.

To date, 22 persons have entered the train-
ing program. The second training tins
started in September, 1972 and completed
the year of training in September of 1973.
Of the two trainee groups, all trainees were.
from the inner city: a Model Cities area
with limited educational and social back-
ground. The average age of the trainees was
32, with 12.5 years of formal, education.
Twelve of the 22 trainees are men. Possibly
more descriptive of the -groin) are attitudinal'



assessments of the trainees as revealed by
the Opinion about Mental Ifea lth Illness
Scale and the Lincoln Hospital I Scale. The
trainees revealed a unique positive attitude
of interest with regard to, the mentally ill
and they disagree- as a-group that mental
illness has its origins in family and other
interpersonal experiences (unlike the ham-
ple population of mental health ,profession-
als).' Further, the trainees -suggested a
strong desire to improve their living and
working' sitpation, thus suggesting a high
`degree of personal motivation.

The New Mental Health Professional
Training Program has beeh able to secure
the significant participation of several.local
and State agencies : Meharty Community
Mental Health Center, Tennesiee Department
of Mental'Health (State certification), Dede
Wallace Mental Health Center, Central State
Psychiatric Hospital, Tennessee Department
of Corrgctions, Clover Bottom Hospital and
School (mental retardation facility), Metro-
politan Nashville Model Cities Agency, and
Meharry Medical College.

The interdisciplinary approach being de-
veloped is designed to produce in depth un-
derstanding of the full developfnental life
cyclebirth to death. Each stage of develop-
ment is explorer by examining the psycho-
logical, sociological, and physiological cor-
relates affecting development, both normal
and abnormal; Dired field experiences sup-
port didactic presentations and assure maxi-
mum integration of concepts. Appropriate
treatment modalities are instituted for each
developmental-gtage-to_increase the service
delivery skills of each trainee to function
effectively in a variety of settings. Direct
supportive educational esperiences are pro-
vided also in areas of English, mathematics,
and the natural sciences in an effort to
bridge the gap that exists in the limited
educational background of the trainees.

The training program has created a new
service delivery model for Tennessee. The
actual employment opportunities have been
developed in the Tennessee Department of
Mental ,Health, Tennessee Department., of
Correction, and Nashville Community Men-
tal Health Center system (four centers).
State recognition has been obtained for

10.

graduates of the program to enter two classi-
fications above the usual entrance level for .

paraprofessional manpower.
The program hag uniquely demonstrated

' to date that unusual human potential espe-
cially menis available in the inner city to
meet the manpower deeds of the mental health
movement.- Special attentiorrin job develop-
Ment has been directed toward the State of
Tenneisee to assure that skilled manpower
is available for service delivery at the para-

\professional levels.
The training Kogram has peen directly

involved in the reclassification of all para-
professional manpower by the Tennessee
State Department of Mental Health. The
total impact of these reclassifications is not
revealed as yet ; hoWever, initial feedback
has suggegted a significant increase in morale
and reduction ih 'attrition. Graduates of .the
program are now given special recognition
by the Tennessee Department of Mental
Health above the normal 'entrance level of
paraprofessional personnel. The ,anticipated
results of placement of graduates will be a
significant increase in the quality of mental
health services ir-the mental health network
in-the State of Tennessee.

In-addition to placement with the State of
Tennessee, gradutkes. of the program have
been placed- as mental. health assistants in
the Meharry CoMmunity Mental Health Cen-
ter. Their job responsibilities range from
drug counselors, training- assistants, out-
reach workers, assistants on a child/family
team and assistant on an inatient unit.
Each position was developed as a new posi-
tion in the Meharry Community. Mental
Health Center.

The preliminary results of the training
efforts suggest a significant potential for
providing the necessary skilled manpowet 4

(especially men) in mental health at the
direct patient-contact level. It is expected
that the quality of mental health services
Provided in the State of Tennessee will be
improved. These results also strongly sup-
port the need to continue to increase this
form of manpower training while negotia-
tions are initiated with the State of Tennes-
see for a Statewide training center -at Me-
harry Medical College.
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Ms. Carol Baxter
Intertribal Friendship Hou'se
523 E. 14th Street
Oakland, California 94606
MH-12726

Training American Indians for
'Urban Mental Health Settings

1971-1975

This program is training 18 native Amer-
icans to be mental health workers its' an
urban setting. The objectives of the program
are (1) to prepare Indian people, to deliver
mental health services to their cornmunities
and (2) to evaluate the 'effectiveness of an
educational model designethto do this prep-
aration. The necessity of developing a train-
ing model is based upon- the recognition that
rapidly growing urban Indian populations
over the country share acute and urgent
problois which are not being met by exist-
ing mental health agencies. It is acknowl-
edged that Indians can be reached most
effectively by Indian organizations ; Indian
groups across the country are developing pro-
grams and jobs to treat mental health prob-
lems. However there is a desperate shortage
of trained people- to fill these positions.

Intertribal Friendship House, the sponsor,
of the program, is an American Indian cen-
ter mina a nonprofit organization supported
iy funds from' the- United Crusade, -the
American Friends Service Committee, and
the general community. One of the oldest
urban Indian centers in the country (it Was
founded in 1955), it offers a wide range of
social and recreational services to the Sin
Francisco East Bay Indian community.

The program combines supervised field
aryl onsite semi1ar experiences with an edu-
Vational component provided by the local
community college (Merritt College) de-
signed to lead to an associate of arts degree
in community social services by the comple-
tion of the training program. The trainees
spend approximately 10 hours a week on
the Merritt campus 'taking formal classes
and receive'course 'credit for their 21,4 days
a week of field experience. The didactic
courses in community social services are
taught on Site by the Director of Training
which allows the presentation of material
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and the focus of discussion to be on mental
health concerns from an Indian point of
view. The trainees are urban Indians who
have shown a commitment to working with
people and who share the problems faced by
Iiidians living in the city. While not formally
educated, they possess the personal charac-
teristics, the good judgment and the maturity
expected of people in the helping professions.

Graduate§ of the program will be em-
.ploxed as counselors, social workers, com-
`muTity organizers, and program developers
in alcoholism programs, Indian centers,
youth programs, half-way houses, and health
clinics. The American Indian Training Proj-
ect is the only program in the country which
is (1) systematically preparing urban native
Americans to work with their communities
in the mental health field and (2) developing
a training model that can be used by other
urban Indian groups.

Since the program is
.
in progress it is not

possible to oomment upon . how well the
trainees have been able to utilize their train-
ing experience. 'Also, since information about
the successes and problems of the educational
model has not been formally disseminated, it
is too early to tell what impact information
about the training model will have on other
urban areas.: There has been a growing
awareness of the program on both the local
and' national level, and informal dissemina-
tion has taken many forms: program par-
ticipation in an NIMH-sponsored 'national
mental health conference ; trainee participa-
tion on TV programs, in Indian and non-
Indian conferences on alcoholism, suicide,
education, child care, drug abuse, sodial wel-
fare; participation as panel members in a
local third world mental health conference
and an NASW Spring practice conference;
articles in Catholic Voice and Quaker Serv-
ice; informal meetings' with many people
concerned with the mental health needs of
Indian communities.

their various roles as counselors, advo-
cates, members of grass- roots organizatiods
and members of boards of directors (regional
Girl Scouts, Social Service Bureau of Oak-



land, Native American Alcoholism and Drug
Abuse Program), the trainees have had con-
tinuous contact with private and public or-
onizations which has meant that the pro-
gram has had an impact locally on both the
Indian and non-Indian community. The men-
tal health needs of the community have been
more clearly delineated and the roles of the
various organizations in meeting those needs
more clearly defined.

A critical aspect of this program is eval-
uation. The evaluation is not designed to
generate quantifiable outcome measves but
to accomplish the following:. (1) tb assess
in a qualitative fashion, the extent to which
the project Meets its goals; (2) to provide
feedback and support to the project training
staff and the Merritt College faculty ; (3) to
provide recommendations for change in the
format, content, and style of the training

.process ; (4) to assess, qualitatively, the re-
sponse of participants to the training expe-
rience ;.(5) to identify specific problems with
the training, program from the participants'
viewpoint and to assist the training staff in
generatin*strategies to deal with these prob-
lems; (6) to provide an asskssment of the .

proCess of trainee recruitment Ind selection;
(7) to ascertain the economic and employ-,

Ms. Jean Smith
Capital. Area Career Center
Ingharn Intermediate School 'District
Mason, Michigan 48854
MI4-12590

ment increments . obtained by trainees
through their participation in the° training
program by comparing the source and
amount of their income prior to and after
the training experience; (8) to provide a
qualitative assessment of the impact of the
training program on the native American
community through a longitudinal study of
the activities of graduates of the program in
terms of : (a) the nature of the service hey
provide ; (b) the characteriptics of the Ar-
sons they serve ; (c)-, the geographic location
of the community in which they work.

In addition, the evaluator will share re-
sponsibility with other staff in developing
instructional materials and in producing a
training manual. There is an absence of
written or other didactic material which can
be used effectively in the training of native
American mental health workers at the AA
level. There is a need for clearly articulated
training material. A training manual will be
produced which focuses on the process, of
the training program as well as on content
and procedures. It will be the most effective
way of communicating to other urhan com-
munities the information which will help
them replicate the program.

Training High Wool Seniors
As Mental Health Technicians
C.

1971-1973

-,The Mental Health Technician training
project is designed to test the feasibility of
training high school seniors for employment
as mental health aides. The prbject objec-
tive was to help meet the need of commu-,
nity mental health, agencies for trained para-
professionals- by training Mental _Health
Aides, at senior high school level, to func-
tion effectively as ward attendants, home-
aides, and activity aides.

This two year project provided for the
training of 20 students each of the two
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years. The trainees were high school stu-
dents in their senior year who had (1)
an expressed career interest in obtaining
employment as an aide following graduation
and/or continuing in the field in higher edu-
cation, (2) demonstrated a reasonable ma- -\
turity and ability to relate to others through
past school or work experiences, and (3) the
willingness and potential to work in the
affective area.

The proposal was developed and submitted
for funding jointly by the Tri-County Com-
munity Mental Health Board and the Ingham
Intermediate School District. The project
was implemented by staff of the Regional
Children and Adolescent Service of Mental
Health and the Vocational Education divi-
sion of the Intermediate School District.

Each trainee spent half of each day in the



home high school and the other half of the
-day in the Mental Health Technician's train-
ing program. Thus, the training time for the
program each year consisted of five half
days a week for 39 weeks. Training:, con-
sisted of a classroom segment and field work
experience. Classroom instructors were prac-
titioners from various professional back-
grounds selected for their interest and some
previous experience and skill in ethicational
functions. This choice was made because of
the skills focus rather than an, academic
approach. The field trainers were direct serv-
ice staff of the participating mental health
agencies with varying amounts of training
and experience. Field placements selection
was based on field trainers' time availability,
willingness, interest, and job function within
the mental health agency.

The field work experience component was
designed for each trainee to have three dif-
ferent placements during the training year.
In each placement, each trainee was as-
signed as a working aide to an individual
practitioner, designated as field trainer, who
was responsible for-work assignments, train-
ing, and accountability of the trainee. Field'
placements were provided in mental health
units, in special education units, and at other
community agencies. The Mental Health
Technician's project is structurally situated
in the Ingham Intermediate School District
Skill Center and organizationally located in
the Health Careers Cluster.

The philosophical and methodological orien-
tation of the skill center and of the training
project is that, of experiential-learning with
a task analysis, behaviorial objectives base.
Thus, the classroom training, gave emphasis
to skills development (i.e., observation, em-
pathetic communications, how to give direc-
tions, use of activities and crafts for sociali-
zation or specific purposes) rather than
didactic or theoretical constructs:

Performances listed on an evaluation ques-
tionnaire which has been developed have
been adopted for use in the program' for on-
going trainee evaluations to maintain focus
on behaviorial expectations. The use of these
performance objectives helped involve the
trainees in self-evaluation and identification
of their own leartg needs in relation to
work expectations.

Weekly reports of assigned tasks were
accumulated and analyzed during the first
year of, the project. This was e.onsidered.to
-be one of the important an challenging
functions of the project in relatio to train-

. ing of skills realistically achie ble by
trainees at this level with relativel short-
term training. The identification and match-
ing of manpower needs and skills develo ed
Was an essential 'ingredient in the selecti n
of priorities of content of 'training so as
produce marketable skills on graduation.

There were certain problems which de- \
serve mention. The high' school trainees were
energetic, eager to be involved, flexible, and
full' of ideas. However, as high school stu-
dents, they were relatively immature. Hence,
clear work patterning was necessary, the
accountability/supervisory structure had to
be clear, and help was needed during transi-
tion of the students from the self-perception
of "children acted upon" to "adults in
charge.'.' There is also a certain cultural bias
which expects adolescents to be giddy and
irresponsible ; interestingly enough, however,
there was little difficulty in finding work
placement experiences, and in many in-
stances trainers requested that trainees re-
main rather than be shifted to the next
placement. (Transportation and liability
were also problems, but these are common.
to any high school work-study program.)

Agency needs for manpower in the Ingham
County area have changed considerably since
initiation of the project. Community mental
health services continued to move out of
agency confines- into the community. This
created a greater diversity ,of function, in
staff roles and, in turn, made the host mental
health agencies too narrow a base for em-
ployment openings: In addition, there has
been' a slowdown on the creation of new
positions, and job opportunities have de-
creasedi

It has also become obvious that individuals
definitely plamdng on college should be
screened out. Fully half of the first year's
class did not seek employment, but rather
went on to college. There is no doubt; how-
ever, that the program was valuable even to
these students in terms of self-development
'and career exploration.
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American Indian Ciammunity Resource
Worker Training

Dr. Arthur L. McDonald
Department of Psychology*
Montana State University
Bozeman, Montana 59715
**MH-12589 1971-1.976

This application was designed dtrain 10
Northern -Cheyenne Indians over a 2-year
period, to function as Vhdigenous community
mental health workers in cooperation with

. the, Indian Health__Service. The program
objectives are three: (1) to test and evaluate
a model for the provision of better mental
health and related services to Indian com-
munities; (2) to provide an example of an
upward mobility.route for Indian communi-
ties; (3) to create a model program which
enemplifies, in the area of mental health, a
process by which Indian communities can
develop, the skills to take over management
of their own afinirs to a greater degree than
hitherto. One-third of the training was in-
tended to be within an academic context at
Montana State University and the other
two-thirds spent in on-the-job training with-
in the reservation. The training program, as
it proceeds, emphasizes increasing the atter-
minationd of the training content itself by
the participants. As the trainees become
More knowledgeable about what the require-
ments are for being a community mental
health worker on the Northern Cheyenne
reservation, the training is modified to fit
those requirements.

The actual selection of trainees was-to be-
a function of a special committee of three
Northern Cheyenne individuals who are not
members of the tribal council. The commit-
tee was to be appointed jointly by the tribal
council . and the program director and was
delegated the responsibility for trainee selec-
tion and for continuation of trainees in the
program. This procedure was intended to
keep the selection of trainees in the hands
of the Northern Cheyenne people, while at
the same time avoiding the cumbersome ne-
cessity for tribal council action on each
trainee appointment.
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Principal subject areas to-be covered dur-
ing training are as follows : normal psycho-
logical development; adjustment mechanism,
abnormal and maladaptive adjustments; per-
sonality theory and theory of abnormal
states ; psychotherapy and behavior change;
counselling; clinical techniques, interviewing,,
evaluation, crisis management; culture and
personality; personal and community health;
social organization and disorganization ;
available resources and serviceslocal, State,
and Federal.

Seven different educational "channels"
were to be used, five in the university train-
ing phases and two during onreservation
training.

1. Informal, noncredit "courses." Program
material 'which was not available, or not
available in sufficient depth or detail, in for-
mal university courses, but for which quali-
fied people were available on the campus,
would .be presented in the same way as a
regular course but without being established
as such at the university. An example would
be the material on counseling ethics.

2. Formal, noncredit courses. Program ma-
terial for which courses were already estab-
lished, but for which the trainees did not
meet the -prerequisites,.would be taken on a
noncredit basis.

3. Formal courses for credit. Program ma-
terial for which courses were established
would be taken for university credit When-
ever the trainee met the prerequisites.

4. Group dynamics training. As a group,
the trainees would be involved tp a small
group experience under a skilled leader dur-
ing their oncampus quarters. Groups would
meet daily during the week and on weekends
if needed.

5. DisCUSsion, with off-campus resource
people. Program material which was not
available in formal_ university courses and
for which no adequate or qualified people
were available on .campus, would be present-
ed by bringing resource pepple in from out-
side for "short courses" in particular area.



An example would be bringing in a repre-
sentative from,, a private agency in Great
Falls whose function would be to provide
information concerning services available to
the" rural and urban poor.

6. Work supervision (on the reservation).
Daily discussion of cases and procedure
would be held between the -reservation su-
pervisor and the trainees as a-group, and
individual discussion between ,supervisor

and particular trainees would be conductedl
as often as necessary.

7. Seminars with off-resevation people
(on. the reservation). Off-reservation re-
source people who have worked in areas
similar to the trainees, or who have faced
task problems similar to those of the
trainees, would be brought in to discuss their
own experiences and assist the trainees in
working through theirs.

Geriatric Outreach Worker

Ms. Goldie Lake
Case Western Reserve. University
University CirCle
Cleve) d, Ohio 44106
MH-lff382 1970-1974

This project addresses itself to the prob-
lims of assisting older peop'e to remain in
their own homes if at all possible, prevent-
ing unnecessary institutionalization, and
contributing to the well-being of the non-
institutionalized elderly by helping to iden-k
tify and provide services supportive of phys-
ical and mental health.

It created the role. of "geriatric Outreach
worker" who, as an outreach employee of a
nursing home, social or public agency, has
been serving the aged person in his home.
Under the direction of the professional social
or health-care person or team of the agency,
he has been acting as facilitating agent,
teacher, and friend, providing or being a
link to whatever services are needed by the
elderly client.

Inner-city people with adequate personal
qualities, without regard to previous educa-
tion, work experience, or training, haVe
learned to perform creatively the tasks re-
quired of them. People with subsistence-level
incomes were recruited each year for 3 years,
selected through staff interviews, and trained
in a program which provided classrooms and
field experience for a period of 10 months.

The educational component provided re-
medial basic and general education as need-
ed, jokrelated theory and technical skills,
experience in understanding and working
with older people, and supportive group
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experiences 'concerned with learning, work
habits, and human relations. The "field expe-
rience, conducted on alternate days to the,
classroom work, started with structured-ob-
servations of older people in the community ;
subsequently, and for the greater part, of
the training program, it involved working
and learning at several institutions or agen-
cies and, eventually, at the institution or
agency where the geriatric outreach worker
was to be employed on completion of tnain-
ing. There was a progroessive development, of
the skills needed for working with aged
client in the community. Supervision was
provided by a professional staff member of
the institution in consultation with the staff
of the training -center.

The curriculum outline, philosophy of edu-
cation, and structure and methodology-con-
sistent with this philosophy, plus a narrative
account of operation- of the program, have
been compiled and distribtted to over 200
.universities, agencies, and others request-
ing this information. A 16 mm. film, 30 min-
utes in length, called "Reaching Out," show-
ing the development of attitudes in the geria-
tric outreach worker trainees was produced
and is being distributed.

A total of'83 people entered training, and
69 graduated. The third training cycle is
still in process, with 32 people in training.

Employment figures pertaining" only to
the first two cycles reveal that of the 69
who graduated, 52 accepted employment in
job-related 'fields and. 4 others obtained jobs
as a result of their training but in another
health discipline. Salaries range from $4800
to $6500 annually with a median of $5800.

The number of agencies cooperating in



providing training placements increased
from 12 the first year to 32 in the third year,
and include the County Welfare Department,
a chronic illness center, three homes for
the aged, a State mental hospital, a State
mental health center, 11 public housing es-
tates, the Visiting Nurse Association, five
neighborhood community centers, three
golden age centers; and a variety of other
social and health community service agen-
cies. ,Major employers are the County Wel-
fare Department, the State mental hospital,
the public housing authority, and component
parts of the Area-Wide Program funded by
the Ohio Administration on Aging under
the aegis of a joint project of the Federation
for Community Planning's Project on Aging
and the Mayor's Commission on Aging.

-While there has been city-wide acceptance
of the role, funds for employment of the
geriatrioioutreach worker have been a major
problem. Agencies, were seeking grants from
various Federal sources for this purpose. 'If
money is forthcoming, a major hurdle to
employment will be overcome; if not, the
future of the new role will be in doubt

From some information gathered recently
by the Cuyahoga Metropolitan Housing Au-
thority (CMHA) it can be estimated that
this year in CMHA les alone, 2,000 of
the 6,000 elderly residen will receive serv-
ices from the leriatric outreach workers di-
rectly employed by CMHA. There are also
geriatric outreach workers in the housing
estates who are employed by other agencies,
and the numbers they reach are being tabu-
lated in part by the Area-Wide Administra-
tion on Aging' Program. Statistics on the
number of elderly living outside of CMHA
estates who are being served by geriatric
outreach workers will be available in the
final report on the Geriatric Outreach Work-
er Program.

The unique contribution of the project
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was to create a new service role and the
means for implementing it through a 'train-
ing model.

A research project to evaluate the gffec-
tiveness of the Geriatric Outreach Worker
Program (its counterpart in the CMHA es-
tates was called the Geriatric Technician
(GT) Program) was undertaken by a doc-
toral candidate in the Case Western Reserve
University Social Gerontology Program. The
project was in two parts: the first focused
on the incorporation of the geriatric out-
reach worker role into existing agencies; the
second centered on the situation of the
elderly client.

Rather than attempt to ascertain change
in the elderly client over time, it was de-
cided to measure the types and intensity Qf
various physical and socioemotional needs
of the ageddient population. This would
establish whether or not the geriatric out-
reach worker services were necessary. The
interview schedule established a need profile
of the client population and ascertained the
degree of satisfaction with the geriatric out-
reach workers serving them. Information
was also collected on the, types of relation-
ship-5 the client desired to have with the
geriatric outreach worker.

The findings demonstrated that "consis-
tently substantial portions of the sample
have problems' in the areas of health, mo-
bility, companionship, and interaction with
people and community service organizations,
and that help in these areas becomes crucial
to the elderly person's maintenance of rela-
tive autonomy. The findings presented evi-
dence supp6rting the need for a paraprofes-
sional such as the geriatric outreach worker."

Another study in process is analyzing
trainee attitudes toward aging within each
program and-the comparative results of all
three groups of enrollees.

A cost-benefit analysis is in process.



Training Responsible Adults in Neighborhoods

Mss Katie Robins On.
Department of Federal/State Projects

_Compton Unified School District
14431 South Stanford Avenue
Compton, California 90220
MH-12305 1970-1974

The program was designed to train com-
munity residents to function as mental
health specialists and community workers in
low income urban areas. The impetus for the
development of the program began with the -
finding that people living in the neighbor-
hoods served by the school district were dis-
satisfied with traditional approaches to serv-
ing the health, mental health, and social
needs of their community. The original
model assumed that program graduates
would remain free of ties with any specific
agency, - acting as "floating" neighborhood
counselors and consultants, operating out Of
their homes to render adequate mental health
services to their neighbors.

During the first training, cycle, it became
clear that fiainees expected their training
to serve as a vehicle fol. paid career oppor-
tunities;rather than just an opportunity to
provide essential,. but unpaid, services to their
community. Therefore, in subsequent phases
of development, the program philosophy was
modified to reflect the Jegitipate needs and
aspirations of trainees fiile adhering to
the original objectives of (1) providing a
pool of mental health specialists to serve
residents of the community, (2) providing
referral agents to mental' health programs,
and (3) providing catalysts for social action
at the community and block levels.
. Since 1970, a total of 16 people havd grad-
uated from the program. There were eight
graduates in each of the completed cycles-
1970-71 and 1971-72 respectively.` Nine
trainees' are expected to graduate in the
present (1972-73) and final cycle of the
program.

Tiainee selection was based on guidelines.
established by the program development team
which was comprised of community resi-
dents, staff representatives from social serv-
ices agencieg, 'and projedt personnel. The
guidelines specified that trainees should pos-

sess a potential for forming meaningful rela-
tionShips, peisonal warmth in relating to
others, freedom from present destructive life
patterns, a willingness to help others, and
adequate communication skills. Education
and/or previous work experience were not
considered as relevant criteria for selection.

The program has both an academic and a
field component. The academic curriculum
was designed to provide trainees with knowl-
edge in interviewing and observation tech-
niques, principles of casework, normal and
abnormal personality theory, child and ado-
lescent development, diagnosis and treat-
ment of mentpl illness, Coupseling and ther-
apy methods, material on "high risk" groups,
applied social service practice, group proc-
esses, professional ethics, and 'principles of
the scientific method.

The present group of trainees is involved
in academic activities 2 days per week. These
activities consist of didactic lectures and..,
group discussions led by the training super-
visor, lectures by guest speakers from fields
of psychology, sociologY, psychiatric ,i5ocial
work, administration, and finally field tours
and seminars held at a variety of agencies
and institutions involved in providing mental
health and social -welfare services through-
out the greater Los_ Angeles County area.
Both formal and informal group settings are
utilized during the presentation of academic
material.

As stated above, the original field compo-
nent was designed to prepare 'trainees 'to
provide mental health services to their
neighbors while operating out of their own
homes in a nonagency setts g., Due to the'
realization that- this particu field Model
did not provide sufficient career outlets for
program graduates or establish good work-
experience credibility with area employers,
the field component was modified to, provide
for the assignment of cycle '1 trainees to the
South East Mental Health Clinic, Los Ange-
les County. This initial modification of the
field component proved to be highly success-

' fut in that seven of the eight cycle 1 gradu-*
ates were hired in the position of community
aide by South East Mental Health Clinic,
their former field placement site. During the
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second training cycle (1971-72), trainees
were placed in a variety of field settings at
schools and agencies located throughout the
target area. The trainees learned valuable
social trervice techniques and marketable
skills, while providing essential services to
community residents.

At the beginning of the third and final
training cycle (1972-73), the field work
schedule was increased from 2 to 3 consecu-
tive days --per week to (1) provide greater
exposure of trainees to practical learning
situations, (2) strengthen trainee-client re-,/
lationships, and (3) maximize the prosp
for employment of trainees in fi gencies
at the end of the training cycle. Trainees
are required to participate in both the aca-
demic and field components throughout the
10-month training period.

While much of the training veriod was
'devoted to teaching traineer the theoretical
knowledge, techniques and values of the
mental health professions, a great deal of
emphasis was also placed on the develop-
ment of self-awareness and the increased
ability to relate to clients who reside in-low-
income urban communities. The field com-
ponent was structured to provide_trainees
the opportunity to (1) work with primary
clients in a face to face situation, (2) work
with a cross section of client populations,
(3) be exposed to assignments which WQ11 d
develop and expand interviewing and co
munication skills, and (4) act as an agencyk
representative to inform the community
about existing programs.

Academic training materials for.the pro-
gram have been developed from (1) major
-books,. articles,"and papers by writers in the
fields of psychology, sociology, social work,
psychiatry, etc.; (2) papers \l)y guest lec-
turers, i.e., educators, psychiatrists, lawyers,
psychologists, and social workers ; and (3)
book reports and papers by former and pres-
ent trainees. These materials have been com-
piled into a curriculum manual which is
issued to each trainee at the beginning of
the training cycle.

During the initial program year, the
trainees and training staff disseminated in-

' formation about the program through the
distribution of printed leaflets to community
residents. Newspaper articles and school dis-
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trict communications were also utilized to
disseminate information about the program.
Finally, the training supervisor, staff, and
trainees disseminated program information
to the numerous mental health and social
service agencies visited over the past 3 years.

The major impacts of the project have
been at the local level and may be listed as
follows :

1. Provision of jobs and career opportuni-
ties to trainees. Out of a total of 16 project
graduates, 14 have been hired in training-
related jobs, and 2 in nontraining-related
positions. The cycle 1 trainees employed by
the South East Mental Health Clinic, County
of Los Angeles, will be promoted from their
entry level classification of community aide
to the new classification of community work-
er II. Other positions in which trainees have
been employed are community _assistant,
community mental health worker, community
Worker, instructional aide, counselor aide,
and consultant. .

2. Partial accreditqtion of trciiiing! pro-
gram. During the third training cycle, the
training supervisor and coordinator arranged
for Compton -Community College to grant
six semester unitsof college credit to cycle
.three trainees who successfully complete the
remainder of the training cycle. The credit
will be granted for components of the training
program dealin0 with supervised field exp.e-
Hence at social Service agencies and curricu-
lum .material on small group processes. The
college units may .be applied toward the
requirements for an Associate of Arts de-
gree in social service.

3. The provision "pf valuable social services
by trainees to clidnts and agencies in the
target cammunities. Trainees have served in
the following agencies located in the Comp-
ton School District :, Department of Public
Social Serv'ces, Los Angeles County ; De-
partment of obation, Los Angeles County ;
Drew Medical nool (Learning Disabilities
Projects), Martin Luther King Hospital, Los
Angeles County ; Model Neighborhood Youth
Center, Los Angeles County; Our Lady of
Victory Parochial School, Compton ; South
East Mental Health Clinic, Compton ; schools
and departments of Compton Unified School
District.

Evaluation reports indicate that field su-



pervisors felt that graduates' skills, per-'
formance, and work habits were generally
quite good, and that they had demonstrated
considerable rapport in working with clients
as well as agency staff.

The final training 'cycle of the program

ended June 30, 1973. The Compton Unified
School District does not have current funds
available to extend the training phase of
the program beyond this date. Compton Col-
lege has expressed an interest in seeking
funding for the program.

Prevention Oriented School Mental, Health Programs

Dr. Emory L. Cowen
Department of Psychology
University of Rochester
Rochester, New York 14627
MH-11820 1969-1976

The Primary Mental Health Project
(PMHP) trains school mental health pro-
fessionals to run school mental health pro-
grams emphasizing early detection and
prevention of ineffective function at the pri-
mary grade levels. It also trains nonprofes-
sional child-aides to staff such programs.
Nineteen school` mental health professionals
(psYchologists and social workers) and about
100 nonprofessional "child-aides' have been
trained during the 1969-73 project period.

Facilities used include the school districts
of the Rochester, West thondequoit, Rush-
Henrietta, and Fairport, and the Department
of Psychology and Center for Community
Study Of the University of Rochester. The
project is curl ently housed in 16 elementary
schools in Rochester and Monroe County.
Project headquarters and staff are located
in the Center for Community Study.

Curriculums, manuals, and reading lists
both for the professional and nonprofeisional
training programs ,! have been prepared.
Training ineludes "academic" and "fieid",
components with heavler weighting of the
former for prOfessibnals and, of the latter
for nonprofessionals. Biweekly professional
training meetings and consultation to schools
are provided throughout the entire school
year: For nonprofessionals, core 'training is'

,conducted kring a 2 -ninth period but on-,

the-job training is continuous.
For*the professional the role models being

trained for include earl detection and pre-
vention ; recruitment at training of non-
professionals; consultative, supervisory, and
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resource functions ; and social system analy-
sis and modification. For the nonprofession-
al the role model is that of a child-aide Who
provides- direct helping services to prima*,
grade children experiencing school maladap-
tation.

____

The uniqueness of this project derives
from its reconceptualization and delivery of
school mental health services emphasizing
early detection and prevention of dysfunc-
tion, new roles for professionals, and new
uses of nonprofessionals. The mpdel expands
geometrically the impact of helping services,
bringS assistance to children far sooner than
is normally possible, and hopes to short
circuit the cumulative debilitating effects 4
early school maladaptation.

- Developments leading to the present pro-
gram started more than a decade ago. The,
current project, emphasizing training com-
ponents. system proliferation 'and, evaluation,
is now in its fourth year. Locally, four school
districts with about 65,000 children havetadopted the -odelin one or mbre `-'of their
sshools.. Thci are 16 project schools, 8,000
project childikv and 5,000 project priMary
graders. Some 20 other districts in the re-

, glop are by now familiar with the project
While many of these districts are interested
in adopting it, they are limited by con-
straints in educational -budgets.

With-respect to information disseinination,
locally, there have been a number of news-
paper articleg,TV appearances, and speeches
in` school districts, clinical settings, conimu-

,ineetings.
r the pro-
d for the

pity ser.viee agencies and PT
Many requests have been filled,f
fessional training curriculum a
lengthier' training manual for ild-aides.
Indeed, several pr'ntings of the la,ter docu-
ment hav exhausted. These requests
come from Federal and State agencies,
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school dis tricts, mental health professionals.
and educators.

In addition to training school mental
health professionals and nonprofessional
childlaccies who staff the school programs,
the project has also worked with pre- and
postdoctoral trainees in the mental health
fields (psychologists, social workers, and
psychiatrists)more than a dozen during
the current program period. A number of
these peoplenow in university, medical
school, or school district jobsare now in-
volved in developing similar school-based
Mental health programs. Within the project,
there has been created a new nonprofessional
role, senior consulting aide, a position held
currently by six women, four of whom have
been with the project for 9 years. School men-
tal health professionals trained through the
project have themselves become involved as_

'trainers and_super_viaors_ of nonprofessional
aide groups. Professional training has re-
sulted ;,in role shifts for such personnel, in
their actual -school-,based functions, empha-
sizing early detection and -screening, consul-

.' tation, ant training and supervision of non-
professionals.

-In May 1972, project staff conducted a
week-long live-in workshop for 15 represen-
tatives of 10 school districts around the
country. Each was involved directly in school
Trierital health programing in a district that
knew abbut, and had interest in implement-
ing, the project. Each was also a person with
some impact in home system. The work-
Wop program included presentation of the
objectives. history, and present scope of the
pidject as well, as how-to-do-it component's.
Included, were actual visits to school pro-
grams and TV tape film-clips of basic project
events and activities. TwO of the participat-
ing districts have already implemented
PMHP type projects and four others are
currently considering such a development.

Currently being implemented is a more
extensive plan to foster application of the
Primary Mental Health Project alternative
In school diqtricts around the country and
also to facilitate further development of the
model, using tORE schools in Rochester.

Trainees will be selected from responsible
and influential school-based personnel from
districts around the country who have

expressed interest in establishing early-
detection and prevention programs in their
respective home districts. The training se-
quence will begin with an intensive work-
shop exposure to consider conceptual and
operational components of an established,
functional program in early detection and
prevention, i.e., the Primary Mental Health
Project. This will be followed by local, on-
site consultation by Primary Mental Health
Project staff members to trainees and their
associated local district personnel to estab-
lish and help root local programs. Trainees
will also be given the opportunity to do later,
short-term, intensive internships in Primary
Mental Health Project schools. Trainees will
vary in their professional backgrounds and
amount of prior experience. In addition, some
80-90 professionals in training and nonpro-
fessional-child-aides will be given training.

Field training will take place in primary
grades of a number of schools in the city of
Rochester and Monroe County which contain
Primary Mental Health Project units that
are part of the total program. Lectures, dis-
cussions, meetings with school personnel, as
well as audio and video tape excerpts of
basic project events, will be the prime train-
ing media.

Staff members, in addition to the local
dissemination activities described previously,
have participated in representing

pro-tet-Ork at a national level. This in-
'chides talks given at Federal and State agen-
cies, school districts, universities, conven-
tions and professional society meetings,
clinics, and community mental health cen-
ters, for mental health -professionals and/or
educators. PMHP has actively pursued a
variety of research investigations and has
authored, during the current 4-year project
period, some 40 technical and nontechnical
papers for educational, scientific and public
outlets. The research program is varied and

-includes short- and long-term evaluation
studies ; process analyses; studies of aide
characteristics and aide effectiveness; stud-
ies of referral characteristics and of differ-
ential process and outcome events for chil-
dren with differing problems; characteristics
of children who terminate successfully and
those whci do not ; utilization of project's
services, etc.
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There is considerable interest in PMHP
activities both in mental health and educa-

.,tional circles. Annually the project sends out
400-500 reprints, copies of test instruments,
screening devices, bibliographies, and train-
ing manuals. The project regularly hosts
local and national visitors-representing var-
ious' ,professional disciplines and settingS.
Chapters describing PMHP' haye appeared
in several recent volumes including one by
the General Learning Corporation on "inno-
vative school mental health programs" and
one by the Office of Education on "mental
health and learning."

A private, nonprofit organization, Pri-

mary Mental Health Project, Inc., incorpor-
ated in Not,.., York State, is an active, Sup-
portive, citizen organization that exercises
an important leadership role in raising
funds for the service aspects of the program
and in ,negotiating with school districts for
introduction and continuation of the project.
The project's funding base is extremely
broad. It includes NIMH funds for training
and research, roughly 22 percent of the total
budget, and the support of school districts,
local and State agencies, foundations, pri-
vate citizens, and voluntary and charitable
organizations for the service aspect (78 per-
cent) of the total budget.

Training Leaders in Community Mental Health
and Community Development Skills

Mr. Leon D. Finney, Jr..
The Woodlawn Organization
1135 East 63rd Street
Chicago, Illinois 60637
MH-11709 1970-1974

The Woodlawn Organization, in conjunc-
tion with the Woodlawn Mental Health Cen-
ter, embarked upon a project to train indig-
enous community leaders to aid individuals
experiencing stressful situations by lending
support and by providing ready access to
further sources of assistance.

Twelve community leaders were selected
for training in mental health and community
development skills. The Woodlawn Mental
Health Center facilities were used as the
training setting for the development of men-
tal health shills. The curriculum included
units on (1) the life crisis model; (2) acute
crisis reactions; (3) Mental' health services;
traditional and new mental health services
and clinical responsibility and commitment;
(4) important related social services; and
(5) sensitivity training. Discussions were
aided by the use of taped community mental
health worker'client sessions, role playing,.
and, most significantly, visits to Manteno
and Tinley Park State Hospitals. It is felt
that the hospital visits were most particu-
larly helpful to the leader-trainees in height-
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ening their sensitivity for recognizing symp-
toms of emotional streso.

The day-to-day activities of The Wood-
lawn Organization provided a focus around
which community development skills could
be taught, both on the conceptual and prac-
tical levels. Training was provided in the
following areas.: (1) orientation to the total
community, including the operation of block
club meetings, tenant association meetings,
welfare organization meetings, And other
local and social civic gatherings; (2) can-
vassing techniques; (3) group process in
community meetings; (4) problem solving
through organization ; (5) introduction to
the target area; and (6) development of the
open committee (indigenous community-
groups). Some writings of the late Saul D.
Alinsky were utilized as course material
and proved extremely valuable. In addition,
role playing aided the leader-trainees in
gaining the confidence to assume an active
role in organizing the open committees.

The open committee, as planned in this
programs is the forum to which community
residents go to vocalize their problems and,
in conjunction with the leader-developer
team and other community residents, de-
velop strategies for solving their problems.
Six open -committees have been activated
and are meeting regularly on a bimonthly
basis. Attendance ranges from 10 to 25 com-



munity residents per meeting for each com-
mittee. The development of a format for
each committee has been left to the skill
and imagination of the
Issues addressed and act
by each committee have,
in response to the needs of
area. In thiS respect, e.
viewed as a separate st
tional techniques varying
region. An area-by-area ,

assigned `leader.
vities undertaken
y and large, been
each given target
ch committee is
dy, with opera-
Jroni region to
nalysis was con-

ducted prior to the activation of the com-
mittees which helped to !make. the leader -
developer teams cognizant .in advance of the
kinds of problems they might encounter.
They, then, were able to develop the proper
strategies to initiate their committees and
to make them viable.

Intervention 'resulting in the solution of
day-to-day community problems is a goal
common to all of the open committees. How-
ever, they have functioned in other capaci-
tieS as well. The activities of the commit-
tees range from crafts classes to fund
raising for the demolition of abandoned
structures. The active participation of com-
munity residents has been encouraged by
offering a wide variety of activities and
issues.

The open committees have had occasion
to provide immediate aid to community resi-
dents who have brought problems to them,
as illustrated below:

One open committee was approached by
tenants of a building with no heat in
December, 1972. Within three hours, the

membersembers had acquired space
heaters, blankets, etc., for the tenants.
Through follow-up efforts, the open com-
mittee was responsible for the heat being
turned on in the building the next day.

Two children had been struck by cars
while crossing the street on the way to
school. The parents in this target area
felt that a crossing guard sliculd be sta-

tioned at''' this particular intersection.
'Through the efforts of this open commit-
tee, meetings were held with a representa--

!five of the police department, and a police
officer has been stationed at the- intersec-
tion during hours when children are going
to and coming from school.
Other such activities and instances of open

committee intervention are being document-
ed as the program continues. Clearly, the
open committees are more than group their-
apy sessions; rather, the members meet,
identify problems, decide on the appropriate
course of action for problem, solution, and
finally, act in their own. behalf. The result
of the action is an increased sense of indi-
vidual and group potency as well as progress
in "problem-goal" attainment.

An evaluation form leas been developed
which is completed by the leader-developer
team after each committee meeting. These
completed forms are used for purposes of
comparative analysis of the open committees.

The leaders. have exhibited exceptional
growth and development as they have gained
experience in their particular function. Of
primary significance. is the fact" that com-
munity residents now have a confidence in
the leaders and rely on them for support
and assistance. The leaders make themselves
available at all times- to any target area
resident who might require help, In one
instance, for example, a leader-developer
team prevented a suicide, providing on-the-
spot intervention until further professional
aid arrived on the scene.

Evaluation will focus on the improved
mental health of the community resulting
from the activities of the personnel trained
under this' project. The improved mental
health of the community will be assessed by
means of a number of indices of social dis-
organization on a "before and after" basis
with comparative data from other communi-
ties in which the program is not available.



Model Career Development Program
for Mental Health Aides

Dr. Alexander S. Rogawski

4 University of Southern California
1934 Hospital Place
Los Angeles, California 90033
***MH-11529 1969-1972

The objectives of this project are the de-
velopment and the evaluation of a- training
program capable of teaching disadvantaged
persons in a psychiatric setting the basic-
information and generic skills which will
enhance their performance ~in jobs in valious
human services.

Program development began January,
1967. In November, 1969, the first complete
and structured 6-month course was offered.
The trainees are referred from federally
funded poverty programs such as the
Neighborhood Adult Participation Project
(NAPP), the Concentrated Employment
Project (CEP) and ,the Mexican-American
Opportunity Fou dation (MAOF). Most of
them are women etween the ages of 20 and
50 who come fro economically and cultur-
ally deprived areas of Los Angeles. Entrance
qualifications are such that potentially-suc-
cessful-candidates -ire not screened out. On
the average, enrollees have completed less
than 10 years of formal education, though
they must be able at least to read and write.

The -program is sponsored jointly by the
Division of Social and Community Psychia-
try, University of Southern California
School of Medicine and the Central City
Community Mental Health Center. Training
takes place in the in- and outpatient facili-
ties of the sponsoring agencies. Trainees par-
ticipate also in basic education classes; and
after they have achieved the equivalent of a
high school diploma, threy are free to attend
some basic courses in the social sciences at
a neighboring community college.

The training program consists of (a) ob-
servation and participation in clinical serv-
ices under the supervision of professional
staff, and (b) several series of didactic sem-
inars by project staff and invited consultants.
The didactic_ seminars include instruction in
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personality development, elementary psycho-
pathology, interviewing and case reporting,
crisis intervention, group dynamics and
group process, and community organization
and community resources. MI trainees par-
ticipate in sensitivity training groups. They
are also able to obtain counselling for per-
sonal problems.

Some trainees had employment assured
with public agencies before entering the
program. For other trainees, employment
had to be procured through the efforts of
the project staff. All graduates obtain per-
manent jobs at the end of their training
period.

An attempt is being made to ascertain.'
whether working with mental patients and
emotionally disturbed -people can reduce in
our students prejudicial attitudes concern-
ing aberrant behavior and thereby increase
their effectiveness as community workers in
a variety of .human services.

Of 42 registrants a total of 25 trainees
participated successfully in the training
program. Upon completion of at least 6
months they were transferred to permanent
job placements in a variety of public human
services (welfare, probation; various sec-
tions of the Medical Center). One graduate
became the director of a' sectarian youth
,agency; another was in charge of a geriatric
program at a community mental health cen-
ter, a third initiated an aide program at a
privately funded children's hospital.

Forms were developed to follow up the
evaluation of the training efforts. The time
has been too short to permit definitive con-
clusions.

Much valuable experience was gained by
the staff in the first year of funding. What
appeared a- simple project at the beginning
turned out to be a rather trying effort in
its execution, fraught with unexpected com-
plications. Administratorsand even more
sc, mental health professionalswelcomed
the initial efforts. The performance of the
trainees ,with patients drew many positive
and endorsing comments. As the project pro-
gressed and it begame necessary to secure



jobs for those without previous commit-
ments, bureaucratic barriers and profes-
sional resistance created serious obstacles.
The uncertainty about the future affected
the morale of the trainees. Absenteeism,
lateness, And intragroup tensions became
serious probletns. Much staff time was de-
flected from the primary goals of teaching
knd had to be spent on efforts of mediation
and trouble shooting as well as r sguring
the students. Nevertheless, staff uvas suc-
cessful in creating a number of hew posi-
tions at the Medical Center in Which the
graduates perform valuable liaison services
between the hospital and the community.

A survey of local job opportunities by the
staff community organization specialist re-
vealed that most private agencies are reluc-
tant to introduce budget items for new
careerists. Thus, at the time of this writing,
virtually no jobs were available in the pri-
vate sector. If acceptance is to be established
for the new careers program, it will be neces-
sary to stress employment of community
workers in publically Raided agencies which
respond more readily to Community demands.
The community can work for innovative
programs and for the utilization of people
from disadvantaged and minority groups in
public human services. ,..

The low scale of compensation during the
training period and in entry positions almost

Community Mental He

Dr. Harry J. Wahler 1
Department of Institutions (Washington State)
Division of Research
Box 94008
Fort Steilacoom, Washington 98494
MH-11382 1969-1972

The CommunityMental Health Expediteil
Project evolved from a wholistic conception
of psycho-social-emotional problems which
assumes that such problems result from an
insecurity which perpetuates, and is perpet-

1. Dr. Wahler's current address is 902 29th Ave., N.W.,
Puyallup. Washington 98371.

eliminated the participation of men in this
program.

The accumulated experience of the first
funded year is currently reevaluated to fur;
nish a more realistic basis for continued
efforts. To reduce e rather high drop-out
rate, entrance crit ria will have to be care-
fully reappraised.

In order to facil ate the integration of
new careerists into established facilities, em-
yloyer agency and supervisorial staffs will
have to be oriented in advance.

It is also contemplated to invite commu-
nity representatives to participate in the
assessment and in the modification of the
training program.

The project staff has been participating in
several regignal and national conferences to
exchange experience with other teams in-
volved in tile education of new careerists.

Staff, at a recent national meeting of the
American Orthopsychiatric Association, ini-
tiated and conducted a workshop on resist-
ance by agencies and professional groups to
the introduction of new careerists. The work-
shop brought to light many aPprehensions
and resentments in professionals and non-
professionals alike. It culminated in the pass-
ing of i resolution urging the executive coun-
cil of the association to admit qualified new
careerists to its membership and invite new
careerists to all proceedings on matters con:
cerning them.

alth Expeditor Project
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uated by, networks of ecologically interde-
pendent sodat, psychological, physiological,
and environmental processes. 'Hence; such
problems depend not only on factors within
the person, but are also integrally entwined
with the world outsideother people, the
community and its resources and opportuni-
ties. Thinking thqs, office-bound treatment is
often not enough. Clients also need .someone
to expediteto assess situati ns, to provide
information, to lend a han and s support
when and where needed, to rve' as advo-
cate, and to obtain both intake and feedback
information for agencies. That is, to serve
the "total person," a new team, member is



essential who, like social workers of the past,
is active in the community.

The purpose of the CMH Expediter Proj-
ect was to develsapia program for' selecting,
training and placing paraprofessionals in
such capacities. Admission to the program
was open with regard ta age (beyond 21),
Sex, race, religion, andducation. Applicants
were evaluated mainl y by interviews with
special attention given to warmth, 'empathy,
genuiveness, interest in human service and
freedom from persOnaL constraints such as;
involvement in divorce proceedings, etc. The
large majority of trainees were middle-aged
women with about 12 years of education.
About half had received outpatient or hos-
pital care for emotional problems. Compari-
sons between ex-patients and nonpatients
showed no significant differences in effec-
tiveness on a number of pertinent variables.
r.Training focused on developing skills and
knowledge in four major areas : (14 com-
munication (interviewing, likening, observ-
ing, recording, reporting) ; (2) human prob-

s (basic awareness of a broad gamut of
prdblems from poverty to psychoses) ; (3)
human relations (e.g., consideration, ethics
advocacy ; also necessary controls such ai
avoiding dependency and limiting excessive
demands) ; '(4) community resources (a
thorough familiarity with all major agencies
and means of gaining information about
resources for unique needs). It was not in-
tended that students be trained as, psycho
therapists. Instead they;were oriented toward
becoming situational therapists.

Training lasted 9 months. Three months
were devoted to "classnom" work in the
four major areas listed above. (After much
careful deliberation it was concluded that
courses in academic social sciences would
prolong training out of proportion to their
direct bearing on the kinds of services expel:
diters were preparing fork Thus, the only
required academic subject was language
usage.) During this phase, a variety of
teaching methods were used including tours
of agencies, group discussion, role playing,
invited speakers, practice interviewing,
films, case studies, giving and writing re-
ports, simulated client experiences, *lectures',
and reading assignments.

The remaining 6 months of training cd'n-
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sisted of Aosely supervised field placements.
Each trainee served in one of twelve partici-
pating agencies., Students had a variety of
options for selecting a field placement with
types of services and clientele that intereste
them most. Field placements included t e
State hospital, a VA hospital, social servi e
units of two general hospitals, a private y -'
chiatric hospital, a mental ,health centeri a
RECOVER rehabilitation program, the po-
lice department, a CAP health program, a
family counseling service, two public school
districts, a WIN program, and a Ptblic
Health Nursing program'. SupervisorS at
each agency met several hours a week with
trainees and also held bimopthly sessions
with trainees and program staff. One after-

, noon a week was devoted to a group .meeting
with program staff. In addition, trainees at-
tended lectures, seminars, films, and work-
shops.

The 9-month program was fully accred-
ited by the Tacoma Community College.
Upon graduation, trainees received 45 credit
hours which were transferrable if they
wished to further their training.

Twenty; five students began the program ;
of these six dropped out. From the standpoint
of employment, there were more openings
than graduates to fill them.'Placemenp were
In a variety of settings including the mental
health center, social work unit pf a general
hospital, Army hospital drug program, pub-
lic school' district, housing authority, and
library nursing home program: Although the
idea of community .liaison roles is not new,
surprisingly, to have available people trained
in such capacities appears to be novel.
Agency supervisors were unanimous in en-
dorsing the need for such workers and prhere
possible created relevant job slots. Efforts
were even made to do this in the State Civil
Seivice system.

The' need for expediters was further cor-
roborated by a survey conducted in both Ta-
coma and. Seattle in which responding agen-
cies projected a need for such workers which
exceeded the number of graduates that could
be produced by forty 9-month programs with
the same output rate as the project (nine-
teen in 2 years).

Because of the project's favorable recep-



tion, proposals were prepared and submitted
to NIMH for an expanded associate degree
version of the program. Proposals for expe-
diter programs at community colleges in
both Tacoma and Seattle were approved and
began in July, 1973.

In summary, the CMH Expediter Project
demonstrated that people without college
training jbut -with strong human service
interests) could acquire sufficient practical
knowledge a,nd skill to become effective com-
munity liaison workers with 9 months' train-
ing. Training itself concentrated op subject

Matter necessary for competent perform-
ance. Other than learning terminology and
concepts commonly employed in mental
health, academic social sciences were inten-
tionally omitted. A major part of training
consisted of active experienCes, seminars and
carefully organized and supervised practica
in field placements. Surveys and employment
of graduates indicate that Thany different
human service agencies see a real need for
expediters :and anticipate more openings
than could be filled by several training
programs.

Training Mature Women as Mental Health
Rehabilitation Workers

Dr. Ida F. Davidoff
Albert Einstein College of Medicine
Bronx Municipal Hospital Center'
Pelham Parkway and Eastchester Road
Bronx, New Ygrk, New York 10461
MH-10538 1966-1969

Since 1964' the Department of Psychiatry
of the Albert Einstein College of Medicine
has offered a program to train -mature women
to help chronically mentally ill patients with
daily living problems and supply ongoing
therapeutic relationships. From 1966 to..
1969 the Nattgnal Institute of Mental Health
funded the program with the goals of (lt)
demonstrating the feasibility of training a
new type of mental health worker who .wotild
identify and nurture the strengths of emo-
tionally disturbed patients and help them
attain and maintain their optimal social ad-

, justment;- (2) developing criteria and a
method of_ selecting trainees; (3) developing
a curriculum geared specifically to the objec-
tives of the program; (4) assessing special
problems associated with -the creation of
these nottraditionally trained professionals;
and (5) publicising the program and assur-
ing its continuation and adoption in other
centers. Rifty-nine persons have been suc-
cessfully graduated from the program, and
five trainees will receive their certificates in
1973. Funding since 1969 has come from
New York State :Department of Mental Hy-
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giene, the Department of Psychiatry in
which the training is taking place, and, finally,
tuition. This limits selection although some
scholarship planning is offered outstanding
applicants unable to pay.

Selection has been limited to married
women, 35 to 55 years of age, whose children
are over six years of age, with a high school
educatitip or equivalent as a minimum re-
quireinent. The target population was the
mature mother whose nurturing andproblem-
_solving abilities were no longer needed by
her' family and to whom other avenues of
meaningful training were closed. Additional
requirements for selection are sensitivity,
warmth, flexibility, ,spontaneity, lack of de-
fensiveness, ability to tolerate anger and
frustration and to avoid exploitation of, pa-
tients for inappropriate personal needs.
Average age at entry into the program has
been 46-years. Average age of children at
mother's entry has been 22 years; average
number of children, 2.6. There:were 21 high
school graduates, 18 college graduates, and
the remainder had froin 1. to 3 years of
college.

The primary base for the training of the
workers has been the 12Q0 -bed Jacobi Hos-
pital of the Bronx Municipal Hospital Cen-
ter.The catchment area includes residents
with a wi6 variety' of social, ethnic, and
economic backgrounds, and patients mani-
fest a wide range of social and psychiatric
pathology.

.



Six to eight trainees have been trained
per year. At first the program ran 3 days a
week for 81/, months but has been extended
to 41/2 days a week for a full year with the
usual academic vacations. A second or intern
year is offered (and sometimes required)
for rspecialization and consolidation since
trainees vary a good deal in rate of learning
and in natural and required skills. On satis-
factory completion of each year of training,
a certificate is awarded by the Departinent
of Psychiatry of the Albert Einstein College
of Medicine.
r' The formal course of study includes: per-
sonality development and psychopathology;
methods of treatment; utilization of com-
munity resources; and several special units.
A unique aspect of training has peen for
leadership of long-term supportive social
groups of chronically mentally ill patients.
This training consists of a presession dis-
cussion, meetings with the group of patients
(first as observers, later as coleaders) and
a Rostgroup session. These groups, in which
25 to 20 patients are enrolled, include social
activities and a period of general disci ssion
focused on the emotional handicaps, of the
patients. Patients in these groups often de-
velop the strength to relinquish long-standing
crippling symptoms (phobias, social isola-
tion, unemployment). Since this training
gives the workers an exceptionally useful
tool, on their jobs they have very often set
up similar groups:or expanded the ,effective-
ness of existing group programs. Their work
with aged psychiatric patients has been; very
effective. This course is now well handled by
a graduate of the first class who had only a
high school education prior to completion of
training at Einitein.

The role of the trainees which has been
evolving most closely resembles that of the
social worker with special emphasis on im-
proving functioning althOugh their inter-
vention, always under supervision in the
training setting and strongly recommended
in'others,pay be termed therapeutic as well
as supportive. The first groups of trainees
encountered scepticism and resistance from
some sources, and while this is still so, it
has diminished. It is the condition of the job
market, as much as their unusual training,
which creates difficulty in finding positions.

,
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Thus far every graduate Who, wanted to
work or to enter an advanced academic pro-
gram has been able to do so. Thirty, mop
than half, are currently pmpleyed in various
facilities of the Bronx Municipal Hospital
Center and the Albert Einstein College 'of
Medicine. Others are employed in psychiatric
wards or hOspitals, in nursing homes, and in
alcoholism units. One has been commended
by the State of New York Mental Hygiene
Departmeilt for her program of temporary
relief placement' of retardates, and the De-
partment has recommended adoption of the
program by other similar institutions. Some
have found positions as consultants or liai-
son persons in, nursing hoiries; schools, and
colleges. Several graduates have taken the
New Ydrk State Civil Service examinations
successfully. Half the graduateg have. pur-
sued or are definitely planning to pursue
formal education in degree programs, and
an additional 27 percent are seriously con7
sidering doing so. A good-many of the grad-
uates occupy positions created for them.
Hence, it isfelt that this training program
and others similar to it have been instru-
mental in bringing'about reevaluation of the
nature and function of mental health serv-
ices and training, and the field has been
forced to reexamine its assumptions about
the qualifications - required of entering
trainees.

The prograin has a number of unique
aspecti: It is completing its ninth year of
operation; the didactic and clinical material
are carefully coordinated; biWeekly confer-
ences of total staff continually evaluate per-
formance and problems of individual stu-
dents; the program takes advantage of the
rich and varied learning opportunities of an
outstanding department of psychiatry;
placement of graduates has been in a variety
of settings involving more than mental
health positions; graduates have expanded
their activities into such work as teaching
and administration; an active alumni asso-
ciation has been formed which is helping
With screening of applicants, with publicity,
and with the search for job dpportunities
for graduates; high standards of quality and
excellence have been maintained in the choice
of applicants and in teaching and super-
Vision ; avenues have been opened for higher

4



education and for the acquisition of creden-
tials, awl many graduates have shown con-
siderableTrofessional growth in and dedi-
cation to the mental health field; the drop-
out rate has been low; and many profes-
sionals have been expoed, with good results.
to this new type of nontraditionally trained
worker.

Hundreds of letters requesting informa-
tion about the program have been answered;
at first a printed brochure was used; cur-:
rently an up -to -date report is available. A.
paper appeared in the Comiunity- Mental
Health Journal, Vol. 5, No. 1, Feb. 1969,
"The Mental Health Rehabilitation Worker:
A New Member of the Psychiatric Team";
the directors have appeared at several work-
shops of mental health organizations to de-
scribe the program; a workshop was held at
the .met.dical school for representatives of
over a hundred mental health facilities;
workshops were coordinated at the 1969 and
1973 meetings of the American Association
Of Orthopsychiatry; and graduates pre-
sented a paper, "An Assessment of the
Effectiveness of Some Non - traditionally

'Trained Mental Health Workers" at the
1973 meeting. Each year there have been
newspaper items with photographs about
graduation of trainees in their hodietown
papers. Several special reports in Einstein
newsletters have also appeared. 'The grad-
uates working with geriatric patients and
the program director have appeared on a
New York City television program. The
alumni involved in recruitment described
the program in New York Magazine in an
advertisement. The directors have acted as
consultants to religious and community
groups wishing to institute' similar 'training
programs. Several_ modOst programS'are al-
ready in operation in the Bronx.

This program is no longer being funded
by the NIMH or the private source which
supported theoprogram in its early years.
The program was continued with support
frorn the Department_of Psychiatry which
paid for the program secretary and which
released staff time for teaching and super-
vision. The State of New York provided a
tuition grant for I year. However, it is now
necessary to charge tuition.

Training Program for Community Mental Health Aides

Dr. Harris B. Peck
Lincoln Hospital Mental Health Services
333 Southern'
Bronx, New York 10454
***MH?0510 1966-1969

This project trained indigenous nonpro-
fessionals as community mental health aides
for placement in a variety of facilities inte-
grated into a community mental health pro-

1. 1)r. Peck's cool ent adtlig.-., is Albert Einstein College of
Medicine, ye.hien Orli% el ...its. 13911 is PRI k Ave, Broil's,
/slcw Yoik, 11140.

gram. The program aims to extend and
enrich the training of presently employed
mental health aides, to supplement the train-
'ing of professional and subprofessional
supervisory personnel of such workers, and
to develop and refine texts, audiovisual, and
other teaching materials. The lOng-range
goals of the project were to (1) develop new
mental health manpower. (2) improve the
effectiveness of mental health services in
--disadvantaged urban'areas;and (3) provide
new jobs and careers for residents of low -
income communities.

Use of Nonprofessionals in Mental Health

American Psychological Association
1200 Seventeeth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
***MH-9525 1966-1967
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ThiS projek, under the joint sponsorship
of the American Psychological Association
and the. National AsSociation of Social Work-
ers. convened two related conferences on the



use of nonprofessional workers in mentals
health. Phase 1 consisted of presentations on
and discussions about various programs
which are ,presently training and/or utiliting
nonprofessional mental health workers. Re,.
suiting from phase 1 were summaries on
active programs, working papers, and a sys-
tematization of current experiences and issues

. '

which served as the focus for phase 2. The
phase 2 conference dealt with policy impli-
cations in training and_manpower develop-
ment, and resulted in a major document on
these vital issues, a book entitled Nonpro-
fessionals in the Human Services, edited by
Grosser, Henry, and Kelly.

Training Program. for Child Development Counselors

Dr. Reginald S. Lourie
Department of Psychiatry
Children's Hospital
2125 13th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009
MH-8322 1963-1967

This program explored, developed, and
evaluated a program for recruiting, select-
ing, training, and utilizing mature, married
women who have had the experience of
bringing up their own children, as child
development counselors in child health cen-
ters and related settings in the District of
Columbia. The training program consisted
of didactic lectures and discussions, case
seminars, observations, and participation in

" nursery schools, and supervised practicum
in well-baby clinics.

All but one of the women trained in this
program have been utilizing the skills they
acquired in mental health service delivery
settings where they have concentrated on
dealing with the developmental problems of
young children. Unfortunately it was pos-
sible for only one of the trainees to function
in a well-baby clinic as originally planned.
They were in the forefront of the parapro-
fessional movement and the "establishment"
was not ready to accept them. This was not
true at the local level where the women had
trained in the clinics and were well accepted.
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The funds arranged for their work in the
clinics were blocked at Federal agency levels,
^becautse nursing and social work staffs felt
that these new workers were encroaching
on the traditional areas covered by their
disciplines. However, the majority of the
group were quickly employed by community'
mental health programs where their skills
were highly valued and well utilized.

One of the training program's graduates
went to work in a large day-care association
where she became a supervisor and training
director for child development workers in
day-care centers. The graduate who made a
well-regarded preventive contribution in a
comprehensive child health center found
after 2 years that additional training would
be necessary for advancement. Three others
from the community mental health center
had similar experiences. These four, half the
original group, have now completed social
wor school where they found that their
earl aining was duplicated. The rest are
func i ing in the mental health center in
intake, outreach, and parent work.

The curricular materials and teaching and
supervisory methods have been found useful
in the training of infant specialiits who
work in Parent and Child and Infant Edu-
cation Centers. The training techniques
are equally applicable to child-care work-
ers and counselors in the expanding day-
care programs.
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EARLY CHILD CARE PERSONNEL

Mental Health Training for Supervisor-Trainers in Day tare

Ms. Frances K. Alston
Institute for Child Mental Health
386 Park Avenue South
New York, New York 10015
"MH-13410 1973-1976,

if
The objective of th? program is to train

supervisor trainers of day-care centers. An
underlying premise is that the supervisor-
trainer role is a pivotal one in safeguarding
care of the children since the supervisor-
trainer carries responsibility for supervision
of child-care practice, organization and con-
duct of inservice training and for guiding
the utilization of education and training
offered by educational institutions on an
extramural basis.'

Within the grant period of 36 months,
trail-ring will be pi-ovided to two classes of
16 to 20 trainees each. Curriculum will be
implemented through group seminars and
tutorials. The latter will consist of onsite
consultation on supeivisory practice and in-
service training. The conceptualization and
design of this program incorporates the
insights gained in the conduct of a 2-year
experimental program for workers i,n infant
group day care previously funded by NIMH
,.(MH 12495).

In addition to meeting urgent manpower
needs, the training program will seek to
articulate the role of the supervisor-trainer,
clarify principles and practice of supervi-
sion in day-care service, and 'evaluate the
teaching model used to achieve these goals.

ti
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The Agency for Child Development, which
plans, administers and finances the day-care
program of New York City, has affirmed the
need for this type of training program and
will try to provide tuition for employees of
day-care centers funded by it whn may enroll
as trainees.

The primary group of trainees will be
directors, educational directors, and super-
visors employed in day-care centers and .
instructors of day -care practice in.institu-
tions training workers for day-care service.
Seminars will be held at the headquarters
of the Institute for Child Mental Health and
tutorials will be conducted in the day-care
centers where trainees are employed or serv-.
ing internships. The project will utilize' cur-
rent staff of the Institute and part -time con-
sultants and evaluators. An agreement-has
been readied with Empire State College to
provide college credit for the training.

The training will draw upon- the follow-
ing content areas: (1) focal concerns in
child development; (2) principles and, prac-
tices of supervision; (3) administrative as-
pects of "supervision; and (4) evaluative
procedures and methods. The curriculum is
not formal, academic, or static. Rather, it is
conceived of as a dynamic interaction be-
tween a group of trainees and a -group of
professionals representing excellence 'in the
relevant fields, Who are together engaged
in the analysis of given experience in the
day-care context. Hence, the course of study
for each student is individualized in terms
of each student's needs.



Behavior Modification Model to Train Day-Care Workers

Dr. Roger E., Ulrich
Department of Psychology
Western Michigan University-
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49001
MH12565 1971-1974

For the past 2 years, the Learning. Village
in Kalamazoo, Michigan has been the site
for thedevelopment of # model program to
train day-care workers in behavior modifica-
tion techniques. The Learning Village is a
pref,chool program for.an integrated popula-
tion' of economically disadvantaged and
advantaged children from the ages of 2
months to 6 years. At the Village, behavior
modification -tectniques are used to shape
and strengthen the academic, social, and
emotional behaviors, that constitute mental
heaith; it is a program for the prevention of
/dental illness.

Under the auspices of.NIMH the Learning
Village has developed a model program to
train day-care workers both in the college
classroom and ,,in the course of inservice
training. In this effort, Western Michigan
University has provided a context in which
classroom instruction can be given for credit
both to disadvantaged college students en-
rolled in the Martin Luther King program.
and to a cross section of other. college stu-
dents. WMU has also provided support
money for some students- as they have
worked .at the Village and received inservice
training. The local Youth Opportunities Un-
limited program has directed to the Village
disadvantaged high 'school students who re-
ceive inservice training as they work. The
local Community Action Program has been
very helpful in providing food services. The
Michigan Department of Social Services has
located children and adults''-who have partici-
pated in the program.

To date over 350 people have been trained.
Over.'250 of these were students in the Mar-
tin Luther King program who *ere exposed
to classroom instruction and observation
time, at the Village. Approximately 100 col-

. lege students, 25 parents.of chil ren enrolled
at the Village, and 35 YOU pe sonnel have
received inservice training.
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A packet of materials has been developed.
for use in both classroom and inservice
training. It includes general' materials on
day -care regulations and procedures and
information on behavior modification. Objec-
tives have been fornwlated. In addititn, a
packet of workshop materials was compiled
that has received considerable attention.

A film entitled "One Step at a Time: An
IntrodUction to Behavior Modification" has
been produced that shows behavior modifi-
cation in action at the Village and wilt
serve as a teaching aide. The film will be
distributhl by CRM, the publisher of Psy-
chology Today, and should reach a wide
audience. A book entitled Control of Human
BehaviOr. Vol. III: Behavior Modification in
Education is now in press.at Scott, Foresman
Company. As its title suggests, it is designed
to serve`as an introduction to behavior mod-
ification techniques and programs in educa-
tion If its sales match those of earlier vol-
umes in the Control of- Human Behavior
series, it should become a major textbook for
use in training educational personnel in the
Use of behaVior modification.

An estimated 20 percent, of the people
trained have subsequently been employed in
day -care poSitions. Many of these have
worked at the Village, 'some of them disad-
vantaged youth that have become mainstays
of the program. One YOU worker was hired,
as a full-time teacher and eventually became
director of the toddler' program. A mother
of former Learning Village children now
directs the entire Village. Other trainees
have gone on to work in, administer, or even
initiate other day =care programs. For ex-
ample, people trained at the Village have
taken jobs at local private nursery schools
or in Head Start programs. A mother of.one
of the Village children began as a teacher
who received inservice training, became di-
rector of the nursery program, and now
directs the Head Start program in Battle
Creek. A college student who has trained at
the Village and worked there for several
years has established a cooperative day-care
program in Ann Arbor.

Although the Learning Village has served



children and adults from a variety of socio-
economic backgrounds, its major interest has
been in the prevention of problems in 'a dis-
advantaged population through the use. of
behavior modification in early education.
Similarly, in training day-care workers, the
program hoped tcycreate people who could
go forth into other disadvantaged popula-
tions and likewise prevent problems. Unfor-
tunately, however, positions in public pro-
grams for the disadvantaged have become
more and more scarce. Many of. the trainees.
as a consequence, are going to work in pri-
vate programs ,supported by tuition.

Nevertheless, early educatiOn remains a
major hope for improving the lives of both

Ms. Elizabeth A. Vernon I
Institute for Child Mental Health
386 Park Avenue South
New,York, New York 10016
MH-12495

Infant

1970-1972

Thelifi ant Day-Care Training Project was
designed to prepare both profeSsional and
nonprofessional personnel to staff infant
day-care centers. During the 2-year :de
titration, 37 nonprofessional wor s in 3
day-Care centers serving infan received
training. Seventeen parents who worked part
time either on a voluntary or salaried basis
also participated in the training prograrn.
Each center presented diverse parent popu-
lations, ethnic and economic backgrounds.
Thus the project provided a variety of con-
texts in which to test the training model.

The nonprofessionals'and parents had had
no prior training in the care of infants. Their
educational backgrounds ranged from one or
two years of high school to some college
courses. Three of the,trainees had completed
college or had received a nursing diploma.

The traditional approach to the training
of day-care practitioners is to arm the prac-
titioner with a store of knowledge which

1. Fin- current information on tit project, contact Mrs.
Frances K. Alston at thr Institute for Child Mental Health.
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diSadVantaged and advantaged people by
preventing the problems that are so costly
to remediate both in terms of suffering and
of money. Behavior modification has proven
to be one of the most effective techniques for
making early education effective. If the use,
of behavior modification programs for young
children is to increase, trained workers are
needed. In fact, the training of workers in
itself generates programs. Conversely ; train-
ing increases the productivity of the work-

, ers' lives and their understanding of chil-
dren and themselves. In the long run,
stubborn adherence to this basically con-
structive strategy will produce far-reaching
results.

Day Care
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will be maximally useful in the negotiation
of situations encountered in the ongoing work
context. If the problem is conceived of in this
way, then didactic devices such as lectures,
programmed reading materials and occasional
co saltrifien are the effective media through

hich such training is accomplished. Effi-
ciency in this context generally means low
cost per student, since one teacher can reach
many students. Yet experience in the pr6ject
suggests that this kind of efficiency is usually
achieved at the expense of proficiency since
the traditional model of training deals with
only a part of the training process.
' The Institute's earlier work in training of
practitioners has suggested that the immer-
sion in a practical work situation presents
important opportunities for training that
extend far beyond the acquisition of rele-
vant available. knowledge. The missing com-
ponents may be, designated as "problems of
utilization in practice" or "the translation
of knowledge, into' technology." Perhaps the
most important concept clarified by the expe-
rience' was that the training process evolves
out of the dynamic interaction between the
trainees, their value systetns, receptivity and
learning capacity, the tasks which they are
Called upon t perform, and their relevant
skill and kno ledge.

The demonstration program for non-
professionals was designed to increase



the workers' sensitivity to infants, self-
awareness and openmindedness rather than
training.for specific skills. Most trainees-had
had extensive child care experience as moth-
ers; aunts, nursemaids, grandmothers or
babysitters, and derived satisfaction from
their skills in handling infants and toddlers.
What they needed to become more sensitized
to was the more subtle processeS of the chil-
drenls learning and affective development.

Practice as the medium for the .training
of skills and knowledge can bestbe taught
as it provides guidance in solving actual
problems in the care of children. Practice,
defined as the means by which the Renter's
goals for the children are attained; .provides
the channel through which knowledge re-
lated to the practitioner's experience can
result in changing specific behaviors toward
the children. The training process thus be-
comes the analysis of the goals for the chil-
dren and the problems associated with heir
attainment. The training content becomes the
professional knowledge brought to bear on
these problems. This p,rovideS"a framework
in which other concepts of personality devel-
opment, values, and practices in child rear-
ing become more meaningfUl and potentially,
acceptable to the trainees.

Jn addition to the nonprofessional ttaff
and parents, a grout, of 12 infant day-care
center directors received training over a

period of 5 months. This involved seminars,
tutorials, field trips and workshops in which
the directors learned to use evaluation test
materials with infants of various ages.

A 2-day conference was held in April 1971
of leaders in infant car4, to consider some of
the major issues on the care of infants and
in training of workers 'to deliver high qual-
ity care: The project staff also collaborate,
with a number of community colleges plan-
ning day-care training programs. There
were also conferences. with the staff of the
New York City Department of which
is responsible for the supervision of early
childhood programs as well as with members
of the administrative and planning staff of
the day-care program of the City. of New
York.

.Short-term consultation was pAyled to
mere than 30 day-care center* who either
have included infants in the population they
are serving or plan to do so when the centers
are established.

The project was described at the April
1972 annual meeting of the American Ortho-
psychiatric Association in Detroit. Following
the presentation, several groups of educators
visited the project.

A final report, Building Skills for Day
Care of Infants, describes the project and is
available from the Institutefor Child Mental A
Health.

Training for Intervention in Early Childrearing

Dr. Eleanor Pavenstedt
Tufts University School of Medicine
136 Harrison Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02111
MH-12168 1970-1973

This project, housed in Columbia Point
Health. Center, a pioneer community health

:project, was designed to prepare .women
from the community, with a previous year
of training in a day-care center of very
young children from high risk environments,
to work in the homes with families on child
Rare and child development issues..

Fifteen women and one man under a New
Careers program, sponsored by 0E0, corn-
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pleted 1 year of training, to become day -care
workers. Ten have completed the second year
program, funded by NIMH; five have re-
ceived their AA, degree as well, completing
their course of training o serve as family
intervention specialists in hild care prob-
lems. Seven more trainees re progressing
`successfully toward program completion.

One purpose of the program was to ex-
plore a new source of personnel. Only candi-
dates fulfilling NeW Careerls criteria, i.e.,
with incomes under $3,500, were accepted.
A minimum tenth-grade education (with
high school graduation preferred) was re:.
quired. Married women with children of
school age, who enjoyed working v)ith young
children, had good impulse control, flexibil-



ity, and stable, cheerful personalities were
.,sought.`

Health Center personnel including pedia-
tricians, nurses, social workers,' and family
.health workers cooperated in the training
program. j Wheelock College contributed in-
struction in I, early education and Garland
Junior College provided a liberal arts cur-
riculum, Vourses and supervision provided
by project staff at the Health Center were
also accredited by both colleges.__....

Thee prOject's goal, was to train outreach
"11 workers to identify vulnerable ',children and

to assist families in functiOning with more
stability' and organilation. The training
given in the areas of child development, psy-

1111 chopathOlogy, and :modified casework was
derived from psychoanalytic, principles and
current research. This practical and theo-
retical .training was designed to provide the

1trainees with skills necessary to assist the
Ffamilies and to help modify negative child
rearing practices..."

Functiohing within the Health Center, the
training program,:has influenced other health
care discipline members in many positive

-*ays. Pediatricians have become more sen-
sitive to early mother-child relationships and
liave invited project members to help in pin-
poipting developmental lags, particularly in
the emotional ,area. The nursing staff, work-
ing closely with project trainees, respected
the focus on early childrearing and helped
to reinforce the work of the trainees with
the mothers. Some of the younger nurses,
especially. developed _greater awareness of
6te significance of the early years. In gen-
eral, the program has encouraged_ other
health care personnel to become alert to
early signs for concern in relation to mother
aIn child.

The small community served by the pro-
gram also derived substantial benefits. As
Many mothers began to comprehend the
r spect paid to the mother role by the
trainees, they started to view their younger
c ildren more positively. In turn, these moth-

s then felt 'encouraged to give more of
_t emselves to their children and simulta-
n usly"to learn more about child develop-

ent as reflected. in their individual children.
Finally, paraprofessional performance in

the program helped 'provide status to the
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role of paraprofessionals in general. The
trainees were listened to by the professionals
because what they had to report about a
family was relevant, significant, and based
on observations.

A large number of people planning day
care for infants and junior toddlers from
deprived hornes visited the project and re-
quested advice. Among them were the Chil-

ren'S Medical Center staff' which was plan-
ning an outreach program with satellites in
the community; the Martha Eliot Health
Center Day Care program ; the joint pro-
gram of the Massachusetts Welfare Depart-
ment, Section for Abused Children, and the
Junior League; and the Model Cities staff
which was planning a model .child day-care
facility for children from' birth to eightall
located in Boston. Using the project model
as its core, the Tufts Community Mental
Health Children'S' Section wrote a grant re-
quest focusing on prevention, From Worces-
ter, Massachusetts, a group which was
making plans for day-care facilities for
vulnerable and already damaged young chil-
dren consulted with the project staff.

Out-of-State visitors came from Philadel-
phia, Chicago, and Los Angeles, The pro-
gram was visited by a group of teachers from
Japan, headed by a psychiatrist chalked
with setting up a mental health program for
all of Japan, and by a psychiatrist from
Geneva, Switzerland appointed to direct a
university child psychiatry program_ for chil-
dren from birth to 8: years. Information
about the program was also requested by an
innovative mental health program in the 13th
distriCt of Paris.

In 1972 Dr. Pavepstedt received a cita-
tion. the annual APHA award in honor of
Martha Eliot, for exceptiOnal health service
to mothers and children, in recognition of
her work.

Information about the project has been
disSeminated through papers presented at
professional meetings in Chicago, San Fran-
cisco, New York, Washington, Boston, and
Philadelphia. Publications include articles in.
The A_ merican Journal of Nursing, Tk
American Journal of Public Health, and a
brief summary in Psychoanalytic Quarterly.

Positions- obtained by graduates of the
program have been primarily in two areas:



(1) child care workers with vulnerable in-
fants and toddlers, including work with the
parents and (2) 'case aid positions in another
health center. Both areas utilize the exper-
tise acquired in the training program. Cur-
rently /one trainee is participating in the
establishment of an infant-toddler unit for
emotionally handicapped children while
wo Icing with the children's parents.

Although the trainees were sufficiently
Well organized at the beginning to engage
in the training program, personality mea-
sures administered at that time (MMPIs,
Polansky's Maternal Characteristics Scale
completed by their supervisors, and Cohler's
Maternal Attitude Scale) indicated that they-
were hampered in utilizing their full capaci-
ties by feClings of apathy and futility, lim-
ited impulse control, difficulties in openly
discussing attitudes and feelings important
to them, and by some degree of social de-
tachment. Preliminary data on 10 trainees
so far completing the program show some
improvement along all these dimensions.
Cohler's Maternal Attitude Scale also indi-
cates shifts by the end of the program.
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Trainees have become more flexible toward
child aggressiveness, more aware of infants
as socially responsive beings, more able to
achieve emotional distance from the child,
and more aware of the complexities of the
mother-child relationship, with newly de-
veloped questioning about formerly held
beliefs and methods of childrearing. Even
if small, the positive changes in these areas
will enable the trainees to function more
adequately and to make more . effective on-
the-job use of the childrearing, social work,
and academic skills acquired during the
training program.

There are no current plans for continued
funding of this project after its termination.
However, it has cooperated closely with the
Health Center- day-care unit for high risk
children in which the trainees received their
first year of training under New Careers
and that unit will continue to be funded by
the Massachusetts Department of Public
Welfare. Currently three program graduates
work with the children in the unit and a
fourth serves as outreach worker.

7.4
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CHILD CARE PERSONNEL

Training Child Mental Health Specialists

Dr. Norbert I. Rieger
Parents and Friends of Mentally Ill Children,

Inc.
800 Sonora Avenue
Glendale, California 91201
**MH-1342 1973-1977

This project is a multiagency endeavor
designed to develop a training program to
prepare several levels of mental health per-
sonnel competent to participate in a broad
range of preventive and therapeutic child
services. The lead agency, Parents and
Friends of Mentally Ill Children, will con-
tribute community input and support and
act as fiscal agent ; a local public community
college and a local private college will par-
ticipate in student recruitment, in developing
and offering the necessary curriculum, and
will awardas appropriatethe A.A., B.A.,
and M.A. degrees ; and the children's service
of a State mental hospital will participate
with the colleges in determining and imple-
menting the total curriculum, with particu-
lar responsibility for the clinical portions. A
new professionalthe Child Mental Health
Specialistwill be trained for the care, treat-
ment, and education of emotionally diser.
dered children from birth to 18 years and
for the prevention of the occurrence of such
disturbances. The new specialist will fill the
gap in the child mental health field which
now exists between the highly sophisticated
clinically skilled child psychiatrist and the
untrained and poorly trained nonprofes-
sional and paraprofessional who works with
children.

Three different but complementary aca-
demic and clinical programs will be offered
leading to the A.A., B.A., and M.A. degrees.
Emphasis in training will be on practica,
i.e., on learning by doing: in a clinical set;

ting rather than in an academic one. The
teaching team is to be interdisciplinary, and
the members will be clinically experienced,
oriented, and active. Academic knowledge is
secondary to clinical skill ; the whole child
is emphasized rather than the pathology ;
prevention rather than treatment is of pri-
mary importance ; thus, developmental dy-
namics rather than static pathology is to be
stressed.

All graduates of the three programs will
acquire basic competence in the care, treat-
ment, and clinical management of children,
but will have acquired various degrees of
sophistication to meet the different treat-
ment needs of disturbed children. The A.A.
students will be competent to carry out
activity and treatment programs, under pro-
fessional supervision, which will provide the
maximum personal growth and development
of mentally ill and emotionally disturbed chil-
dren and adolescents to prepare them for
return to the community. Routine tasks will
involve intensive work with small groupi of
children or with individual children, gener-
ally of ages 4 to 16, in structured daily activi-
ties which are planned for the children's
rehabilitation. In addition, they will be able
to function as assistant teachers in E.H.
classes as well as in special classes for the
emotionally handicapped in public schools,
as assistant therapists in day treatment cen-
ters, in the, therapeutic nursery schools, in
Head Start schools, and will also be able to
function as cottage parents in residential
treatment centers in the community, in chil-
dren's units in State hospitals, and could be
of great help in day-care centers.

The graduate with the B.A. degree will
have had considerably more clinical training
and will therefore be much more independent
than his colleague with an A.A. degree. He
will be assigned a more responsible role in



managing children in a cottage, day treat-
ment center, or therapeutic nursery school.
Candidates with a B.A. will be able to be in
charge of a Head Start program or a thera-
peutic nursery school program and will be
in a position under professional supervision
to do psychotherapy with children. They will
be employable in day treatment centers and
residential centers, and will also function as
parenting figures in Satellite Homes. Finally,
the B.A. graduate will have an opportunity
to continue his training and his education
towards an M.A. degree.

The candidate for an M.A. degree will
acquire 3,000 to 4,000 additional hours of
supervised clinical training and experience
in working with severely disthrbed children.
He or she will, during these last 2 years,
have additional training in learning difficul-
ties, in speech and language pathology and
individual psychotherapy as well as in group
and family psychotherapy. Graduates with
an M.A. degree will be able to function as
program dixectors in residential and day
treatment centers, day-care centers, Head

Start centers, and therapeutic nursery
schools. They will function as surrogate par-
ents in Satellite Homes and will be able,
after such experience, to supervise and train
other parenting figures with less experience
in Satellite Homes. The graduates with an
M.A. degree will be able to do research un-
der supervision. They will be able to work
independently,, and they will be in a posi-
tion to work with the most disturbed psy-
chotic children and to do Osychotherapy
more in deRth than, for instance, the B.A.
graduate will be prepared to do.

The trainee population will be a hetero:
geneous one which includes lower level hos-
pital employees, teachers and nurses, and
B.A. graduates from other fields. Selection
will strongly depend on high interest in
child mental health and in the program.

The program will attempt to develop a
model for collaborative programing and or-
ganization. It is intended that the model
and the training techniques and materials
be replicated in other areas of the Nation.

Manpower for Primary Prevention

Dr. Karen A. Signell
Wright Institute

2728 Durant Avenue
Berkeley, California 94704

**MH-13294 1973-1976

This program is designed to train both
professionals and nonprofessionals in pre-
ventive mental health. The purposes of the
program are (a) to provide a model training
program that prepares mental health pro-
fessionals to become specialists in preven-
tion-in- the community ; and (b) to provide` a_
training program for nondegreed community
volunteers to become instructors for mental
health education in the community.

The training program for professionals
consists of seminars and geld work cons
ducted at the field site, which is a mental
health clinic servicing a lower and lower-
middle class white and minority population.
Program components include basic consul-
tation, crisis-oriented medal health educe-
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tion, mental health education, administration
and planning, an independent project, and
indeliendent research.

The program for nonprofessionals consists
of selecting howiewiyes from ongoing parent-
child communication courses offering a train-
ing program for potential instructors using
role-playing techniques, and consultation
followup.

Provision will be made for evaluating the
effectiveness of the programs and dissem-
inating findings to other mental health and
academic centers in the form of journal
articles, presentations, mental health educa-
tion manuals, and a pilot film on training
community manpower.

The overall objective is to develop strate,
giesi, that other clinics can then use to pro-
vide primary prevention in their communi-
ties, specifically wide-scale mental health
education, using housewife "consumers" as
a source of new manpower, and training
professionals as their backup.

,r1



The professional trainees will include two
predoctoral and Tine postdoctoral psychology
trainees. Selection criteria will include 1 or
more years of graduate training, clinical ex-
perience and career *plans in the field of
mental health prevention. Nineteen parents
from the mental health center's community
will be selected from those who have com-
pleted the initial parents' communication
course as nonprofessional trainees in this

program. Six of the parents selected will be
recruited from among Spanish-speaking per-

.sons in the community.
The professionals will take seminar

courses at the center, and the parents will
take the basic training course in preventive
mental health as a prelude to becoming in-
structors of other peer group individuals in
matters of mental health and preventive
intervention.

Indigenous Mental Health Workers for
Children's Services

Qr. Kerby T. Alvey
Kedren Community Mental Health Center
7760 South Central Avenue
Los Angeles, California 90001
"NM-12877 1973:4978

The Kedren Community_ Mental Health
Center is developing a 10-month curriculum
to train indigenous mental health workers for
children's services. Ten students will be
trained each of the first 3 years, and the re-
maining 2 years will be spent evaluating the
effects of the training on the trainees, their
employing agencies and the community.
Trainees will -be poverty-level indigenous
parents, male and female, who have pre-
viously participated in community activities
and who have been nominated by community.
representatives or agencies. They will be
trained to work with children, their parents
and teachers in the home and school, in
mental health facilities, in child-care centers,
and in other agencies serving children and
youth. The graduates are expected to help in
prevention as well as intervention efforts.

The theoretical framework of the program
stresses both social learning theory and the
importance of the child's feelings of self-
esteem and competent Trainees will be
taught to utilize relev n strategies and to
teach them to paren and teachers; they
will also learn to teachNanguage and reading
skills to children. All concepts and tech-
niques will be taught with, he aid of filmed
or actual demonstrations. Trainees' use of
techniques will be supery sed either in per-
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son, by taped- recorded monitoring, or by
telecoaChingi.

The applicant is a subsMiary of Kddren
Community Health Center, Inc., a private
nonprofit corporation founded in 1965, serv-
ing the Watts area, which has as 'a major
focus the operation of eleven Head Start
Child Development Centers. The Kedren
Community Mental Health Center has from
its inception been committed to the training
and utilization of indigenous paraprofession-
als. More than one-half of its present staff
are paraprofessionals.

Trainees will receive college-credits for -
some aspects of the training. Both Mexican-
American and black trainees would be re-
cruited. Trainee stipends-are -available from
several sources.

This prOgram will make uSe of training
experiences which depart from conceptions
which perpetuate the disease model of psy-

* chopathology. Training programs for non-
professional personnel which are based on
social learning theory assumptions stress the
technology of contingency management. The
therapist or change agent is hbportant be-
cause of his knowledge of contingency prin-
ciples and strategies, and because of. his
potential-effectiveness as a social reinforce-
ment agent. His effectiveness as a social
reinforcement agent is often a result of his
possessing those personal characteristics
which are generally recognized as being
helpful in psychotherapeutic relationships
(warmth, genuineness, sensitivity, active
empathy, etc.). Yet training programs which
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are based on social learning theory assump-
tions do not usually include training expe-
riences which are expressly designed to pro-

mote these characteristics in the trainees. The
present program does include these expressly

\designed experiences.

Training Parents of Autiitic Children for Effective Teaching

Dr. Martin A. Kozloff
Human Relations Center
Boston University
270 Bay. State Road
Boston, Massachusetts 02215
MH-12873 197Z-1975

The objectives of thig- program are to
develop and evaluate delivery systems' of
behavior modification training programs for
parents, teachers and aides working with
children having a variety of health-related
disorders such as autism, oppositional beha-
vior, and hyperaggression. To date, one
training program for parents of autistic and
autistic-like children has been completed and
a replication of that program is nearing
completion. Each program has trained four
families as well as several' teachers of chil-
dren whose parents were participants...

Families were contacted through parent
organizations and teachers known to the
staff. All families were interviewed and later
selected on the basis of strong motivation to
participate in the training programs and to
work with their children in the home. While
several of the fathers have had a college
education and are working in middle man-
agement positions, most are employed in
skilled trades. All of the mothers have listed
their occupations as housewife though two
have had a college education.

--Each_training _program 'Consists of four-
teen weekly "instructionaV' meetings fol-
lowed by approximately five "maintenance"
meetings which are gradually faded from
,biweekly to monthly to bimonthly. The Bos-
ton University Center for Applied Social
Science and the Department of Sociology
contribute to the training programs by
offering space, audiovisual equipment, and
administrative assistance. The training pro-
grams are organized around (1) an educa.,
tional or skill sequence for the children and
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(2) a training sequence for the trainees. The
educational sequence is essentially a com-
prehensive, branching program of skills, each
ofwhich is in itself important for the child's
participation in home, school, and other set-
tings, and facilitates the acquisition of more
difficult skills. Thus, the educational se-
quehce begins with basic skills such as eye
contact, cooperation, and vocalizing and leads
to, small, gross motor, motor imitation, ver-
bal imitation, functional speech and self-care
skills. Each child's educational program is
planned and guided in terms of baseline ob-
servations in the home, parents' responses
to a Behavior Evaluation Scale developed
in the project, and videotape and pencil/
paper data recorded in the home by parents,
and training staff.

The training sequence, on the other hand,
provides parents with both "general" skills
relevant to teaching in any skill area and
"special" skills necessary for effective teach-
ing in different skill areas (for instance,
how to teach motor and verbal imitation).
A "Teaching Proficiency Scale" is being de-
veloped for baseline and continued assess-
ments of trainees' teaching behaviors. Like
the Behavior Evaluation. Scale for the chil-
dren, it will enable training program staff to
plan, execute and revise the training pro-
gram according to the entry behaviors and
progress of the trainees.

The same general format is followed each
week. During the parent meeting, each fam-
ily's home program is presented and dis-
cussed. Videotapes made_ in the home each
week are shown and parents describe, ana-
lyze and revise their programs in light of
the videotape, group discussions, and their
data. 'Methods for teaching the children and
for handling problems that arise are pre-
sented through films, videotapes, and role
playing. In addition, each week parents re-
ceive a unit of material written by staff
which provides detailed instructions concern-



ing teaching methods to be used in the home
program. At the end of each meeting int-
vidual consultations are held with a stiff
member assigned to each family. The week's
home program is- reviewed and revised, a
home meeting is scheduled, and a contitict-
is written specifying the behaviors required
of staff member and parents for the coming
week. During the week a home visit is made
to coach, counsel, and reinforce the parents,
to help revise the home teaching program,
and to videotape portions of the teaching
sessions to be shown at the next meeting.

By the end of the training program par-
ents are, in effect, teachers who have learned
to analyze family interaction, pinpoint be-
haviors of their children to change according
to the Behavior Evaluation. Scale and a
standardized educational sequence, design
and, conduct teaching programs for both
simple and -more complex behaviors, and
evaluate the progress of their home programs
via videotape feedback and- data they have
recorded and charted.

In sum, this program attempts to teach
parents a wide range of teaching skills.
Without such a range of skills it is doubtful
that the parents can maintain their own and
the child's behavior or that they can handle
the inevitable problems that arise. In addi-
tion, this prOgram is based on a comprehen-
sive educational sequence by which the
parents can plan and revise their child's edu-
cation. Without such a sequence, thereOs no
assurance that the trainees will-select target
behaviors that are relevant to the child's
overall education. Third, the program makes
use of materials written by staff that serve
multiple functions, hence increasing efficien-
cy. The Behavior Evaluation Scale, for exam-
ple, is used to diagnose or pinpoint behaviors
to change, prescribe teaching methods to
use, and evialuate the progress of the child.
Finally, thi close relationships between fam-
ilies fostered by the training program makes
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it possible to develop wider parent training
-networks and to maintain parents' behaviors
after the formal training Program has ended.

At this point, a series' of training mate-
rials has been written which includes' a
Behavior Evaluation Scale for designing and
evaluating each child's educational program
and manuals providing the reader with de-
tailed methods for designing and conducting,
teaching programs in various skill areas.
These materials have been distributed to
several parents "organizations, schools, clinics
and families it the New England area, Wash-
ington, D.C., and California. By remainingtin contact with thqse persons, is hoped to
assess the effect of those mate la on their
training programs and obtain information
indicating where revisions are needed. Fol-
lowing revision, the materials will be pub-
lished by John Wiley and Sons, Inc. In addi-
tion, the program has been described in a
presentation given to the Fourth Annual
Brockton Symposium on Behavior Therapy:
in a paper to be published by Roche Labora-
tories, and in a workshop on behavior modi-
fication sponsored by the Massachusetts As-
sociation for Mentally Ill Children.

In terms of staff's evaluations, it has been
found that parents ,can do far more than
maintain the gains their children might be
making in a special school or produce bene-
ficial changes in a few selected behaviors.
Parents are capable of conducting complex
educational programs with their children,
programs which follow a detailed educa-
tional sequence and involve the application
of many teaching skills. Moreover, with a
standardized set of training materials and
methods, the ciists in terms of trainers' time
and effort becqme very small. For example,
conducting the first parent training program
costs approximately 55 man-hours per week,
while the cost of the second program is
approximately 17 man-hours per week.



Conference on Curricula for the Career Ladder
in Child Area

Dr. Guinevere S. Chambers (deceased) 1

University of Pittsburgh
1811 O'Hara Street
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213
***MH-11816 1969-1970

The purpose of this project, MH-11816,
Conference-on Curricula for the Career Lad-
der in Child Caring Professions, was to
stimulate communications on the education
of child care personnel, through relevant,
national channels. Firmly defined curricular
resolutions .and models were not expected to
emerge. But the airing of essential issues
and the projection of unified general goals
were believed possible to attain. Therefore,
75 persons were invited to attend a .3-day
conference held May 20-23, 1969. They rep-
resented groups 'from across the country
which provide and control services to chil-
dren and their families. Extensive efforts
were made to have adequate representation
of (1) geographical center and corners of
the United States; (2) spokesmen for ethnic'
and racial minorities, the middle classes and
indigenous workers; -(3) professions from
disciplines related to child care; (4) persons
experienced as child care practitioners, in
staffing, designing and directing children's
programs and institutions, and as trainers
and writers in the field; (5) educators from
institutions of higher learning engaged in
administering programs in the care of chil-
dren ; (6) members of. the Joint Commission
on Mental Health of Children; persons ex-
perienced in designing, altering and coping
with civil service systems ; a labor economist ;
(7) men and women.

Cooperating in this project were the Na-
tional Institute of Mental Health which
granted supporting funds ; Western Psychia-,
trict Institute and Clinic, School of Medi-
cine, University of Pittsburgh, under whose
wing the then Programs in Child Develop-
ment and Child Care functioned (Dept. of
C.D. & C.C., School of Health Re ated Pro-

,

I. For Varrent information on the program. contact Mrs.
Karen Vander Van, Department of Child Deselopment and
Child Care, School of Health Related Professions

fessions since July, 1969) ; the Maurice
Falk Foundation of Pittsburgh which pro-
vided money for a local trial conference;
local agencies and University departments
which loaned their personnel to serve as
guinea pigs during that test effort; and the
institutions and organizations which con-
tributed the time and abilities of their rep-
resentatives for the main conference.

The "mini" conference, held on March 10,
1969, brought together approximately the
same number of' participants as for the na-
tional one. They consisted mainly of child
care personnel, supervisors and institutional
administrators. Their number was auginent-
ed by members of related professions, some
of whom were engaged in educating for their
own specialties. They divided into hetero-
geneous groups for two work sessions, their
tasks to explore two topics : Identification of
Roles and Functions of Career Workers in
Child Care and, (with a report on the first

___o_ne.---intervening) Education and Growth
Experience Necessary to Fulfill the Roles
and Functions. This initial run-through per-
mitted the conference staff to test their
theory of design for the "maxi" conference,
explore local opinions, and weed out' less
important issues.

The features,Of the national meeting were
based upon thOse of the local ones. Though
`the time element was extended from 1 to 3
days, the concept of heterogeneous work
groups as opposed to lecture forums and
workshops was maintained. However, daily
tasks were assigned to six paired groups.
with a synthesizing seventh formed midway
by one member from each of the other
groups. In order to stimulate interest and
begin melding the participa* into a cohe-
sive whole, the preliminal7gession presented
a debate by two speakers .diametrically op-
posed in their views of community service
programsi.e., social or mental health con-
cepts. An adininistrator provided neutrality
by describing a successful program for hu-
man services; a summarizer correlated simi-
larities and contrasted differences.

The first work session opened with presen-
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tations by graduates from six programs in
child care and closely related curricula, who
gave critiques of their programs.

Comments from the floor preceded the
distribution of participants into work groups.
While the tasks were not followed exactly
as assigned, they served to rouse creativity
and draw out pertinent discussion.: Essen-
tially, they were:

1. What functions will people in the child
caring professions provide? What shills and
understandings must they be taught to best
fulfill these functions in day care, public
schools, private- homes, guidance and mental
health centers and residential services ?

2. What personal qualifications are suitable
or unsuitable for these people?

3. How should the necessary skills be
taught at direct service and supervisory
levels? What type courses and form of class-

4. work? What percentage of time in the field
and classroom?

4. What professions and disciplines can
be4 teach the particular skills?

6. What additional Services can the child-
caring professions proyide that are not pro-
vided by more traditional services?

6. What differences exist between present
day practices and w at we would- consider
more ideal ones? -- ,

7. What is pre fitly being done about
problems to implement the career ladder
concept? What needs4o be done?

8. What are s me pVactical techniques for
evaluating educ tional vrograms'i

9. What prob ems do 'administrators face
in their use of child care workers that edu-
cators should take into account?

10. What are the minimal education re-
quirements for certificate, associate, bache-

0 lor's and master's degrees ?
11. Summaries from each group.
The value of the conference )ay signifi--

cantly in dissemination of the concept of
education for the child care profession which
had received .earlier support through the 5-
year NIMH grant, MH 7919, and through

I

replies to inquiries on the Pittsburgh pro-
grams from many sections of the country.
Remotely, it strove for the meeting of di-
verse opinions and approaches related to
children's services, with the intent that such
rapprochement would unify future efforts in
developing curricula in this field.

Most immediately, the conference served
as an intensive education vehicle for the
participants, with responses indicating inter-
est high enough* for. a general request to
repeat the experience. Copies of numerous
curricula of child care programs and papers
discussing innovations in the services and
in the use of workers were made available.
Less easily traced results, however, can
scarcely be evaluated. Subsequent requests
indicate the information has spread to per-
sons not participating. But, we have not
learned, for instance, that' anyone we
away and designed a new program c ild
care. This project may be sa o have sub-
stantially fed the irn toward educating
child care wor that began about 8 or 10
years a

addition, on the basis of this confer-
/ence, the Department of Child Development

and Child Care conducted a workshop at the
American Orthopsychiatric Association's con-
ference in March, 1970. The subject, "Ca-
reers- in Child Care : Issues for Colleges,
Agencies, arid Professional Workers," was
discussed essentially from the viewpoint of
support for career mobility in order to keep
and attract competent manpower. Again,
available printed material was well re-
ceived and requests were made for mailings.

A monograph of the conference proceed-
ings has been completed. The body consists
of sections on Roles and Functions of Child
Care Workers, Educating the CCW, and Re-
lated Issues. Sample curricula and confer-
ence working papers are included in the
appendixes. It is expected that 2000 copies
will be required to reach the audience identi-
fied by the conferees.
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Undergraduate Education of Child Care Specialists

Dr. Robert S. Harper
Department of Psychology
Knox College
Galesburg, Illinois 61401
MH-10550 1966-1969

The program was intended to prepare fib-
,-eral arts college graduates to be responsible

for the care of institutionalized emotionally
and behaviorally disturbed children and
adolescents. During the 3 years (1966-1969)
the project was funded by NIMH, 11 (9
women, 2 men) junior and senior liberal
arts college students participated. The pro-
gram included an 8-week summer work-
learning experience on the Adolescent. Unit
of the 'Galesburg State Research Hospital.
Significant aspects of the clinical experience
included -demi-internships in each service
contributing to the patients' unified treat-
ment program. The academic program.
which earned a major in human develop-
ment, r required a minimum of four courses
in sociology, five courses in education, and
six courses in psychology. Since the program
was developed within the framework of a
liberal arts college rather than within the
framevvork of a technical school, no special
day-by-day course outline has been devel-
oped. Educational efforts have been directed
toward organizing a curriculum that will
help the student develop a concept of the
whole child and will orient the student
towards therapeutic goals rather than reme-
dial techniques. Students completing this
program seem to see few career possibilities
in child caring. The positions for which they
are qualified are currently held by psychia-
tric nurses or social workers. These latter
professions, however, require a kind of spe-
cialized training not needed for child caring
personnel. The current problem is that the
undergraduate student interested in child
caring has no clear role model to emulate.

This specific program probably has had
little manpower or attitudinal impact by
itself, but coupled with others it has. The,
director has represented the project on the
curriculum planning committee of the Child
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ICare Association of Illinois, on the Illinois
Mental Health Planning Board's Council of
Universities, at a national conference on
child caring, and on programs of the Ameri-
can Orthopsychiatric Association (1968),
the American Psychiatric Association (1969,
1970), and the International Congress on
Mental Health (1968). An account_ of the
project has been published in Hospital and
Community Psychiatry (Nov., 1969). In-
quiries from people interested -in establish-
ing child care training programs have been
received from across the United States, and
students, particularly from the eastern
United States, have enrolled at Knox be-
cause of the program. This program has con-
tributed directly to the establishment of a
program at Washburn University in coop-
eration with the Children's Division of the
Menninger Clinic. Since termination of the
initial project, the program has continued
as a regular college major. Galesburg State
Research Hospital continues to cooperate by
providing clinical facilities for the students,
although the structure of the work expe-
rience differs. Originally: under the grant,
students worked for 2 months during the
summer. Later, briefly, the hospital pro-
vided summer employment. Now, while en-
rolled as full-time students at the college,
they spend one academic term working and
studying 40 hours per week on the Chil-
dren and Adolescent Unit at the Hospital.

The number of students majoring in the
program has continued to grow, with 8 stu-
dents graduating in '1972. Most of the grad-
uates have been- women, although the
number of men majoring has been increas-
ing. Very few of the stuents have taken
positions in child care, yargely because of
the low pay and 24-ho live-in requirement
associated with so mtfny child care positions.
Over 90 percent' of the graduates are in
related graduate work or currently employed
in positions where, in some role, they work
with handicapped children. About half of
the graduates are employed as special edu-
cators. One was employed for 2 years as a
child care worker at Research Hospital and
recently resigned to be married.



Staff Training in Residential Treatment Procedures

Dr. Richard C. McNabb
LaRue D. Carter Memorial Hospital
1315 W. 10th Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46027
**MH-8574 1964-1966

Training was provided on an inservice
basis for various types of personnel in a
hospital children's unit. The training in-
cluded (1) preceptor type of experience in

:the wards under supervision of nursing staff,
(2) supervised reading, (3) attendance at
all clinical and administrative conferences,
(4) small group discussion by professional

staff of each discipline, and (5) individual
supervision. The program was addressed to
psychiatrists, social workers, clinical psy-
chologists, teachers, occupational therapists, 0

recreational therapists, nurses, and attend-
ants.

The course was aimed at (1) those persons
with little or no experience in dealing rich
emotionally disturbed children in a State
hospital 'and having responsibility for such
programs, (2) houseparents and others car-
ing for emotionally disturbed children in
private and public orphanages,,and .(3) staff
who are anticipating opening new psychia-
tric facilities for children.

Mental Health Personnel Training with Inpatient Children

Dr. George E. Gardner
Judge Baker Guidance Center
295 Loganwood Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02115
***MH-8545 1964-1969

This program, was formulated and 'imple-
mented to train workers in the' four disci-
plines basic to the operation of a residential
treatment center for childrennamely, child
care, psychiatric nursing, social group work,
and speciaL education. The goal of the train-
ing sequence was to provide a theoretical
and practical curriculum which would en-
able graduates to assume administrative and
supervisory level responsibilities within their
specialties in settings other than the one in
which the specific program was carried out.

Thirty-seven candidates were accepted for
training during the course at the project
(September 1964 to June 1969). All those
selected had receives a baccalaureate level
degree in, usually, one of the social sciences,
or in nursing. They were enrolled as full-
time graduate students in programs at local
universities leading to master's degrees in
their respective specialties. Upon completion
of a combined program of course work and
practicum experience, it was assumed that
the graduates would occupy senior, super-
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visory level positions in other residential
treatment centers or in special education
units. Although it had been planned to
retain trainees in the center for a 2-year
period as a feature of their practicum re-
quirement, this ultimately proved to be
feasible in only one discipline, child care
work. Trainees from the other three disci-
plines were confined, mainly due to univer-
sity requirements, to a maximum of 1 year
in the center. Furthermore, the difficulty in
obtaining appropriate students in psychiatric
nursing or social group work for the project
did, in time, provide the program with a
decided cast in the direction of a training
sequence for child care workers and special
class teachers.

The Manville School and Residence of the
Judge Baker Guidance Center along with the
four cooperating universities, constituted
the basic facilities cooperating in this train-
ing program. The center provided individual
supervision, practicum experiences deemed
peculiar to remedial education and residen-
tial care, and a group of seminars devoted
to a discussion of theoretical constructs pe-
culiar to those areas of functioning. In time,
it became apparent that cross-disciplinary
sessions devoted to a review of recorded ma-
terial obtained in the classroom or the resi-
dential unit provided the most effective



training model for small groups of students,
when used in conjunction with relevant
reading assignments. At the same time the
resources of an experienced senior clinical
staff were constantly .available to the stu-
dents for discussion of of specific topics of
note.

Career outcomes "an be established in 31
of the total group o 37 trainees and are as
follows : (a) specia class teacher, remedial
school administrato , school counselor -17 ;
(b) supervisor in a esidential treatment cen-
ter-,-5; (c) advan ed graduate student in
psychology, special education or social work-
8 ; (d) housewife-1.

On the basis of these preliminary findings,
it appears that the bulk of the graduates
have either secured appropriate employment,
in view of their training, or have .entered
more advanced graduate level programs in
other related mental health specialties. Ex-
perience indicates that graduate level stu-
dents in special education are readily avail-
able for such training projects and enjoy
easy entry in their career field. Child care
work as a separate specialty has undergone
a series of agonizing crises surrounding the
issue of appropriate training for its mem-
bers. This has'served to mark both students
and potential employers with uncertainty
and has rendered unclear the future status
Of graduate level training in this field.
Though we had only limited experience with
candidates for advanced degrees in social
group work and psychiatric nursing, they,
like the students in special education, had
little concern about role definition and felt
that appropriate employment was assured.

The project has demonstrated, ip part,
that it is possible for a well-staffed residen-
tial treatment center to assume the major
training responsibility for disciplines perti-
nent to such therapeutic modalitie4. Despite

the obeervations- made earlier, there also
appears to be a real need for the supervisory
level graduate of such programs since the
bulk of our former students presently occupy
such posts.

The impact of the project and its findings
have been, and are continuing to be, quite

,.extensive. Dialogue between representatives
of a variety of university training programs
in related areas and members of the staff of
the center is ongoing and has been main-
tained from the early months of the project.
Foci of concern range from discussions
around the feasibility of, for example, train-
ing. child care workers at the level of an
associate in arts degree to the proper distri-
bution of time for students in these disci-
plines in terms of field work placement as
opposed to formal academic. work. The proj-
ect staff has also been asked to consult with
agencies and individuals planning the staffing
patterns of new residential treatment cen-
ters. Members of -the staff have conducted
inservice workshops and seminars for per-
sonnel in these disciplines for whom such
resources are not routinely available.

What has been, perhaps, the most signifi-
cant accomplishment of the project is that
the center continues to operate the training
program, even though support by the grant
has terminated. During the 1969-1970 aca-
demic year seven graduate students in spe-
cial education and another seven in psychia-
tric nursing were trained. At the present
time the center is negotiating with several
universities around providing field work
placement for social group work students
and trainees in child care work.

The staff intends to disseminate the prod-
ucts of their experiences in their respective
roles as consultants to other centers and
trainers of students in these disciplines.

A Multidisciplinary Training Program for Houseparents

Dr. Henry Platt
Devereux Foundation
Devon, Pennsylvania 19333
MH-8108 1963-1968
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Within a residential institution serving
children who present problems of personal
and social adjustment, the day -to -day living
situation is a key aspect of their total treat-
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ment and rehabilitation plan. Despite the
vital role of houseparents in the treatment
and rehabilitation procedures, they all too
often come to the institution with little or
no specialized training or experience to pre-
pare them for their functional duties and
responsibilities. The lack of adequate re-
sources for the training of houseparents con-
stitutes a major roadblock to improving the
quality of home staff in existing child-care
centers. Recognition of this dearth of
trained houseparents and "home" super-
visors and the lack of existing training pro-
grams for them brought about this project.

All States in the United States were found
to be faced with a critical shortage of trained
home staff. At the present time, there are
only a small number of full-time training

'programs for houseparents and, o these,
about 75 percent are primarily academic in
nature. They offer little or nothing in the
way of practical experience and are admin-
istered by colleges, universities, or other edu-
cational institutions. The program described
here developed a residential work/study
training program that would upgrade the
training of potential and functional house-
parents.

The objectives of this project were four-
fold : (1) to develop a training program that
provides prdspective houseparents with both
academic tutelage and on-the-job supervised
experience ; (2) to develop objective criteria
for the selection of houseparent trainees; (3)
to develop the House parent's Manual which
provides a core of. basic information directly
related to the daily activities of the child-
care worker ; and (4) to afford child-care
workers from other agencies an opportunity
for further professional training through 2-
day workshops conducted on the Devereux
campus.

During the 5 years of this project (1963-
1968) there were 51 trainees who entered
the 12-month specializedchild-care training
program, with 41 completing it. In terms of
group characteristics, these trainees can be
described as -follows : all were female ; all
were unmarried ; all were high school grad-
uates with a mean grade average between
"B" and "C" ; and approximately 20 percent
had attended college, with an average of
three semesters of attendance.
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The program proVided an intensive work/
study program which combined basic theo-
ries of child development, personality dy-
namics, and group processes along with
supervised on-the-job experience in the day-
to-day physical and emotional care of the
residential population. The course work was
designed to transmit to the trainee a body
of basic information about the dynamics of
child behavior and about techniques of child
care that contribute to the effectivencos of
the trainee as a housenarent.

This project was unique in that each
trainee functioned -in the residential center

_inaway that offered her experiences with
the greatest possible variety of children and
situations. It is recognized that the more
opportunities the trainee has to apply theory
to practice, as afforded by an interaction
between the classroom and the inservice
training, the more effective she will become
as a functional houseparent.

e training model developed during the
.-c/ourtse of this project has been utilized in
preparing child-care workers for their func-
tional roles in residential settings. The pro-
gram has demonstrated sufficient flexibility
to be adapted by a variety of educational
institutions. In addition, many other institu-
tions, including those engaged in caring for
children and operating ongoing training pro-
grams, have requested information on this
project and have, no doubt, incorporated
some aspects of the Devereux model into
their programs.

Ninety percent4 of those completing the
training program have continued employ.-
ment in the field of child mental health. The
majority of these grIlduates have taken posi-
tions as housemothers in residential treat-
ment center's. A significant number have been
employed in key positions such as head house-
mothers or directors of one aspect of a child&
care program. In addition, some of the
program graduates are now serving as
instructors in other institutions' child-care
training programs.

A House parent's Mantiol has been written
and field tested at The Devereux Schools and
other institutions in the eastern United
States. The initial edition of the manual has-
been used as a basic text in all of Devereux's
child-care training programs, including those



at the California, Texas, and Massachusetts
branches. In addition, a number of private
and State child-care residential facilities
have employed the Houseparent's Manual in
their training programs and have provided
evaluative feedback for the revised edition.

Information concerning this project has
been disseminated in a variety of ways: (1)
a mailing list of approximately 5,000 indi-
viduals in guidance, special education, psy-
chology, and allied health professions has
been compiled for circulation of appropriate
information; (2) annual 2-day workshops
were held during each of the five project
years for houseparents from other agencies
and institutions ; (3) Devereux staff hayy
participated in conferences on the training
of effective houseparents held at the Uni-
versity of North Carolina (1964, 1967 and

1968), the University of Louisville (1967),
the Southwest Regional Child Care Confer-
ence (1969), and East Montana College
(1970) ; (4) professional publications have
appeared in Pennsylvania PSI chiatrie Quar-
terly, Child Welfare, and M ntal Retarda-
tion.: and (5) the final repor was dissem-
inated to interested professionals and
nonprofessionals.

The program was continued for 2 years
after termination of the NIMH grant
through support by the Devereux Founda-
tion, blit has now been terminated. All the
materials developed and published during
the grant ,period and shortly thereafter,
including the final report, have been dis-
seminated ; copies are no longer available,
though requests for these materials continue
to be received.

Programs in Child Development and Child Care

Dr. Guinevere S. Chambers (deceased) I
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

***MH-7919
.01

1962-1971

The main objectives of this project were
(1) to expand in size and broaden the focus
of the 2-year graduate program leading to
the master's degree which had been started
in 1953; and (2) to train child-care workers
in a 1-year didactic program followed by a
year of supervised employment (internship)
yielding a certificate.

In the graduate program in the first year
of the project, 1962-63, there were- 29 stu-
dents enrolled; in 1969-70 there were 55
students. Twenty-two were graduated in the
period,,from 1962 to. September 1969. There
were 94 students participating in the
certificate program and 92 received their
certificates.

While selection for admission procedures
for the M.S.. program have paralleled in
some ways those used in other behavioral
sciences, selection for the certificate program
was made totally on the basis of personal

1. For current information on the program, contact Mrs.
Karen Vander Ven, Department of Child Development and
Child Care, School of Health Related Professions.
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interviews with the faculty. Later testing
indicated that there are many different kinds
of people who can successfully work with
children, though more mature women than
younger women tend to receive higher rat-
ings frpm faculty and employers.

The students in he M.S. S program have
been very typical of middle-class graduate
students throughout the university. In the
certificate program, sfudents' backgrounds
ranged from being on public assistance
through the upper middle class. This sur-
prising spread served a most useful functioir
in the training process, since a range in age
and economic background i3the applicants
allowed young and old, affluent and poor, to .
learn from each other.

There were basic similarities in the aca-
demic and field components of Vie training
for the Masters and Certificate students. For
each level of training one of the major con-
siderations was to provide a wide base of
practical experience with children which
Would encompass the entire range of devel-
opment from the essentially normal to the
severely disturbed: Another consideration
was to provide good theoretical underpin-
nings which could be easily translated into
appropriate methods of aiding the psycho-
social development of the mentall-, retarded,



ee nomically crippled, physically handi-
capped,Idependent and neglected child. Basic
premises- underlying the design of both pro-.
grams included study of the normal child
tol precede study of the abnormal; study of
the younger child to precede study of the
older ; and theoretical and practical study to
take place concurrently. Thus, students par-
ti ipated,. in praetica related to the content
of the academic work throughput the course
of, study. A large- number of agencies and
institutions, serving children of all ages and
of all degrees and varieties of abnormality,

, in, the Pittsburgh area and throughout the
coluntry, cooperated in providing practicum
pliwements. Differences between the Certifi-
cate and M.S. program lay in the depth,
intensity and conceptual level of the aca-
d mic work. Also, the focus of the -field expe-
ri nce, which was practically oriented for
the certificate students, was both broader and
dynamically deeper for the M.S. students.

Once employed, it was expected that M.S.
stUdents would continue. to take positions
primarily involving supervision and admin-
is ration while the certificate students would
provide direct quality care of children.

The project has successfully met its objec-
tives of establishing a stable network of
support for a total integrated community
p grant of training child-care and child-
d elopment personnel in the Pittsburgh
ar a. The certificate program has been trans-.
fe red to the Allegheny Community College
w ere en associate of arts degree has been
ad ed. A now baccalaureate degree program
in child development and child care is to
be 'n in September with 17 full-time stu-
de ts enrolled and the graduate program is
fu ly subscribed for the fall term including
P .D. students in a variety of allied fields

mg a minor in child development and
ch Id care. Thus, the project contributed
Si: nificantly to the department's pioneering
ac ievement in establishing a 'career-ladder
pr gression in child development and child
ca e work:

n terms of its impact on the wider com-
munity, the program ran the gamut from
res'stance to final acceptance. Initially, stu-
de ts frOm this project posed a threat to
the more traditional and inflexible profes-
sioi s operating in various institutions. Fin-
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ally, the students themselves were able to
demonstrate to their employers how their
skills and commitment brought a quality of
care that was not delivered by "off-the-
street" employees. In many settings, includ-
ing residential institutions, State hospitals,
and public schools, radical changes in child-
care practices have taken place as a result
of the efforts of the trained child-care
workers.

A few examples: An institution that had
been putting 8-12 year olds to bed at.7 p.m.
has an active evening program, including
contact with children in the community, as
the result of the efforts of a certificate in-
tern. Another institution is being renovated
as the result of a student's initial suggestion
for breaking down a large group-living area
into smaller, more homelike areas which
include facilities for children to help with
their own cooking. In the public schools,
opposition by teachers has almost disap-
peared as they have seen tha\t the child-care
workers have been able to make the children
much more accessible to the teachers' spe-
cific educational offerings; on referral by
the school mental health team, child -care
workers provide a variety of programs of
special care and activity.

Community appreciation for the trained
child-care worker is now reflected solidly in
salary scales in which certified workers in
many agencies start at the first increment
salary level over the entry rate ; and in the
county I institutionalized children's educa-
tional program, they begin at the same rate
as elementary teachers.

The effect of the project on new training
programs has been reflected in voluminous
correspondence received from all over the
country requesting curricular and opera-
tional information. There is a great demand
for both levels of graduates for job openings,
for staff members to give inservice lectures,
serve on boards of developing programs,
meet with visitors from all over the world,
and give training in how to conduct similar
programs to members of other disciplines
such as nurses and social workers. In addi-*
,tion, staff has been told tha4 the program
has been directly copied in several instances.
Dissemination of the department's work has
also taken place through the participation of



staff in numerous national child care confer-
ences. These include two statewide meetings
in Connecticut, two regional meetings of the
Health and Welfare Association, Child Care
Associations in New England and New York
State, two workshops on training at national
meetings of the American Orthopsychiatric
Association, and panels for two meetings of
the American Psychiatric Association and
one of the American Association of Psychia-
tric Clinics for Children.

Graduates, according to a 1968 analysis
of their on-job functions, are applying their
education in 16 distinct ways. Among the
types of job functions served are : teaching
at the college level ; supervision (many of
the graduates at both levels are supervising
other disciplines in their field work) ; direct
work with emotionally disturbed children in
a variety of settings (majority of trainees) ;
direct work with normal children in day-
care centers, nursery schools; community
program (2nd largest number of trainees) ;
work with children in the home. (which fills
requests made for special duty child-care

workers for crisis intervention) ; work in
State hospitals (fewest number of grad-
uates) ; and work in speciartraining func--
tions with children.

The project has implications for effective
manpower utilization. There is a definite
need for prebaccalaureate training to meet
manpower needs but if these professionals
are to survive and achieve job satisfaction,
they must be supervised by their own pro-
fession. Consequently, it is planned to put
greater instructional emphasis on supervi-
sion and administration at the graduate
level. At the same time, it has been impres-
sive that certificate students have remained
at one position for long periods of time, even
when working conditions and salary have
been less than ,ideal. Yet, the greatest man-
power deficit is for more men and more
workers of either sex from the disadvan-
taged segment of the population.

Since the termination of NIMH support,
the Department has been supported by the
University of Pittsburgh through the School
of Health Related Professions.

Child Psychotherapy Program

Mrs. Esther Schour
Chicago Institute for Psychoanalysis
664 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611
***MH-7790 1962-1967

The Child Therapy Training Program was
launched as a unique pilot project in Octo-
ber 1962 under the sponsorship of the Chi-
cago Institute for Psychoanalysis with a 4-
year grant from NIMH, and supplemental
support from the Field Foundation. The
primary objective was to raise the level of
child psychotherapy in social agencies and
clinics by training practitioners and super-
visors. The goals of the program originally
were (1) to provide comprehensive training
in child psychotherapy for selected social
workers who were already treating emo-
tionally disturbed children in agencies and
clinics; (2) to develop in some of its stu-
dents the capacity to become teachers and
supervisors and eventually to participate in
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training programs of child psychotherapy;
(3) to set a standard for such training, and
serve as a model for the development of
similar training programs elsewhere in the
United States, as the need for trained child
therapists is a national one. More recently,
the goals have expanded tb include (1) the
training of a few= selected nonsocial workers
with equivalent training, and (2) to teach
consultation for work with trained and un-
trained personnel in the field of mental
health.

The program continued after NIMH sup-,port terminated, is now beginning its ninth
year. It is an ongoing 4-year, part; time, post-
Masters., training program. It includes two
mornings a week of classroom instruction in
the theory and practice of child psycho-
therapy, and in the diagnosis of normalcy -
and of emotional disturbances. Classes on
brief psychotherapy, crisis intervention, and
family therapy are included. 1/2. unique fea-
ture is the class on Preceptorial Teaching
where students, in free-wheeling discussions,



bring in their most pressing questions to
attempt to integrate their learning.-

Requirements__ for enrollment in the pro-
gram, which has a class starting every other
year, are: a master's degree, a minimum- of
2 years' experience in work with children,
sponsorship by a social agency or clinic in
which children are treated, and a personal
psychoanalysis. Students have been spon-
sored by a wide variety of institutions. A
total of 32 agencies have sponsored students
over the 9-year period.

The third class was graduated in June
1970, bringing the total number of grad-
uates to 23. The current class has 11 trainees,
and PI applicants have been accepted for
the class of 1970-71.

Information about the program has been
widely disseminated. This includes papers
presented at the annual meetings of the
American Psychiatric Association, the Amer-
ican Orthopsychiatric Association, the Na-
tional Conference on Social Welfare, and
various local groups. In addition, detailed
program descriptions have been sent to many
groups requesting information from all over
the United States.

The impact of the relatively small number
of graduates on the field of child psycho-
therapy has been decisive, although restricted
to the Chicago metropolitan area. Of those
who have received their certificates, eight

are now either heads of services or in high
level positions in social agencies and clinics._
Five are chief of social services, one is exec-
utive director of his agency, two are active
as consultants to State programs relating to
children's services, and almost all the grad-
uates are in supervisory positions and assist
in the training of practitioners. Two of
the graduates currently are teaching in the
Child Therapy Training Program, and the
program's administrative director is also a
graduate.

Since the NIMH grant was terminated in
1967, financial support has _come from sev-
eral foundations, small grants from individ-
uals, and the continued support of the parent
institution, the Chicago Institute for Psy-
choanalysis.

The project has demonstrated the follow-
ing: (1) nonmedical professionals (social
workers and psychologists) can be trained
as effective independent practitioners, au-
pervlisors, and teachers of child psychother-
apy; (2) the graduates of such a training
program are able to, function as effective
trainers of nonmental health professional
workers (school teachers, principals, etc.) ;
(3) a model program has been developed
that can be used in other communities; (4)
the intensive training of a relatively few
highly qualified people can have a great im-
pact upon a community.

Training in the Clinical Management of Emotionally
Disturbed Children in an Open Setting

Dr. Elton B. McNeil
Department of Psychology
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
***MH-6622 1958-1966

The Fresh Air Camp was used for a pro-
gram of graduate and undergraduate inter-
disciplinary clinical training with emotion-
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ally disturbed and delinquent children
during-the 2-month summer period. Trainees
were drawn from psychology, social work,
and psychiatric nursing. The primary task
of the training program was to provide a
real life experience, for professionals in the
therapeutic management of disturbed chil-
dren. To achieve this goal, trainees lived
with disturbed children and initially assumed
responsibility for their day-to-day care.



Interdisciplinary Education of Nonmedical Professional
-Persons in Psychoanalytic, Principles of Care

Mrs. Esther Schour .

Chicago Institute for Psychoanalysis
664 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611
***MH-6110 1954-1964

This project taught psychoanalytic prin-
ciples of child care to nonmedical profes-
sional persons working with children. The
general objective was to influence the train -
ing -of professional workers through cross-
fertilization of the sciences and thus to im-
prove child care in general. The professions
included education, psychology, pediatric
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nursing,, public health work, social work and
the ministry. The specific objective,s were
(1) to expand the student's knowledge and
understanding of children and his ability to
use improved techniques in helping them and
their parents within the framework of his
specialty; (2) to prepare the student for
more effective teaching and leadership in his
own field; (3) to develop an integrated ap-
proach to the biological, pediatric, psycho-
logical, and sociological study of the child.
The program consisted ofa postgraduate 3
to 4 year course of study, with classes two
evenings weekly including academic courses
and diret work-with children.



NURSERY SCHOOL TEACHERS
(FOR EMOTIONALLY
DISTURBED CHILDREN)

Therapeutic Nursery School Teacher Training

Dr. Saul L. Brown
Department of Child Psychiatry
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center
Los Angeles, California 90048

MH-10547 1966-1974

With the opening in 1958 of a therapeutic
nursery school as part of a new Department
of Child Psychiatry, a depth and richness
of clinical experience became available to all
professionals associated with the school
which stimulated the planning of a training
center for specialized nursery school teach-
ers. Additional impetus came with the na-
tional development of ! Project Head Start
programs i 1965. The need for nursery
school pers nnel who \ could work directly
with distur ed preschool children in class-
rooms quickly became very evident. The
scarcity of such personnel was also imme-
diately evident. Plans for establishing a
training program coincided, therefore, with
newly visible community needs.

Primary among the objectives was the
notion that appropriately motivated individ-
uals with nursery school teaching experience
could be trained in a clinical setting for
work with emotionally disturbed children
in both specialized and standard preschool
settings. Along with this was the belief that
individuals trained in this way could.. then
train others. It was felt that the combination
of educative and clinical orientations avail-
able in the center was essential for training
such a cadre of preschool educational thera-
pists. Also, because of the center's great
interest in direct clinical work with family
groups, it was believed that trainees would
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be able to learn important concepts about
intrafamilial dynamics and development,
along with educational and clinical tech-
niques applicable to troubled children and to
_their families. Plans for training, therefore,
included opportunities for observing and
hearing about family interviewing and
therapy. s,

The facility provides two morning classes
accommodating six children in each who
attend daily. Each head teacher is responsible
for the classroom supervision of three
trainees. The project training coordinator
"floats", between the two rooms and inte-
grates the trainees' experiences in each. She
also establishes and coordinates a variety of
off-campus field experiences for the trainees.
Additionally, sheointegrates their participa-
tion in weekly case conferences chaired by
the chief of the department and attended by
various staff members and child psychiatric
and social work trainees. There are also
afternoon seminars held four days each week:
(a) Classroom techniques; (b) Individual
development; (c) Family dynamics and de-
velopment; and (d) Demonstration and ob-
servation of family and/or parent inter-
viewing.

Educational centers in the greater Los
Angeles area used for field work observation
have included Head Start centers, various
day care centers, selected private nursery
schools, the Dubnoff School, the Los Angeles

Child Guidance Clinic, and others. Field ex-
periences are one morning per week.

Affiliation with Pacific Oaks College in
Pasadena has provided an important aca-
demic base for most of those in training.
Almost-°a14.hive concurrently enrolled in



that academic center (or one of two others
in the area) and have gained or made prog-
ress toward graduate degrees in early edu-
cation. It is noteworthy that when seminars
established for the clinical trainees were
listed in the Pacific Oaks College Bulletin,
considerable studerit-- interest was evident.
Each of the seminars therefore iias become
organized to accommodate participation by
students at Pacific Oaks. This has reinforced
a good mix of clinical and educational
orientations.

An important teaching instrument his
been the video system. One of the graduates
of the training program developed particular
interest in using the video camera for study-
ing the children in attendance and for re-
cording the work of department trainees in
all the mental health professions. Her year
of training here provided her with the ability
to do discriminative and clinically meaning-
ful video recording and she has been retained
by the department to do that work. In 1971
she organized the Development Seminar-
using video tapes and invited lecturers for
the Weekly meetings. This has been an unex-
pected and highly successful byproduct of
the training program. That seminar is now
attended by various trainees in the depart-
ment and by the nursery school trainees and
enrollees from Pacific Oaks College. It offers
promise as a base for future multidisciplinary
training seminars in child and family devel-
opment now being considered.

Graduates of the program now total 41.
The final year of the NIMH grant begins in
September 1974. By the end of the eighth
year there will be 47 graduates of the
program.

Thirty graduates are working actively in
the mental health and/or educational field.
Of these, one has gone on to receive a Ph.D.
in psychiatric social work ; one has earned
an M.A. in early education; and at least six
others are progressing toward M.A.s while
also employed in various early childhood
programs.

Over the course of 6 years, a productive
and socially useful training program has
been developed for an important group of

education therapists -(preschool) who now
have unique skills and insight for their work.
The combined clinical and educational skills
they have acquired can be of particular
importance as community awareness grows

about the need for day care centers and for
agencies providing guidance to young fam-
ilies. Training of personnel to work in such
centers will become a major concern. The
specialists who have graduated from the
program will be an important resource for
providing that kind of training.

It has been learned that ties to an aca-
demic institution such as Pacific Oaks Col-
le 1/1 : I I II I

thrust of the trainees' conceptual interest and
progress. Also during those years, staff's
training skills have
The presence of the training program in
the department has provided a stimulus for
reexamining certain procedures in the pre-
school center. It has also contributed to
efforts to establish pragmatic applications
of knowledge to the broader needs of the
commt nity.

Evidences of definitive community impact
from a program -this small are difficult to
come by in a city the size of Los Angeles,
but certain indices are available. One is the
warm interest those educators in local col-
leges and clinical programs show when they
visit and observe the work. There have been
approximately 120 visitors who hold impor-
tant academic or administrative positions in
early education and/or clinical centers.

Another index of community impact is in
the number and quality of applicants for the
training. For the upcoming training- year
there were 19 applications, 13 of which had
to be turned away. Almost without excep-
tion, the applicants were extremely bright,
socially concerned-individuals who are seek-
ing avenues for developing clinical-educative
skills with troubled preschoolers. There is
clearly a growing group of talented individ-
uals in the community who are deeply moti-
vated for the work taught in this program.
The existence of this program in the com-
munity has served to stimulate and organize
that motivation.
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Program to Train Teachers of Disturbed
Preschool Children

Dr. Marjory Kettell
Wheelock College

. Boston, Massachusetts 02215
***MH-10480 1966-1969

The objectives of this program were to
train teachers of preschool emotionally dis-
turbed children to develop a model for
college-based training, and to provide infor-
mation to others interested in establishing

ogram. This pilot project was
the only special education curriculum within
the host institution, Wheelock College, which
is a' small teacher education school dedicated
only to training teachers in early childhood
education. During the NIMH pilot project
period (1966-1969), 37 people completed
their master of education degrees. Their un-
dergraduate majors were about equally rep-
resented in education, psychology, and other
liberal arts subjects, notably English and
fine arts. Candidates were selected for their
intelligence,- sensitivity, experience with
young children, and potential as a teacher.

Academic work comprised half of the pro-
gram, with core courses in developmental
disturbances, curriculum seminar, and three
psychology requirements for certification.
Throughout the 12-month sequence of one
summer plus the academic year there was a
strong commitment to practicum. The pre-
ceding summer acted as a "buffer" during
which students began their tasks of adjust-
ing to an intensive program and the demands
of the field itself. Field work for preschool
trainees was arranged through cooperating
centers: the James Jackson Putnam Center,
Judge Baker Guidance Center (both outpa-
tient child guidance clinics with onsite nur-
sery classes), Orchard Park Day Care
Center, and clinical nursery classes under
the auspices of the Massachusetts Depart-
ment of Mental Health. Practicum, then, was
the other half of the time/credits which
could be spent in a variety of ways, includ-
ing both preschool and 'elementary levels,
practice teaching and individual tutoring,
visiting other settings, and comparing teach-
ing styles. Of particular importance to the

training model was emphasis on supervision
by faculty members who visited each student
often and had a small group of four or five
trainees for weekly meetings in addition.
Sensitivity to others was enhanced through
voluntary participation in group meetings.
Faculty supervisors were the liaison between
the college courses and the practicum, help-
ing to "translate" understanding of the child
and some curriculum workshop ideas into a
plan for developing skills and better beha-

-vior-management through activities.
tion to extensive supervision, a wide range
of curriculum ideas and broad coverage of
childhood psychopathology were geared to
effecting a flexible teacher who would not
be bound to a diagnostic label or any one
method. The role model for teachers that
was envisioned was an educator with thera-
peutic skill, particularly in working with
small groups, a person who could pbtentiate
emotional development and ego strengths
while manag ng behavior through the media
of the group, curriculum materials, and the
teacher's own style of sensitive interaction.

Graduates o the program have been able
to find ekcelle t job opportunities, until the
third yew', w en the number of preschool
classes did not increase along with the sup-
ply of teachers. However, since especially in
the third year of the program nearly every-
one took some practicum and/or classviork
in elementary as well as preschool children,
it was possible to apply for work in the
growing number of public schooLclasses for
disturbed children. Plans for preschool
classes have been initiated, with legislation
pending, so that future job openings will be
improved.

Evidence of the value of this project is
that practieum centers have consistently
hired student trainees. As of March 1, 1970,
13 of the 14 NIMH-supported graduates
were employed as follows: Three were
teacher-therapists in psychiatric clinics for
preschool children; four were teachers of
special classes in public pr private elemen-
tary schools ; and one each were in the follow-
ing activities: head teacher of a psychiatric
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clinic for preschool children ; regional super-
visor of a State department of mental health ;'
teacher of deaf-retarded-disturbed children ;
substitute teacher ; teacher and director at a
normal nursery school which takes a few
autistic children ; and doctoral candidate in
the area of early childhood. The 14th grad-
uate is a new mother and is currently not
working.

The influence of these graduates has been
profound as they have started new classes,
worked for new support for disturbed chil-
dren, set up home visitig programs, worked
out behavior modification techniques, and
developed new summer programs for thera-

oringof childrenwithlearning
problems. They are contributing to the emer-
gence of the teacher role with disturbed
children and its importance to the mental
health team.

The faculty itself has contributed to many
of the practicum settings by introducing
new ideas, discussions of children, and cur-
riculum innovations that have been byprod-
ucts of supervising students. Also, papers
and seminars have been presented at Boston
University Medical School (1968), the Na-
tional Association for the Education of
Young Children (New York 1968; Salt Lake
City 1969), the University of Connecticut
regional meeting for program directors
USOE (1969), and the University of Puerto
Rico (1970), describing the program and
discussing the area of identification and
teaching issues in the area of preschool emo-
tionally disturbed children. In addition, a
series of papers was presented at a Spring
Conference for Teachers of Emotionally Dis-
turbed Children in Boston, 1969, sponsored

by the project. Many of these papers are in
process of being submitted for publication.
Copies of an overview of the program have
been sent to people from 15 States as a
result of the NAEYC conferences and have
been circulated in the Boston area as well.
Syllabus material for childhood develop-
mental disturbances and curriculum courses
is being prepared for distribution and has
been used this year by the program director
in teaching graduate students at Lesley Col-
lege, Cambridge, Mass. An interaction analy-
sis of supervisory conferences taped during
the past year is in process. Finally, the prop
gram ,t hector was invited to assistin the
establiihment of a university program for
teachers of preschool disturbed children.

Training for this field in 1 year is difficult
because of the wide range of knowledge that
a therapeutic teacher must have. If other 1-
year programs are to' work well, it is thought'
at this time that there should be a second
year of paid experience with advanced sem-
inars in parent counseling, administration,
supervision, funding sources, etc. Job satis-
faction is high, according to followup ques-
tionnaires, even though there is need for
better salaries and more community sup-
port. Of the NIMH trainees, the majority
(11 of 14) are working with disturbed chil-
dren, training other students (6 of 14), lec-
turing (2 of 14), and writing papers (5 of
14).

This pilot project was not continued by
the host institution. The College administra-
tion decided that none of its funds could be
channeled to this program in the event they
had been needed.

Preschool Teachers of Emotionally Disturbed Children

Ms. Miriam G. Lather 1
Department of Child Study
Tufts University
Medford, Massachusetts 02155
MH-10476 1966-1969

1. For current information about the project or copies of
Preparing Teachers to Work with Disturbed Preschoolers, contact
Ms. Miriam Lather. Supervisor in Education. Preschool Unit,
I Sacramento Street, Cambridge. Mass. 02138.
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The objectives of this project were to pre-
pare psychoeducationally oriented, middle-
level mental health workers who could con-
cern themselves not only with disturbed
preschoolers but also with their families and
the communities in which they lived. These
were to be generalist frontline workers with
particular expertise in working with groups
of young children and a knowledge of how

9,



to draw on other professionals and commu-
nity resources to get a job done.

Nineteen trainees in three groups com-
pleted the full program. This Consisted of 1
academic year and 1 summer and led to a
master of education degree. Trainees were
equally divided between candidates with
early childhood education training-and at
least 1-2 years' experience, and liberal arts
majors with other significant life experiences
in helping roles. Only one trainee entered
directly out of undergraduate school.

The Department of Child Study at Tufts
University provided two faculty offices and
supportive services. The Department, which
prepares early childhood teachers and child
development and research specialists at the
undergraduate and graduate level, is placed
in a small university near a large metrd-
politan center with a concentration of good
educational and medical resources. Other
facilities which cooperated extensively were
two State mental health clinics in nearby
towns which collaborated to establish thera-
peutic nursery school services as an imme-
diate result of pressure to serve children
detected as high risk in Head Star..

The trainees' experiences were equally di-
vided between practicum and course work.
Several courses were specially developed and
introduced in the graduate school for these
trainees. The trainees and project staff
began the year with 3 days of sensitivity
training, and continued to work as a close
unit throughout the year. The practicum
experience placed trainees working in pairs
for a full academic year in charge of their
own therapeutic nursery school groups. They
were responsible for classroom management,
curriculum planning, weekly family home
visiting, and all clinic and other agency com-
munications about their cases. Ample clinical
and educational supervision was available
but they had no model teacher in their class-
rooms. In the summer school which always
mine at the end of the program, the trainees
acted as teacher consultant-mental health
screeners for a summer Head Start program.

Trainees were prepared to fulfil a unique
role as comprehensive preschool mental
health specialists with children and families
in,- community settings. The job picture
turned out to be bleak for such persons in

Massachusetts where there were no State job
blocks for teachers of disturbed children in
public child guidance clinics. Trainees and.
Staff all worked actively to create jobs and
"sell" the idea of a new role. Some trainees
made compromises and some held out for
the kind of job they knew they were good at,
waiting as much as a year or two to find
something of interest

This project terminated in 1969 at the
end of the initial 3-year period. At that time
Tufts University felt unable to assume any
continuing financial responsibility for the
special aspects of the training program that

2 had been supported by NIMH funds. For at
least a year the only concrete remnant of
the training program was the new course,
Learning Disabilities in Young Children.
Gradually other elements have been 're-
created, specifically the willingness to place
student teachers in full-year placements as
interns in clinical settings, and the seminar,
The Emotionally Disturbed Child.

With the advent of a comprehensive com-
munity mental health center staffing grant
to the Cambridge-Somerville Mental Health
and Retardation Center in 1969, an Area
Preschool Unit was formed out of the pre-
school services in the two guidance centers.
The Unit carries on many traditions begun
in the training program practicum sites:
Graduate interns teaching their own groups;
intensive family home visiting; tutorial
work with very young children; teacher con-
sultation to schools for young children. The
Unit has established a reputation for itself
and it has been visited and imitated. In 1973
it was included as one of eight outstanding
preschool mental health services to be in-
cluded in a forthcoming report of the Joint
Information Service. Its present status is
inseparable from its roots in the Tufts Train-
ing Program.

Several presentations about the training
program were made in 1969 and 1970 at
professional meetings. At 213-page mono-
graph, Preparing Teachers to Work with
Disturbed Preschoolers, was published in
1970 and reprinted in 1972. This monograph
gives a personalized narrative ac4unt of
the development of the training program
and methods, and includes several papers
concerning direct work with young disturbed
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children and their families. The book is avail-
able without charge, upon request.

Graduates of this program are now widely
dispersed. A few have "retired" to rear
families and have stayed involved in pre-
school activities as consultants to day care
centers or as part-time college supervisors
for practicum experiences in child develop-
ment or pediatric nursing. Two or three have

taught normal children. One established a
special mental health preschool program in
a rural area. One is a regional supervisor for
community nursery schools for retarded chil-
dren. One headed up a nursery school unit
in a private guidance clinic. Several-continue
in strategic positions with involvement in ____

direct clinical work, college filching and
teacher training.

Training of Teachers for Emotionally Disturbed
Preschool Children

Dr. William C. Morse
School of Education
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
MH-10388 1968-1971

This pilot project produced 19 graduate-
level teachesU''crf emotionally disturbed pre-
school children and data for an evaluative
study of the training process. One overall
objective has been to develop a training
model based upon the individual personal
qualities, academic potential and goals of
the candidate. Starting with individuals from
a diversity of backgrounds. the 2 years of
training were geared to psycho-eduCationally
oriented professionals. Specialized seminars,
teaching programs, internships and mate-
rials were developed and studied. To insure
permanence, the program has been integrat-
ed into the established training programs of
the university. An additional aim has been
to influence current and future educational
programs for disturbed young children
through the development of skilled personnel
who can evaluate the diversity of current
theoretical approaches.

A second overall objective was the evalua-
tion of training experiences as they relate
to an emerging professional role. A major
investment was required to develop a new
research methodology functional to the basic
philosophy of training: the evolution of a
professional from the unique personal self
of the trainee. This is an extension of a
teacher training theory developed by
Coombs.
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The training sequence was designed
around the personal nature of each candi-
date sand related to her G past and current
needs and experiences. Q The content and
practicum experiences focused on the devel-
opment of individual style rather than ex
pectations of group- conformity.

Nineteen students completed the 2-year
sequence. Roughly half hatha background in'
early childhood and special education, the
others were trained in psychology, sociology
or other liberal arts.

The courses were taken in various depart-
ments of the university. Practice are located
in the university, community schools and
mental health anchnedical centers. The ---

dren included normal and seriously disad-
vantaged as well .as the moderately and
severely emotionally disturbed. The various
university departments offer an extensive
number of relevant courses to combine with
the specialized practica. The synthesis was
provided through small group seminars de-
signed exclusively for these students and
individualized readings and research. Train-
ing included a semester internship with chil-
dren for each of 2 years, an opportunity to
organize and run an experimental preschool
as a student member of a team and an
opportunity to observe, evaluate and consult
in area schools:

Both students and staff recognized the
practicum as the major learning experience
when closely integrated with course content
and with good personal supervision. Students
recognized the value of understanding the
development of the child and broad exposure
to a variety of methods and teaching styles



reflecting an eclectic approach- to program
development and training.- They appreciated
having contacts with normal and disturbed
children. Both students and staff recognized
that a major challenge in training is to help
the student translate consent information
received in formaLcourse_work__into usable
guidelines for actions with children. Simul-
taneous, integrated course work and practi-
cum constitute one step toward this goal.

One of the most important aspects of the
research was the development of a technol-
ogy dealing with individual cases since this
is the basis for studying the psychological
process called teacher training. Thig required
the extension of what is called the "N of 1"
research technique And involved the collec-
tion of many and repeated measures on the
same individual. Further confirmation of
psychological conditions required more than
one source of information due to the inade-
quacy of both measures and judgments of
students in the complicated process of teach-
ing. The analysis of various conditions, espe-
-cially the pattern of interrelatedness of mea-
sures, the personal Gestalt, so' to speak, led
to the development of predictions based upon
the one datum.

There is the assumption of change in can-
didates because of the total "life spaCe of
events" in the candidate's life and the im-
port of the specific training experiences.
Since typical group studies of teacher train-
ing examine the "average" performance and
the "average" change, they are virtually use-
less fin. studying training progress. The wide
range of individual initial performances, and
the interlocking matrix of various character-
istics for each person make total group pre-
dictions low power, even when there is
significance, but even more the wide range
of characteristics violates the actual nature
of training. No two candidates start alike.
No two proficient teachers perforM in the
same way in the field either. The ideals not
to eliminate differences but to enhance the
resources' embodied in individuality. The
criterion measures included observation of
performance, ratings of, performance by
supervisors and self-evaluations. These were
incorporated into 18 basic dimensions with
a total of 300 subscales.

The research effort is too complex to sum-
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marize in any but a most general way. The
candidates cannot be typed, but three cate-
gories were used to illustrate the variance
in training needs. A goodly number were
talented, committed, and eager to learn under
the' demands which tax the caliber of the
theoretical _and practical experiences. They
started out performing better than some of
the others ended after training. Further,
they had no intrapersonal conflicts to work
out. Their maturity was evident. They could
move through a training process at a rapid
rate if they were given highly selective expe-
riences. These young women were already
sensitive and did not need to be put through
amateurish sensitivity confrontations which
some training now incorporates for everyone.

The largest group of trainees were the
typical ones, those with potential but still
many thingS to learn and work out. While
they were not alike, they had a common
level. They had the normal range of imma-
turity and identity problems of the age
group which offered certain complications in
their training. But these could be consid-
ered developmental rather than problemat-
ical. They needed individualized selection of
experiences and some counseling and small
group seminars to expedite the development
of their potential. Problems .which came up
in training could be converted into ego-level
learning situations with this subgroup.

The third subgroup fortunately was a
small number. These candidates were in
need of extensive help if they were to be-
come effective teachers of very disturbed
youngsters. Their personal development had
significant areas of pervasive difficulty,
usually showing up in both the personal and
professional spheres. If these conflict-ridden
individuals are not,eliminated in a sophisti-
cated selective process, drastic interventions
will be needed before they can become pro-
ductive teachers.

The application of the fipdings are many;
certain concepti are beidg incorporated in
both the special and regular education pro-
grams at the University of Michigan though
the effort will be extensive and many revi-
sions will be required. The individual trainee
needs to know the pretraining information,
cooperate in the planning of individualized
training, and deal with feedback informa-



tion. This means much more attention to
small groups and the sustained and inte-
grated training in contrast to the many sep-
arate courses which never coalesce into
homogenous training experience. It means
the identification of performance expecta-
tions in a far more accurate way.

Experience with this project has influ-
enced faculty decisions and actions. bevel-

-- opment of the Early childhood Professional
Program and an elementary educational pro-
gram, Teaching as a Psychological Process,
both utilize aspects of this plan. A special
continuation study on training teachers for
emotionally disturbed youngsters sponsored
by the Bureau of Educationally Handicapped
has just been completed. In particular, in-
tensive use of the practicum in a way which
integrates course content and actions with
children is emphasized, and the attempt is
to individualize learning to meet the needs
of each student. Recognition of the need,for
broad exposure to theory and content has
continued. Early identification of profes-
sional commitment enhanced by a training
in small groups which brings together staff
and students with similar interests and com-
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mitment in a personalized training expe-
rience has continued in the programs.

Graduates are now working with young
children in community mental health cen-
ters, in laboratory preschools which train
teachers of the disturbed, and in interven-
tion programs for the neglected in _public_
school preschools and kindergartens. Those
not in special settings serve as classroom
teachers with particular orientation to be-
havior problems of children. Several are
supervising new personnel or training stu-
dents and more will be taking such roles.
Some have returned for graduate work to
prepare for research or university teaching.

As trainingcontinues to develop in both
early childhood and elementary programs
and in programs for teaching emotionally
disturbed young children, the focus will be
on helping students develop their own ade-
quacies in a personalized and integrated way.

A book, An. Evaluative Approach to the
Training o_ f Teachers of Disturbed Preschool
Children, by William C. Morse, Jane
Schwertfeger and Deborah Goldin, was pub-
lished by the University of Michigan Publi-
cations in February 1973.
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TEACHERS OF EMOTIONALLY
DISTURBED CHILDREN

Preparing Teachers for Special Programs
for Emotionally Disturbed Children

Dr. Evelyn D. Ad ;erbium
School of Education
New York University
300 South Building

- Washington Square
New York, New York 10003
***MH-8172 ,1963-1966

The New York University Scholl of Edu-
cation offers a graduate program for the
preparation of specialized teachers qualified
to teach emotionally disturbed children of
elementary school age. The program is in-
tended to :build upon the professional compe-
tence of selected teachers already able to
teach in elementary schools. A 1-year cur-
riculum of 34 credits leads to the master of
arts degree, or to,a 6th year certificate of
proficiency for students already holding a
master's degree in. education.

Comprised of new courses specifically de-
signed for its purposes by the interdisci-
plinary faculty team who teach them, and
characterized by a built-in evaluation proc-
ess, this program waseinitiated, as a pilot
study, sponsored by the National Institute
of Mental Health from 1963-1966 (M11
8172). The focus is On:

A. Enabling the teacher to provide, by
means of her specialized knowledge. teach:
ng skill, and capacity for fresh inventive-
ness, the kinds of individualized curricular
opportunities for learning which disturbed
children particularly require.

B. Enhancing the teacher's ability to en-
gage in ongoing systemati educational
assessment of individual children, in order
to plan and utilize teaching process and con-
tent appropriate to their capacities.
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C. Providing teachers with a soundwork-
ing knowledge of psycho-educational_ re__
search in the areas of human development,
emotional disorders, and therapeutic .proc-
esses in order to work as a knowledgeable
member .of the psycho-educational "team.

Since its initiation, 136 students have been
graduated from the program. Of these 111
were--comes and--25 -were- men., The- pro-
gram began in the fall of 1963. and has
graduated seven full-time classes.

Two kinds of school populations are sought
in practicum facilities:

1. Psycho-socially disadvantaged children
in a public school Setting.

2. Severely disturbed children in special-
ized school or clinically oriented institutional
school setting.

Although excellent teacher models are
rare. the objective is to give service to and
learn from the reality of schools in action.
Criteria include observably favorable teacher-
child relationships, -openness of teachers to
new teaching approaches and their desire
to work with the program, and administra-
tive support. '1/4-

This is a 34-point, 2-semester progra:M.
Because of close team organization, course
work and practicum experience are inter-
related to foster skill in teaching. Through
joint cross-planning of courses, the staff
endeavors to broaden and intensify the way
students learn: Students bring their practi-
cum experiences into the classes and teach-
ing is related to them. Students plan, take
action, appraise results, and return to the
resource of the curriculum course. The
course on Emotional Disorders elicits and
discusses their responses-to,. particular chil-
dren, and considers problems of teacher-



child' interaction. The course in Art Expe-
rience provides ideas and even lends-
materials for tactile and motor-sensory over-
tures toward reaching and moving a child
responding to his environment. The super-
visor of field work provides tape records for
language studies. The integration seminars,'
flexible to student needs; can focus on con-
cerns related to teaching and professional
development.

The growing number of new schoOl pro-
grams for disturbed children and mental
health centers seek out the teaching services
of the graduates, hiring them as quickly as
they can be prepared. They are generally
well received by school administrators, clin-
ical specialists, and other teachers.

In 1966, at the completion of the NIMH
Pilot Project period, this program became
a regular curriculum of New York Univer-
sity, receiving annual grant support from
the U.S. Office of Education. Since then nu-
merous new teacher education programs in
this special area have beep initiated. Docu-
mented reports of the program have been
shared with other universities, colleges, pri-
vate institutions, and State education de-
partments. Presentations, panels, and work-

shops have been conducted at such national
organizations as The Council-for Exceptional
Children, American Orthopsychiatric Asso-
ciation, anl Cotincil for Children with Be-
havior Disorders. In New York City the
Director of Bureau for Socially Malad-
justed Children, supervisors of the Junior
Guidance Programs, and various school ad-
ministrators meet and consult with staff
frequently. !I

During the-past several years thefe have
been visits and correspondence with plan-
ners and directors of new and developing
programs. 4

A followup inventory indicates that most
of the graduates are at work in schools with
troubled children both it' New York City'
and in other States and other parts of New
York State. Four graduates, with consider-
able experience in teaching, are now col-
laborative instructors of the curriculum
course. Finally, the supervisor of field-work,
an important member of the programs' fac-
ulty, is a graduate of this program.

After 7 years there is evidence that a good
proportion of the graduates have above-
average effectiveness. in their ability to
teach troubled children.

Teachers of Hyperactive Emotionally Disabled Children

Dr. William H. Cruickshank 1,
Department of Special Education and

Rehabilitation
Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York 13210

***MH-7559 1962-1967 ,

This program established a training pro-
gram for selected experienced teachers to
enable them to deal with hyperactive emo-

Ciuickshank can be leached at the University of
Michigan. Ann Albur,
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tionally disturbed children an academic
setting. The project included a teacher-
training prograM and an evaluation of the
teacher training program. Tke project pro-
vided training to approximately 15 teachers
each year with a especial concluding 2-week
seminar for the teachers and their superin-
tendents to develop procedures to create
such classes in school systems on the local
level. The training program was rooted in
method of teaching emotionally disturber
'children by "reduced stimulation."



Program for Training. Teachers of Emotionally
Disturbed and Socially Maladjusted Children

Dr. Bruce Blow
Psycho-Educational Clinic
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
*,**MH-7468 1962-1967

The objective of this program was to pre-
pare specialists to teach emotionally and
socially maladjusted children. Subobjectives
were to (1) coordinate a training program"
using resources already available in the
versity; (2). develop a sequence of' prOfes-
sional courses and seminars; and (3) develop
field placements and a-program of supervi-
sion for project students.

In addition' to the originally planned MA
degree progrtm for teachers, there has been
established a 6-year Ed.S. program for ad-
ministrators and supervisors as well as a
Ph.D. program for researchers and college

-teachers.
The original plan was to eproll 12 mas-s

ter's degree students annually.In the 5 years
of .NIMH support (1962-67) there were a.
total of 80 trainees, 53 funded by the
In the 3 subsequent years an additional 30
teacher trainees -completed the program. The
group may be characterized as bright, emo-
tionally sound, 25 percent male and 75 per.
cent female, young (under age 30), and ex!
perienced,iin regular classroom teaching.

A Wide variety of community and State
facilities ave cooperated in the training -
program b providing 'supervised field Place-
ments for t e trainees.

Bvaluations have routinely refleciled three
important 'facets of the training provided in

12-month program. In 'order of impor-
tance they appear to be the- 9-month,
hour weekly supervised field placement, the
90-minute weekly group process seminar
(t-group), and, the didactic course work.
Formal cburses, of high value were those
that provide understanding of the psycho -
'dynamics of httman-behaVior and those pro-
viding specific instructions in techniques of
diagnostic and remedial teaching and of be-
havior management.

Special teachers* foi-Aemotionally and so-
eially children are in short' sup-
ply locally and nationally. Public schools and.
public and private institutions for disturbed

,and disturbing children have a continuing
need for such teachers. Positions include self-
contained special classes, resource rooms,
itinerant tutorial and similar roles of direct
service to children, advisory or helping
teaehers, and supervisory roles. With only, a
small proportion of disturbed children re-..
ceiving "educattonal services; employment'
opportunities currently and in the foresee-
able future are unlimited.

When initiated in 196,1, this project was
one of only a very few in the United States.
With the advent of. widelyavailable Federal
financing for education in the mid-1960s,
through 'Public Law 88-164, 'many 'colleges
now have training programs for teachers of
seriously emotionally . disturbed Pchildren.
Perhaps the major significance of thig proj-
ect lies in .the national leadeiship provided
by the program itself, and by staff and grad-
uates of the program.

As a direct result Of the program there
we're earned (to the preSent date August
4970) 65 M.A. degree's, 8 Ed.S. degrees; and
13 Ph.D. degrees in the area of education
of emotionally disturbelehildren.

The most recent outgrowth of the_original
project is a 1.=Week institute fot college pro
fessors which the staff has organized end

...directed each year since 1968. Up to 45 pro;
fessors from small colleges throughout the
United States are" brought in each August
for a week ofleetures, films,, seminars, etc.,
to update their knowledge "about education
of emotionally disturbed children. The objec-
tive is to prepare these college professors for.
more _effective instruction of regular class
teachers with whom disturbed children will
spend most'of their school time. Occasionally,
a pa'rticipant in these institutes develops a

\special training prografn upon return to his
home college.

The program faculty has delivered papers
every year,' since 1962, at national and re
gional meetings of various professional or-



ganizations relevant to education of disturbed
children, -Beginhing in 1962 the faculty orga-
nized several annual meetings of the direc-'

%tors of similar training pre rams and were
among the. organizers of the, Council for
,Children with Behavioral Dis.orders, a divi-
sion of the Council for Exceptional Children,
NEA.

Until 1968, the only .descriptimbf such a
program ever pdblished in a national journal
was that of this program (Exceptiohal Chil-
dren, March 1966).

Each year two or three reqUests are re-
ceived from colleges around the country for
details ofthe program. Staff members have
lecturedon training programs and/or advised
on training programs at colleges and State
education departments in California, Iowa,
Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, New York,
South Dakota, and Wisconsin. In the last 2.
years there have been visitors from' other
tiniyerdities interested 'in establishing doc-
toral programs for the preparation of re-
searchers antrcollege teachers in the area of
education of emotionally disturbed children.
In November of 1969 the doctoral program
was presented at a nationat meeting of pro-
gram directors for their cdnsideration and
possible use.

Upon complet n of the for teach-
ers, trainees ust lly split into two major
groupings. Approximately two-thirds accept
special teaching positions; the remaining
one-third moves into leadership roles or con-
tinues on in graduate school. The vast ma-
jority of thqse who become teachers are
placed in special classes iri public schools;
a number of them have subsequently moved
teadministrative or other leadership posi-
tions, so that currently approximately 50
percent of the graduates are directly en-
gaged in teaching disturbed °children.

All of the graduate 'administrators and

Ph.D. peopl., trained in the' program are
actively engaged- in the training ausl super-
vision of others `who are, or will be,
teaching emotionally-and socially maladjust-
ed'children.

These program graduates, illustrative of
many, havepot moved into existing programs
or positions and simplyTheld on but have
bought substantial change and innovation to
school programs. Many have organized new
programs it 'resideetial institutions, public
schools, and colleges. It is expected that
major long-term gains will delive from the
college professors and from'the administra-
tors who.were started on these careers by
this pilot project.

A .training film for the 'crisis teacher.
model was deyeloped by PrOfessor Frahk
Wilderson together with Mr. William Smith,
one of the program gradoates. This 40-
minute color film describes the crisis teacher
model as one way of making special provi
sions for emotionally disturbed children in

school regular classes. This film is
routinely. used in 'the training programs at
all levels, including the institute fur college
professors.

From a one professor beginning, the Un?-
versity of Minnesota has continued to en-
courage the development and expansion of
this training .prognam. In the mid-1960s the
NIMIT, support wad phased out and USOE
support for both M.A.and doctoral programs
was obtained. The program continues to re-
ceive substantial support from the USOE,
Bureau of Education- for the Handicapped
dnd/ from the University itself. Major em-
phasis has from the beginning been devoted
to modeling a program of teacher prepare-
tion which could be exported to other insti-
tutions and to the development of college
teachers and researchers who would go on
to provide leadership in other institutions.

"
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8
'MENTAL. fLEALTH TRAINING.,
FOR TEA.CFIERS.,

pemOnstration. Program in Mental Health Education
for. Prospectile Teachers

Dr. Robert Peck
College of Educatidpi
thiiversity of Texas
'Austin, Texas 78712
MH-6635 '

) '

1958-1964

in planning the 1972-4973 academic year.
Out of this work has. grown an intekrrated,

system of Ancepts and techniqueit whicia
personalize instruction to the individual stu-
dent teacher. The system's purpose is to

-- enhance the teacher's ability to cope percep-
tively,- autonommisly, and effectively withThe aim of thii .pilot program. was ,to

develop-and test methods of training teachers
to make\th'em more effective in helpingchil-

\ aren to becon3e self-starting, .self-correcting
leainers with self-knowledge; self-
confidence and a positive responsiveness to

. other people and to life in gprieral. 'Methods
. were sought, therefore,- which would en-

gender these qualities in the teachers.
Experimental methods of various kinds

were used with about 1,000 pre-service.
teachers. Subsequent projects funded by
NIMH and the U.S. Officeof Education con-
tinned this work. The resulting program
forms the central, continuing thrust tif the
Reiearch and Development Center for Teach-
er Education (National Institute of Educa-
tion). In all approximately 5,000 under-
graduate teachers-to-be at the University
of Texas at Austin havetzbeen involved in one
aspect or another of this program. The ex-
perimentation has been a joint undertaking
of the Federal funding agencies; the Texas
Education Agency, the University of Texas
at Austin, and the Austin Independent
School District where 'the students do their
observation and student teaching.

Training institutions are adopting these
. procedures at an expanding rate, through
the Inter-InstitutiOnal Network of the Uni-
versity of, Texas R&D center. For ,example,
teacher education majors at 10 'different
teacher training institutions were involved

the individual needs of pupils. Highlights of
the system includE the 'following processes.
All undergraduate- candidates for teacher
'education go through an assessmentprocesi
that measures not only Subject matter know).-
edge but experiential background, attitudes-
,and' personality characteristics: Drawing all
of thik information together, a trained coun-
selor discusses with the student his or her
major characteristics, how these relate to a
teaching career, and what the student Alight

' do to enhance his own personal and profes-
sional development. In essence, this is a
";feed-back" session where the student has a
chance ,to see himself objectively, in a real- 47.
.istic but,.supportive atmosphere. Next, the
students' actual preoccupying codcerds are
identified. In the selection and arrangement
of course content, efforts are made to time

, topics so that they are in step with the
naturally occurring sequence of concerns
which individual students show: Care is
taken to adapt teaching-learning experiences
to the developmental Atage where particular
individuais find themselves at a. given time.
(Underline this is a conceptual model, em-
pirically derived from the study of students,

-which seta Ai teacher as i human bei
who develops faom a self-concerned individ-
ual through several stages of concern with
professional role requirements to the point
of being primarily concerned with the devel-
opniental needs of pupils.) Ways have been
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developed to adapt both sequence and the
pace-of learning to the specific reeds of each
student' rough systems of instructiomal
modules a d tutorial help from (Adel under-
graduate who, have had student teaching.
Content from the traditional fiehis of pro-
fessional education is also being converted.
to self-paded modules on child psychology,
on how to identify and' live with the orga-
nizational structure of schools and how to
ado t a team approach to instruction, to
.nam examples.

The student is involved, from the' outset
of trainingo it actual efforts to teach. The
student is videotaped, while teaching, and
beret:I-10 analyze his own performance-Ls a
basis for discovering or devising Nvaxs to
do a better job. While adaptations of micro-
teaching have, been introduced in order to
teach specific instructional skills, the unique
feattike`of this.program ia the personalized
way in which videotape feedback is addressed
to the .specific, individual' concerns, charac-
teristics and needs of the individual student
as a person.

The most recent aspect of the prpgramtis
currently being developed with inservice
teachers, but it is intended for eventual in-
clusion in the preseivice program. In this
.operation, a child behavior consultant helps
the teacher learn to identify the coping pat-
tern;, and the reasons for them, of children
who present particularly challenging prob-
lems to that teacher. The consultant and the
teacher, together, try out tailor-made in-
strkction, aimed at the individual child, with
continuing feedback from videotapes and the
teacher's own observations. The consultant
also acts as a catalyst to increase the teacher's
willingness and skill at calling On other
members of the school staff and on outside
resource agencies for ideas, materials or
action which may help her to meet the child's
needs. The effect of thip, is to .dissolVe the
walls of the self-contairsd classroom, even
when the official organization is spll that of
one teacher to one classroom' of children.,

Graduates- of this program can operate
effectively in conventional school settings but
they are also equipped to deal more flexibly
and inventively with new forms of 'school
organization, such as team teaching, and
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with technological improvements whi allow
self -paced instruction operated/ by the

children. The uniqUeness of this /program
lies partly in its idea, y/hich sees
the professionaLact of t ching. Eta an act of
continuing self-actualization,''aimed at ma3H-
Tnizing the self-actualizatiOn of` children in
realistically timed and, perceptively chosen
wan This is diametrically Opposite to the
conventional model that actually qbtains ip
thost.'places, where the teacher's main" re-
sponsibility is seen as communicating a
standardized set of information and skills
to relatively undiffexentiated grdtips of puc
pils according to a predetermined timetable.
The. other unique aspect of. this .program
consists of the specific, new,techniques which
have been adapted or, invented sand there-
after assembled into_a komprehinsive system
for accomplishing this purpose. Many sup-
polling documents and procedures have been
developed for use in establishing a Personal-
ized Teacher -EduCation Program. For the
various instrum8rts; forinative and summa-
bye evaluation data and research studies are
published. A -series Of manuals and a 5-day
initial training workshop for counselors have
been developed. Instructional modules in lan-
guage arts, science, mathematics, team teach-
ing, and analysis, of teaching behaviorzhave
been developed. A set of workshops for teach-
er educators are presently, under develop-
menu to facilitate college ,,faculty skills in
conducting videotape feedback sessions, func-
tioning as an interdisciplinary faculty team
and an orientation to modules and their role
in personalized programs. -

Measurement of the effects ,of this train,:
'ing on graduates Of the program has shown
significant superiority to conventional Pro-
grams of teacher education in the directions
specified. In a sense, it may be said that the
pilot work begun in 1958 had substantially
been completed by171969. Collaborative rela-
tionships have been established with ap.-
-proximately 25 teacher; training institutions
around the 'Nation for the purpose of field
testing products devellbped at the Center.
These collaborative effortsinclude not only
evaluation-oriented data collection, but also
sharing of expertise, experiences and re-
sources to facilitate each institution in devel-
oping personalized teacher education pro-
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grams. These collaboktions include staff :.. . development activities an ..consultation visits
in order to assure high level use of the
produces and bracedures which are being.

.evaluated. A tertiary component-Of the cob! 4
laboative effort is he. study of change in
teacher training. in titutions as they go
through the complex process of adopting
new procedures' for their teacher _training
programs..T4is thirdecomponent hasregulted
in a concerns based model and case study of
the adoption process.

0

,
Information about the program. is nation -4

ally distributed by the R&D Center thtoUgh
the ERIC: Center for Teacher Education,
through reports at meetings of AERA, APA,
AACTE, and through its own continually
expanding mailing list. Videotapes, as well
as printed .materials; are used. Visitors and
correspondents from many other countries,
on every continent, have be.en_giv_en detailed
information. The program materials and
methods are commercially published gs they
pass final field .tests..

A Program of Teacher-Training to Ficilitate
Mental Health

Dr. M. Vere DeVault
School of Education
University of Wikconsin
Madisoq, Wisconsin 53706
***MH-6624 . 1958 -1965,

- The Wisconsin Ttacher Education "Re-
search Project was' designed to determine
what, effects differept college instructional
approaches, would, have on student's prepar-
ing.to be elementary school teachers.' The
three instructional approaches included: (1)
theConcept-centered approach.; (2) the Case'
Study approach: and (3.) the Cearner-
-centered approach. The major question was,
how do these different instructional ap-.
proaches in a teacher's university training
affect the mental health of his buivils? Two
related questions which influenced the de
sign of the research were also investigated.
They were: (1) What is the influence of
different instructional approaches in teacher-
training courses upon the communication
behavier of student teachers? and (2) What
aspects; of teacher' cortimunication behavior,
if any, 'influence mental health in the class-
room? The, study .was designed to answer
questionn. about the impact of these differing
instructional approaches en students' beha-

. . r in elementary classrooms during their
unior and senior years while on campus

and during their first year. as beginning.
teachers. .

Fifty-one students completed the training

. ,

program in one o the three instructional
approaches. -Thirty-six of those 51 were also
used as ,followup subjects during their first

.year of teaching in classrooms in six States.
'In addition to the subjects whose teacher
preparation was Influenced 'by the nature of
the project, 15 faculty and 20 graduate stu-
de'nts were substantially involved in the in
structional or research activities of the
project. The instructional program included
the final 2 'years of thesteacher.preparatign
program and the research': activities from
planning stages to completion of tile final
report spanned e period, of 9 years.

Universkty.of Wisconsin instructional fa..
cilities of the School of Education were the

-central fa ciliies used in the study. Them:
facilities were supplemented by research and
counseling facilities which were specifically
related to.the implementation of this project.
Tape recordings played" ar important role
in the analysis, of the instructional methods
uy the individual professors and 15y the
subjects iritheir classrooms as student teach--
ers and as beginning teachers.

The Wisconsin' Teacher Education Mental
Health Project made significant contribu-
tions in a number of areas including research
findings and training; andein the training of
prospective teachers and- teacher educators.

The research contributions of the project
prbvide insight into the, nature and impor-
tance -of the personal 'dimension of teacher
communication in- the classroom of the ele-
mentary school. The personal dimension fee=
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for of teacher 'communicigion was the only
factor consistently associated with positive

. scores onschool adjustment measures.
Some 20 different research instruments

were developed or substantially modified
from existing instruments. These instru-
ments not only p ovided the means for data

- collection for thi project' but have served
as reference -for tr ning_materials for other
.Projeets later .developed but with similar
concerns. Five hundred copies of the Wis-

ve(M8iN Teacher Edycatan Research Project:
Design and Instrunientation monograph have
been distributed as a reference to the gen-

. eral design and instruments used in the
Wisconsin Teacher Edtkation Project.
; The preseq.,Srhool of Education program,
for the 'Culturally Diverse, including both

-ghetto schools and children in Indian com-
munities, has. been developed by a faculty-
member who as a graduate student designed
his dissertation study as a part of the men-
tal health project.' His present concerns for

the mental health of all students on campus,
and_ particularly of those whose interests are
in the area of the Culturally 'Diverse; can
be traced to hii tifaining in the project.

The impact of the project-on continuing
educational planning within the School of
Education has been -substantial. Several of
the principal researchers inyolved. in the
program either as-faculty or as graduate
students are presently on.the faculty in lead-
ership positions.In addition to the general
contributions of -:an" evolving teacher prep
aration program, these faculty. members
have made, significant contributions to our
present efforts in the development of the
'Wisconsin Elementary -Teacher' Education
Project (WETEP). A models project sup-
ported by the U.S. Office of Education,
WETEP, emphasizes a personalized ap:
proach to teacher education and is designed
among other things to explore the impact
of technology on 'the personalization of
teacher education.

\Mirntal Health in Teacher Education

Dr. Fred T. Wilhelms
San Francisco State College
ScnFrancisco, California 9418'2

' . 1958-1964***144-6625

The overall purpose pf the project was to
explore the ways in which mental hbalth
'concerns could be involved in the education
process. The *three parts were: (1) the
development and the use o f t iaching tech-
niques phich promoted, mental health; (2)
the p9duction of teachers:, and (3), the
development of understandings and hypo-

. theses about how to develop teachers who
would promote mental health in- their stu-
,

ti
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dents. The action plan for this project was
as followst (1) The college organized small
faculty teams, each of which worked with a
group of students as long. as they were in
the program. (2)' Each faculty team had
primary responsibility for its groups in
those matters which are characterized by
gradual and continuous growth. (3) The
College sapplemented each team as neces-
sary with specialists to teach those matters
which involve a particular expertise. .(4)
The College cultivated an especially dose,
cooperative and permissive relationship with
a cluster of elementary and secondary
schools; and (5) a new program of course-
work was experimentally evolved.

.
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SCH6OL.CONSULTANTS

draining New Personnel for Behavior Modification
Dr. Donald M. Baer
Department of Human Development
University of Kangas
Lawrence, ,,Kansas 66044
MH-11.739 1969-1974

The training program' was designed to,
produce new professionals in the field of
child behavior modification through a 2 .-year
master's program of academic, practicum,
and research training using a university pre-
school as the primary training site. The
trainee, upon completion of the, program, is
skilled in the analysis of child behavior prob-
lems into statements of undesirable beha-
vioral repertoires too high in strength, and
desirable behavioral' repertoires too low in
strength. Thereupon, the trainee is able to
deilign and implement modification programs
based upon social and tangible reinforce-
ment and conceptual programming tech-
niques which will accomplish reinediatiOn of
the problem. These program's will,be
fnented according to experime*I. designs
allowing clear analysis of their effects, will
be based upon objective Measurement
through demonstrably reliable observation
techniques, and will be purgued until the
durability of their outcome is established.

The program has operated under NIMH
support fdr 4 years; some 24 trainees haye
received support. The trainees usually enter
the program with bachelbr's degrees in some'
area of social science, iften in child develop-
ment or psychology, but 'occasionally from
fields as distant as English or history.

The Kansas Neurolblical Institute allows
trainees experience with institutionalized
child behavior problems; the Juniper Gar-
dens Children's Project allows experience
with economically disadvantaged ghetto chil-
dren. The majority of training occurs within

qr
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the University, of Kansas preschool labora-
tories: all courses offered by the Department
of Human Development are open to trainees
of the program.

The academic program consists of a 40-
hour M.A. degree with research thesii. The
thesis must be an experimental analysis of
a successful remediatiorr of a child behavior
problem, using one or. more children. As part
of the thesis effort, the candidate must
develop, demonstrate, and apply a reliable
methdd of free field observation of the beha-
viors involved in the child's, problems,, must
.quantify those behayiors, and must display
experimental analysis of the techniques
which remediate that problem, Concurrent
course work emphasizes principles of beha-
vior, laboratory experiences with animals

": and children, and Age'arch design appro.
priate to applied and field settings as well
as substantive topics of child behavior Clan-
guaTe, "Socialization, cognitive development)
and technique-oriented instruction in modi-
fication and programming technologies. Field
work tconsists of daily practicum experience
throughout the 2-year program in preschool
settings acting as an assistant 'teacher, and
a semester's experience in another more spe-
cialized seating (preschool for the deaf, day
care center for ghetto children, institution
'for retarded children, etc.).

The graduate .of the program is well.
trained in both preschool education/day care
technipes, and child behavior modification.
Employment' has been found in preschools
(especially university preschools), day care
centers (especially for dbprived or handi-
capped children), child development 'clinics,
departrpents of child-psychology or psychia-
try, and research centers. Current re-
quests for graduates front the program
are from both research= and service-oriented
preschools, university research centers,



t.
Government-funded research project's ,aimeA
at ghetto or reservation children, clinic -
schools of psychiatry departments, and a
variety of headstart and follqw through
operations.

The project is meant to explore the pos-
sibilities of training new Personnel in an
unusual combination of skill'sthe very old
ones of child care and early education, and
the very new ones ofitehavior modification.
This combination is seen as novel and
not yet thoi-oughly validated; ther,efore, this
project instills research skills and values in
its practitionbrs' so, that they may conduct
their practice as an exercise in the proof of
its effectiveness, in every case, and as re-
search into the technological development
and advancement of, the combination.

The project will probably have yielded
between .30 and 35 graduates by its termina-
tion date. These trek/lees have found em-
ployment in key settings for dealing with
child 'behavior, problems, in that they have
-chosen settings in which the can eontriblite
behaviotal-process-liased techniques to on-
going programs of remediation and educe-
tionc These programa usually 'are considered
models and are oriented toward innovation
and development of new techniques; thus
they am- often visited and copied in part.
The contributions made by trainees' of this
program are in the areas of new techniques,
ongoing evaluation of old and new tech-,
niques, and staff training or retraining. nii
evaluation. The present locales of the pro-
gram's trainees include New York, Chicago,
Los Angeles, Austin, Flagstaff, B ,*ltimore,
and other cities well scattered ftross the
United States. The majority of the trainees

are working in programs aimed at children
in trouble or at risk in ghetto preschools,

-Indian reservations, impoverished rural baby
clinics, or clinical treatment centers deal-
ing with autistic, retarded, schizophrenic, k.
learntzug-disabled, handicapped, or language-
deficibM children. One trainee has taken a
university position to develop a program to
produCe similarly skilled trainees. Current
requests for graduate trainees emphasize
paraprofessional training rules for commu-
nity mental health centers, with special focus
on parent training.

The prograin has' else) concentrated on the
development of precise; quick :and easy-to-
apply evaluation techniques to determine
whether desirable behavior changes do° in
fact take place as programmed by the
trainees and their trainees.

In addition, the program has deVeroped a
series of tethniques for application to the
behavior probletns of children (and adults)
directly. These include patterns of social
contingencies- for application to problems of
aggression, withdrawal, bizarre mannerisms,
cognitive deficits, poor motor development
or coordination, dependency, domination, etc.
Other techniques have been. developed to
recruit ecological 'factors in-aid of behavior
change, especially in classroom and group
settings for children. Yet others have been
found for recruiting a child's peers into the,
Tnodigcation of his problem behaviors. Tech-
niques for the developmewt of both social
and tangibly based reinforcement systems
have been codified, and the' necessary role pf
personal teacher guidance techniques within
token reinforcement systems has been clari-
fied and, to some extent, codified.

The' program has been visited by
discipline professionals about 50 times, and
has provided ,amonstrations of its methods.
Approximately 30 research reports have been,
produced; about 20 of these are in print; the
remainder, and perhaps another 30, should-
be published within the next 5 years. A corn:.
plete textbook is under preparation *hick
will detail all' methods and findings. Presen-
tations of techniques and their °results have
been made yearly or twiCe-yealy'atoprofes-
sional meetings. In addition, two exchange
meetings with the National, University of
P4exico and this program have taken place.:e

The implications of the program are that
it is readily:possible to produce a new pro-
fessional forthe child disciplines:\ one Who
can embody a thorough expertise tin beha-
vioral principles, together with the ability
to further research, develop, and evaluate
those principles and their deriyatiye tech-
niques for the benefit of children in trouble
in thg total variety of settings in which such
children are found.
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syohblagists for Cross-Bolt Consyltation in Schools
Frederick F. Lighthall

Department of Education-
University of Chicago

Chicago, Illinois 60637
MH-11217

a

1968-1972

thrs prOgram trains and places social,izsy-
chological specialists eate a new role in
educatioria114 s. The focus of the pro-
gram is on problems of communication, co-

.operation, and problemsolving, primarily
.....-among adults, that prevent achie7vement of

pals held by the adults in schools and in the
community. The new role is based on social
systems concepts: The mental health of chil-
dren is regarded as the outcome of what the
adults in the systems do, and not what ,the
children do or what the specialists might do
to or with them.

The role.is distinctively social psychologi-
cal in its focus; it is not based on clinical,
cognitive or developmental psychology.
Problems are not defined, assessed, or treated
as being within the individual. Interpersonal,
intergroup, and interlevel relations and func-
tions are the focus: competitive antagonisms
with others, fear of others, being -blocked
from others, misunderstanding others, not
Making oneself understood to others, not
getting the resources others have to offer;
being coercively. .pressured by others, having
no -sense of influence over vt,h'at happens to
one in the school, and the like. The special-
ist's purpose is not so much; to diagpose as
it is to help others diagnose; notIto treat,
but to help others reach understandings of
common goals, problems, and solutions..

The training program is in its final year
(1973-4).. Trainees have been recruited
from the ranks of Peace Corps returnees.
welfare workers, recent liberal irts grad-
pates; -college and public school teachers,
administrators, and religious orders. Gradu-

'ates have been placed in organizationally
facilitative roles ih public, fyrivate, paroiial.
and archdiocesan schools; in junior colleges,
in a 4-year college; in a university ; in a
rental health center ; and in a residential
center for mentally retarded children.

Academic parts of the program. provide
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concepts,. -theory, and findings related to
psycho-social systems, induced social shange,
group dynamics, personality, educational
theory, research methods, and the hiStory,
philosophy, and sociology of education. Prac-
ticum parts of the program included on-
campus and off-Campus laboratories in inter-
personal and group processes, observation of
communication in schools and analysis of
observation records, and a year's half-tirrie
internship in a school, enacting the new role

\iiikf social psychological specialist. The first
2 years' of the Ph.D. program are identictkl
to the (2-year) program for MA specialists.

The project 6'; unique in four ways: (1) It
"constitutes a coherent, practical, and tested
answer to school psychologists' questions
about how their role might. become more
effective in influencing vnajor dimensions of
school life through scientific method and
data. (2) Ic.develops an intervention role
based on the only body of. psychological
theory and findings that includes both the
influencer and the influepcedt the treater and
the treated in its terms and data, namely
social psychology. (3) It- is built on previous
prajtical and research experience in busi-
netillillan'd industry ; and (4) it yields research
o n organizational phenomena that is both
useful to the practitioners in the organiza-
tion and highly suggestive to the basic re-
searcher in the university.

Limited experience with role activities to
date suggests that they have two major
effects: facilitating productive communica-
tion between levels and groups in schools
which have been previously noncommunica-
tive or antagonistic ; and strengthening col-
lective problem solving by concepts that lead
to increased analysis of problems before

.adoption of solutions.
In the initial phases of the program the

Chicago Public. Schools agreed to participate
but subsequently withdrew. Cooperation with
ariEhdiocesan schools has remained high, and
one private parochial high school has be-
come virtually a training and research, cen-
ter for the development of the role. The
religious order supporting this school is sup-
porting tke academic costs of one member
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to take on:the new role. This member has
conducted analysis and has carried out in-
terventions not only in the highly cooperative
high school but aiso in another organization
that the religious order manages. In -gen-
eral, suburban public and urban private
schools are most cooperative. The question
.was raised as to whether it makes sense for

st tow- energy system, like most urban school
systems, to employ this kind of organiza-
tional specialist. Titere must be energy left
over in th'e system hit- self-renewal in ()Eder
fa t. the activities of this bole specialist to
be' Useful.

A number of papers and several disserta-
tions have been produced.

Training Program .for the Child Development Specialist

Dr. Don W. Rapp %,
Institute of Human Development
Florida State University

, Tallahasgee, Florida 32306
***MH-11199 1968-1971

Florida State University is developing and
evaluating a Training Program for the Child -

Development Specialist.. The objectives are
to produce professionals : (1) sensitive to
the "whole child concept" ; (2) capable. of
applying , child development concepts on
every level and segment of the educational
structure; (3) able to commtmithe with
Ittministrators, teachers, parents, children,
mass media, consulting specialists, and other
school personnel and (4) productively., able'
to use evaluative tools. The Child Develop-
meat Specialist is seen as one -Vifho works
toward primary preiention;' i.e., defining,
detecting and. sorting .out possible future
problems. The Child Development Specialist
must be trained in such a way as to deVelop
the conceptual skill of placing the child in
the context of his'full ecology. The program
objectives include preparing specialists who
will be qualified to perforni the following
duties:

1. Detect when Children have special
needs or are likely to have;

'2. Asiiist individuals in receiving neces-
sary services;

3.. Coordinate. community services . re-
ceived' by children and their families so
as to prevent duplication of these services;

4. Coordinate school services received
by individual children ;

5. Make..home visits so as to work di-
rectly with the family, (the Child Develop-
ment .Specialist should be *able to make
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contributions
tices family
employment,
education) ;

6. Prepare school-wide preventive pro-
grams and make periodic reports to print
cipals, administrators, and the Board of
Education;

7.,Be creative in locating services for
individualsjf the services are not provid-
ed.by the school or the community ;

8. Develop inservice programs dealing
with school and 'community responsibility
and involvement regarding the concept of
prevention rather than correction ;

9. engage in action research so as to
detect needs and to determine effect of
preventive' programs;

10. Promote skill tad understanding in
interpersonal relationships with children,
parents, teachers,. administrators, and
other community members;

11. Utilize an interdisciplinary appro
to assure the viewing e children from
various disciplines while remaining un-
committed to or not identified withany spe-
eifig professional discipline.
Eight individuals have been trained and

graduated. Seven of the eight are now work-
ing as Child Development Specialists in ele-
mentary schools. The eighth has` deferred
her employment. AN of the trainees had
baChefor of science degrees and all but Qn e
had' experience in teaching elementary
school. Seven of the first night were certified
in elementary education, and the eighth had
a major in psyChology.
- The target- population for selection has
been the elementary school with recruitment
directectat county superintendents of schools.

concerning dietary prac-
planning, 'finding parental
etc., as well as parent
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The primary effort has been to enlist county
superintendents and elementary principals
to select and refer individuals to.the program
with a commitment from the referring
school system that these individuals will be
employed upon graduation as Child Develop-

--ment Specialists in their home school sys-
tem& This effort has been partly successful
with about half of the trainees being re-

' fared from public schobl systems.
The program) director and coordinator

have met with superintendents of schools in
several States, and there has been a con-
sistent statement of need by the superintend-
ents for the Child Development Specialists
in elementary schools; 'however, many saner-
intendents have been unable to (refer their cs
teachers to this trkining prograth .due to '1'`
budgetary restrictions. Black of funding ap-
pears to be the only deterrent to the rapid
development of the C.401c1 Development Spe-
cialist.role in the elementary school.

The uniqueness of the *roject is in the
i,`gendralist" training ef the Child Develop-
ment -Specialist whereby the trainee is not

Just another school co,Undelor, INiting teeth,
er, social worker, sthool. nurse or psycholo-
gist, 'but while perfOrming some eof the
funCtions of each one is able to Work for the
alleviation and prevention of problems which
interfere with the schild's development and
learning in a totalistic approach.'

The project accomplidlunents' include the
ki'raduation and placement of seven Child
Development Specialiste-6f school systems'of
Florida and' Georgia. It islrio early as yet,to

rt
evaluate the impact' .of the -project, but it
appears that thi Child Development -
cialist is able to deal with problems
which are beyond'the scope of present pupil-
personnel services such as educitional coun-
seling, school nursing, school psychologidts;
social workers, etc. .
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The benefits Wine school systenuk have ,Fen -

in terms of meeting unmet needs st ch ns
those which affect not only the child but 1,is7,
family, neighborhood, and community. The
unique contribution of the training program
to file school system_and the community is
in the full' utilization of community resources
by an individualthe Child Development
Specialist who is functioning as an "agent
of change."

Information about the program has bean
disseminated through participation in State
conferences of strperintendents of schools,,
State psychological associations, early -child-
hood education' conferences, etc. The, re-.
sponse has beep encouraging. While profes-
sional - educatOrs and' superintendents of
schools acknowledge the needand expfess.
desire for trained Child -Development Spe;,
ciatists in each elementary school, there is
today a genial reluctance on the part. of
boards of education to provide the funding
which would make possible the incorporation
of thisnew specialist into the school systen-i.

It appears likely that Federal funding is
needed in terms of stimulation grants to
local school systems 'which\vtri-enable super-
intendents of schools to- hire Child Develop-
ment Specialists .sothat, through demonstra-
tion- of. their work -antreffectivencs& lecal
school boards may see the role .as esiential
to education, If' this is dyme, the models
.which are developing at Florida "State Uni-
versity apd other universities must be incor-
porated into degraduate programs of many
universities with initial Federal' funding sup -
.port.. At the present time, it ,appears
that Florida. State University will '13\ovicie
financial support fOr the continuation of the
Child Development Specialist-TrainThsr,Prot
gram after termination of 'Federal gran`
support.

Training of Child Development Consultants
Dr. Tony C. Milazzo
School of Education
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michillan 48104
***M14-i1149 hG 1968-1971

cThe Child Development Consult SCDC)
Project is an attempt through the iaegra-
tion of behavioral scientific theory:_and
clinieal

to
to_prepare educational per-%

sonnel to aid schools in establishing innovar .



tive, indishi'.:iglistic learning environm is
based on ht..r inistich educational pr ples.

The major emphasis of tl. !u nanistic
consultative process of the projec is preven-
tion and intervention within e -early ele-
mentary school program rather than rerne-
diation of disadvantaled youth. It is an
attempeto refocus the attention of educa-
tors, communities, and' administrators from
the concept of :`patching up" (special edu-
cation model) the so-called -unattended ills
inherent in the American school system. Thus
the teacher remains the central 'agent for
affectillg the changes which occur in the
classroom while the CDC personnel serve as
facilitators in helping teachers develop the
skills which will aid them in dealing with
the needs of today's'youtt. .

The project i4 engaged in both the prep-
aration of a new treed of interdisciplinary
consultants and the. demonStration of the,
humanistic approach' to eduaition in' actual
school situations. Additional.tobjectives of
the project are:

1. Utilization and cieveropment of ingli-
vidualized institutional materials and re-

It

ters degrees in education, three have com-
pleted course,work for specialiits'degrees in
education and one trainee has. completed. a
maj9r partof theirequirements in-a program
whiOt proVides a degree in the Department
of Special Education for the EmotiOnally

- _Disturbed. Nineteen trainees are presently
Participating in the .Project.

The consultative role will be characterized
by: ;

1. Working exclusively in a single tie-
mentarOchool; ,

2. Working with the total school climate
.while emphasizing intervention for chil-

dren at the early elementary levels ; .

3. Serving teachers,.. supervisors, and
administrators in efforts to promotemen-
tal 'health approaches rather than as a
client-service agent to children.
The CDC Program is in operation in seven

schoqls in the inner city .,o-f Detroit which
are involved- in the urban program in educa-
tion, and in three school systems outside of
Detroit public schools. Within the urban pro-
gram. , the CDC has seivell at a catalyst fOr
promoting change in classroom climates and
teacher attitudes within the seven schools,:

The CDC Program has utilized the,exist-
ing courses in the behavioral sciences at the
university as'a basis for preparing for con-
sultative process in humanistic education.
The field work serves to provide a bodSr.,of
knowledge clearly related to the "world" of
the consultant trainee in a 'Particular client
system. The unique featureof the training
program is contetitmaterial ehiphasiZed iri
the-progrtin. The seminars serve as a forlim

r" discussing the problems encountered in
the "life space" of the 'school. The seminars
have emphasized consultation theory, change
agentry prOcess, strategies for changein
social system, curriculum innovation, human-
istig education° and community involvement..
It keeping with its philosophy, plans are
being made to create curriculunl patterns,
within the project fpr the year 1970-:-71,
whifili 'are based upon the educational and
interpersonal rtroblems arising out of the
social' system where change -is adv-ocated.
The CDC trainees with the staff and per-.
sonnel have also designed a course to diAsem-
inate the goals and philosophy of theip)rject
to the larger school staff where not spe-t

sources;
2. Identification of and experimentation

with desira'bie. humanistic resources to
solve nonacadernic prolilems that impede
students' school participation ;

3. Promotign,,of _community involve-
'ment totlincrease the concern and partici-
pation of parents and other jay persons in
the educational Proces§es which their chil-
dren are experiencing;

4. Provision of consultation to teachers .

and other school personnel, through on-,
going workshops pfocess groups, tn_seryi
ausl -preservice; training progra
poSe them to new ideas an

st).=-A ng as 4 ea
the voles of
commu

ex-
c niques;

st for integrating
s; school personnel, and

toward changing the schools
greater relevancy for today' youth ;

S. Elimination of the traditional special
education classe0and the preparation of
Special educators to serge as resource peo-
ple rather than special education teachers,.

* The training progra1:11 became operational
in the fall of 1968. Ten trainees were, selected
to 'participate in a 2-year program. Among
thIse 10 trainees, five havecomplete as-.
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cifically involved in the urban program. The gramming a Developmental Environment forcourse 'is entitled "Change Agentry in Pro- Schooy for Children."

Training Child Development Specialists
Dr. Donald M. Wonder19
Kent State U(liversity
Kent, bhi 44240
MH-110 7 1968-1971

The Chid Development Specialist (CDS)
Training rogram that was initiated at Kent
State in 1 68 is designed to prepare students
to functio as mental health specialists at
the public chool level. The approach to men-
tal health to. be taken, is based on -a preven-
tive model that emphasizes the reduction of
the systematic destruction of .human poten-
tial. Although the focus of attention is the.

..public educational system, and the major
thrust is toward improvement of knowledge
of child development by teachers, the home
is recognized to be" a most significant con-
tributor and require's that prenis also be
involved. Emphasis is placed on school)/
community relations, interprofessional inter-
action, and continuing evaluation of curricu-
lar relevance.

B' the end of the 1972-73 Behar' year, 17
students will have completed the 'program,
and sibs additional students will have com-
pleted the. first half. ofthe commit-
ment. Although the program began

-NIMH auspices in 19,68, it was re-funded by
the Division of Special Education of the
Ohio Education Department to run through

- June' of 1974.
Students are selected on the baSis of inter-

est, intellectual and personal potential, and
to some extent on ,educational and other
experiences. Undergraduate major focus,
sex, and race are not considered in seleCtion,
Of the students in the program to date, 13
are female, and 3 are, black. Each year bro-
chures and other forms of advertising are
used to announce. the availability of program
opportunity.

Facilities which continue to cooperate in
the training prOgram include the Keni,IJni-
versity School, the Child Study Center, the
Guidance Laboratory, and the Bureau of

Educational Research. Through these agen-
cies, training in observational techniques,
interaction with trainees from other pro-
grams, and research experience all con-
tribute to the quality of the program.

The total training sequence covePh '99
quarter, hours of course work over" a 2-year
period, culminating in an M.A. or M.Ed., an
educational specialist degree, and a certifi
eate as a school psychologist. Students are
employed half-time beginning in, September
of the year that they enter. the program after
a summer of orientation and 15 holirs of
introductRry courses. After September, all
courses are taken concurrently with the in-
ternship for which' the student is paid one-
half of a teacher's salary.

All pertinent courses are taught within
the school psychologist division of the Coun-
seling and personnel .Services Department,
with -"A'seqdence of courses developed espe-
cially for this program being offered con-
tinuously throught9ut. They include work in
personality theory, decisionmaking and be-
havior, the role of the change agent, research
as applied to preventive psychology, and
continuing seminars for the exchange of
didactic learning and internship experience.

unctions performed- by the preventive
specie include:

Consultat with teachers and parents
concerning result's-4 intensive observa-
tional and sociometric- study of class-
room interactions;
Inservice programs for parent and
teacher groupscentering on child de-
velopment issues, the role of profes-
sionals, group processes, and 'decision -
making;
Research studies ,to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of various school programs (in-

, eluding curriculum innovations, social
development programs, etc.) and their
relation to school objectives; -
Development of programs- to increase
community, involvement in school ac-
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tivities and identification with educa-
tional goals.

All such activities are carried o'ut in con-_
junction with the traditional clinical func-
tions of the school psychologist.

J'ob opportunities, which created a prob-
lem with the Child bevelopment Specialist
.designation, are plentiful for the preventive
specialist in school psychology. In Ohio, ap-
proximately 100 openings for school psychol-
ogists are unfilled each year and the preven-
tive specialist iA highly qualified for such
positions.

The uniqueness of the Kent program re-
sides, in the development of specialists iq
' developmental problems whose focus will not
be on the children involved, but on the school
and community conditions which contribute
so heavily to the formation of the person-
ality.. Both theoretical and practical aspects
of the approach are mastered. Students are
qualified not only as consumers of, the
method, but as tetchers of the approach to
others in the school system.

The preventive school psychologist _pro-
gram is the outgrowth of the CDS Program
at Kent. It has been accepted in principle by
the appropriate State and, national profes-
sional organizations by the Ohio Inter-
University Council, and by the Ohio State
Department of Education. The effect on
schools and communities is beginning to be
noticeable as programs are being established
in several Ohio school districts based on the
preventive model. \This is dile prirriarily to
the impact of intern psychologists on the
professional staffs and parent groups with
which they are working.

Graduates of the program have gone into
a variety of professional roles. Two are com-
pleting doctorates in the preyentive area.
One works with the Tennessee Re-Ed Proj-

ect, tw`o in mental health centers, one._ has
returned to teaching, and all others who
completed the 'program are certified school
psychoiogists.

Materials that are appropriate to the pro-
gram are being developed and will be sub-
mitted for publication during the next school
year. They are currently being used in. mim-
eographed 'form by 'students who are con-; .

tributing to their developthent. Presentations
ate being made to a variety of lay a'hd pro-
fessional groups, and students are involved
in the application of the approach in new
schools,as well as with districts which-have
agreed to try the method in existing systems.

-Because of the experimental nature of the
project and the many modifications that have
been introduced since the program began,
implications for manpower utilization are
not yet clear. The feedback' that has been
received to date is -ealtbusiastic and opti-
mistic as to the long-range potential,of the
preventive approach, but many obstacles .
must be dealt with before the practicality Qf
the. program can be assessed.

Kent State University has responded to
this program by adding a staff member to
the school 'psychologist unit at a time when
most programs are being cut. The contribu-
tion of the Division of Special Education has
been a significant factOr in the transition to
in-house support---Cbsttbeneftt--analysis is
unavailable at this point since the relation-
ship of* teacher training and other aspects
of the preventive specialists' work to modi-
fied student behavior cannot be effectively
evaluated over this short time period. How-
ever, the fact that problems that involve all
children area dealt with at the level of the
institution suggests that the impact on indi-
vidual children will be considerable.

Training,of Child Development ConsultanA

The Child DeveloPment Consultaa,(CDC)
Training Program at George Peabody CO1-

. lege for Teachers is a subdoctoral graduate
training program concentrating on building
skills leading to employment rather than
further graduate work. The program trains
a vide range of specialists who work with

Dr. Donald D. Neville 1,
Child\Study Center
Geer Peabody College for Teachers
blashv Ile, Tennessee 37203
MH-1 978 1968-1973

q<,

1. For enr nt information on the project, contact Dr. Robert
B Tones mote Peabody Collegi for Teachers.
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adults (i.e, teachers, parents, mental health
workers) who have" significant influence on
the environments of children. The program 4

offers majors in psychology. specilil educt'i:)
tion,. or 'education with areas of specializa-

`relaiting to specific. settings and areastion
of efpertise. Undergraduate academic prep-
aration may include education, psychology
or other behavioral sciences.

__DC training is organized around ;the
"open - humanistic" model. Every effort' is
made to offer trainees the maximum it(pT-
sonal choice. and an equal Voice'tfi-Tthe-deti-
sionmaking process. The program yi,gov-
erned by a policynutking training committee
composed of equal numbers of studentS and
faculty. This level of participation /makes
it possible :to the program itself as a
model for organizational development.

All trainees ,develop a core of "Profess"
skills in.. the areas of (1) naturalistic data
gathering and evaluation ; (2) consultation ;
and (3) group process facilitation. In addi-

---NT---tion_th'eare skills, each student designs an
area of specialization with the general
described-by program guidelines. The skills
and content within the area of specialization
represent an importarit- extension of the core
skills. They provide substance and a.vehicle
fo'r the change agentry skills. represented by.
the core. In order to facilitate the
ment-6Tthe specialty area the program pro,
vides a large-number of personal skill and
content objectives which form a 'pool" from
which trainees may "chtfOse. Each trainee sets
his own personal objectives and.defings his
training needs through ft process, which in-
cludes mini-courses, exploratory practicum,
consultation 'with staff,` a tool called the
"Role-Goal-Q Sort", and through systematic
data-gathering.

6 The program attempts to relate content
. and skill development training to ongoing

practicum and internship experience. Dpring
the first three semesters. (12 months) ;4tu-

- dents spend apprOximately,quarter time in
a practicum setting. The program has fo-
cused a great deal`of effort on establishing

)a stable ongoing relatiOnship with its prat-
ticum settings. Practicum-supervisors act as
consultants to practicum setting staff. The
program also Contributes to the settings by

..putting on-inservice training. The four prac-

ticum settings are: (1) a public school pupil-
personnel team ; (2) a comprehensive men-
tal health center; (3) a:comprehensive day

nter; and (4) a "re-ed"._,center for
ally elistur,beti' children.
internship consists of a semester

.lengt full-time involvement with a profes-
-sio I field, setting. The internship is de-
sjgned as a supervised' experience leading

/directly into employment at the internt'uip
setting or at a similar setting.

In -the Content area, the program___maifi-
tains four seminars which supplement emi-

t courses taken outside the program, At
the- 'esent time these kern inars cover four
general areas: (1) Gronpyrocess-and inter-
personal communications;- (2) naturalistic
data gathering;. (3) day care and preschool:
and (A) program development and evalua-.
.tion. Most of this coursetfork- is offered in
ft-unique manner. Based on infornVion from
practicum team meetings, 'practicum super-
vision, and trainee requests,, the staff at-
,temptA to offer content and' skill-building
'experiences at times when they are relevant
to the needs of the trainees. Trainees choose
those training experienqes which ttiey feel
are relevant to their goals. The system is
monitored by categofizing activities com-
piled froth an 'activity log kept by .trainees.
When a trainee has completed the required.
'number of hours in an area, a course de-
scription is developed based on the expe-
riences listed and credit is given for tlie
Course. There- is no specific---timefrime for
courses- except that students must _complete
the seminars before they leave the program,

The' progfam is unique in its extensive,
commitment' to evaluation. Thit evaluation
scheme defines evaluatioh as the process of
delineating, obtaining, and providing infor-
mation useful for defining decision alterna-
tives. To the greatest extent poSSible, eval-
uation and trainingare integrated to provide
continuous feedback to trainees on their
progress. and to the program on the effec-
tiveness of its training.

The program Chas trained 47 people since
it began in 19.68. A survey of program'grad-
uates showed that over 90 percent are pres-
ently employed in roles consistent with their
trairing. A recent canvass of employers of

care c
emotio

The,
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all CDC .graduates 4howed the following
activities to bi most typical of CDC grad-
uates: (1) Inservice with teachers and para-
professionals.; (2). consultation with agein-

.

0

, . !
i

cies or schools; and (3) adminietration.to
outside programs. Employer fatOsfactionl,
high and the program tag consistently placed
its graduates in ,positions of responsibility. .

1
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ADOLESCENCE AND YOUTH

Mr. Ronald M. Ma sr
'University of Massachusetts
University. Health Services
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

Training Program for

**M.H-13542

Peer °Sex Education Counselors
.

tration, role play, discussion). will develop
these necessary skills. These training groups
will be thoroughly.evaluated.

Trainees, male and feniale, must be under-
graduates, at least second semester fresh-
men, Imit no' more advanced than the second
semester juniors. (The only exception is OW
the counselors for the commuter population
may be first-year graduate students.) No
piior Preparation, is mandatory. All appli-
cants for training must make. a commitment
to stay with the program for a mipimum of
three semesters (one preservice training, two
inservice). After submitting written a ppli4
cation,,each candidate has a personal inter-
view with a member of the steering .com-
mittee.

.

Each counselor will be required to enroll
in a one - semester, graded thr&-credit pre-
service course. Counselors will develop a'
solid grasp of content-oriented material; an
awareness of helping and-referral agencies,
and people. on and off the campus ;_a grasp Of
educational techniques and methods; and
diveloii group ..dynamics counseling'coUnielin
skills use information effectively. Once on
the job, 3 hours of group consultation, time .
per week will be required. The in4rviceobli-
gation is necessary to meet problem's once
they becoine real; to shire successes, to de-
velop new skills, and to continue to provide
a support group for the - individual. PSE
counxelor. Involved. in this will be discussion
of problems, feelings and reactions, using
such techniques as video taping, roleplaying
and bserver-p'articipant exercises.

1973-1975

The University of Maipchusetts' health
service will develop a peer sex education
program which can "serve as a model in the
use of trained college students in an educa-
tional, counseling, and supportive role.in or-
der to promote among peers knowledgeable,
responsible, nonexploitative .decisiOnmaking
with respect to sexuality. Approximately 100
student counselors will be trained during the
grant period.

Specifically, the project will investigate
the most appropriate training nuidels (pre:
service and inseryice) for Peer Sex Educa-
tion -(PSE) counselor's who will serve as re-
sources to various population'target groups:
residence' halls, fraternities and sororities,
commuters and married students. Counselors
may use one-to-one counseling, participation
informal rap sessions arid other approPriate
mechanisms of interaction such as colloquia
(one credit seminars), dorm 'and campus

=lectures, and discussions or' films. In addi-
tion, counselors may provide references and
referrals as, well as written<, information to
helping. agencies. They will also provide an
effective liaison between professional .help-
ing agencies and the target population
groups. The training program, psing a va-
riety of training methods (lecture, demon-

$-+
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Trailing Youth for Youth Services.
.

Dr. JarnesStatman
Special Apprgaches in Juvenile Assistance, Inc.
1830 Connecticut. Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009
MH-13099 1972-1974

U

The Workers' Resource Project (WORP)
has been developed'.14,r_Appcial Approaches
in Juvenile Assistance (SAJA) to provide
a broad exchange of information and train.
ing for paraprofessional youth workers.
SAJA has been in operation since 1968; the
training program was begun in July 1972.
As of April 31; 19'73,11 people frOm other
projects and 29 people from SAJA have
been trained by the resource project. Par-
ticipants are experienced workers, thotigh
without previous formal training, and are
recruited from youth service projects Which
provide alternatives to the professional men-
tal health services existing in the United
States. After a month with WORP, trainees
returri to their own project. )Clew skills and
perspectives are .brought back to the home
community to redefine goals and strengthen
services.

The primary facility for training is SAJA
itself, which is comprised of 9 , collective
work groups which run 12 service projects.
WORP uses every project as a resource and
training site. The participating groups are
Runaway House; Other House, a temporary
shelter and counseling' center ; the SAJA
Youth Advocates team; Second and Third
House, roup foster homes; New Education
Project, free high .school ; Job* Co-op ; the
Free Sc 'ol Clearinghouse; thp *Osh Gosh
Chao Ch ay Care centers ; the Street-
workers mer program; the Strongforce
Cornmupit development program; and the

' national o -fug raising and public rela-
tions group.

Outside agencies- have also cooperated,
providing resources, consultants and time.
United Methodist Voluntary Services, Jew-
ish Si vial Service Agency, Washingtoles
Community Mental Health Adolescent Clink,
Federal City College,-National, Drug. Abuse .

Training Center at Marjorie Webster Col-
lege, and Preterm Clinic have formally as-

_

sisted the program, as have individuals from
the D.C. Department of Recreation, the
Youth Development and Delinquency Pre-
vention Administration, and the Office of

' Youth and Student Affairs in the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare,
and the U.S. Public Health Service.

The training experience itself has four
components. The core is the working/living.
involvement with a SAJA project for 2
weeks to a month. Trainees are assigned to
a project like their own, or one which can
offer other skills they seek. In addition,; day
or half-day orientations with othei projects
and community groups are provided for an
overview. Seminars and workshops with
resource people in SAJA or the community
are arranged to meet special needs of`' the
trainees.. .

Regular evaluation sessions with the
WORP staff are reflective experiences, to
pull together these diverse experiences. 'mil-
viduq'problemsolving, scheduling, and plans
for the time in Washington and the %turn
home are the subject of these sessions. rain-
ing macuals are being written by SAJA
staff to supplement personal transmission of
information to the traineees. Seleetetl man-
nals are being adapted into general organiz-
ing pamphlets, or "cookbooks"- for creating
different types of youth service projects.

The organizing manuals will be available
nationally as part of the information clear-
inglious.e which builds a network to support
and. extend the training in Washington.
Small conferences for evaluation and to pro -
duce working papers on special topics will
alio build the network between alternative
projects. A national newsletter,. will be the
vehicle fqr publication and distribution of
information.

-The target group for WORP is the para-
professional service projects which offer
alternatives for young people to the estab-
lished mental health agencies. Often, these
projects serve clients whore_otherwise
unapproaehed,- ariddo- so with special effec-
tiveness and small cost. WORP is developirtg
a training and information system to
strengtfien and improve these valuable alter-
native .youth service agencies. In turn, this
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model of paraprofessional training and
utilization of resources will benefit other
mental health agencies in the improvement
of their programs.

WORP has been in Operation for only 10
months and the impact of the program on
individual trainees, and on institutions and

rgystems is not yet evident. Until more work-
ers have been trained and return to their
projects the impact cannot be determined.
Recruitment of trainees has been slow, since
it is contingent on the establishment of,
nation-wide ccMtacts and commimication
through visits, conferences, and material
from the information, clearinghouse.'

Thirty -four projects haVe laten personally
contacted by SAJA staff. During these visits,
potential trainees were interviewed, and
consultation about project design, problem-
solving and training' was provided. Three
SAJA staff members hale spent from 2
weeks to a month in- site training at other
projects, and more extensive consultation
of this kind is planned.

Expei'imentally, for 6 months, the Clear-
inghouse supported a national newsletter,

4'4

A Peer. Counseling Program

Dr. Beatrix Hamburg
Department Of Psychiatry
Stanford University Medical Center
Stanford, California 94305
MH430.32 1972-1975

The Peer Counseling Program (PCP) was
devised and implemented in 1970 in the Palo
Altp School District to fill an important men-
tal health need. The. program provides spe-
cialized training for students in interpersonal
communication and counseling skills, assist-
ing them in understanding themselves as
well as others and enabling thetn to cope

problems that confront adolescents. The
long-range objective of the program is
develop a self-sustaining peer counseling pro-
gram which can function effectively within
a school system 'with a minimum necessity
for involvement of mental. health profes-
sionals. To this end, and along with the
training program for students, a training
course for teachers and counselors has been

The Exchange in Afinneanolis, as a vehicle
of information dissemination. Separately, a
collection of trip reports, evaluation land
feedback froze trainees, and descriptive .
writing from the SAJA newsletter is bell)?
published and distributed. Sevdn organizing
and training manuals are now being written.

A conference on city 'coalitions and. urban
organization* was organized in March 1973
with a report forthcoming. Other conferences
on vocational counseling and yoUth employ-
ment, education clearinthouses, and residen-
tial treatment centers are planned. Project
workers have also attended,other conferences
to familiarize others with the training pro-
gram SAJA and the resource project have
been represented at 13' conferences in the
past 10 months.

The Workers' ReSource 'Project will con:
tinue with NINTH funding until July, 1974.
SAJA will -support the Washington training
program after that date, but no specific plans
have been made to fund the national corn-
ponents of the prograth, such as the Clear-
inghouse, or the training of non-SAJA
workers.

in the Secondary Schools

created. Whereas the pilot program of the
first year made' use of trained profeisionals
to supervise the training of students, for the
pilot 2 years adults from ivithin the school
district have been trained and function as
group leNiers for both the student training
sessions and ongoing supervision for stu-
dents on assignment (Practicum Groupp). .

There have been three aims guicting efforts
to reeruit and train teachers and counselors
for the role .of trainers and supervisors in
the training of students as peer counselors.
First, in order to achieve the obje6tive of
self-sustaining program within the school, a
cadre of persons must be developed who
have the motivation and 'skills to recrnit,
train, and supervise the students as peer
counselork. Second, it is highly important to
have a nucleus of individuals within each
school who,- although they' may not have the
personal qualities or time to be involved as
trainers themselves, are intimately acquaint.
ed with the procedures and philosophy of
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the program. Such individuals serve to inte-
grate the program more firmly into the
schools' by acting as advocates to 'parents.
teachers and students: They can also make
appropriate referrals of suitable student
clients, and at times are valuable resource
persops for helping the peer counselor in the
execution of his role! Finally, the training is
valuable per se as inservice training and aid-
ing in the personal development of the
teacheor counselor. Just as in the training
bf the students, there is for teachers and
counselors enhancement of interpersonal and
communication skills. In addition, the adults
are given a section on adolescent psychology.
It is felt that the training, even if used in
no other way4 makes them more effective as
.teachers and counselors of youngopeople.

There is no effort to pre-select the ca
dates for the course. On the cost one of
the goals Is to learn more about the attri-
butes of adults who are successful in reach-
ing young people. The first group of adults
was trained in February of 1972; 32 Palo
Alto School District personnel, including
administrators, counselors, teachers, and psy-
chologists completed the course. A second
group of 'adults began theif Afaining an No-
vemberof 1972. This course was videotaped.
The videotape will be used extensively in
refinement of the curriculum and will alsd
be used as a teaching tool Fifty-two com-
pleted this course; over Miff of these 'indi-
viduals came from outside of the Palo Alto
'School District with the aim of instituting
a peer counselingeprogram in their own
sehoold. The supervisor-training program is
a 10-week course. The curriculum consists of
four Arts. The trainees are presented with

.the curriculum used in training the students.
!They participate in most of the same' expe-

,. liences and exercises that. they will ulti-
mately be supervisiing. There is also a didac-
tic portion which includes current knowledge
of adolescent psychology and current infor-
mation on relevant areas of adolescent con-

- cern such as drug abuse.. There is a 'section
on the over-all structure of the program, and
.poesibilities for integrating it into the Wub.:
system of each school are exPlored. Finally,
the concinding section of the *program is the
assignment of the trainees as c.oleaders in
the training groups of students. There are

e

veekl supervisory sessions in which their
experiences as -coleaders are-analyzed. .!

It is felt that in the adoption- of -the-peer_
counseling program in other schools, the
entry point will be the training of teachers
and counselors. If schools are.. to utilize this
program with the intervention of substan-
tial numbers of trained mental' heath pro- .
fessiornds, they must supply the - appropriate
personnel out df their own, ranks.

The major structure of the.ttaining. pro-
gram for students is the small group organi-
zation, with a supervisor assigned to each.
group. The groups have 8 to 10 members
and meet once a week for 11:, hOurs. Three,
content ares formed th .. trueittre- of the
curriculum i1 . fence of 4-weeks, 4 weeks, .

andjam -----cieeks. These areas are (1) under-.
standing people (communication and inter-
personal skills) ; (2) relevant topics in pet
counseling (adolescent concerns) ; (3) the
peer .counseling 'role (techniques and ethics
of counseling). The training is carried out
through game simulations, role plays, inter-
perscinal exercises and .gror 'discussion.

For many students there a great value
in the personal-growth attained and this is
considered by staff to be a valuable outcome
in its own right. However, a 'substantial num-
ber of the students have been eager to haVe
assignments and -have, capably served in a
variety of roles, Peer counselors have taken
assignMents at the elementary, . junior at
senior high schools.

In summary, 150 students have had peer
counseling assignments. In 1972, 69 peer
counselors served in .13_ ppecific assignment':
areas. In the curientyeaV(1973) 81 peer coun-
selors have been given assignments in 15
categories. The two new areas are assign-
ments with psychotic and more severely'
retarded children. .

The effectiveness of the peer counseling
intervention has been chiefly judked by
teacher report of progress in the: referred .

student. These responses have all been favor-
able. Staff also have undertaken parent inter-
views to get responses- of the child's parent.
Perhaps the most impressive evaluation of
the-effectiveness of .the peer counseling inter-
vention has been the steady increase' in num-
bers of requests for peer counselors and the,.
sense of confidence in the program expressed
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by t teachers who have made referrals.
For future assignments, new directions

for inc asing the range of assignments con-
tinued appear. Project staff have been
asked to xplore the possibility of _giving the
peer counseling training to fifth and sixth
grade students so that they can work within
their own aphools. A drug counseling train-
ing prograM has also been started and stu-
dents will he, used as drug counselors. Peer
counselors will also be trained to wail( with
students in of liative and recreational activi-A,
ties so that rehabilitation can occur and the
drag involved Youth can _learn a different
lifestyle in 'which \they have gratifications in

' a nondrug gontext
the preliMinary stages is the estab-

lishment of a peer counseling program in
collaboration with the youth advocates of the
West Side Community Center in San Fran-
Cisco. A goal is to reach the black young
people who live in that area but are scat-
tered in schools throughout all of San Fran-
cisco because of busing. ,

It is felt that the feasibility, viability and
effectiveness of a peer counseling program
have been demonstrated. A total of 452 stu-
dents have been trained as peer counselors
in this program.

There has been great interest in the pro-
. .

0. .

gram. Other school districts and community
health agencies throughout the country have
been eager to hear about project activities
and to obtain copies of materials.

The curricula and teaching materials are
in the process of, refinement for dissemina-
tien. The videotapes of the student and adult
training groups are also being edited for
teaching use.

The Peer counseling program _has been
successfully adopted in a school in a nearby
school i district, using project format, and
techniques. Twenty; of their school personnel

lh no pop -
ulation

the adult training course. The
school has a mixed Caucaidan-Cic
ulation and was seeking help in resolving
intergroup student tensions. The success of

'this project has been gratifying;
A journal article has been published:

Hamburg, B., and Varenhorst,. B., A Peer
Counseling Project in the Secondary Schools:

-A 'Community 'Mental Health 'Project for
Youth., J. of Orthopsychiery, July. 1972.
This article has been reprinted twice.

Presentations describing the program
have been given at the meetings of the Amer-
ican Personnel Guidance Association (Feb-
ruary 1973) and the American Psychiatric
Association (May 1973).

Developing College Community Mental Health Directors

Dr. Benjamin Barger
StUdent Health Services
University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida 32601
MH-1 2451 1970-1974

This prograM provides a 1-year Fellow-
ship to prepare mental health professionals
for comprehensive campus community men--
tal health program development. Since the
beginning of the program in December 1970,
four peoples have participated for 7 months,
five have completed the 12-month program
and four others wi 1phaVe completed by June
1973.

The interdisci Hilary goals of this pro-
gram have been ell met in that among..the
18 Fellows who have participated, the pros`

itt

fessiobs of nursing, social work, 'counselor
education, counseling psychology, clinical
psychology, and psychiatry have beenoaepre-
sented: Professional experience has ranged
from 0 to 25 years. There have been seven
female and six male, two black and 11 white
Fellows, in the program.

Among Uniyersity of .Florida facilities
significantly cooperating in the training have
been, the Division; of the Offices of
Student Affairs, Interinstitutional Rations
and University Planning, the Departments
of Clinical Psychology, Counselor Education,
Psychology and-Psychiatry, the Institute of-

. Higher Education, 'the University Comisel-
ing Centevo the, Reading and. Stay Skills
Center, and Student Government. In addi-
tion, off-campus agencies pich is the Suiciq
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and Crisis Intervention Center, the Corner
Drug Store, the Community Colleges and
Community Mental Health Centers in both
Alacjma and VOlusia Counties have all con-
tributed significantly to the training pro:
gram and many other agencies and offices
have made contributions.

The employing institutions include the
Medical Center at Howard University; the.
Health Services at Colorado State Univer-
sity., and the University of South Carolina;
counseling enters at the University of
Southern Mississippi, University of North
Carolina at Charlotte, Georgia State Univer-.
sity, Henry Ford Community ,College and
the University of Miami; the Office of Stu-
dent Affair's at the University of Maryland;
the Psychology Department at the Indiana
University of Pennsylvania; the Community
Mental Health Center at Palm Beach, Florida ;
and the Florida Division of Community Col-
leges, 'Office of Student personnel Services.

The program is designed to capitalize on
the uniqueness of the background; trainie
and the professional and position commit-
me of each FelloW and. of the particular
nee of their employing institutions.
cause a training goal is to develop adminis-

. trative or executive skills as well as a com-
munity mental health philosophy, emphasis
on individual initiative is maintained. That
is to say, a rich learning environment is pro-
vided made up of an activeinteidisciplinary
mental health staff in a university whichf
offers a wide variety of programs, agencies
and resources having mental health implica-

. tions with which Fellows fay collaborate:
A carefully selected library of books, jour-
nals, papers, etc, is provided as well

of
out-

lines of bask concepts and aspects of mental
-health evaluation, planning, priority setting,
implementation and followup, administra-.
tlon, support systems, and change strategies.
Learning units are under development which
are availahl% to Fellows and the consulting .
staff in pla4iiing learning sequences.

Regular and special seminars provide
ample opportunities for crossfertilization of
ideas, sharing experiences, helpful concepts,
data, etc.. A major til3k of the. Fellow/di'
program iLthe development, oWard the en
of the year, of a program of fction to 44,

a
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carried with the Fellow into post-
Fellowship employment as a guide to his
program development there.

The campus mental health agent model
which is pursued in the training program
has helped prepare trainees for the wide
variety of employment opportunities indi-
cated above. -

There is a great deal of interest in and
commitment to the comprehensive commu-
nity mental health model, both off and on
campus, but perhaps only one or two other
settings which provide specific training jn
campus community program beveloprnOt. It
is to this special- need that this prograni is
directed.

Local impact on the training institution
is easiest to observefand assess. Substantially
strengthened leadership, consultation and.
training programs developed in conjunction
'with housing; contributions to the Office of
Minority Students, the Institute of Black
Culture, orientation and interinstitutional re-
lations are the clearest exarhples.

Regional and national it Ipact and dissem-
ination have been accomplished largely
Through the following: (a) The conduct of
.two workshops, "The Mental Health Profes-"
sional as Change-Agent in the Campus Com-
mynity" and "Training Students for Peer
Counseling and. Leadership Roles on Cam,
pus," involving about 40 Participants each;
(b) the work of. former trainees in respon-
sible positions in a variety of campus, com-
vunity and tate level positions in which
they are involved in training and supervis-
ingothers, initiating similar program com-
ponents and where some have significantly
shifted their professional functions from
primarily counseli g or therapy to greater
consultation, train g and program develop-
ment ; (c) the pre ntation of papers about
the program at m tinge of the American
College. Health Association, the American
PsicholoOcal Associption, the Southeastern,
PsYchological Association, and the Ainerican:
Personnel and Guidance Association; (1)
Glan'tiscotfe and associates' bilk, Mental Health
on. the Compile, which gives the program's
.seting; philosophy and local impact national '
visibility; (e) consultation visits to 7 cam-.
puses and visits by two postdoctoral Fellows
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from the University orNorth Carolina Com-
munity Mental Administrator Program.

a The University of Maryland created a new
Mental Health Consultant position in their
Office of Student Affairs, in order to recruit
a Fellow from this prograits.

Training' materials which 'have been de-
veloped have not -yet been made available

S.

for more general distributibn; but a re-
source manual is under development.

Negotiations are under way with both
university and State mental health adminis-
trative officials to help support continuation
of this training program, perhaps as part
of the State manpower development efforts.
Na commitments have yet been made.__

Improving Mental.Healtg Services on Western' Campuses

Dr. Ursula Delworth
Western Inter -stab Commission. for

Education
P.O. Drawer P
Boulder, Colorado 80302
MH-12419

Highert-

1970-1976

The goal of this project is the imptove-
ment of organization and deliveti of mental
health services on campuses in the Western
United States. The program involves: .

1. the identification of a constituency con-
sistingarof campus mental health directors;
top level university administrators; repre-
sentaiives of funding sources; particularly
State legislators, and rrieWibers of boards of
regents;, recipients of services, inclutling stu-
dents, faculty, staff, and dependents; ,

2. the creation of task forces to deal sub;
stantively with major aspects of campus
mental health service programa;

3. the creation 04 a newsletter;
4. the development 6f inservice training

curricula for personnel currently eipployed
in campus community mental- health related
programs which will ificlude the finding's
and recommendations of th9 various task
forces;

5. encouragement of curriculum expansion
in mental health professional training pro-
grams to include education and training in
the ,,provision of -mental health services in
campus communities;

4. The identification of a small number of,
campuses where demonstration programs
Might be developed, designed to test the
feasibility of the recommendations of the(
task forces.

The specific details of the project objec-
tives are paged on an analysis of a survey of

4f - fob

western campus: mental health programs con-
ducted in early 1969.

Substantive areas .to be dealt with by tht
task forces will include: (1) mental health
services (in variops specific problem areas)
and the changing ufiveneity community; (2)
inservice'educatio4 and training and mental
health manpower ; (b) mental health consul-
tation on .the es pas; (4) epidemiology and
prograin evaluation; (5) preventive inter-
vention; (6) mental health services on the
urban campus; (7) organization of mental
health services on the rural campus. 4

Four of the, seven task forces have com-
pleted their work,and-*...a.result, four task
force reports are available. These ieports
have received a wide distribution and are
now being used as training document's in
mental health training programs and as in-
service training mattrial in existing campus
mental health centers.-

,

The report, Quality =of Edycational Life;
Priorities for Today, speaks to the issues an
needs ihvolved in fostering more human?
educiitional environments and details the
iinlicationi this holds for changing mental
halth delivery systems on campus. New Di-
signs: Prei,eitt Educational Casualties, Pro-
mote Educational. Growth reports on the
neede# changes in educational designs and
pointiout the need for campus mental health
delivery systems to' become. more open and
involveil, with communiti programming
through corzmuniti, partkcintion, The third
report, Consultation: A Process for Continu-
ous Institutional Renewal, discusses consul-
tation u a proceis of ailsessment, defining, -
implementing,. and evaluating' campus com-
munities. The Ecoariem Model: Designing
Campus Envirmnents, presents a new model-

.
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for campus mentaP health .services that'
places a strong emphasis upon changing en-
vironments to meet the mental health needs
of stujients.

4rot he Manpower and Training Task Force
is_in the process of publishing its report
whici3, wAll6speak- to the types of skills ind
knowledge areas needed in mental health
training programs in order that new models
may be implemented on campus communities.
Two demonstration/research projects were
developed by the Rural Task Force to show
the efficacy of the ideas developed by' the
earlier task forces in regard to the transac-
tions between campus environments 'and stu-
dent mental health needs.

The special seminars have also 'been
completed, The seminar on Management/.
Accountability Systems: Implications for
Campus Mental Health Services, led to a
publication, Program Budgeting and Classi-
fication System: An Examag i of Their Use
for Counseling Centers. A second seminar
was held on the topic of New Directjons in
Training Counseling Psychologists: A Con- -
ference to Stimulate Change. This ,confer-
ence stimula'ted the production of a special
issue of Personnel and Guidance to cover
new programming areas and function for
campus guidance personnel.

Two large regional training conferences
were heldin-one for counseling personnel
of western campuses, training was provided
in the areas of consultation, organizational
development, use of paraprofessionals, and
the use of the ecosystem design.ocess. A
second training conference was designed to
acquaint community and junior college per

with program concepts of human
development instruction.

The project's national monthly newsletter,
Campus Community Mental Health Services,
serves the purpose of keeping constituency
members informed, and tries to stimulate
the 'establishment of a new program and
perspectives. A recent evaluation survey of

"the 'newsletter indicated that 52 percent,
frequently found new ideas in the ewsletter
and an additional 38 percent t ey occa-
sionally discovered new ideati. Se ent. -one

percent of the respondents reported that the
ideas thek gained through the newsletter
had led to program revision or change, and
59 percent reported the newsletter ideas had
occasionally; been instrumental in the initia-
Aion of new campus programs.

From the newsletter evaluation and from
communication .from its constituency, it ap-
pears the project has had a significant impact
on the org'anizatioz,i and deliver of...mental
health services on campuses in the West and
across the entire country.

Originally awarded for 3 years, the proj-
ect was eitended.A next -step will be to seek
new training strategies and to actually train
site personnel in new modes of mental health
work on college campus.

In essence, the previous work has been
distilled into a primary orientatigf: hitherto
work ind training of campus mental health
personnel have been predicated on notions
of .individual counselling, adjustment of the
student to the college environment, focus on
remediation rather than .prevention, etc.
What has been lacking is an extended con-
ception of the college world as a community
of mutual interests and an ecology of influ-
ences. While no one method or orientation
is exclusively adequate for any campus, all
are in need, of a more systematic view of the
context in which_good mental functioning is
best achieved. ilia necessarily involves' a
re-focus of mental health training toward
problems of -the wider community of the
campus anti that. in which the campus is
contained. A survey of 161 western campuses
conducted in the previous project cle
imitates the lack of such an
mental health services.

Thematic workshops (Mapping, Design,
Evaluation, Training) will be conducted on
each of three types of campuses : rural,
urban, and community, resulting in a total
of 12 "application sites" where every effort
will be made on seven of these to follow
through with discoveries made to actual
changes in the organization of mental 'health
services on the campus and the generation
.of new (and appropriate to the context)
training techniques.
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Administrators for Re-Edination Programs

Dr, Wilbert W. Lewis'
George Peabody College for Teachers
Nashville, Tennessee 37203
M H -10561 , 1966-1969

This pilot project was initiated to explore
one pattern of training for educational lead-
ership in residential schools and other re-
lated_ programs modeled after the Project
Re-ED demonstration schools. The demand
for administrative and supervisory person-
nel for educational programs for disturbed
children is increasingly critical,- particularly
for States or communities who wish td*dopt
the Re-ED Triode' for new services. In begin-
ning a new program it-is essential to have a
core staff of two or three persons who have
extensive and intensive experience in' an
existing Re-ED program to plan the new
facility, select the rest of the staff, and pro-
vide inservice training and supervision for
them. Where this practice has been followed,
the new program has'without exception been
successful. Without the continuity provided
by this core of experienced staff, the trans-
lations have been more problematical.

The purpose of the pilot project was to
recruit potential leaders from two sources:
(1) experienced special educators who
wished to move into administrative roles,
and (2) experienced elementary school ad-
ministrators who wished to move into roles
in residential schools for distufbed children.
In eithei case, the applicant was required too
have a master's degree in his field and was
expected to work toward a specialist in edu-
cation degree, with emphasis in school ad-
ministration and special education, during
his.'"yea`r of study. The concentration' of
course work for the school. administrators

1. Dr. Lewis' current address is Child & Youth Community
Services, 3420 Richards St., Nashville, Tenn. 37215.

I.
focused on the ilevelopment of competence
in program planning for children with beha-
vior disorders and learning disabilities while
the special 'edufators' course work empha-
sized organization and superviSion of edu-
cational programs. 'Both groups had common
field experiences; working with principals
and supervisors in Re-ED schools, in public
school special class programs and in educa-
tional programs sponsored by mental health
facilities.

During the 2 years the pilot project was
in operation, 12 students were graduated
from the program, 10 receiving stipends
from the NIMH grant and two supported by
stipends from State departments of mental
heikh who had contracted for their services
uM graduation. Ten of the trainees were
men, two were women; nine came from back-
grounds in special eduCation, two came from
psychology and one from educational admin-
istration. Occupational placement upon com-
letion of the training program reflected the
general objectives of the project: Six went
into administrative or supervisory roles in
residential schoola, three are supervising
educational programs in comprehensive com-
munity mental health centers, one is in pub-
lic school special education and two remained
in. graduate school to work toward a doc-
torate in special education.

During the year of study each trainee
completed one major investigation into a
topic related tip administration of educa-
tional programs for disturbed children. The
investigitions often had practical, as well as
academic, utility. For example, a study of
followup services revealed shortcomings that
have since been remedied and a parent edu-
cation program stimulated the development
of such prograths as a regular part of the
operation of Re-ED schools.

The* impact on programs into which the
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graduates moved has been considerable al-
though it-is difficult to evaluate in isolatiOn
since the development of a new program is
always accompanied by a heavy investment
of consultation by other staff from the
Re-ED schools. Re-ED programs in Connec-
ticut, Kentucky, South Carolina, Mississippi,
and Colorado as well as the original Tennes-
see and North Carolina programs have all
been influenced to some extent by the pilot
project.

The evaluation of the experimental train-
ing program after 2 years must be a mixed
one: The training experience seems to have
been beneficial to young educators in making
the transition to roles involving administra-
tive and supervisory,, responsibility. How-
ever, the urgency of the need to fill such
roles makes recruitment into a ,1-year aca-
demic program'extremelk difficult. Given the
choice between a leisurely year of study to
prepare for in administrative role, 'but at
substantial loss in income for that year, and
the movement directly into a pogition as
curriculum supervisor or principal with an
increase in income, the professional with' a
family generally chooses the job rather than
training. The typical career sequence of a
Re-ED administrator is elementary school
teaching, a master's degree in special educa-
tion, 2 or 3 years' experience as a teacher
With disturbed children 'followed by an op-
portunity to stake an administrative post and
learn on the job. As .a case in point, all four

Educational Administration

Dr. Patrick D: ttynch
College of. Education
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico
MH-8479 1964-1967

The multiculture of New Mexico,, and.
Halpin's work on organizational climate
stimulated the Departments of Educational
Administration. of the University of New
Mexico to begin a program for training ad-

1. Dr. Lyneb nsay be resehed at the Deportment of Idueation,
31$ litaekley The Pennsylvania state University.
University Park, Penna. 11102.
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of the principals 'f Re-ED schools in Ten:
nessee have' followed that pattern.

For this reason a new strategy rhas been
adopted following completion___ol--the pilot
training project that-ddie not require a
potential Administrator to take offs full year
fOr study. The Tennessee Re-ED program
has developed a research, training and dis-
semination institute, supported by funds
from the State Department of Mental Health
and from a Continuing Education grant
(34H-12164), that emphasizes training for
leadership roles in Re-ED programs. The
opportunities fbi training are much more
flexible, ranging from brief worlFshops with
followup consultation to a Still ydar Of study
in residence for those who have the time
and tire need for it. While the pew arrange-
ment allows more varied responses, inde-
pendent of the acadethic year cycle..and en-
compassing roles other than administration
and' superyision, much of the didactic con-
tent and practicuni.experience 'reflects what
was learned durtng the 2 years of the pilot
training project.

Two related publications are
Lewis, W. W., Ecological Planning for

, Disturbed Children, Childhood Educa-
: turn, 46: 306-310, 197Q
Lewis.: W. W., Project Re-ED: The Pro-'

gram- and a Preliminary Evaluation, in
Rickard, H.C. (ed.) Behavioral -Inter-
vfntions in Human problems. New
York : Pergamon Press, 1971.

in Multicultural Settings

ministrators in multicultural settings in
1964. Organizational climate created by the
school .adminietrator was assumed to affect
the mental health of .students and was seen
as being particularly important in. the rec-
ognition of individuals in a multicultural
community. The program was designed to
prepare ,administrators to change educational
organizations toward accommodating diverse
cultural goals in the community. A team of
professork from the social sciences was in-
volved in planning, executing, and evaluat-
ing the program. Training relationships
were established with the State - ,Mental



Health Division; neighborhood organizations,
State legislative and finance agencies. The
administrators trained could use the multi-
cultural. conceptuiil backgr ound in most com-
munities in the Nation to good advantage.

The training program emphasized the ap-
plication of the social sciences to adminis-
tration, with concentration on-the-contepts
of 'community organization and structure,
the nature of cultdre, cultural variability,
phenomena of change in society and institu-
tion*, conflict, power dynamics, social (struc-
ture and function, family structure, the na-
ture and dynamics of organizations and
program construction. Internships' in com-
munities and in State organizations were a
major part of the plan. In the first semester,
fellows were trained in community observa-
tion' techniques. They were sent inte com-
munities the next semester for the purpose
of analyzing social and power structures.
The trainees in the third semester played
observer and ector roles in State government
and lobbying organizations in the State cap-
ital. They reported and evaluated their expe-
riences during the fourth semester, During
the first summer, most of the trainees
planned and worked on a project relating to
community, or regional activity.

The following ,were the conceptual and
organizational bases of the program :

a. analysis of the school as a social system
.not in isolation but as a social system
in interaction with the community and
larger social and political units;

b. recognition of the school community as
-a system interacting with a complex of

A 'Training Program for

Dr. Alag J. Thomas
Midwest Administration Center
Department _of Education
University of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois 60637
***MH-8472 1964-1969

During the period 1964-1969, the' Midwest
Administration Center, University of Chi-
cago, cooducted a training program for edu-
cational administrators. This program was
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cultures, and that the School and com-
munity-rnust_change-togethel.. This con-
,cipt replaced the model of/the school as

--.- an Anglo middle-class fortress" attract-
ing the "best minds" to it and casting
off the rest ;

c. -the necessity for administrator trainees
to obtain "gut feeling" as well as cogni-
tive ti roaches to community structure
and als. This required "living in" the
community;

d. a willingness to assess the process of
administrator training and change it
rather than clinging to a model intuited
as ideal;

e. a hope that this conceptual roadmap for
training administrators would not only
be the one in use after 3 years for
training all administrators, but would
spread to the rest of the College of
Education for possible use' in counselor
and teacher training. This began to
occur with the coming of A new educa-
tion dean in 1968.

, Three other projects in the State (the
'Home Improvement Project, a regional cen-
ter for psychological services- and educa-
tional innovation, and the Indian Community
Action Project) were directly traceable to
the efforts of the NIMH trainees and staff.

Three publications and one unpublished
paper were written on tlieprogrant-A-total
of 17 _trainees-went through the program
and hold prominent leadership positions in
higher education, school districts, and State
government.

School Administrators

based on the behavioral sciences and had as -4
a major objective the training of administia-
tors . who would be sensitive to the mental
health of students and teachers under their
jurisdiction. Faculty from the entire Univer-
sity contributed to this program.

One of the central 'aspects of the program
was a case analysis seminar. In this seminar,
students applied the knowledge obtained in
their studies of the behavioral and social
sciences to the examination of problems in



educational administration. Some cases no*
in the literattire *ere examined. In addition,
new case studies were produced. 4,

Following 2 years on campus,- students
?were placed in residency in an educational
organization. During this year of residency,
they .performed high, level administrative
tasks and worked- toward the completion of
a dissertation. Also,' during the residen ,c
year, students returned at regular interval
for seminars on campus. These seminars
were problem-oriented. They provided an
opportunity for students and professors to
apply concepts and analytical tools from the
behavioral sciences to actual critical situa-
tions which the students had faced in their

The main °outcome of this experimental
program was the opportunity -which it pro-
vided to test a training model. This -model,
as noted above, was based on a behavioral
science approach to educational administra-
tion. The model also incorporated several
proceitures for using feedback to improve the
ongoing training program. The result of the
implementation and testing of these proce-
dures has been a Modification and improVe-
ment of present training programs at the
University of Chicago. The knowledge gained
in this 'program has been disseminated in
informal ways to other institutions. The
program resulted in.the training of 1$ admin-
istrators and their placement infltignificant

organizations. leadership positions.
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ADMINISTRATIVE, *CONSULTATIVE;
AND LEADERSHIP PERSONNEL

. g

,Tiaining °In

Dr. Donald Carew
Human Relations Center
University. of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts
"MH-13492

.1
Mental Health and Human System Design

and Administration

4973-1977

This doctoral program will-train edminis-
trators with "special expertise in mental
health program design, management, devel-
opment, and evaluation. Methodologically,
the training Wills be carried out as a series
of performance contracts which itre indi-
vidually designed in terms of the needs and
goals of the student. tEictensi./e use will be
made of identified field experiences and role
models in existing mental health programs..
The University of..Massachusetts and the
New York aneMaseachusetts Departments
of Mental 'Hygiene will collaborate.

The students will be persons with ad-
vanced professional backgroufids either in
administration or tinental heqjth ; the pro-
gram will complement existing,Aills with
the obverse. Thus, for the student whose pre-
admission professional background' is in
manageMent, the doctoral program will em-
phasize behavioral science; treatment pro-
gramming, personality and social systems
theory and methods of intervention. Students
with strong educational histories and work
experiences in the clinical field will have
tailored doctoral programs which emphasize
such matters as organization theory. models
of management, fiscal and Personnel systems,
human service ecorioniics, and program-
plann ing-budgeting-evaluation-systems.

A projected total o150 students will be
graduated from' the program. Of. this num-
per, 35 studentg will be advanced proles-,

.:. '-0112
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sionals from all of the mental health .disci-
plines with several years' experience. Fifteen
others will be selected from the graduate
student body of the University who have
demonstrated interest and potential in men- -'
tal health administration. Particular einyha-
sis will be, placed upon recruiting women and
minority group. Students.. .

The program, which encompasses four
semesters and one summer session, is beied
upon the following procedures :.

1, Each student- 0millhi's own doctoral
program with the advice of and subject to
the approval of a three-man guidance com-
mittee.

2: Each student compiles as a supplement
to his transcript a portfolio record of the
educational experiences which constitute his .
doctoral program. The portfolio series as a
means for his committee to review his pi°.
gram and as an aid for self-evaluation and
self-direction.

3. Each lie expected to : (a) spend at
least two consecutive *semesters under the
supervision of his committee ;' (b) participate
in conceptual or quantitative educational re-.
search efforts, culminating in a research or
project thesis; (c) engage in teaching or some
form of field experience; (d) b,ecome faMiliar
with conceptual problems in education and
educational racism; and (e) take a compre-
hensive examination prior to writing a
dissertation.

Each semester a, student elects to focus.
Upon one of the following core areas:

(1) mental health; (2) education; (3) ap-
Plied behavioral science; (4) organizational
development; or (5)-social systems adminis-
tration and design. Through instruction and
field experience the student.will explore each



area in terms of its implications for individ-
ual, group, organizational, or social systenit
levels or intervention: At the end of four
semesters, students will have had integrated
experience and training in each core area and
intensive experience in at least one level of
intervention.

A wide variety of conceptual, attitudinol
and skill developing opportunities will be
available through course offerings, assign-
ments to a team, administrative office or
professional assignments in a field tr other
learning situation, and individual and com-
mittee interaction.

Training in Mental Health Aspects of Social Planning

Di. Theodore R. Valiance
College of Human Development
Pennsylv,ania ,State -University
University Park, Pennsylvania
"MH713484 1973-1978

This graduate program addresses the
processes and problems of ning, devel-
oping, administering, and evaluat a wide
range of community services in a coor nated
manner. Entitled Community Systems Plan-
ning and Development (CSPD)., it is a coor-
dinating college-wide effort involving faculty
members in several academic divisions of the
College of Human Development. The grant.
enables the strengthening of .,,the mental
health component of the program and the
support of students with particular interest
in mental health applications of the approach.

The program is designed to train profes-
sional and policy research people who will
-be_able to: (1) identify major operating ele-
meniirof ai community; (2) recognize .prob-
lems' and dysfunctions and express their
relative seriousness in terms of economic and
social costs; (3) de4elop with community
members ways of coping with such probre
and help them put into effect programs that
will improve the quality of the community;
and (4) evaluate tht effectiveness of. such
Actions' is guides to further efforts. Both
the 31.8. and Ph.D. will be offered.

Two unique features of the program will
be emphases on how to understand and work
within a community as a complex of inter-
related systems and interests, and on the

. skills required to express in quantitative terms
the conditions of society over time, to
develop' further the technology of social indi-
cators/ and its associated sociometric tools.
The extensive experience of several cOmmu-
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nity service teams within the College assist
ing community groups in assessing prtblems
and devising human service programs will
contribute to the instruction.

Trainees will be full-time students. sale
will come from work settings with the pur-
pbse of extending their competency on iheir
jobs or of enhancing their prospects .for
career growth in mental health service fields.
Other trainees will enter directly from under-
graduate programs. Trainees with job expe-
.rience will be expected to serve. in tutorial
ril) es for those lacking on-the-job experience.

Tile model adopted for this program' is
based on the assumption that people who will
give leadership to the development 0? inter-
related community service systenis should.be
prepared within a common frame-They must
share some common conceptual and methodo-
logical toots and have some experience in
seeing their 9_wn special competencies and
interests in relationship with the other' com-
ponents of the community.
.- The inierdisciplinary nature of the pro-
gram is further-underscored by the plan to
ensure that each student will have three sets
of competencies, the first two of- them in

'th all other students:. (a) Each
student will have soltd grounding in a set
of common' Skills of analysis,, synthesis and
planning that will be useful Iiiiyfield of
social golicy planning and research, and wil)
support his car' eer development over'time
and into areas of responsibility other than
his initial one. This will consist of research
design ; measurementMethods ; statis-
tical techniques; computer science and tech-
nology ; huitan relations Iskills; methods for
analyzing polittcal,,econamic and social struc-
ture ; planning and forecasting methods and

?professional ethics. (h) He will have an
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understanding of how the human services
comprising his own field relate to, and inter-
act with those .in other fields of the program.
(c) He will be well prepared to apply his
skill in his special area of major. interest.

The prograril ie organized around three
areas of knowledge and skill s

e. Community structure and social systems ;
-b. Interorganizational relations; and a

t
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.. . .. .

c. Social forecasting, planning, and inter-
vention. ,

The program provide,s 'for an alternatio n
.... of seminar and. field practicum learning ex-
..___Periences that will develop a special mental

health' administration competence, of the
student's.choice, a st;ong research and plan-
ning capability, and a good grounding in \
related human service fields.

a.

Graduate Training in Mental Health AdminiitratiOn

Mr. John Malban
Department of Psychiatry
University cif Minnesota
Box 393 Mayo Bldg.*
Minneapolis,*Mirinesota 55455..
"MH-13334 1973-,-1978

.

This is a, five -veer experimental training
progrkrn in mental health administration to
be conducted jointly by theProgram. in Hose
pital and Health Care Administratiim and
the DepAhment of Piychiatry. It has as its
primary goal the exploration of subject Mat-
ter end methodology appropriate for` the
training in thia Field.

Twelve students' will be selected each year
from a variety of edlicationtil and cultural
backgrounds. The first year of training will
be spent on the`campus of the University of.
Minnesota and in mental health organize-
Hans in the seven- county Twin City area
studying community, political, economic and
other external systemi; modern management
practices, including budgeting, cost effective.
ness, personnel, lei"l aspects, ete.'; health
organizations; planning; and mental health
subjects and issues. The second year Will be
spent in an administrative residency in a
mental health organisation under the super- '
vision of an experienced adminietrator who
serves as a clinical preceptor; Academic and
experiential learning will be` closely linked
by an overlay of participation and examina-
tion of the group and organizational process.
Learning methods will include lectures, sem-
inars, dismission and application _groups,
part4ciPation in organizational problernsolv-

-ing, supervised practicume, r9le Playing,
field visits, etc.

I I
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Through an organized and continuous
feed-in process and by.maintaining a posture
of flexibility and responsiveness, the proect
will pursue its ission of evolving a training
program which will prepare future mental
health administrators. The evaluation proc-
ess begins with course evaluation from stu-
dents during the first year, continues and is.
broadened in .the second year to include pie--
cepfors in an examination of the course *lark
and its relevance to the actual delivery sys-
tem and carries on over the 5 -year period
with graduates as they assume posts of lead./
ership in the field.

Trainees will be selected to form a student
body of diverse educational and 'cultural
dimerisiona Minimal requirements consist bf.
successful completion' of undergraduate
work, qualities of leadership and willingnesa
to participate' in the requirements necessi-
tated bemuse of the experimental aspects
which continue sifter graduation.

Preceptors will be asked to assist with
recruitment of applicants. National and other
appropriate broadbased organizations such
as .the National Association of Health Serv-
ices Executives and the National Chicano
Health Organisation will assist in recruit-
ment of minority' students. It is
that students with a wi4e tinge ,of uca-
tional and experience backgrounds can be
recruited and that at least half of each year's
entering class Will be recruited from expo.
rieneed profeesionalsocial workers, psy-
chologists; nurses, sink psychiatrists..Ae-new
mental- health worker prOgrams at the BA
level are offered, a signifltant step iii the

- career ladder will beizome possible with'
linkage to' the proposed program.



Training in Community Mental Health Administration
Dr. Jack Zusman
Department of Psychiatry
State University of New York
462 Grider Street
Butfalcr, New York 14215
MK-12359 . 1571-1974,

This is a 1-year gridoate program to train
community mental health service administra-
tors. Completion of the program leads to the
award of a certificate: Since' its inception in
September 1971, a total, of .40 _People hive
been 'involved in the. program on either a
full- or part-time basis. Some have finished,
other" have dropped out, leaving approxi-
anately 20 trainees, still on the rolls.

The program is aimed. at mental health
professionals in the later stages of training
by virtue of academic and/or careen. expe-
rience. Examples of some of the types of
professionals 4Evho would be included as po-
tential trainees .would be social workers,
Psychologists; physicians, counsellors, andi
clergy.. The program consists of a clinical
experience, a 10-month. half-time adminis-
trative field placement, completion of 15
credits of graduate course work, completion
of a number of field trips, monthly' faculty/
trainee seminars, ap l a project report.

Numerous facilities'tire actively cooperat-
ing as field placement sites for the training
program. These include : Buffalo General
Hoipital. Community Mental 'Health Center,
Buffalo Area Council on Alcoholism, E. J.
Meyer Memorial Hospital Departments. of
AlcoholPsin and Psychiatry, State University
Of New York at Buffalo Office, for Drug
Abuse Services, Buffalo State Hospital; Chil-
dren's Psychiattic. Center at, West Seneca,
and Lackawanna Community Health Center.

Experience so far has shown that trainees
without previoui employment in mental
health services who have completed or -are
nearin' completion of the program have
obtained employnient poiitions of signifi-
cant rieponsibility e in inental. heala. pro-
grams. s4 number of those individuals who
entered the program while employed V have
since been promoted to positions of additional

.

administratiye responsibilities.
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The program has not been operational long
enough to be able to measufe or project with
any real precision its impact on mental
health administration, particularly on, a na-
tional level. However, experiences to date
reveal influences . onT seyeral, dimensions
which staff feels are 'strongly suggestive of
continuing and widening impact. For exam-
Pia; two programs have benefited directly
from the project's experiences.' The Depart-4.
merit of Psychiatry, 'School of Medicine,
State University of New York at Buffalo is
currently making plans to offer a master's
degree in community . mental health. Their
ability and incentive to do this lip, based in
large measure on experience gained from the
Community Mental Health Service Adminis-
tration Training Prograih. The Master's Pro-
gram in Epidemiology offered in the De
ment of Social and Preventive Medicine, tate
University of New 'York at Buffalo has,bien
eignificantly modified as a result of its asso- .

ciation with the training program. It now
offers a track, in Community Mental Health
Administration utilizing courseadesighed for.
this Project:

Although the graduates of the program
aric few, several current and fermer trainees
now hold', responsible positions in a wide
range of community activities. These include:
assistant director of a county community
mental health center; deputy director of a
community mental health center ; director of
mental health and rehabilitation services at
a State hospital; codirector of a conimunity-
based aftercare program; base unit director
of a hospital community mental health and
mental retardation Program; assistant to the
director f a general hospital-based commu-
nity mental health center; director of ad-
ministcation of a county community mental
health rater; director of clinics of a depart-
ment of alcoholism at-a hospital; and direc-
tor of A county department of mental health
crisis intervention vutreach program.

Information about the program has been
'disseminated in' Several ways. Thil Director
of Training has persorally discussed the pro-
gram with approximately 20 agencies both
locally and nation-wide. During a clergy sur-
rey, conducted during' 1971, which queried

07'
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mental health agencies nation-wide regard-
ing the potential professional positionii avail-
able for elegy or former clergy, a brochure
was included describing the pro-
gram. Recently, a .formal compMterolve
catalog has been completed which describes
the communityi mental health service admin-
istration training program. To date, approx-
imately 300 have been distributed to profes-
sionals and agencies.

The program has been recognized by the
Committee on Certification of Mental Health
Administratipn of the American Psychiatric
Association as meeting the requirements for
academic training for .psychiatrists. As of
this writing, directors of five Major New
York State agencies have ,sent formal letters,
of endorsement concerning the program.

It has recently bee,learned that the State
University of New York at Buffalo is com-
mitted to supporting the training program
on a continuing basis. This commitment is
in the form of 'a promise for three faculty
fulltime equivalents beginning in July 1974,
the month following the expiration of the
current grant period 'this project cannot
continue at its resent level or in its present

Dr. Roy Jones 1
Institute for Urban Affairs and Research
Howard University 4
Post Office Box 391
Washingtoh, D.C. 20001.
MH-12155

The Mental Health
.*

1970-19,4

iThe
major objective of ptOject is 'to

offer an interdisciplinary
t

aster's degree
program aimed at equipping the mental
health worker and direr human service
workers with At skills 'required to deal
effectively with urban social problems. Such
skills and competencies include specializa-
tion in mental health program planning, pro-
gram administrition, program operations,
research and evaluation. The program began -
the'second semester of the 1969-70 academic

I. For current information on the program contact Dr.Lee
Brown, Associate Director, Institute for Urban Affairs A Re-
Sea re h, Howard University! P.O. Box 101, Washington, D.C.
20001.* .

farm wino& additional support which, at
this point, is not known to be available.
H6wever, the involvement of agencY person-
nel in teaching, supervision, and program
development has increased the interest-and
involvement of area servtce deliverers in
adminigiative training. Agency directors
have been enthusiastic In their participation
ih supervision of aid work and have ex-
pressed. high regard for the caliber of
trainees ; other agency directors have shown
consistent willingness to release -et ployed
trainees from regular duties to participate
in course work and other program gctivities.
Because of the endorsement of State agency
directors, the likelihood of invohiement at
several leiiels has beep suggested.

. All elements of the program are routinely
and systematically evaluated by both trainees
and faculty. Training objectives and goals
are currently being operationalized to pro-
vide for a full-scale pe,formance audit by a
third-party evaluator.. The ultimate prag-
matic evaluational criterion will be the Retail
job experience of trainees_ certified through
the-program.
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Urban- Gentrallit

year with eight students enrolled on a full-'
time basis and an additional six students
from other schools and _departments. Cur-
ently the program has an enrollment of 73

students; with 30 recei4ing stipends from
this NIMH giant. The Majority of the stu-
dents have had prior work experience in
programs concerned with urban social
problems.

The program was initiated by the Center
for Community Studie.s and immediately re-
ceived the endorsement and cooperation' of
the central administration of the university,
the graduate school and several other schools
and departments within the university. In
September of 1972, the Center for Commu-
nity Studies wars expanded into the Institute.
for _Urban&Affairs and Research, which cur -=
rently administers the program.

Public and private health and welfare
agencies and organizations have actively
participated in the program. Included among

.



these ewe community mental health pros
grams, the Model Cities Program, the public

. schools of the District of Columbia., the
Department of Public Welfare. the Juvenile
Court, the Washington tenter for etro-
politan Studies, the ;United ylanning. Orga-
nization, the Mayor"); Manpower Administra-
tion, the Mayor's Youth Commission the
Washington Urban League, the People's In-
volvement Corporation and the Model Inner
City Community....Organization.

During the first mit, seminars and classes
are held both in formal . and infoimal set--
tings including inititutipns, agencies, com-
munity facilities and homes of 'faculty .mem-
ben. Since active student participation is
desired, lectures are held to a minimum.
Auto-instructional techniques are used in an
ancillary role: Other innovative training
methods include the' use of computer games
for-teaching the relevant variables in plan-
ning a comprehensive program and for exer-
eines on, simulited urban social prohfams.

During the .lecond year, students -under-
, take a field placement with an agency con-

cerned ,with urbiln -social -prbhlems._ Based
on their practicum experience,. the student
develops and prePares a major paper that
satisfies the thesis requirement.

The field experience, the utilization of
community persons as faculty guest lectur-
ers and seminar participants, and the recruit-
ment of students from. among persons
currently employed in related fields all con-
tribute greatly to the' closing of the gap
between academie training and the demands
placed upon the recent professionil school
graduate. Persons completing this program
are equipped with relevant academic and
practical knowledge and skilli to begin to
function immediately as .mental health pro-
gram planners, program administrators,
program operation personnel and/or re,'
searchers. . .

: The impact of bringing together an inter -
disciplinary team to foius on urban social
problems in the Nation's Capital cannot be

`overstated. It is anticipated that this pro-
gram will have an invaluable effect on rele-
vanf problems facing the Nation and the
local community. This is being accomplished
by producing graduates with the educational
backgrounds to fill middle management paid-
dons in the mental hialth profession..As of
May 1973, 41' students -have completed the
program and have been placed in positions
such as: deputy superintendent of a school
district; administrative assistant for the
*national driig abuse program; assistant di--
rector, urban studies program; -trainer-
facilitator; program analyit; teather; as-
sistant to division director at a hospital;
community organisation specialist; assistant
to citTmanager; social worker; consultant;

. coordinator for community relations.
The program has clearly demonstrated its

viebility by producing students who have the
skills required to deal effectively with urban
social probleniti.

Urban studiei faculty and students have
also been involved in a variety of activities
related to both national and local urban
problZms. For example, the Center for Com-
miinity Studies hosted the first `annual con-
ference. of the Council of University Insti-
tutes on Urban Affairs, participated in the
development of g professional training pro-
gram in city management which has been
adopted by the School of Business and Pules
lie Administration, and completed evalus.-
tins of. the Basic Adult Education Demon-.
ifioation Program of the public. schools. of
the District of Columbia and the Anacoatii
Community School Project..A group of stu-
dents in the Urban Studies* Program orga-
nised a community action committee which
testified before the Nelson Commission Eval-
uation of the- District of Columbia Govern=
ment. The experience gained in this activity
proved so vendible that the committee de-
cided to incorporate as a nonprofit group
under the title of Community Action Re-
garding Educational Serviciei (CARES).
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Administration of Community Mental Health Services,
Dr. Sidney Mai lick
Institute for Child Mental Health
386 Park Avenue South
New York, New 'fork 10016
MH-11207 1968-1973

The curriculum in administration of com-
munity mental health services is a program
of education and training for administrators
of'. community mental health services. This
effort; begun in 1968 under a grant from
NIMH, was designed to provide a major ad-
vance in the administration of mental health
services by imparting to key professional
groups increased knowledge and critical un-
derstanding 0 objectives as wejl as of tech-
nologies needed to implement community
mental health prbgrams. The curriculum is
conducted by the institute for .Child Mental
Health, located in New York City.

The curriculum, Which emphasizes the
newer behavioral sciences, was tested and
developed through 'successive years of in-
struction and application, and is structured
into three major sequences:

1. Generic Administrative Theory and
Practice

2. Plahning and Organizing the Commu-
nity Mental Health Service

3. Problems of Operation and Integration:
In this sequence, the attempt is made to
integrate., and achieve a fusion of the ,sep-
erste strands of the first two sequences
by focusing on operating administrative
problems.

With regard to program format, sessions
are held, on Saturday mornings and Wed-
nesday afternoons.

Sequences 1 and 2 run concurrently for
20 weeks for 40 2-hour meetings. Sequenct
3 runs for 10 weeks meetingor 2 hours on
Saturday mornings. Instruct9n begins in
October and extends throu May of each
year.

Individual tutorial aessj6ns are also held
before or after the conte nce sessigns with
those participants who feel a need for them.

The faculty is composed of individuals
representing competence in training and
education' in nonstructured settings. They

rjo7 ,
. .

\

are knowledgeable about generic administra-
tive process, with special reference to the.
community mental health field and represent
interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary com-
petencies, e.g., management experi nee in the
community mental health field s well as,
understanding Of thee behaviora sciences
and of administrative process.

'The participants, during the 6 years of
the program, consist of 119 ,Persona em-
ployed in community-'based mental health
services.

Workers from various professions% i.e.,
psychiatrists, psycholOgiats, social workers,
social scientists, educators, and public fiery-

, ice administrators, were included in the
group.

Candidates participated on a part -tiMe
is basis, remaining in their employment while

attending the seminars, workshops and
conferences. . ,

A profile of the participants reveals the
"following information: The average age was

45; there were 47 women and Ti men; 17
Were M.D.'s, 8 had Ph.D.s, 22 had master's
degrees, 43 had the .M.S.W., 12 had bache-
lorle degrees, and 4 wrVre R.N.s; 8ft had
between 1 and 5 years of experience; tfie
remainder had longer administrative ex-
perience. e ...

During the 'sixth year of the program, a
revised 'format was employed.- Participa'nts ..

were graduates of the basic program and ;/
they conducted each Saturday morning-ses-
sion. The focus was on Organizational Dt-
velopment and the attempt was to delineate

`any problems needing solUtion and metho
of instituting planned change.

While fullds have not allowed for a syste-
matic before and after controlled study of
the impact of the program, questionnaires .

filled out by the participants attest to a Sig-
nificant degree of prograth impact. In gen-.
eral, the enthusiasm and morale of the group '

, is extraordinary. Year after year, attendance
holds up very well and the reactions and
ccimments of the participants ere. consist..
ently positive. 1

In addition to the reactions of the rfartici-
parits, the reactions of the field as a whole,
as expressed in requests for additional activ-. ,
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ities' and training programs; alep attest td
the positive impact of the,prograln. For-ex-
ample, the -Community Psychiatry Division
of Columbia University asked the Institute
to contribute the sequence on generic admin-
istrative theory and, in addition, the Insti-
tute id Conducting' specialized programs in
administration and management for individ-.
gal -agencies, such as the New York City,
Department of Mental Health and Mental
Retardation .Services. 4

The instructional method which predomi-
nates ist the lecture-seminar. This is espe-

. clay true in the first two sequences on
gneral administrative theory and commu-
pity mental health administIation. However,
in sequence 8 the attempt i.Cmade.to synthe-
size and integrate the materials of the first
two rquences by having the participants
prepike a series of case studies and in-basket
exerciees,to use as the basis for discussing
operational problems: These' learning mate-

.' rials are extremely useful as they allow the .
instructors to fortis on real problems and
issues confronting the participants in their
day-to-day administrative roles.

Individual tutorial sessions' also serve a

related purpose. )!any of the participants
welluse the tutoria sessions to unburden them-

selves of a es which they feel regarding
administrative' problems or crises which
they are- facing and which they are unsure
about in terms of Methods of handling.
While at --times the coordinator during the
sessions can offer little more than reassur-
ance or general support, at other times he,
or one of the appropfiate instructors, does try
to offer suggestions based directly on the
theoretical or practical Work of the. confer-
ence sessions. .

Review of available information of related
programs affirms some of the unique em-
phases which characterize this curriculum.
It acknowledges the common roots of the
mental health function, generic administra-
tive principles and practices and the beha-
vioral sciences. This approach has the 'value
of allowing the mental health administrator
to see himself in the context of over-all ad-
ministration, with the consequence of- hiso
then, having access to solutions and problem-
solving techniques developed In other-admin-
istrative settings which might be applicable
to his problems and -'ocisions.

Comprehensive Community Mental Health
. .. .

Dr. Elaine, Kepner 1
Case Western Reserve University
10950 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
***MH-11018 . - 1967-11370

Cleveland College of Case Western Reserve
University developed and evaluated an edu-
cation'al experience for mental health pro-
fessionals in the CleVeland community. The
project'ran for 2 years; each year a different
multidisciplinary group came together for
.80 weekly, 8-hour sessions, and for four 2.1
day workshops spaced at bimonthly inter-
vals. During the 2 years, 94 mental health
:professionals from a variety of disciplines
were trained; they came from 28 mental
health or related institutions. The aim was

I. tai current information on the Program confirt Dr.
Cynthia Harris at Cleveland College, CALI* Western Reaerve
Univirrsity.
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not only to inform the trainees but to pro-
duce organizational change within the insti-
tutions from which participants were drawn
and to encourage interagencY collaboration
and coordination.

-The professionals were recruited from
organizations which are typical of the mental
health services of -urban communities. Theie
included private and publicly funded inpa-
tient and oitpatient services on the child
and -adult .levels, social_ agencies and several
institutions reaching large. numbers of -the,
disadvantaged. With the agencies themselves
as tlp primary target of change, staff at-
ten pted to recruit a "critical mass" of indi-
viduals, not only in numbers but- in their
power to bring about change. In most caseg4
several professionals from a single organi-
zation were involves', particularly those with -

policymaking, supervisory or training re-
sponsibilities.



The curriculum was designed to enable
the participants to: (1) broaden their under-
standing of community mental health and
new treatment strategies; (2) change their
attitudes and perceptions, both of jn,dividuals
and of agencies; and (3). acquire new skills
as, consultants. and change agents. Three
courses of 10 weeks each were presented:
"community mental health"; "new treatment
strategies"; and "consultation and organiza-
tional, change." During the second year of
the project, a field work. component was
added to the 'curriculum. The participants
studied 3 inner-city communities and com-
piled a report of the implications of their
findings for the mental health service system.

In additioh to teaching new concepts and
practices in community mental health, staff
attempted to teach about the process of
change: aoup exercises and practical expe-
riences were used In all of the courses when.
appropriate. Four 2-day workshops provided
an opportunity to develop indepth under-
standing of the change process. work-
shops were devoted exclusively to a study of
the training group as a microcosm of the
mental hearth community. ,

During the second year, two types of out-
reach programs were offered which extended'
further Into the mental 'health professional
community. Fitst, a Aeries of tour work-.
shops in new treatment strategies was held,
three in family therapy and One in crisis
intervention. Another series4:11 four 1-day '
conferences was held, the target group
being the top administrators of the partici-
pating agencies along with representatives
of .the community mental health planning
Vehicleii. Attendance at these proems var-
ied between. 25 and 55 persons, with a core
group of 15 to 25 attending three or more
of the conferences. The steering committee
that planned these conferences stillIontinues
to meet monthly, in expanded format; under
the name of the Mental Health Exchange.

The training model was unique both, with
respect to the goalto produce organiza-
tional change =-and with respect to the edu-
cational model which was based on the
human factors approach to change. The hu-
man factors model stresses,participation'and
ownership of the change process, the impor-

, tance of building a climate of trust alid the
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need for learning how to work together more
effectively* planning and implementation.
While this .model had been widely used in
Changing large systems such as industrial
organizations and schools, it had not hereto-
fore been used as a model in training mental
health professionals.

Four types of changes Occurred:
1. Informational and attitudinal changes.

Analysis of data from rating scales and
followup interviews Shows significant
changes in terms of individual attitudes and
knowledgeability about community mental
health. Group comparisons of before and
aftermeasures of attitudes and perceptions
in the first and second Year ',groups (of' 34
and 58 respectively) *showed a broadening
of interest and-understandingobout coinmu- "
riity mental heallfi concepts and strategies
and the appropriate roles of local Agencies
in their implemeritation.

2. Behavioral changes within individuals,
minimal impact on systems: There vas no
appreCiiible impact on 15 individuals (16
percent of the training populatiop) from 11
different agencies. There was impact on the
behavior of .13 individuals from*6 agencies,
bbt little or no impact 'on their agencies.
These ,individuals perceive themselves as
functioning more effectively in their present
nles and as more dintipdken advocates of
change, but do not have the power positions
in their systems to effect change.

3. Behavioral change in individual, shastio4g
impact ,on system. The project had impact
on the Behavior of the remaining population,
66 persons, sufficient to bring abmit agency
change. Fifteen agencies," er slightly over
one-half of those participating, 'changed pro-
grams or orientations te,a significant degree,
six of them in major ways. Those changes
were of two types': within and between agen-
des. Examples of changes 'that occurred
within agencies include increa in consulta- °
tive and other preventive activities i'inservice
training for paraprofessionals, volunteers
and professionals to extend treatment capa-
bility of the_ institution; training of boards;
and, finally, organizational development
efforts to. broaden the base of decisionmaking
incplanning, administration and evaluation.
Collaboration- between organizations ranged
from new arrangements to facilitate patient



referral and followup to more complex proj2
acts- involving 'pooling lind /gr.ygchange' of
resources. Most of these were accomplished

.46 through a redeployment of personnel, but
two of them have required and received new
funding. The change agent/Capability of any
one person or coalition of persons to impact
the system was due to ft, combination of
many factors such as the risk-taking ability
of the ,individual, thetpower of his position
in the hierarch, rind the rigidity, or flexi-
bility' °P his organization.

4. Ripple effects. The training materials
- developed in the project are anticipated to

exert some effect on the continuing education
of pry:visional!. About 400 copies of the
Report of: Three Inner City Communities
prepared by the second }Thar group hive been:
-distributed and are Being used in iniervice
training programs in mental health inatitu-

,' tions and in 'university courses.
An entensive project reporti is available.

Ir. Urine of ripple effects into the larger .
V"'
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mental health community, 13 participants-
have moved into key positions of increased
power and influence. The Mental Health Ex-
change (the administrators' group)- still
continues to meet as an open forum.

In summary, this innovative educational
project succeeded to the extent described. --
above in its aim of translating jnditidual
learnings and attitudinal change into orga-
nizational change, consonant with the gpals
of community mental health. The less tangi-
ble effects related to the human factors
change model.. demonstrated two important
factors in ccmmunity change: (1) that peo-
ple work together most effectively when they
develop a sense of trust and colleagueship,
and (2) that change is made by people, not
just by plans and by dollars. Further, it
demonstrated that the mental health profes-
sional has the capacity to become a more
effective and creative change agent than his
traditional role in the system usually permits.

Training Executive Staffs of Mental Health Centel's

Dr. William G. Hollister
Department of Psychiatry '"
School of Medicine
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Caroline 27.514
MH-10648 1966-1974

0

VThis
is a yOstgraduate advanced training

program for senior prcrfessionel 'staff mem-
ben from the disciplines of psychiatry, ply-
cholow, social work; nursing, mental health
education and health administration to pre-
lim them to serve as. executive staff mem-
ben in a comprehensive community mental

--lieelth center or a State program. In its
eighth year, this prograin is expanding to
train mental health itdninistraters for State
level mental health positions ,in human serv-
ice agencies. This prograni offers 1 year's
study toward a certificate in mental health
administration or .2, years' study toward a
certificate in mental health administration
plus a master's degree in health administra-
tion from the School of Public Health.

The program uses weekly tutorials and

faculty-fellow group planning sessions to
evolve a progressively refined individualized
curricultim that blends didactic and expel
riential learning. Using theoretical concepts
and fesearch methods from epidemiology,

"biogfetisties, social science, and clinical fields,
the focus s-is on the administrator developing
his own working concepts and skills in need
analfais, program development, operation
and evaluation. From management .theory,
health systems analysis, operations r.esearch,
and organizational behavior studiee,. each
fellow moves towankantegrating the, staff
development, conaultation, clinical, educe-

' tional,itioup process, community organize-
tion, citizen participation, and financial
aspects of his role as a mental health. admin-
istrator.. Heavy emphasis' is laid on learning
to work in an interagency and interdisci-
plinary setting using multiple intervention
prcicesses. All trainees work in 'a "live work
situation" with full professional responsi-
bility and, accountability. In addition, each
must complete three Or am development
projects through the sta of need survey,
planning, gaining sancti ns, training staff,
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operating the program, evaluating it and
reporting it.

The second year of training continues the
above tutorial and field projects and provides
seminars on the advanced problems of ad-
ministration, health delivery, consultation,
social psychiatry and interorganizational
relationships in human service systems. The
apprenticeship placements, program analysis,
field visits, and "live" consultation work in
the field are expanded.

The facilities cooperating with the train-
ing progrim include the entire resources of
the department of psychiatty in which it is
located, the departments of health adminis-
tration, health education, biostatistics, epi-
demiology in ate school of public health, the
-school of social work, the school of nursing,
'and the departments of political science, psy-
chology, and city planning. The major affilia-
tign for field workis with the North9Caro-
lina State Department of Mental-Health with
its various local area and mental health
center programs providing apprenticeship
resources, field work placements and sites
for field projects.ghe community psychiatry
section is intimately involved with the actual
program Operations of seven nearby counties'
mental - health programs. Research is con-
ducted in two rural mental health field
stations.

The major significance of this project, lies
in its provision of specialized multidisciplin-
ary training so, that professionals who will
work together in the mental health center
train together. The project is also attempting
to produce critical mental health manpower
for a new developing area of mental health
care delivery and for which there is a des-
perate shortage. The uniqueness of the pro-
gram is felt to lie in its emphasis on the
tutorial and "live work" approach rather
than a graduate school model of a "cafeteria
of courses." This program has undertaken
other training innovations in the use of in-
basket exercises," skill laboratories, intensive
workshops, group process, apprenticeships,
manpower studies, and the development of
an ad hoc consulting firm of fellows and fac-
ulty as professional contributions to others.

Major impacts of this program to date
have been to provide,, trained administrative.
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manpower and strengthen mental health
care delivery services-et! 'the preparation of
34 full-time fellows an the part-time train-
ing of 16 students from nearby programs,
90 percent of whom now serve as mental
health center directors or area directors in
the southeastern States. The new me-ntal
health training institute at East Carolina
University and the community ,hospital psy-
chiatric nursing continuing education pro-
gram at this University are manned by for-
mer students. Training format, teaching out- .
lines, materials; bibliographies, "in- basket" .s
exercises, and cask studies have been shared
with nine other community psychiatryjrain-
-ing programs in the Nation; four of these
have visited the 'program and three have
initiated new programa whicikrefiect some
of the consultation provided. Negotiations
are in progress to increase the extent to
which the psychiatry residency programs of
three State hospitals and two universities
_nearby will increase their use of the pro-
gzam's training resources. On campus, proj-
ect staff have succeeded in augmenting the
mental, health training' in the Schools of City
Planning, Political .Science, Social Work,
and the Departments of Health Administra-
tion, Health Education, Biostatistics, and
Epidemiology in the School of Public Health.
These resources developed bave also pro-
vided on-the-job :continuing education to 28
area directors and 638 mental health center
personnel from 14 southeastern States.

The training materials developed consist
mainly of the following: (1) Program de-
scriptions have been colltrted of menial
health activities conducted in the country
including detailed reports of the operation
of some 82 `'mental health centers. All this
material has been read and crossindexed and
is available to students and staff as resource
materials. This represents a very extensive
and expensive investment in the most cur-
rent IFnowledge of this new field. (2) Select-
ed bibliographies are prepared yearly on
some 20 different areas of mental health pro-
gramming, one of which, on mental health
centers, has been adopted by the National
Clearinghouse for Mental Health Inform*:
tiqn of the National Institute of Mental
Health and duplicated and distributed over
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the Nation. (3) A series of "in- basket' ad-
ministrative situations has been developed.
(4) A file of training designs with accom-
panying training aids has been compiled.
(5) A file of "case studies" and "critical
incidents" for teachinie purposes has been
accumulated. (6) A series of professional
papers and series of program development
booklets reporting what was leitrned by fac-

)

Professional Preparation tin

GuyV.. Stiiiart, Ph.D.'
School of Public Health
Univeraity of California
Los Angeles, California 90024
***MH10301 1965-1970

The project was designed: (a) to develop
a training model for the mental health edu-
cation specialist at the doctoral level ; (b) to
offer a community mental health subspecialty
at the M.P.H. levtl in the Division of Beha-
vioral Sciences and Health Education; (c)
to offer input of community health mental
concepts to the entire student body of the
School of Public Health. .

Seven doctoral students are curpently in
the program: Three or four of these students
will be graduating in 1970. At the M.P.H.
lev4L eight students have been graduated
and are working in community mental health
positions. The training program is complet--
inif its fifth and final year. All trainees in
the dociforal program have an M.P.H. (or
equiVaita) in Health Education and the
great majority of them also hold masters
degrees in an additional cognate area. Most
trainees also have had considerable field
experience and were practitioners in a health
or behavioral science area. Trainees were
selected for their potential ability to func-
tion at high level positions.

Multiple agencies and institutions have -

cooperated in the training of students, most
notable the Los Angeles County Health De-
partment, Los Angeles County Mental Health
Department, and various community mental

1. For current inthimation. contact Dr. Daniel 'Pinner at the
University of California. Dr. Steuart is at the School of Public
*Health, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N.C.
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ulty and fellows in rural mental health are
in press to be disseminated nationally.

During the course of this project, the
University has materially expanded-its sup-
port in terms of space, equipment, support-
ive services, and State ftinds for some of the
principal' trainers. The program's expansion
and utilization byathe entire Southeastern
region art proceeding rapidly. 4

Mental Health Education

health centers, specifically in the ghetto
areas.

The average period of time (post-masters
degree) to complete the D.P.H. degree in
this program is 4 years. All studebts take a
minor area of specialty and, for the most
part, this has been a cognate area in de-
partment outside of the Scho ub c
Health (e.g., psychology, sociohlgy, anthr -
pology, social psychiatry). There has bean
every attempt individually to tailor each.'
student's' curriculum with reference to his
past academic and field experience and his
projected interest for the future. At the
M.P.H.-level, a more uniform training pro-
gram was possible with a strong emphasis
on the use of small groups for experiential
learning.

Training has largely been geared to pri-
mary prevention. The role model has been
one of preventive intervention on foci of
conflict in the culture, e.g., black v. white;
poor v. well-off ; students v. administration;
parents v. teenagers, etc. The theoretical
framework has been a social ecosystems ap-
proach with the professional conceptualizing
himself as an agent of social change rather
than of social control.

The uniqueness of the program has been
in preparing the student to function in a
complex social and power system with a
focus on the mental health aspects of group
alienation, conflict, reconciliation and con-
structive change. There has been training in
the more traditional role of the health edu-
cation sPecialist as this would be adapted
to the narrower needs of mental health (or

:.illness) services that concentrate on cura-
tive and secondary preventive action. But the
emphasis flea been on a community-centered,
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rather than simply community-oriented, role.
Special attention has been given to the po-
.tential for mdntal health services to embrace
broader, innovative primary prevention pro-
grams at4 the-context within which the more
'limited intramural programs of the past may
function.

The training program has appeared to
engender a good deal of -interest in the pro-
fessional mental health community. There
have been numerous professional visitors
from various institutions and agencies both
111 the United States and abroad. The doc-
toral students, a socio-politically active group,
have done considerable disseminating of the
nature of -the program through their efforts

'in the field. They have served as consultants,
group leaders, and as resource personnel to
community groups involved in rqental health
and social' action, programs. The training
curriculum ha§ wide diversity.and is ge2red
to individual needs and to the demands of a
constantly changing social situation. For ex-
ample, social crises intervention developed
-simply because of needs in this area. Stu-
dents have been particularly enthusiastic.

:regarding the concept of attempting to gain
entree into the System at those crucial levels
where4 change in policy action would have
the greatest effect, Consequ,ently, they have

- become keenly aware of the power-political
networks an have made successful forays
into foci points in tfrose. netwe'rks.

Graddates of thf 'M.P...H. program with. a
mental health SubspeCiaIty are working in

Community Mental
Dr. Gerald Caplan ,,

Laboratory of Community Psychiatry
Harvard Medical School

Fenwood Street
BOston, Massachusetts 02115
MH-10233

.
1965-1974

The objective of this 1-year, full-time
educational program is to train mental
health professionals who will assume Nisi-
tions of innovative leadership as planners,
administrators, researchers and educators in
their later careers. 4 s

Since its inception in 1954, 188 commu-

a variety of mental health and social action
settings including State mental health . de-
partments, several different county mental
health departments and 0E0 sponsored
programs.

Three of the doctoral students who will be
graduating in 1970 have already accepted
positions. One student has been appointed
to the faculty of a department of. psychology
at a university and will develop a community
psychology.program ; one hag been appointed
dean of nursing education at a new State
college ;,one lias been appointed coordinator
of -health education services abroad. Thus,
these students are having no difficulty in
finding Ira level positions but the conserva-
tism ,of more distiaiNly mental health
services has largely prevented our finding
them satisfactoty positions in. those fields.

It is dehirable to train the M.P.H. mental
health educatin specialist. But in a field
where innovative (and the skill and status
to innovate.) is so sorely needed, it seems
equally clear that an even more important
need is to develop a highly qualified doctoral
level group of professionals capable of in-
fluencing the larger settings xand approaches
that in the end deteftnine the effectiveness
of the M.P.H. leielv professional. However,
their entry into the current mental health
services system and the willingnessOf
administrators to take experimental ap-
proaches, constitute a first and major obsta-1
cle to be ,overcomf.

Health Specialists

nity mental health specialists have teen
trained. These Fellows have included psy-
chiatrists whO have completed 3 years of
approved psychidtric residency training, psy-
chologists with a Ph.D. and relevant work
experience, social workers with a number of
years of experienc in clinical, community
and supervisory s tinge, and nurses with
Ph.D.s or master' degrees, with extensive
supervisory expert nce in the public health/
mental health fie d. Sociologists and other
social scientists with relevant training- and
experience have lso participated;on a full-
time basis. A Certificate in Community
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Mental Health is awarded by Harvard Med
ical -School to. full-time Fellows upon sue-.
cessfur4OmpletioN the program.

In- certain instances it has been possible
for arrangements to be made for psychiatric
resident% to combine their third year of resi-
dency with the laboratory program. Harvard
MedIcal School students, other students,,,Fel-,
Iowa and faculty of other departments iii
Harvard University and= psychiatric rest.,
delits in Boston programs can particfpate,in
courses on a part-time -basis as space per.
mita. The traiping program also provide's
opportunities for faculty members of other
universities to participate while an saabbati-
cal leave, and extension education is offered
on a limited basis to staff of :community
mental health. programs in Masiachusetts.

Overthe years the following educational
goals. have emerged as the main targets Of

the training program:
the end of the year it is haed that the.

bellows will have acquired
(1) aNystemailt set of co`acepts-that

enable then and orient
themselves to y new community,
populatiop-, or institution with which
they may called up*.to work---a
kind of conceptual map and compass
to navigate in initially unknown terri-
tory;

(2) a map of the expectable elen ents cJ
the field of forces -- economic, politi-
cal,. legal, administrative, and socio
eulturall--of the real world of com-
munity life at the international,
national, regional, State and local
levels; --

(3) the ability to master the personal dis-
comfort of exploring, developing and
negotiating new roles in a novel and
changing environment and of shifting
rapidly from role to role;

() the basis for developing community
skills; such as mental health consulta-
tion, mental health educatiap, crisis
intervention, administration and plan-
ning, community organization and
community development;

(5) the abilitY, to collaborate with re-
search specialists in. social and com-
munity mental health, particularly in

the areas of program research and
evaluation ;

(6): knowledge and understanding of and
sensitivity to the values and ways of

thinking, and specific needs of con-
sumer groups, 'particularly cultural,
racial and ethnic minorities.

. The academic year is- divided into three or
fou periods of 8-12 weeks, with a week re-
served for Fellows to undertake field visits.
Wring the early pnrt of the year .a concep-
tual fOundation is builttin basic core courses.
The latter part of the year is more open to
permit participation in electives (some de-

. signed 'by the Fellows the.mselves) geared
to indiviaual and subgrOup needs. The week-
ly schedule .is divided into 3.days of didactic
teaching, consisting mainly of seminars-rd
lectUres, and 2 days of community service.
Summer field placements are offered to syn-
thesize the experience of seminars and com-
munity activities.

In the field, one of 'fife models practiced
in 'community service is the systems model,
where .groups of Fellows and staff :operate
at many levels within an organization. An-
other approach uses a public health model
which° is applied through community mental
health centers with catchment area responsi-

, bilities. In ;the" systems approach, the teach-
ing staff and Fellows.-work as a collaborative
consultant team in an agency 4t different
levels. These levels can include senior admin-
istrative personnel, middle management
and line workers. Planning for intervention
is done in sessions at the laboratory in
"teaching-learning teams" and each staff
member and .Fellow takes on a specific role
and task within the system. Some examples
of programs developed within agencies using
a systems approach include: a city-wide pro-
gram of systematic administrative, super-
visory; guidance and teaching staffs of a city
school department; consultation to .an Epis-
copal Diocese (with administratiVe consul-
tation to the Bishop and .his headquarters

ti staff, and group and individual conaultee-
centered consultation to clergymen drawn
from a cross section of inner, middle and,
outer-city, parishes) ; administrative and pro-,
gram consultation to a model cities program.

Using an alternative model, the Fellow
operates in a mental health center which his
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responsibility for a geographic area. Such
a field experience provides the Fellow with
an opportunity to understafi'd and apply the
catchment area concept. He can become fa-
miliar with the issues and techniques perti-
nent .to community activities. He works
closely with the director of the mental health
program and is able to participate in many

. of his administrative activities. He is-alio
assigned two or three'. specific subsystems
within the catchment area where his inter-
vention may assume the form of consulta-
tion, education, progrant_development and/
Or coordination. In weekly meetings at. the
laboratory his activities and. experiences
within the mental health, programs can be
conceptualized, clarified, and integrated. The
teaching staff acts as superVisor of tech-
niques and approaches, while the center direc-
tor, communicates with the Fellow at an
administrative level. Examples of experiences
in,one mental health center are: consultation

^ to the administrator and teachers of a Head
Start project; consultation with the counse-
lors of a day care center ;'administrative and
case-centered consultation to a junior high
school.

Fellows spend a substantial part of their
year in community service activities which,
together with the consultingiand intervention
activities of the stalT; provide a major. link
between training, research and service. These
three major activities of the :total program
of the laborfttory are designed to-be mutually,

Postdoctoral Internship in

National Traininglaboratories,..
1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036
***MH-7464 1962-1967

The project provided a group learning
experience for selected social scientists and
members of helping professions for a num-
ber of outcomes including increased under-
standing of social processes and change; the

supportive ?sound training and effective com-
munity sebice are dependent on 'careful re-
search in community systems; training of
Fellows and others, and staff and Fellow
interventions through community service
activities provide live date for research,
evaluation and program development in com-
munity mental health.

_

TiMely disseminatiqn of findings, and the
application an testing of new approaches
in thevfield, are ,of primary importance in
the work of the laboratory. The service activ-
ities in which staff and Fellows. participate '
are a major channel through which results
enter the field.; the training of Fellows 'for
responsible leadership positions is another.
In addition, all laboratory projects assume
responsibility for publication in books and
journals and for dissemination through talks
to both professional and lay audiences.
film production unit provides another me-
dium through which work has been present-

,ed to the field.
Laboratory of Community Psychiatry

graduates have gone on to influence social-
policy in governmental and private institu-
tions and organizations,:and into other sec-
tors of American .natioilial life which affect
the emotional well-being of its citizens. The
labqratory's major training aim is to con-
tinue to produce graduates who will make a
significant positive impact on local and na-
tional mental health policy and services.

Applied Behavioral Science

acquisition of skills to promote leadership
training in communities, school and or-
ganizations.; and increased sensitivity to so-,
cial needs. The training program consisteil
of a summer program with a commitment on
the part of the trainee during the following
year to participate as a junior or intern staff
member on' projects selected by NTL staff.
In addition, continued informal study and
consultation conferences were Jield with the
-trainees during the yeah.
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RECRUITMENT FOR PROFESSIONS
.4

Graduate Training for Ifidigenous Personnel

Mr. Harold Silverman
.Wright State University
Dayton, Ohio 45431
MH-1253.0 1971-1973

The objectives of Project 'TIP (Training
Indigenqus Personnel) are to open graduate
courses and the graduate. curriculum at the
Master's level in counseling to a noncollege
-pdpulation; t§ evaluate the academic achieve-
ments of th candidates selected; to place.
them in professional positions upon comple-
tion of _Project TIP training in the mental
health service delivery system; to secure the
cooperation of community agencies in field
training the students !elected.; and to follow-
up, evaluate, and record the profgasional
performance of the selectees.

During the 2-year period 1911-1973, 25
students Were ;elected to participate in the
Project. Three students each year were se-
lected as NIMH scholars and received a sti-
pend for 'living expenses and tuition which
enabled them to go to school full time. Nine-
teen non-NIMH scholars participated on ,.a
pert-time basis while they continued to -han-
dle their home azid/or job responsibilities.

Students were selected without regard to
prior formal academic attainments. Some
had attended' some college, still others had
no previous' college training, and one had
not completed high school. The selection
committee chose students who had work ex-
pifienee-in-onauf the human service delivery
systems and/or who showed a high interest
in the helping arts. All students selected
were lover 25 years of age, and all had
"fallen off" the normal career ladder because
of poverty, marriage, or lack of planning.

The core of the program was three pric-
ticum experiences, two-, in individual coun-'
seling and one in group counseling. For the

program to 'achieve its gOals, close under-
standing, cooperation and support from com-
munity agencies were necessary. Project TIP
did receive this support unanimously; com-
munity agencies were able to offer satiefac-
tory plaiement sites for all' of the students.

Project TIP did not create any unique
training methods for this special student
population. The reasoning was that it was
not necessary to design another program
which prepared iI-1,Professionals; rather,
the hope was that students would perform
as well as collegelgraduates. Project TIP
students in the program therefore attended
regular graduate classes and, to eliminate
prejudice (either of favor. or disfavor), were
encouraged not to identify themselves as
special students., The basic concept was to
mute anything 'special or unusual about the
TIP student, and not in any way eliCit some
special or unusual reaction or response from
faculty and/or other graduate students.

Project TIP students were given the op-
tion of.; taking any appropriate graduate
course. If they. completed the required num-
ber of hours-54 quarter credit hours --they
would 'get a graduate certificate in counsel-
ing. Alternatively, they could follow the' re-
quired curriculum and 'perhaps receive a
master's degree. All students selected the
master's degree option.

Of the three full-time NIMH-supported
'scholars who completed the first year's
training, one received a\position as a home-
school coordinator in a school system; a
second student took employment in the child
welfare department of her home county as a
counselor ; and the -third student went on to

- become a candidate for the doctorate at
another -university. Judging from-the cumu-
lative experiendes thus far, actual and po-
tential employment opportunities for grad-

/dates of the program are good. However,
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the other 19 students, being part-time, ere
not far enough along yetirin the program to

conaider °employment.
Still, the experiences of the three full-time

students is 'encouraging, as .is the progress
being made by the part-time students. It
appears that these noncollege Students are
able to compete with college graduates, at
least In this Program and at this institution.
It would be, interesting indeed to expand this
research' with a new educational model to
other subject matters and to other institu-

,
N.

tions. The limited results of Project TIP to
date are, of course, only suggestive; but it
is possible that further experimentation
might show that entrance requirements to
many graduate programs are in need of
revision. If it is possible to train noncollege
students at the graduate level to be able and
capable helping agenfe, then perhaps "the
traditional liberal arts curriculurft need not
be .a prerequisite fur- profeesional training.
it may, indeed, become possible to' shorten
professional 'training rather drastically.

Hopelessness "tp Leadership
Mr: Paul A. Parks . - .

Operation Hope
Special Services for Groups, Inc.
2400 South Western Avenue
Los Angeles, California 90018
MH-11513 1968-1978

Hopelessness to
July

(Operation
Hope) was funded July 1, 1968. The program
has selected, for training, youths from the
black ghetto and Chicanos from tale barrio
who possess leadership ability, an have. an
interest in the welfare of other* but who, by
the forces of poverty, poor. educational
achievement, and lack of hope, are frustrated
in their attempts to achieve: These students
came from low-incomeOf povertyareas, and
their lives presented constant crises. The staff
was available at all hours for student needs.
Crises- legal, financial, and medical, in-

- eluding personal an family crises; and psY-
chogenic disorders associated with intensive
commitment.

The grogram; had three distinct but inte-
grated parts: matriculation in college and
onsite instruction; remedial education and
emotional support; and training in commu-
nity institutions and social agencies.

One of the goals of the program is to
assist the youth through college and perhaps
thrOugh a graduate degree as required for
the professional field of. his choice. Another
is to determine' the 'process whereby this
beat accomplished.

It is envisioned that the program will pro-
duce a model for the selection and training

of personnel Who will influence institutional
change, breaking down traditional attitudes
and procedures for educating and serving
the poor. The model will involve having stu-
dents Of diverse backgrounds, newly trained,
attaining positions of authority Which. will
change policy, professional image and pro-1s
fessionel goals. It is hoped that the program
will provide :a model for professional,,prac- :
tice that may, implement methods, techniques,,
and skills to attain change,

The staff has consisted of five full-time I
professiO.nalsthree social workers, one so-
ciologist, and one administrative
plus 11 consultants available as needed.

Forty-two students have beep involved in
the program over the 5-yeai.period.--Fifteen
have earned the B.A. degree and an addi-
tional seven will receive the WA. in tom
Nine other students are enrolled in 4 variety
of .professional schools, law, social work,
child development, urban tplanning and ape. .

clalized teaching. Another two have returned'
to the community; one of these is teaching
in the State university. end the other iii a
math instructor at a junior. high school.

°The program raises seeeral questions.
During its first 5 years the questions were:
Can recruitment for the mental health fields'
be done among lower-income students from
the ghettos? What supports mak% it possible
for these students to complete their training
for profeisional credentials? The answer to
the first question is in the affirmative. To
the second, multiple supports free the student
for academic pursuits) These supports en-
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compass the day-to-day crigerissociated with
struggle to survive.
et to be answered are the quetitions :
t. will these students do as they assume

positions in the community? What are the
mental- health needs of these students as
they reenter the community? And, lastly, can
they teach others? Cea

In the second 5,y r period, these and
other questions will be addressed. More speci-
fically, the project will exteiui and improve
the training model most suitable to the high
risk strident ; articulate the program with
institutions of higher learning in such a way
that the institutions make major structural
and economic concessions and commitments
to most honestly and effectively house the
program ; extend the training involvement
to younger ghetto-barrio youth ; and folpw
in a supportive and educational fashion o%er
students who have been through the program
and are now moving back; in/ work roles,
into their communities. Using the successful
trainee as a human and exemplary pivot,
the project will reach farther back in time
(high school) to contact and establishirust-

'
L

a

e

ing relationships with prospective trained, ;
effect a practical and training-relevant bridge
back to the community for -those who have.
successfully negl5tiated the program by
deeply involving some of them in the recruit:
ment, referral and training of the 'new
trainees ; and learn from the extended pro-
gram how effective the program Has beam.
what works best with this typ4of student,
etc,

Thirty trainees are to be selected initially
(referred by current students and grad-
uates). These will be high school seniors.
They will participate in an orientation which
seeks to work out natural problems of dis-
trust and suspicion which have confronted
the project in the past. In a first summer
program the trainees will, in groups of 'five
and a graduate trainer, explore the issues,
problems, styles, etc., associa d with aca-
demic work at the college vel. This will
include open group discu ions, trips to
campuses, etc. Subsequ , there will be
a series of workshops and on and off campus
classes. The degrle achieved will be a bach-
elor's in social

,
science and business.
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HEALTH AND MENTAL HEALTH
PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL

Interdisciplinary Generic Training Program
. Miss Ruth E. Grogor.y.
- Wiltwyck School for Boys,, Inc.
817 Broadway
New York, New York 10003
**MH-13522 1973-1978.

Students in various disciplines (e.g., stu-
dents working for the MSW, graduate stu-.,
dents in psychology, fpecial education, and
psychiatric nursing, aw students, and child
psychiatry fellows) will enroll for a 1-year
training program at the Wiltwyck School for
.Boys. These students 'will be prepared, in
conjunction with new careers type of agency
employees, to function competently in offer-
ing relevant se ices to inner city residents.

The premise4is that students in these' dis-
ciplines rarely receive training which is
carefully fitted to quality service programs
and their manpower needs. It is further be-
lieved that training _programs generally fail
to teach the student how to work effectively
with persons of other disciplines and td un-
derstand both the- CVMMOTI characteristics;
and the uniqueness of the several disciplines
in human service agencies. Thus, the two
major emphases are on service related expe-
rience in'serving inner-city residents and on
interdisciplinary relationships in compre-
hensive 'service Systems.

Students from each of the disciplines
listed *Wm will have 1 tear of !generic"
training in in interdisciplinary context.
They Will acquire core- knOwledge- and expe-
rience about the communities they serve;
&bold the ,interaction of problems (e.g.,
health and Jaw, welfare and health) ; and

about complex situations any client is in.
Classroom- work seminiux, and field assign-
ments will be provided. For -the field work,
teams of students from the several disci-
plinei will be assigned to agency programs
in Harlem, Bedford-Stuyvesant or.. South
Bronx for participation i,p supervised
activities:

Cooperating With Wiltwyck School will be-
Hunter College, Columbia University, Ford;
ham University, and the School of Law of
New York University.

In addition to the training of the students,
the program has four major objectives:

(1) A service -based and interdisciplinary
. curriculum .will be developed and tested; an d
the generic and discipline-based teaks within
a comprehensive service syitem will be iden-
tified. The prograM in the -first year will be
-based siolely on previous experience; in the
second year, feedback from the first year Will
be used to modify the program.

(2) The program will seek to foster readi-
ness for curricular change in the faculties

'-of the participating educational, institutions,
mainly by including the faculties of the sev-
eral training institutions in the seminars
which' are to be part of the educational
methodology.

(8) The program will seek to foster cur-
ricular change in those educational institu-
tions to achieve a better match withlhe most
advanced service agency practice in an inner
city comprehensive human service system

(4), The program will encourage the
nation-wide dissemination of information
gained concerning generic training programs
in the human service fields.



Community Sociology Training Program

Brandeis University, and Tufts University:
This arrangement will make ;it possible for
trainees with special needs, which cannot
be met by courses currently available at
Boston University, to enroll in the appro-
priate courses at these institutions.

The first year of the program is designed
to provide trainees with a background in
the basic sociological, skills that will be im-
portant in a variety of mental healtk set-
tings. Trainees will be exposed to the princi-*
plea and activities- related to mental health
being undertaken in other disciplines during
the second year. These include social work,
psychology, and economics. The third year
Alf the program will provide additional im-
portant preparation in sociology, social work
and political science. The trainees will par-
ticipate in-mental health activities on a half-
time basis .ddring the academic year with .
the, agencies and organitations they have
worked with during the preceding summer.
During the second semester of the third year
the trainees will enroll in a directed study
with an individual faculty member. Thts
directed study will be related to the field
activities. During the fourth year of the
program, the major activity will be the prep-
iration and completion of a Ph:D. disserta-
tion relating to mental health activities.
_ Workshops and conferences which will .
bring together academic and community, spe-
cialists will be an important component of
the trainees' development -of new perspec-
tives and epic While no field experiences
will be required of fourth year trainees, they
will be required.to attend the workshops and
conferences. . -

Initial recruitment for 'the program will
be ,undertaken. from undergraduate institu-
tions whose Students progress to graduate
school; students already enrolled in the
graduate program of the Department' of
Sociology ; agencies and organizations active
in sheeting the mental' health needs of the
community: Publicity will be sent to univer-
sities, agencies, and community organiza-
tions throughout the country inviting appli-
cations. Special efforts will be made' to
attractrninority students interested in work-
ing in community mental health areas. The

. .

Dr. Irwin T. Sanders
Boston University
96 Cummington Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02215
**MH-13431 1973-1978

This is a 4-year Ph.D.-level program de-
signed to train sociologists to become impor-
tant figures in mental health activities and
to enable them to, perform effectively In
mental health, agencies. and organizations.
The- roles trainees will be prepared to under-
take include aiding in the planning, imple-
mentation and evaluation of mental health
Programs; aiding Community groUps in the.
formulation of programs and proposals; ad-
vocating programs developed by community
groups in mental health agencies that have
the responsibility of developing new pro-
grams ; fostering closer ties between commu-
nity groups and mental health agencies dur-
ing the planning process; carrying out
background research necessary for the de-
velopment of mental health programs; serv-
ing as liaisons between community groups
and Mental health 'agencies; assisting com-
munity groups and agencies-in the training
of paraprofessionals by the transmission of
basic sociological skills to paraprofessionals;
and fcisterinir a community orientation in
mental health agencies.

The program is comprised of four major
component*: (1) courses in sociology to pro-
vide trainees with a thorough grounding in
the disciplirie, especially in the areas related
to mental health activities; (2) courses in
related fields (e.g., social work, economics,
psychology; political science) -relevant rto
mental health programs; (8) workshops and-

. conferences -scheduled op a regular basis to
provide additional skills not .covered in the
courses, and broaden contact between
trainees and community organizations and
agencies active in the mental health field ;
(4) extensive field experiences in community
organizations and agencies active in mental
health fields.

An idcled resource for this program is
the consortia t that has' been developed
among Bosto Coliege, Boston University,
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present aim is to exiroll six Ph.D. students
during the initial year, of whom four will be
*be first-year graduate level.

An advisory board is a crucial component
of an ongoing evaluation and coordination
of the structure and Contents of the program.

A MulediaciplInary Role fo
Dr: Seldon D. Feud
College of Pharmacy I
Unikerly of Tennessee
Memphis, Tenness&e 38103 .*
MH-12306 1471-1974

The project was designed to develop and
evaluate an educational concept intended to
enhance the effectiveness of the pharmacist
in matters of and mental health.
Training has been included in the preceding
two academic years. During the first year /".
(197J-72, a pilot group of 14 graduate
pharmaciiis in, the doctor of pharmacy' pro-
gram were trainees. The course' was refined
and adop$d into- the terminal year of the
bachelor of science degree program, and 105
students completed the. training in 1972-78.
For purposes of evaluation, the experimental
group was randomly selected from these 105
students, and the control group was: ran-
domly selected from the previous (1972)
gradqating class which' did. not participate
in- the program but was, otherwise consid-
ered comparable. Evaluation took two forms :

.., (1) Assessment of changes within the indi-
-;vidual, based on results of standardized

teats completed immediately before and after
the training and .(2): assessment of reac-
tions of pharmacists 8 to 6 months after

tgradmation, in open-ended Interviews fl and
while viewing a film of.critical incidents:

The program includes field experiences' in
hospitals and clinics and didactic topics em-

. bodied in a 3-quarter-hour course entitled:
"Behavioral Sciences and Pharmacy Prail,
tice," taught primarily b34 psychiatrists,
clinical psychologists, social workers, and
pharmacists. The course contains four major
sections: (1) Introduction to Human Beha-
vior, including motivations, frustration, con -
flict, adaptation, and disruptive behavior; (2)..
Interpersonal Relationships, including inter-

,f,1
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This advisory boird will be composed of the
dean of the Graduate School of AAA and
Sciences, faculty from the Departtnent of
Sociology And.relateil *fields; And representa-
tives of community organizations and men-.tal health related agencies.

r a Health 'Professional

viewing, crisis intervention, and inter')
feasional relatioxiships; (A) Social
in Home and Community; and (41 Me 1

Health ProfeslionsRolea. and Areas of Po-
tential Interactions with Pharmacists. In
addition there are discussion seminars
where.students, in' groups of aboht 20, inter-
act and attempt to relate concepts to actual
prictice under the guidance of mental health
professional group leaders. .

The program ie based on the recognition
that the pharmacist is in a unique position
to contribute to the physical and mental
health of the Nation. In the hospitals and
especially in community practice, he is avail-
able to large numbers of citizens during ex-
tended hours, 7 days each week. In addition,
considerable information relative to the
health and well-being of individuals and
families comes to his attention. He is asked
for advice and assistance on a variety of
topics ranging froM drugs and other heap-
related factors to personal (incluaig social,
economic, and psychological) problems. Even
when - not directly consulted, he is frequently
well aware of such matters through inter-
professional communication's and personal
observation. In many small towns he is the
only he professional on the scene.

Coll tin n of data jndicating the direct
impact the project will be completed 'by
the fall of '1978, and analysis will be accom-
plished thereafter. The project has indirectly
resulted in pharmacy service contracts be-
tween the University of Tennessee College
of Pharmacy and two mental 'health facili-
ties; the Tennessee Psychiatric Hospital and
Institute' and the Memphis and Shelby
County Mental Health Center: In these loca-
tions new advanced roles for pharmacists in
care of the mentally ill are being examined
on a pilot basis and these facilities also rep-
resent additional training sites for phar-



macy students. A color sound film of critical
;incidents 'vas prepared in a local pharmacy
as an evaluation instrument. It is now being
considered for future use as a classroom
teaching instrument.

Information about the program has been
disseminated primirily by invited and con-
tributed paptrs presented]. gat profe'isional
meetings in 1971-73,' including the Tennes-
see Pharmaceutical 'Association ; the Annual

. Seminar of the Georgia Society of Hospital
Pharmacists; 'the Annual Seminar of the,
Texas Society of Hospital Pharmacists; the
annualmeeting of the Section of Teachers
of Pharmacy of the American Association
of Colleges of Pharmacy Conference' of
Teacheri; the Annual Meeting, of the Geor-

_Oa Division of Mental Health; the ANnual
Meeting of the American Board of Diplor
mates in Pharmacy ; and the Annual Meeting
of the American. Sodiety of Hospital Phar-
macists. In addition, the- staff participated
in a symposium at the National Conference
of Mental Health Pharmacists held at the
College of Pharmacy, University of Nebras-
ka, in i973, and prepared an audio-visual
exhibit for the Annual Seminar of the Amer -
ican Association of Colleges of Pharmacy.

The course }1`; 3 been adopted as a require-
ment in the pharmacy curriculum, and is
-being partially supported by funding outside
the grint. After termination of the grant,.
it will be-fully supported by the College of
Pharmacy.

Human Behavior for Students of Pharmacy

Dr. G. Dwaine Lawrence
School of Pharmacy
Univeraity of Southern California
Los Angeles, California 90007
MN-12401 197

0

1974

The initial piirpose of this project wa to
design and to develop a required and pe-
cific course of study in human behavior for
all senior students of pharmacy at the ni
versity of Southern California. In its present
form the program is 'structured in contem-
plation of a pharmacist role model designed
for psychiatric patient care environments.
It is a patient-centered training program.

Under-thesupervision of pharmacist in-
structors and/or paychiatsists the students
interview psychiatric patients, prepare drug
histories, conduct followup 'interviews, mon-
itor the patient progress under drug therapy,
and make suggestions: to the responsible

*- psychiatrist for modifications in patient drug
therapy. The student may alto counsel the
patient on the appropriate use of prescribed
and nonprescribed inediCations. Students also
participate in .patient psychotherapy groups
and perform in, other ward activities which
are appropriate to his training.

Wards and clinics in which the students
have responsibility include: a psychiatric
acute care hospital, a psychiatric outpatient
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clinic, a psychosoinatic patient clinic, and
neurology, neurosurgery, and alcohol wards,
and Antabuse clinic

'
Students also round

with the overdose - suicide evaluation team,
and visit community based., mental health
facilities.
e Students are taken into the program in
groups of .40 for a 9-week training period.
Each week has approximately 24 hours of
scheduled- 'classroom and ward experiences
plus outside reading, library -research and
case development. The class size this year is
120.

Ancillary Classroom activities support the
strident in his "need to know" which arises
from his patient care activities. Major em-
phasis is placed on the clinical application
of psychoactive drugs in the management of
the patient, on the development andimprove-
ment in communication skills with patients,
and on the recognition of symptoms of men-
tal disorder. This last emphasis is clearly`
necessary to the pharmacist's patient moni-
toring function. It 418o provides a strong
con?, of information for the learning of psy-
chiatric. jargon. it is believed thatIritiajor
barrier to the pharmacist's- entry into the
mental health field; has been his inability to
communicate accurately and concisely with
the other professionals in the field_

Major teaching strategies include the in-
tensive use of supervised clinical experience,



case development and -presentation; and an
intensive use of media for training. The
media include movies and videotape' coupled
with programmed clinical problemsolving
experience. Video equipment is used exten-
sively for recording. student interview ses-
sions with playback for self-performance
evaluation,

The fifth', (junior) year of this 6-year
pharmacist training program has been modi-
fled to include a course in communication to
support the training for the development
and improvement of communication Allis
during the sixth year "Behavioral': program:
Junior level teaching in pharmacology has
increased its stress on neurotransmitter
theory and the actions of psychotropic
agents.

The health pharmacist role model,
.which has given the beaching program its
design, has been implemented in the psychia-
tric outpatient clinic. It is currently being
evaluated for cost effectiveness "and a sep-
arate research agency is making' a limited
cost/benefit analysis.

To our knowledge, no graduate, prior to
instigation of the behavioral program, has
elected employment in the mental health
field. Lnformil reporting by graduates who
have had the behavioral program, indicates

Mr. John Dick
Rough Rock Demonstration School

'Chinte, Arizona 86503
***MH-11930* 1969-1973

This is a 3-year project to train 13
Navajos to become medicine men. Since no
ceremonies can'he taught in June or July,
the 10-month °training cycle will begin in
August. Vacancies from any cause will be
filled then. (For, example, the first year,
1969-70, four trainees each learned one full
ceremony, and, therefore, are now qualified
to practice as medicine men in these special-
ties. One or more may elect to again become
a trainee to learn another ceremony.), The
training is biped on 40 hours per week for
the 10 months each year. The length of time
is due to the sheer volume of rote memotiza-.

N.

that 14 have taken such employment. A. for-
mal determination of the program's effigy
on the graduate's employment in the mental
health field will 1% undertaken is the spring
of 1974. Whether or not the graduate selects
employment in .the mental health field, it is
believed that he will underitantt better the
needs of and be able to provide more appro-,
priate care to. the mentally disturbed patient_
in any environment.

This new role and self-image in one sense
reflects. afull cycle. At a much earlier time
the physician actually served as his own
pharmacist "prescribing and filling prescrip-
tions; then this function of the physician
was gradually given to the pharmacist to

- relieve the physician 'for other functions.
The emphasis in this program upon, return-
ing some of the "doctorlike" functions to
the pharmacist is based on the belief that
the amount of training required to turn out
a pharmacist is far too great to have him
spend the rest of his life simply filling pre-
scriptions which, with modern technology,
can be done very competently by a techni-
cian. The focus on the new role image means
that the pharmacist would spend less of his
time actually filling prescriptions and more
of his time in a teaching health educator
role. ,

Navajo Mental Health
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tion involved in each ceremony -to be learned.
There are some 50 ceremonies. The average
medicine man knows two or three, rarely
more than five.The training is accomplished
by long hours of practice under the direk
supervision of the Navajo doctor in charge.
The trainees are taught in the instructing
medicihe man's own hogan, usually at night."
The - objective in each case is for the trainee
to learn the particular ceremony. perfectly
prior to performing it with a patient., Em-
phasis is on restoration" of emotional well
being so-that the patient can function nor-
mally: The program provides a means of
perpetuating a tradition of proved pOsitive
value for Navajo mental health. The Navajos
are desirous of haiinia trained group of
practitionets to replace the older men. They
work closely with PHS doctors providing



psychiatric counseling where it is of value
and referring medical cases to PHS. physi-
cians. This program provides mental health
relevant manpower for a prdportion of the
Navajo nation still non-English speaking-and

' unable to benefit from Anglo forms of
therapy.

The project began in August of 1969. Six
medicine men were hired. and to each were
assigned two trainees. Except for one, the
trainees have been under SO and one, was
only 16. Thole young people already had
Some knowledge about the. Nayajo chants
and ceremonies.

The program has been working in coop-
eration with the Public Health Service. In
addition ,to.staff consultation, the psychiatric
consultant of the Navajo Indian Health Area
*as well as other Public Health ,Service phy-
sicians have conducted and participated in
eight mental health, and medical group dis-
cussions with the trainees, instructor?! and
s taff of the progren throtighout the year.
These discussions involved' the correlation of
the two systems,of mental knowledge, giving
the trainees a greater understanding of the
problems of their patigts, and increasing
their sensitivities to the T*terpersonal issues
at stake in their professional work. Some
specific topics included- "Bacteria and ilow
It Affects tie Body." "The Circulatory Sys-

Professional Program in

Dr. Donald R. Peterson 1
Children's Research Center .

University of Illinois
Champaignt Illinois.61820
MH-11446 1969-1974

This Doctor of Psychology Program is
designed to prepare Dpsychologists for pro-
, fessional work at the highest levels of
responsibility. The program has formally
berm in effect since September 1968. HOW-
'ever, a group of students who entered gild-
uate training jn.1967 requested permission
to declare candidacy for the doctor, of psy-
chology, degree and they were allowed to.2,,,

I. Tar current information eontaet Dr. Warm M. Steinman
at tre,University of Illinois.
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tem," and "The Structure of the Body and
How It Works."

In addition to working with the Public
Health Service, the program staff has. been
working industriously toward the goal of all
the trainees becoming medicine men. By the
end of the first year, four of the trainees
have become medicine men. Three others
have learned- the ceremonies and when pa-
tierits ask them to, will become medicine men
after performance of the ceremonies with
patients. The last five trainees have learned
much but still need further training.

The project also has been gradually build-
ing up an image for itself in the eyes of the
community and the public.- The` director of
the program has been invited to speak at
numerous conferences sponsored by anthro-
pological and educational organizations.
These trips involved travel to many parts
of the United States, including Washington,
D.C., San Francisco, California; and Minne-
apolis, Minnesota.

Several field trips have 'also 'been mate by
the trainees and staff. One of the trips was
made to the Gallup Indian Hospital where
the instructors and trainees observed the
operating room as part of an all-day pro-
gram: All in all, this has been a successful
year for the mental health program.

Clinical Psychology

do so. In all, yr students are enrolled in the
program at four levels..By now ft is clear
that very large numbers of highly qualified
applicants request admkssion to the program.
Most of the students graduate work
directly from baccalau te level education
though a large minority of appjicants have
spent at least a year in some kind of pre-
professional work dr in gtaduate study else-
where.

Initial training is conducted principally
at a psychological service center operated'
by the Department of Psychology. Additional
training takes place at two nearby compre-
hensive mental health zone centers, a student
counseling service, a veterans' hospital, and
increasingly in association with community
agencies organized to accomplish preventive

" T.4
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rather than meliorative aims. The first year
of training is concentrated on education in
basic behavioral science, research methods,
and an introduction to clinical psychology
which includes both didactic and practicum
experience. -During the second and third
Years, intensive training in professional
skills, is offered by way of numerous labora-
tories in clinical psychology.' Some of these
are conducted by university faculty members
arid-Others by psychologists primarily affil-
iated with field agencies. At the present time
laboratories are offered in advanced cl cal
assessment, two forms of indivi psycho-
therapy, systematic d sitization, two
forms of group counseling, behavior 'modifi-
cation programs in residential settings, and
several forms of community intervention.
The fourth year of training is devoted to an
internship and a report dealing with some
aspect of the professional applications of
behavioral science in clinical, counseling and
community psychology. Most of the reports_
to date have been devoted to the study of a
program for providing professional services
to the public, the organization of a system
for providing impgsved services, and eval-
uation qf the new program. At the end of
the fourth year, upon review of performance
records and approval of,report emphasizing
innovation in professional work, the doctor
of psychology degree is awarded.

To date, the academic and professional
performance of students in the Doctor of
Psychology program has been of the highest
quality. Their average course _grades' and
ratings of professional skill have been equal
to those of Ph.D. students with whom they
have been compared..Supervisors,of clinical
training have typically neither cared nor
known which students were in the Ph.D.
Program and which were in the D.Psy..
program. There is no evidence whatsoever of
inferior status or second-class citizenship
attributed to members of the Doctor of Psy-
chology program. Student morale is high and
objections to the program on the part of
students have practically vanished. Informal
verbal reports, and the ease with which
faculty appointments and financial expendi-
tures_ for clinical training can now be justi-
fied, also suggest more favorable faculty
attitudes toward professional clinical psy-

a

chology than those- which prevailed before
the professional aims of the program were
made explicit.

At the time this report is written, three
doctor of psychology degrees have been
aloOded and four other doctor of pkychology
&dents have accepted jobs though their
final professional reports are not yet com-
plete. All positions° are, in public mental
health agencies of one kind or another. Stu-
dents report no difficulty in obtaining highly
desirable jobs. Injtial revonsibilities typi-
cally include combinationof direct profes7
sional work, consultation, program adminis-
tration and evaluation, and training of other
professional and nonprofessional personnel.

Public acceptance of the Doctor of Psy-
chology concept appears to be improving.
In 1968 members of the Chicago Training
Conference expressed more favorable atti-
tudes toward the program than they did in

- 1965. The NIMH grant which led to the
present statement was approved in 1969.
Review for accreditation by the I American
Psychological AssociatiOn was initiated in
1970, a new catery for - the "provisional
accreditation of experimental programs" has
now been written int0 the accreditation rules,
and the Doctor of Psychology program was

e first to receive provisional accreditation
under those rules. The program was eval-
uated for full accreditation in 1973. Formal
notification of the results of that evaluation
has not yet been received, but there is every
reason to suppose that-full accreditation will
soon be granted.

So far, only two other Doctor of Psychol-
ogy programs have been initiated in the
United Slates though several schools are
known to be considering the development of
similar programs. It seems likely that deci--
sions to proceed with the programs are being
deferred until the outcomes of the National
Conference on Levels and Patterns of Train- /
ing in Professional Psychology are -reached
and publicized. Thee doctor of psychology
model 'is strongly represented in materials
which were collected to define the organiza-
tion of that conference and the results of
the doctor of psychology innovation at Illi-
nois was m de abundantly available to par-
ticipants. If ome form of explicit sanction
for programs -uch as this one emerges from
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the conference, it seems likely that additional
professional doctoral programs in clinical

psychology will soon be initiated at other
training centers.

Development of Content and Methods for Teaching
of Psychology to Dental.Students

Dr. Loren Borland
College of Dentistry
University of California
San Francisco, California 94102
***MH-6412 1956-1962

This project, developed the content and
methods for teaching concepts from the be-
havioral sciences to dental students for the
purpose of increasing their effectiveness in
dealing with emotional -disorders in dental.
practice. In addition, it trained dental per-
*onkel for dental education., and to conduct
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research. into ',emotional disorders relating
to dental disorders. Students rotated through
the Langley Porter Meworial Mental Hy-
giene Dental Clinic, performing routine
operations on the patients and thus learning
to manage such patients under supervision,
The staff developed a syllabus for the under-
graduate lecture course, plus ''readings and
teaching aids. The goal of the undergraduate
training was to give the student some con-
sistent theory of human behavior and to
train him to .think analytically and construc-
tively in these terms in his dealings with
people.



RESEARCH PERSONNEL
AND STATISTICIANS

Undergraduate Training in Evaluative Research.

Mr. James Marshall
'Mt Lila Acheson Wallace School of Community

Service and Puh lic Affairs
k University of Orspn

Eugene, Oregon 97403
MH-12788 ,1971 -1976

The Program Evaluation andelop----
ment (PEDJ Project is --a 'training project

that integrates research and evaluation with
program development. The project is an
undergraduate, senior-year program that
strestes on-line utilization of evaluation and
program development skills in receptive
Asocial service and mental health related
agencies. In the agency a studexh; takes on
the role of consultant to that agency, re-
sponsible fOr evaluation and planning activi-
ties that provide a basis for' improvement of
agency, performance. Upon graduation the.
student enters ,the job market having_de-
veloped,and applied skills as if he were previ..
ously emploYed.

The project is based at the School of Com-
munity Service and Public "Affairs (CSPA)
at the University of Oregon-. CSPA is a pro-

, fersional ;school geared to train bachelor
ickel people' to work in direct and indirect
hijrnan service' delivery systems. The school
is \ NM-based and- competency-oriented and
he n& is supportive of the Pglit's field-oriented
matructional format and evaluation content.
CSPA has expressed interest in the program
as a possible model for future CSPA develop-
Ment. the PFD project is presently working
on dissemination of materials and models to
facilitate that relationship..

Field. is the emphasis." of the project._The
field Placement site is chosen by the trainee
based on his interests and on .the agency's
needs for evaluation and program develop-

ment'services. The trainee, a field instructor
for PED, and an agency'representative con-
tract to perform specific tasks and responsi-
bilities. Trainees have been involved with a
number of local and State agenciesthe
local mental health center, community action
projects, community colleges, local commu-
nity-- schools program, and mental health
clinics.

Supportive techniques, models and' skills
are introduced and practiced in simulated
situations during six structured classroom
hours per week. Theory practice integration
is set up to help integrate field with skills,
techniques and models. Each week every
trainee meets individually with his field in-
structor. The content is oriented-toward task
completion in the field.

In its third year in operation the project
staff has been w_orking on the -development

orsiii-effective training model utilizing exist-
ing agencies in need of evaluation services.
Included are field techniques . and models
(such as Theory Practice Integration, con-
tracting for field work) and techniques that
build skills in five competency areas appli-
cable to a broad range of situations. For
example :

A simple Systems Model that is used to
describe an agency or a problem and to plan
an evaluation or program development
project.

Needs Assessment Model that is geared
to gathering data to look at a more specific
problem.

Problem-Oriented Record Keeping
(PORK) and the functional' role concept
are used to monitor an agency's activities:

In addition to providing a supportive en-
vironment for the PED program, CSPA
supplies most of the senior-year students.
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As such, they have had some field expe-
riences and classroom work within their
chosen academic speciality and career inter-
est: Within the PED program,-trainees work
toward acquiring and demonstrating skills
(in their agency placement) in five basic
competency areas. Those areas include the
following:

Entry Skills: initial contact with the
organization, assessing the situation for re-
ceptivity to evaluation (supporting and hin-
dering factors), and negotiating a contract
to do specified tasks in the agency.

Data Gathering Skills: obtaining data
from clients, organization's staff, and en-
vironment to identify the problem area and
outline the facilitating and hindering situa-
tions in the environment in relation to that
problem.

Evaluation Skills: statement -ofmea-
surable nbjectives, developing methods for
measurement, interpreting results and draw-

-- ing conclusions. -
Development Skills: using information

from a needs assessment or evaluation and
developing a project to meet those identified
weaknesses or needs.

Implementing Skills': presenting results
of an evaluation or development project to
the organization to evable the agency to, use
that information in program management
and planning decisions. This includes estab-
lishing closure with tha organization.

In order to provide a structure for acqui-

sition of these skills, the ,PED program is
designed around three basic units: (1) Field
Placement-6 _credit hours per term, (2)
Seminar-3. credit hours, per term, (3)
Theory Practice Integration-3 credit hours
per term. All trainees take a total of 12
credit hours in each of three -consecutive
quarters of their senior year.

In addition to trainees working in agen-
cies oet-heir field placements, staff and com-
binations of staff and trainees have acted
as consultants to a number of agencies--with
the Southeast Portland Comprehensive Men-
tal Health Planning Project, Interdisciplin-
ary Health Student Conference in Portland,
April 6 and 7, 1973, Lane County. Commu-
nity Coordinated Child Care agency, Oregon
Problem Drinker, Lane .County Community
Mental `Health Center, and Lane County
ComMunity Action Project. In addition, a
trainee successfully headed' a task force for
reorganizing the .School of Community Serv-
ice and Public Affairs (the host institution).

Graduates hold evaluator and/or planner,
positions with social service agencies in
Oregon, including Northwest Regional Train..
ing Labs (Portland), Southeast Portland
Comprehensive Mental Health Planning
Project, State of Oregon Delia-Kr-bent of
Human Resources, and City of Portland
Human Resources Department. Three of the
graduates have gone or will be going to
graduate school in gerontology and public
administration.

Interdisciplinary Mental Health Research and
Evaluation Doctoral Project

Dr. Richard R. DeBlassie
Department of Counseling and Educational

.Psychology
'College of Education
New Mexico State University
Box 3AC/Las Cruces, New Mexico 88003
MH-12575 1971-1974

This 39-month interdisciplinary program
provides doctoral-level training for eight
students in the field of mental health evalua-
tion and research. All students,had at least'
baccalaureate training in one of a variety of-
fields (psychology, sociology, mathematics,
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urban education) prior to, entering the pro-
gram. Selection was based on undergraduate
and graduate grades, GRE scores, letters of
recommendation, and personal interview. At

-;this writing, the program is concluding its
second year of operation.

The program's objectives are to prepare
students to function in the three broad
areas of -mental health evaluation research:
(a) Assessment of administrative and or-
ganizational structure of mental health pro-
grams in order. to most efficiently provide
health serVice to those in greatest need;
(b) process analysis of patterns of services



provided to different groups and areas in
order to determine whether the mental
health needs of t
adequately and effic
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treatment outcome
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ychology, community -psy-
chology, governance and legal aspects of
mental health, evaluation research; (e), in-
dustrial engineering, operations research and
systems; and (f) computer science, compu-
ter application, information management
systems and simulation.

Practicum experiences have been coordi-
nated primarily through semester long (4
to 5 month) placement of students in various
mental health facilities throughout the coun-
try and also through Weal placements dur-
ing the school year. Placement facilities
cooperating in the training program include
Southwest Mental Health. Center, Las Cru-
ces, -New Mexico; Beaumont General Hos-
pital (Fort Bliss), El Paso, Texas; the an
Antonio,: (Texas) Independent School 15-
trict ; Fort Logan Mental Health Center;
Denver, Colorado; the Mental Health and
Mental Retardation Programs of Lancaster
and Lebanon Counties, Pennsylvania ; the
Community, Mental Health Services of Hum-
boldt and Santa Cruz Counties, California.

The present program is training profes-
sionals to perform a function' for which
there is great demand yet few competently
trained individuals. It is distinctive in that,
as opposed to the traditional clinical re-
searcher, the program evaluator must be
guided primarily by practical concerns and
his research results must be geared toward
immediate application at several levels. of
decisionmaking regarding funding, adminis-
trative planning, and treatment emphasis.
The prOgram provides a unique combination
of, interdisciplinary academic preparation
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and field experience to train professionals
for this specialty.

The, project has had both local and na-
tional representation through field placement
of students. The primary local placement
agencies have been the Southwest Mental
Health Center in Las Cruces and Beaumont
General Hospital in El Paso. Students as-
signed to Southwest have, under supervision,
;evaluated an organizational and structural
change as related' to ,increase in size ,of the,
organization and assessed the efficacy of
various workshops attended by professional
personnel, introducing goal attainment seal-
ing as a research tool. In addition, as an out-
growth of evaluation findings, efforts have
,been made to-secure funds for a mobile men-
tal health unit to service the rural communi-
ties of the county. Students assigned. to
Beaumont have helped .build evaluation pro-
cedures into various treatment ritograms
under the department of psychiatry; and,
research programs are being organized to 1
investigate the. .role of emotional factors in
adjiAstment to surgery and to study indi-
vidual difference variables as they relate to
the effectiveness of a, rehabilitation program
for mastectomy patients.

Regarding regional- and national place-
ments, one trainee is serving as an assess-
ment consultant for the pupil personnel serv.
ices division of the San Antonio independent
school district. Her primary function is to
develdp evaluation procedures for the diag-
nostic learning centers serving the school
district, with the ultimate goal being the
enhancement of communication between
teachers who make the referrals and coun-
selors and other personnel who staff the
learning center. The trainee who is intern''
ing at Fort Logan has been assigned to the
alcoholism research unit, and his research
has focused on demographic variables re-
lated to alcoholic first admissions and on
developing an information retrieval system
designed to aid clinicians in developing indi-
vidual treatment plans on the basis of demo-
graphie predictor, variables.

The two students 'interning in Pennsyl-
vania are directly involved in the iidminis-
trative aspects of evaluation at the county
and, to some degree, the State level. Each
student has been assigned to a separate



county evaluation program under the direct
supervision of the county- administrator,and
under the general supervision of 'a special
consultant on mental health ,evaluation for
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The
students' primary functions are to assist in
delineating county-wide program objectiv4
integrating funding source mandates with
community needs and resources for their'
respective communities, and to develop eval-
uation schemes. for individual programs. An
affiliation* has also been arranged for one of
the students with the Family and community
Medicine Program at Lancaster General
Hospital where he is developing a research
project around investigating personality
variables as predictors of the efflbacy of a
program designed, 'to enhance the communi-
cation skills of physicians and other profes-
sionals at the hospital.

Four Of the eight trainees presented re-
searth papers at the Rocky Mountain Edu-
cational ReSearch -Association meetings held
in November of 102 at New Mexico Stet;
University. Information about the program
has been disseminated primarily through
consultation visits and paper presentations.
During the latter part of the program's first
year, two staff members visited a number
of mental. health organizations in. New Mex-
ico, Texas, Colorado, and California. Insti--

Dr. Ernest M. Gruenberg
Psychiatric Epidemiology Research Unit

.College of Physicians and Surgeons
Columbia University
722 W. 168th Street
New York, New York 10032
MH-11105

tutions visited included six of the county
mental health service organizations in: Cali-,,
fornia, Patton State Hospital in California,
Fort Logan Mental Health Center and the-
Western Interstate Commission for Higher
Education (WICHE) in Colorado, the Uni-
versity of New ,Mexico Medical School, and
the University of Texas Medical ,School at
San Antonio. The primary goal of these
.visits was to' arrange for' internship place-
ments. However, as a byproduct, informa-
tion was exchanged about our respective
programe and detailed materials were ob-
tained pertaining ta.the research programs,
information systems, and data processing
procedures employed at those institutions.

Dr. Paul Binner (Fort Logan MHO, Dr.
PA] McCullough (VVICHE)-, and Dr. Alex-
nder Quenck (UNM Med. School) have
served as consultants to our program and
presented seminars' on current' issues in the
mental health evaluation field. Dr. Binner's
presentations centered on problems involv
in developing systematized record-keepi g
and evaluation procedures in a mental health \
facility, and literature and data pertaining to \

the research program at Fprt Logan have
been a primary source of training materials
for the present program. The seminar series
will continue through the program's third
year of eperation.

Psychiatric Epidemiology

1967-1970

This program trains students at a post-
doctoral level in psychiatric epidemiology.
It Provides apprenticeship training (aedis-
tinguished from a degree-oriented program)
for those persons who anticipate a research
career in the 'epidemidlogy of mental
disorders.

Since its beginning in 1967, .14 fellows
have entered the training program. Three
are currently- in the training program. The

prOgram is in its sixth year of operation.
Fellows for the program come from 'di-

yerse professional backgrounds' including
medicine, psychiatry, anthropology, social-

. ogy, psychology, human genetics, biostatis-
tics, public health and related fields. They
are selected from the folloWing groups
arranged in order of their' selection: (1)
Persons who have completed their doctoral
degrees in any of the, above fields and who
desire-supervised research .experience; (2)
Persons who are in mid-career and who have

= developed interests which require .research
training; and (3) Persons who have not
formally secured the doctoral degree but
who have completed all course and examina-
tion requirements. (Such persons generally
have .a . dissertation requirement to meet.
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Selection is by special arrangement between
them and the thesis committee to which they
are assigned when they are matriculated.)

The facilities which significantly cooper-
ated with the training include the Columbia
University School of Public ,Health and.
Administrative Medicine, Columbia Univer-
sity Department of Psychiat17, the New
York State Department of Mental Hygiene,
the Psygligtry Epidemiology esearch Unit,

' the Ne ork State Psych atrie Institute,
the Biometrics Branch of the New Yoric
State Department of Men Hygiene, Hud-
son. River State Hospital, and Community
Mental Health Center of Dutchess County.

Emphasis in the training program is pri-
marily focused an' first-hand research expe-
rience. However, tilinees hive an oppor-
tunity to enroll in university courses and
seminars that claim their interest and' that
will contribute to their professional develop-
melit. The program is tailored to the inter--
este and professional needs of each trainee.
In this ,apprentiC'eship training program the
following skills as applied to psychiatric
epidemi.ology are! emphasized: psychiatric
diagnosis, environmental classification, de-
Mographic analysis, interviewing, both fo-
cused and open-ended instrument construe-

, Lion and measurement, data collection and
processing, data,' analyses and interpreta-
tion, research deiign, identifying gape in
epidemiological ,knowledge, and organization
and administration'.

Seven .of the 1t fellows who have entered
the program had their doctoral degrees°

'when beginning. the program and three
earned theirs during the program. One. is
currently Matriculating for his Ph.6. Of the
12 who have completed their training, eight
are currently active in. research, three are
on faculties of universities and. one is of
unknown occupation.

This training program's special c :-.lfsracter
istic is that it emphasizes apprefiticeship
work roles rather than 'academic course
work. It is based on the assumption that
academic course work does not get trans-
lated- into effective research activities when
individuals do not have the opportunity to
come in direct contact with research prob-
lems in progress. It takes more than thesis
eXereises to familiarize a new research
worketvith the..issues which become appar-
ent during the conduct of research. The
teaching methods are therefore flexible .and
aretailored' to the needs of fellows in the

-program .at the tinie. It is noted that some
subsequent addition can be made- to the art
of preparing research workers for the re-
sponsibility as independent investigators.
AnotRer feature of this is that it does not
attempt to make each fellow comprehensively
capable of being a good principal investi-
gator but undertakes to sharpen the skills
of specialists on a research team (statistics,
psychology, social work, psychiatry, etc.) and,
gives a practical experience in interdisci:
plinary teamwork so that the fellow
how to' contribute specialized skills within
the framework of an interdisciplinary proj-
egt led by a principal investigator..

A reevaluation of the program's focus was
recently madf. It was concluded that the
apprenticeship focus should be emphasized
and _formal course work confined to 'ad hoc
courses for individual trainees, preferably
in short-term full-time courses 4eleeted for
their suitability regardless of location or
sponsorship. In addition, it was recommended
that the prior need. for a doctoral degree
should be de-emphasized and trainees. who
havt terminated a relevant period of spe-
cialty training should be, admitted whether
or not they intend later to go on to d higher.
degree.
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Training Program in Mental Health Statistics

Dr..Donna Brogan 1
Sdhool of Public Health
University.of NorthCarolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27516
MH-10373 1966-1971

It is the objective of this training program
to train biolgtatisticians who will be able to
apply their statistical and epidemiological
'knowledge to the field of mental health.
These persons are to be trained at a specified
level of proficiency in mental health statistics
which IS to beassessed by (1) course grades;
(2) a master's or doctoral examination in
biostatistics, the specialized, area of mental
health statistics, and a minor area where

,appro and (3) a mental health re-.
research project which is done either

during supervised field training or super-
. wised atatistical consulting.

The training prograni was started in 1967
and continued thrOugh 1971 under the sup--r
port: of grant 11H-10373 from the National
Institute of .Mental Health. The brogram is
continuing tinder grant 31H-12602. As
August 1973, there will be. 15 graduates,
from this. program, 14 with master of
science in public health degrees and one with
a muter of science degree. Two of the cur, ,

rent students will, be returning to the Uni-
Versity of North Carolina next year in the
master of science and the doctor of pUblic
health programa respectively. Of those re-
ceiving degrees, about, half had previously

n employed as sztal health statisticians..
Training un the direction of the

Bipstatistic Department of the UniverSity
of North Carolina School of Psiblic'llealthi :
Students in this training prorunilsaa take .

courses in other departments in the. School
° of P_ ublic Health, especially epidemiology

and mental healt Also 'Cooperating in the
t raining progr are several mental health
agencies whieh have agreed to hprellIental
health *statistics student trainees in their
agencieS for the summer. Some of the coop-
erating agencies are 'Fort Leigan ,Mental

1. Tor eurrent information on
- Bernard Greenberg. Dean. School

TJairersity .f North Cairoline.

the program, eoritact Dr.
of rublie Health, at the
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Health Center in Denverk Biometrics Re-
search' Division of the New York State De-
partment of Mental Hygiene in New York,`'
North 'Carolina Department , of Mental
Health in Raleigh, and the Epidemiological
rield Station of the 117.5. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare in Kansas
City.

In addition to the regular biostatistics and,
related courses required for the master's knd
doctoral programs, four special courses have
been developed for the mental health statis-
tics programs. For the master's degree Pro-
grama, two special courses of 3 semester
hours each are offered. 'Information Sys-
tems in Mental Health" includes material
on statistical information systems, psychiatric
diagnosis and classification, and statistical
methods of ckissification. This course is
taught jointly by faculty,members from the
departments , of hiostatisties and mental
health. "Evaluation of -Mental Health. Pro-
gram's" includes reviews; of the literature on
evaluation methodology and mental, health
program evaluation, and applications to on-
going mental health prografns. Students in
mental health, mental health statistics, and
community psychiatry Are enrolled in this,
course, and it is tatight jointly by faculty
members from the three departments. Two
additional three-credit courses, "Advanced
Topics in Mental Health Statistics," are
offered for advanced master's and doctoral -

students. These courses will include /the
theory andapPlicatiOn of tinseseries analyst's
to mental health statistic's problems, factor
analysis, and cluster. analysis.

The field training is done in a mental
health agency under .the supervision of A *
qualified -mental health statistician. There
are two main objectives of the field training:
One is to teach the student how the static
tiOal division of a mental health age o er-
ates, what it does, how it relates to the other.
components :of the organization, etc. The
other objective is to give the student guid-
ance and experience in conducting a small
research project. This includes definition of
the problem, collection and analysis of data,
and preparation of a written report.

Master's-level graduates in mental health



statistics are expected to function mainly as
statistical or program *analysts, while grad-
uates of the doctoral programs are expected
to function primarily as mental health sta-
tistical conaultants and research statisticians.

The unique feature of this training pio-
gram is that it is the only university-based
training program in the United States spe-
cifically designed to prepare statisticians to
work in the field, of mental health.

Of the 15 students Who enrolled in the
program prior to 1972, 12 received the
M.S.P.H. degree, two did not graduate be.
cause they did ndt' complete' their cciurse-
wor , and one is currently extrolle4, as a
seco d year M.S. student. Of .the 14 former
trainees who have left the university, nine
are currently employed. as mental health
statisticians, the other five are employed in

other aspects of public' health statistics and
adniinistration. Positions held by former
trainees include director of a division of
stetiatica in a State department of mental
health, statistical and research consultant'
with a State demrtment of mental health,

: statistician with NIMH, ststiatical consult-.
ant with a mental retardation facility, and
research associate with an epidemiological'
field station of the U.S. Department- of
Health, Education, and Welfare. Two grad-
uatea have later served as field counselors
with the program.

A complete report of the first 5 years of
this training program, "An* Educational
Program in Mental Health Statistics," by
D. R. Brogan and B. G.. Greenberg, has been
published in the ebrtuary, 1973, home of the.
Community Mental Health Journal.

Epidemiology Institute for Mental Health Statist ,ions

Dr. Paul V. Lemkau
School of Hygielle and Public Health
The JolnisHopkins University
615 North Wolfe Street .

Baltimore, Maryland 21205
**MH-9471 -1964-1965

This project was for ihe.purpose of pro-
,.

viding a 2-weeklraining institute for per-
sonnel dealing with. mental health statistics
in the .16 States of the Southern Regional
Education Board area.

This institute, representing the fourth, in
an jannual -series, was concerned .with the
introductiop of epidemiology as a technical
area an he study of epidemiology as applied
in the ental health field. The institute was

a joint e ort of the Departments of Mental
Hygiene, Epidemiology and Chronic Di se
of the School of Hygiene and Public Health,
Johns Hopkins University.
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The major objective. was to review the
techniques of statistics used in the inter-
presentation of disease distribution and be-
havioral patterning, that is, epidemiology
withiipecial reference to the epidemiology of
mental illnesses and of human behavior and`
attitudes. Specific aimg were to provide op-
portunity for the group to develop further
.competence in:

a. Basic epidemiologicaf theory am' prac-
tice in epidemioloirical'inalysia of data,

b. The use of epidemiological methodi in
relation to the; mental, diseases and syn-
dromes;

c. The. design of interview instruments
and the coding and, analysiii Of ainterview
data

d. The 'use of 'sociological material in the
interpretation of disease distribution,

e. The use of routinely collected statistics
in studying the epidemiology of the mental
illnesses.



Training in Mental Health

Mr. Paul Minton
Department of Statistics
Southern Methodist University
Dallas, Texas 75222
**MH-9465 1962-1964

A 2-week institute was held in-the sum-
Mer of 1963? for the ,purpose of preparing
mental health statisticians and other re-

Electronic Data Processing

search personnel to utilize electronic data
processing. The background( of the 26 par-
ticIpanta wvaried, with most having college
degrees, several with the M.S., and one Ph.D.
All had experience in mental health data
procesting and/or statistical services, and
most were employed in programs' lbcated in

.States-served by the Southern Regionaltfiu-
cation,oard.

Advanced Research Training in Behavioral Sciences'

&Ir. Preston S. 'Cutler
Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral

Sciences
202 Juniper°. Serra Boulevard
Stanford, California 94305
MH-7457 1961-1973

The Center for Advanced Study in the
°Behavioral Sciences, located in the vicinity
Of Stanford University on.a quiet, secluded
hilltop convenient to major transportation
facilities, is chartered in the State of Cali-
fornia as a' nonprofit organization devoted
to education. .and research. It was founded by
the Ford' Foundation with the intent of
strengthening work' in the behavioral
sciences. It'- Conducts a residential postdoc-
toral fellowship program* hit. scientists and
scholaryfroin'thit country and abroad who
show. .Promise or accomplishment as produc-
tive workezi' in their respective fieldi. Fel-
lowships have been awarded in the following
fie1f(in order of- decreasing numerical rep-
resentation), : psychology, anthropology, so-
ciology, political science, history, economics,
philosophy, 'psychiatry-ptychoanalyses, lit-
erature, law , education, linguistics, certain
specialties in biology, certain mathematiCal
and statistical specialties, and certain areas

'of application. Since. the Center began opera- .
tion in 1954, the ages of Fellows at time of
residefice have ranged from 26 to 80, the .`
median age being 41. About one Fellow in
six has come from abroad. Approximately 50
fellowships are aw rded each year.

The fellowship a and implies a period of
residence in the vicinity of the enter, nor-(--

. .
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mally beginning in September aid extending
from 7 to 12 months. Aspects of the fellow-
ships that seem to be moist significant to the
Fellows include the following:

L The, opportunity to devote an extended
period of time to further personnel develop-
ment at an advanced level, free from normal
routines and from the. responsibilities of the
home campus;

2. The stimulating company of other lead-
ing scientists and scholars;

3. FreedoM to.set one's owft schedule and
direct one's own _activity;

4. Secretarial; library, research; editorial,,
and some instructional services, and dccess
to calculating, coniputing, and duplicating,
facilities; °

5. The guarantee of financial support atria
level that protects the Fellow from serious
financial sacrifice and enables him to bring
his family along for -the year;

6. The agreeable year-round physical en-
vironment for the work of the Fellow, and
the congenial community environment for
the Fellow's family.

The Center it not organized to facilitate
the collection or production *of new da
Activities normally engaged in by the tlel./

'lows include the following:
1. Reading, study, and-reflection;
2. Analysis" of data, writing, and rewriting;
3. Participation in formal or informal learn-

ing activities';
4. Participation seminars or work-

groups.; '
5. Intensive collaboration with one or more

other Fellows:
0



The general objective of the Center pro,:
imam is to increase the competence of be-
hiVioral scientists who are already at an
advanced level. This training objective is
linked to and in part accomplished through
another objective t e production of schol-
arly and scientific works. The rationale for
the creation of thp ..Center placed more em-
phasis upon thefirst objective; the motiva-
tion of -Fellows at the Center appears to
place more emphasis upon the second. In the
judgment of the foUnders of the Center
there was need in the American academic
community for such a special environment
to which selected university faculty mem-
bers could come' on leave of absence from
their home institutions for a substantial
period of advanced growth and development.

How well have the objectives been
achieved? Hard facts are available concern-

' ing the numbers of Fellows accommodated
in different fields, and some impressive data
are qt hand concerning work accomplished
here. In 16 years,the Center has provided
fellowships to 847 different individuals, in-

eluding 157 in psychology, 103 in sociology,
97 in anthropology, and 37 in psychiatry and
related specialties. The Ralph W. Tyler Col-

° lection, consisting of books produced com-
pletely or substantially as a result of theIr t
authors' period of residence at the Center,
still incomplete, includes more than 550
bound volumes, among them many of the
most impressive titles in their fields of the
past two decades. No count of *horter writ-
ings is available, but they are voluminous.

Evidence of accomplishment of the pri-
mary objective, increased competence of the
Fellows, is of a different sort. By and large
the most conspicuous evidence, is the testi-
mony of the Fellows themselves. Discounting
this evidence somewhat on The ground that
one would expect beneficiaries to be grateful,
one is *ill- left with the impression that
although some Fellows have missed some
Structure, some instruction, or some col-
leagues of just the kind anticipated, for the
preponderant majority the experience bas
been vastly satisfying and profitable.
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ENVIRONMENTAL DiSI N AND
ARCHITECTURE PeRSO EL

S.

Social and Dehavidral. Factors in Architectural and
Environmental Design

Ms. Ros'yn Lindheim
Department of Architecture
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720
MH-12122 1970-1974

The objectives of the program are to train
architects to be sensitive to the social and
behavioral implications of their design, and
to train behavioral and social scientists in
the tnethodology and requirements of aichi-
tects 'and other environmental designera. It
is holed that a program which brings to-
gether the skills and concerns of the physical
designers with the perception of the beha-
vioral and social scientists could begin to
develop an integrated4heory of the relation.'
ship of human behavior to the' physical
environment.

The program had several themes and
biases: Design is a. totality of many sys-.

temsphysical, social and personal; there
is no single best environmentdifferences in
age, income, sex, cultural background, and
mode of life require great diversity in physi-
cal settings; translation of design into phys-
ical reality is a complex process with ra-

t_topat and irrational aspects which must be
understood; and participation of users must
be a continuing proce* and is critical to
the achievement of satisfaction from any
environment.

The first trainees were accepted in July/
1971. Eight students were supported by the
grant. and five others were supported
tfirough other sources as teaching assistants,
evaluators, interns, interviewers and bibliog-
raphers on the courses under development.
In awarding the trainee stipends, great
effort was made to support persons from

diverse ethnic backgrounds as well as di-
verse disciplinary backgrounds. Two of the
students supported by the grant are black,
one is a Mexican-American, two are women.
Their masters' degrees are in such disci-
plines as social welfare, education, architec-
ture, citycsplanning and psychology. Of the
students who receive some support from the
grant, four have passed their qualifying
examinations and are engaged in' thesis
preparation.

The resources of the entire community
have been used for the program. Our !stu-
dents have participated in the medical
school, in the new health sciences program

the departments of psychology and so-
ciology. Videotape has produced some very
significant techniques and insights as a
means of studying human behavior in the

Wavironment. The work has produced some
resting insights into. schizophrenic 'en-

vironments, the behavior and use of the
environment by the aged, and, the behavior
of young children.

Practically every environmental design
department is. incorporating persons trained
in the so-called behavioral aspects of design
into their staffs. In addition, consulting
firms, architectural firms and mental health
departments are requesting the services of
our students in teaching, evaluating and pro-
gramtning new facilities.

The program is significant in that it is
training a new type of professional who.can
function, directly with architectural practice
and planning as well A within social and
physical planning agencies. It is also. pro-
ducing competent teachers and researchers
for architectural and medical education in
the behavior-related fields.
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The program was the first Ph.D. 'inter-
disciplinary program in this country within
a school of architecture. It is developing a
new type of professional.

It is difficult to assess the project accom-
'plishments on local, regional and national
levels. It seems fair to say that persons 11880--
ciated with this 'program have been instru-
mental in working' on a national level to try
to influence. housing and social policy for
the aged. Testimony has been given at' Sen-
ate hearings, national confermies have been
called, and, information disseminated which
might have major national impact. Sevpral
major works have been produced or ara
production,- affecting hospitals, health cen-
ters, and mental health facilities. From the
point of view of training institutions, sev-
eral major architectural departments are
including Ph.D. programs With emphasis on
the social and behavioral aspects. of design,
modeled after this progfarn. Persons brought
into the program are being sought after by
such, diverse .departments as physiology, epi-
demiology, medical schools, public health
depArtments, religious seminariis, mental
health programs, homes for the aged, and
educational 'departments:

New - direotors of training program8 are
constantly requesting. information. .Very
careful records have been Dept of all courses
given, student and faculty opinion, and social,
impacts of the .work. These are being com-
piled into a series of books which are and
will be available for use by other institutions.

There have been no graduates from the
program as yet. Faculty members and stu-
dents have been engaged in consulting and
evaluation work, consulting on educational

, facilities, social policy for the aged, neigh-
borhood health centers, airports, tomt4tunity
organization, and housing.

4

Several readers and books have been com-
piled for courses developed under this pro-
gram. These include readers' on aging,' on
groiip process and design, and neighborhood
health facilities. Photographic exhibits and
videotapes have been developed which will
be sent around the country. Both students
And faculty of the program give papers-at
conferences all over the world. Program, rep-
resintatives have probably had more papers
presented at EDRA than any other educa-
tional instittltiont Students and faculty have
spoken at meetings in Puerto Rico, Ireland,
Spain and Mexico, on such diverse subjects '

as' the interconnectiOn of the environment
on the elderly, alcohOlism, mental health,
education; schizophrenia, and stress.

The only findings to date which affect
manpower utilization are some" studies and
insights in the role of participation in men-
tal well-being ellnd satisfaction; Which im-
plies a dient set of measures for effec-
tiveness. q4,1

This.program has had an enormous effect
on the overall training in the institution.
Unfortunately,' with termination - of the
grant, many of the_ resources_ provided by
the grant, which ertriched-t entire' institu-
tion, will end. A newmember o acuity;
a sociologist, was brought inby the training
program, and has become to permanent fac-
ulty member. It is difficult to project NI, hat
can be 'carried out 'after the training grant
is over. There is no doubt that just the exist-
ing facjilty will have an altered approach
due to the impact of the training prOgram.

Students and faculty supported by the
program have been studying social and en-
vironmental issues, local manpower and
service delivery systems. The results of their
studies are given to these agencies. It is too
early to assess whether any impact has been
made.
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BA. Program in Population Dynamics and Community
Mental Health

Dr. Melvin Albaum
Division of Natural and Physical Sciences
University of Colorado
1100 14th Street
Denver, Colorado 80202
"MH-13392 1973-1977

A 4-year training/ program in population
dynamics for minority sand economically dis-
advantaged 'undergraduate students. will be
initiated. The students will 12e selected from
a wide array of minority and, in some cases,
very economically disadvantaged young peo-
ple in the Denver metropolitan area who will
be trained to become credentialled
health generalists with an emphasis in Pop-

ulation studies. This is to be achieved
through a broad- interdisciplinary, 4-yearz
curriculum in "population dynamics" sup-
plemented by a th.st summer remedial/
orientation program and three summer in-
ternships in local health-related community
agencies such as neighborhood health cen-
ters; drug programs, family planning, health,
administration .planning community action,
etc.

The training program is projected to gen-
erate an understanding of the broad societal
bases (population density, migration, spacial
arrangementd) of home relatively specific
social problems (mental illness, family dis-
integration, etc.) and an understanding
through the summer field placements of the
formal and informal social mechanisms by
which community education on these prob-
lems and relief from them can be achieved.

In. the selection of trainees focus is on
ethnic minorities, especially Chicano and
black, who have demonstrated some leader-
ship qualities in their respective communi-
ties but, who, for reasons of poverty, etc.,
would not ordinarily have attended college.
The formal and experimental training pro-
gram is intended to build On the leadership
strengths ,already discovered among the
trainees. It is expected that the trainees will

e

return to the areas from which. they came
and make their knowledge, experience, lead- ,
ership and credentialled legitimacy available
to the poor to improve the social, economic,
and mental health conditions of the'minority
and disadvantaged communities through em-
phasis on action-orie*ted programs at the
local level. , .

The program features continued counsel-
, ling services, tutorial services, and new and

innovative teaching methods for the minor-
ity and disadvantaged student. Specific ob-
jectives include training with emphasis on
action programs in the area of population
dynamics, to provide local ,communities with
a cadre of leadership personnel for pro-,
grams; prOVidirignkills and internship expe-
riences to allow minority and disadvantaged
persons to enter an e'ver-expanding field of
,employment ; narrowing the gap between. the
.minorities and policy makers; alleviating the
`people problems" and mental health prob-
lems which are perpetuated by excessive
population growth, excessive migrations, and
congestion of peolile, in their spatial arrilige-*
ments ; and providing. a model program. -1

A which could be replicated elsewhere. It. is an
attempt on 'the part' of the University, of .

Colorado (Denver Center) to expand and
experiment with its curriculum and to de-

, velop a deeper relationship with the city
itself. ,.

The program will be located at the Uni-
versity of Colorado Denver Center. Located
in the downtown are of the Denver Metro=

Area; this sit .offers accessibility to
the numerous 'minority and disadvantaged
groups within the . metropolitan area, both
for obtaining trainees and -for community
participation and input into the program.

: The ,location is easily reached by public
transportation. This location has easy access
to numerous kgencies, community and re-
gional planning groups, government offices,
clinics, and other facilities which will host
the trainees during summer internship. ,
phases. ,.



Architecture/Social Work Training
Mr. Hanna Webber
Architecture/Social Work Program
Wash, on University
Skinner a Lindell Blvds.
St. Louis, MI uri 63130
MH-12935 N 1972-1977

During the first year of the program, just
completed, there have been five full-time
students, four of whom have had NIMH sup-
port. Six students, two with NIMH support,
have been accepted into the 'program for
fall 1973.

A recruitment tour of 12 school's of archi-
tecture, which in luded four black schools of

The objective of this prograsp is to edu- h architecture, w taken by the director of
cate advocates for a better physieal environ- the combined .pgrain in November- 1972
ment, on the assumption that a better ply's- . to disseminate information about :the pro-

° icaLenvironment contributes to better mental.. gram. Priority is -given to. disadvantaged
health. Specifically, the goals are: (1) to . students and to those.who have indicated.*
educate architecture students to a better 'special concern with people and with the
understanding of .and response to the ,needs . physical environment. as it affects and is
and aspirations of consumer groups so they affected -by behavioral, psychological, and
are callable of proposing and providing alter- social:characteriatics of people. Of the six
.native solutions that contribute to the better students receiving NIMH support (four are
health of community residents: The trust in the program now and two begin in- the
and confidence consumer groups feel when fall 1973) two are black males, two are
working with professionals of their own women and two are white males. Women
ethnic backgrounds' or with professionals and blacks in the field of architecture are
who are sympathetie and understanding of greatly unclervepresented, and consideration
their needs will contribute. positively to their ,given this fact in the selection of Btu-
mental health. Architects who have bee 'dents to receive NIMH support.
given the insights and skills of social - Academic course work.and field work are

ranging from theories of family and the two major components of the training
community organizations to active work project. The field work, particularly, is an
with consumers, will have an increased capa- important first experience in, handling the
bility to provide better solutions to physical, coalescence .of social needs, and physical de-
environmental needs; (4) to provide oppor- sign which is the major. thrust of the com-
tunities for social work students, who are bined program. In the formulation of this
increasingly drawn from lower Sado- prcrject, the student draws from many
economic groups and ethnic minorities, to sourcescourse work, faculty advice and
appreciate and recognize potential ,contri- experience, contacts, with community lead-
butions of architects and their designs for era, and the views and experience of outside
the physical environment to the mental professionals. The attempt 'is made to draw
health of the consumers of architects' all these sources together` in the early part
services. ° of a. student's training so that the formula-

.. This program is intended fOr graduate tion and subeequent work on his practicush
students.at the School of Architecture who has the greatest chance of success.
will be working toward two degrees, a mas- Most of the course work is drawn from,
ter' of architecture and a master of social the curricula of the schools of architecture
work. All these architecture students 'will and social work but some important courses
already hold a bachelor's degree with a are taken outside these schools in such areas
major In architecture, social work,, or other as urban law and economics. One of the
field relevant to the intent of the program. academic benefits of the program as ex-
A student will compiete the program in 21/4 pressed by a number of faculty in the school
years. Students have to apply to and be of social work hoe been the infusion of
accepted by both schools. A committee from physical design issues into their courses.
both schools reviews all applications. . The architecture students bring with them\
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to the social' work courses a predisposition
to think and express_themselves visually and
thrge dimensionally and have, hence, con-
tributed a new element to the course wOrk.
The converse is also true as more students in
social work, enrolling in courses open to
them in the school of architecture, bring
with them a predisposition to interpret
trues raised in class in terms cif social needs'

implications.
An important supplement to the Wash-

ington University courses this first year,
which will continue at a reduced level in
-subsequent "years, is the use of various out-
side professionals on a consultant basis who
have practical or theoretical expertise rele-
vant to the program. This past year sem-
inars, papers and discussion sessions were
held on the evolving patterns of advocacy
work among lower-income groups and some
of the role perceptions and communication

**problems encountered; conceptual research
models Within which the mutual effects of
man and physical environment can be un-
derstood and analyzed and used to evolve a
strategy for social change; the special needs
of "populations at risk" emphasizing the
environmental needs of the aged tnd ways
of .becoming more sensitized to and skilled

. at determining needs of vulnerablt groups ;
the dynamics' of welfare housing and" the
roles. of Government, real estate and welfare
recipient in the area of housing for low
income persons; description of a series of
neighborhood organizations which were

. formed for the prime purpose of construct-
ing communal recreational and meeting facil-
ities and the important further role these
organitations in creating social cohesion; an
analysis of efforts to establish "cultural
specifications" to set performance standards
and guide design decisions for large scale
urban projects; two different views of The
Woodlawn Organization in Chicago, its past
history and present role . in the community,

successes and shortcomings; Princeton Uni-
.

versity's Community Design Center and its
experiences in participatory design decision-
making through its work with various com-
munities in New Jersey, particularly the
evolution of a systematic way for the
architect/social planner' to elicit and codify
design parameters from individuals in the
community and use these parametes in
making design decisions.

The experiences of these various outside
professionals were inputs for establishing
possible role .models for graduates of the
combined program and are valuable in help-
ink students to formulate practicum projects.
Although the 'experiences were varied, all
were centrally concerned with the relation-
ship between social programs and needs and
physical design. It is this interface which
is the major fouls of the obmbined Prograin.

In addition to the above, existing contacts
have been strengthened and new contacts
have been made' with several community
organizations= within- the St. 'Louis 'area.
The five students in the program are still
forinulating and are not yet veil, far into
their field work ; the collective views of the
above group and St. Louis organizations have
been instrumental in formulating their
practicum projects '

While' there are no graduates of the pro-
gram, there has b n keen interest and coop-
eration from the f cultic§ of-the two schools
beyond those directly involved in the pro-
gram. There has 'been interest from many
other academic institutions, from prospective
students and froth related 'profetssionals. A
tile is being developed of employthent oppor-
tunities for graduates although it will be 11/4
years before the first group finishes.

The staff's impression is that there has
been through this program increased under-
standing and communication among persons
concerned with both physical and social
variables.
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Training Program in Urban and Human Development

Dr. Thomas A. Mac Calla
()enter for Urbanand Human Development
U.$. International University
8'655 Pomerado Road
San Diego, California 92124

rMH--13152 1.971-1973

The purpose of the Cornmilnity Environ-
mental Manage Inent (CEM)--13:!critct was to
create and to field test, in conjunction with
the communities of Escondido and 'Calexico,
California, and MexiCali, Baja California,
Mexico, ,a prototype training program for

. preparirfg graduate level practitioners in the
area. of. comprehensive community environ-
mental 'management in urban growth cen-
ters. In addition to providing a university-
based training, 'model for other colleges,
universities, educational institutions, and
communities thfoughout the United States,
the CEM Project was designed to prepare
20 .new-, professional careerists or generalists
in community environmental management.
At the end.of the 12-month period involving
academic training, related field work and
applied community research, the CEM Fel-
lows were eligible to receive a master of arts
degree in social science with a specializa-
tion in urban development. The research
activities depended upon mutually agreeibl&
tasks between. agency/organization and
CEM Fellow.

The CEM Project was established as a
2-Yea1r training model and community en-
vironmental management program. The
pilot phase of the ProjeCt was 'conducted
during the period September 1, 1971 through
`June 30, 1973.

The major goals of the CEM Project are:
4. TO create, field-test, and document an

integrated prototype for training, ye-
search and project management.

2. To prepare community environmental
management prutitioners with skills
in Organizing p'sical and human re-.
sources, planning and, decisionmaking.

3. To offer a master of ,arts .degree in
social science with a specialization in
urban development.

The ftllows included 6. women and 14

f

men; with respect to ethnic background, the
group includes white, black, brown, native
American, and Oriental persons.

The median age was 30, with an age range
from 21 to 45. Participants varied in work
experience (taxi driver, real estate, com-
munity workers, teacher, manpower special-
ist, counselor, ,made] cities planner, com-
munity . volunteer, etc.)* and in academic
background (education, child development,
sociology, social science, etc.).

Recruitment was through inner-city human
service centers, regional organizations and
ageneies, commuitity leaders, government
officials, newspaper and brochure announce-
ments.

Project activities in the California. and
Baja California communities received the
approval of city government. A significant
working relationship was created with a
cross-section of the communities through
policymaking boards. In the case of Mexi-
cali, Baja California, Mexico, approval, was
given by the State Governor and other key
government officials. The regional policy-
making advisoly boards assisted in recruit-
ment and selection of Fellows, provided
entree into the community, recommended
research topics for theses, and participated

_in creating the -university-community proto-
, type for training practitioners in community

environmental management.
The region of Mexicali, Baja California

and Calexico, California is a bi-national
border region with populations of 443,883
for Mexicali and-11,300 for Calexico. A high
degree of socioeconomic interdependence
exists between these cities. The extensive
Calexico business center is supported by the
purchasing power of the Mexicali residents.
The region of Escondido, California is in
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emerging population center of 44,550 -and
the largest community in the northern region
of San Diego County. Once characterized u
being an agriculture center, Escondido indus-
try kr beginning to diversify with new com-
munities building about its fringes.

In staffing the project, great emphasis was
placed on the collaborative process : .The
nucleus project staff provided program coat.-
dination for the research, field/course train-



*

ing, community advisory board and individ-
ualized skill development activities of the

'Fellows. ti

The academic and, field work components
of the CEM training' program ara a combi-
nation of theory and practice.The preAcribv1
course :work consisted of four academic

quarters of interdisciplinary study in the
social and behaviorial sciences; Thy theois
and related field work involved applied re-.
search as well as community service and was
based upon mutually agreed -t*pon agency
u' tasks. Baseline data were collected' as part

of the urban .research methods .course and
provided the Fellows with a holistic view IA
two differing communities.

The team teaching approach was used.
The training program was taught by a nu-
cleus staff, faculty resources ill the Univer-
sity, and agency practitioners. 'Efforts were

/made to provide several academic discipline*
in the teaching of a course. For example, in
anthropologist with specialization in com-
munity development, w practitioner in'urban
planning, and' a human behavior specialist
participated in teaching rural and urban
developments. The courses in ecological sys-
tems and environmental health planning
were taught by highly credentialed regional
Practitioners and spc;cialists in environ-
mental planning and management.

The prototype will be published and avail-
able by June 20, 1973. It will include an
introduction and rationale, as well as state-
ments of the purpose, goals, program, and
objectives for each component: University,
community, project management, research
and training.

Among the key accomplishments of the
project are:

1. Creation of a prototype for the train-
. ing of practitioners in Community En-
vironmentalManagement.--

, 2. Creation of a model training curricu-
lutn. for University-based training of
professionals in Community Environ-
mental Management.

3: A National Conference on Regional En-
vironmental Management cosponsored'
with San Diego County.

4. Continuous participation by binational
leadership from the public and private
sectors of Mexico and United States
on ,CEM Project.

5. Participation in a National Science
Foundation 'Research 'Project involv-
ing the San Diego County Integrated
Regional Environmental Management
Program and Regional University Con-
sortium and conduct of a study on de-
cisionmaking and regional environ-
mental management.

6. Participation in the goal setting of the
Urban Ecosystem Project of the In-
stitute of Ecology, held in Austin,
Texas.

7. Provision of technical assistance to the
Southwest Human Ecology Center's
Mexican. Border Project with special
reference to work in Calexico,. Cali-
fornia.

8. Appointment of nucleus staff members
to the Housing Advisory Board and the
Quality of Life Board's Science Re-
source Panel, City of San Diego.

9. Participation in the Community Con-
gress of Escondido sponsored by the
local Chamber of Commerce.

10.. Staff contribution to the development
of the job description' for environ-
mental management specialiat for Coun-
ty of San Diegd and in the selection of
civil service candidates for positions as
environmental management specialist,
citizen planning advisor and county
planning director.
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COMMUNITY AGENCY PERSONNEL

Training Labor-Management Staff for Mental Health. Care

Dr. Hyrnan Weiner
ColumbreUniliersity School of Social Work
622 W. 113th Street
New York,,New York 10025
MH-12967 1972-1976

The intent of this project is to increase
the effectiveness of the functional commu-
nity of work as it seeks to help its constituents
and their dependents cope with perional and
emotional- problems including the special
problem of alcoholism which tends to have a
unique impact' within the world of work.
Like the Army, the school, or the neighbor-
hood, the functional community of work
becomes an appropriate arena for training
in casefinding, referral, and, at times, the
delivery of mental health and related serv-
ices. The goals of such an experimental train-
ing program have been:
1. To improve the skills of foremen, union

counselors, shop_ stewards, and others
whose job, formally or informally, brings
them in contact with mental health prob-
lemi (e.g., casefinding, referral and sup-

* portive help on the job).
2. To,establiskbetter working relationships

among representatives of the existing
mechanisms within the world of work
such as health centers, welfare and pen-
sion funds and personnel departments
which are called on to service mental
health problems.

3. To develop linkages which will lead to
more effective collaboration between rep-
resentatives of the world of work and
those from community mental' health
facilities and social agencies.

Union and management representatives,
10 to 15 at a time, are convened for six to
eight sessions as a core training group to
exchange experiences and identify new ways
of dealing with the clemands made on them

which are related to mental health and other
personal needs of the labor force. These
representatives are selected by the institu-
tions from which they come-sothat- they_
truly represent those organizations and can,
in turn, feed back training content to their
own settings.

Since this training program was initiated
in July 1972, 60 trainees have completed a
six-session training series. Trainees have
been representatives from key segments of
organized labOr in New York- City and have
included shop stewards, union counselors,
staff representatives (business agents),
elected officers, and appointed officials. Un-
ions participating have included those rep-
resenting workers in both the public and
private sectors. The typical trainee is a
skilled or semiskilled craftsman with a high
school education, well motivated, active in
union affairs and eager to explore the help-
giving dimension of his work with other
union members. The cooperation of the New.
'York City Central Labor Council and of the
largest single labor union in the City (Dis-
trict Council 37, AFSCME} has been piv-
otal to the success of this venture.

Two second-year graduate social work
students have participated in several aspects
of the training program and many expe-
riences of the program are being incorpo-
rated in the design of a pew course, "Social
Services, Social Policy and The World of
Work," which will be offered by the .project
director in the fall to master's Sand doctoral
students. In addition, the.chairperson of the
casework sequence has taken part in a'train-
ing program as participant/observer with
the goal of helping to feed back training
experiences and case material into the on-
going educational program.

The uniqueness of this project is its focus
on a new frontier for social work.education



and practice2-the world of work. By train-
ing key representatives of that work world
in the art of helping other workers in trou-
ble, the opportunity is present to help labor
and management strengthen their ability to
serve better the mental health needs of their
own constituencies.

The response from the settings in which
training has been offered during its first
year has been extremely favorablewit-
nessed by requests in all instances for more
training programs .in the year ahead. In.
addition, several pivotal mental health
agencies in New York City have expressed
an interest -.in becoming involved in the
training effort and making some resources
available for program support. Serving as
middle-men, project staff , have begun to
connect labor and management with com-
munity mental health as an initial thrust in
an overall linkage strategy.

Within. the School of Social Work,' this
arena of study and practice has been desig-
nated one of the core areas which master's
degree students may select for their second-
year concentration. The faculty of several
other schools also have expressed an interest
in learning aboutthis training effort with a
view toward directing more of their man-
power and resources toward servicing the
mental health needs of persons' in the world
of work.

While it is still early in the training expe-
rience, the organizations where training has
been conducted clearly have begun in modest
ways to place the "helping function" higher
on the list of institutional priorities-Mem-
bers who have completed training have been
awarded certificates, been hosted at cere-
monios by the organizational leadership, and
have been favoVably mentioned in flyers and
in articles in the union newspaper.

Upon completion of the training, grad-
uates are expected to return to their present
jobs, but with an increased awareness of
the effects of personal and emotional prob-
lems on their fellow workers and a greater
interest in and ability to perform the help-

%
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ing function. .The goal is pot to make a
career change, for example, for the union
Shop Steward, but rather'to help him initially
become more sensitive to the helpgiving-
dimengion of his present job and ultimately
more effective in servicing the actual men-
tal health needs of his fellow workers. The
goals are to help the shop steward (a) iden-
tify a. worker in trouble, (b) win his trust,
cc) successfully refer hiin to a helpgiving
resource in the union or in the community,
and (d) maintain the worket's job while he
is receiving mental health services.*

Information on the program has been dis=
geminated through graduate course content,
policy-research studies conducted by the
NIMH-supported graduate students, union
flyers and newspaper articles, consultation;,,,'
visits with several other schools of 'social-
work, and papers delivered by the project
director at the annual meetings of the Coun-
cil on Social WoEducation and the Na-
tional Conference on Social Welfare. More
o'er, considerable interest in the prbject has
been expressed by key mental health agencies
in New York City as ediclenced by invita-
tions to address their' taffy in the months
ahead.

In summary, the principeiNthrust of the
first year of program activity has been:
1. To enhance the attention, activity and -

resources, which 'organizations in the
world of work direct toward' their .in-
volvement with and commitment to serv-
icing workers with emotional problems.
This objecti4e has been pursued through
(a) ongoing technical assistance, train-
ing, and consultation to several unions,
and (b) similar technical assistance to
and linkages with community mental
health organizations.

2. To increase the range of 'skills of labor,
management, and community agency rep-
resentatives in dealing with the personal
and emotional problems of workers.

8. To test .and refine models capable of
achieving the above and therefore adapt-
able for replication in other settings.



. Training for Community-Based Mental. Health Sirvices

Dr. Walter J. Donlon
Social Science Department
College of Santa Fe
Santa. Fe, New Mexico 87501

r MH -12757 1971-n1976

The Community Social Services (CSS)
program provides training in mental health,
community organization, and allied academic
fields to paraprofessional-staff members cur-
rently employed by existing social welfare
agencies, community-based service programs
or drug and alcohol rehabilitation projects.
It provides academic credentials to front-
line service providers in an area where a
continuing shortage of professionally trained
manpower exists, broadens their. knowl-
edge base, improves_ their skills, 'and
builds up their confidence to produce greater
effectiveness.

The program began in August of 1971.
Arr Associate of Arts degree is awarded up4n
completion of 66 semester hours and a tech-
nical certificate is awarded after 33 semester
hours. .

Currently 92 students are enrolled. Orr
90 percent are Indians and Chicanos. Most
are high school graduates, some have taken
some prior college work, but some have as
little as 3 years of formal education.

Originally the training focused on Santa
Fe's Model Neighborhood Area, but only
one-half of the partiCipants work in Santa
Fe. The others come from the SpaniSh speak-
ing comnitmities of north-central New Mex-
ico or the area's Indian pueblos.

Over 2(1* different programs, agencies, con-
, ters or projects employ CSS trainees and

they are all "cooperating facilities." The
program uses on-the-job experience at these
facilities as the core of its curriculum..
Among the community groups involved are
COPAS, Inc. of Santa Fe; Truchas Project
Porvenir; Penasco Health Committee; 8
Northern Pueblos CAP's; La Clinica de la
Gente and El Vicio in Santa Fe ;"Home, Edu-
cation Livelihood Program (HERD) and
Outreach, Inc.

The curriculum is highly flexible. Small-
group discussions form the basic teaching
approach with but little reliance on written
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assignments and. readings. Effort is made
to keep the training as practical as possible.
Classes are often held in remote rural areas
such as Penasco, Mora, Truchas, Santa Clara
Pueido and Taos, with only, a minimum of
six students needed to offer a course. Most
courses fit the semester pattern, but others
last varying. lefigths of time or, are offered
as workshops.

CSS trainees are already em=
ployees of some agency or project. However,
the recent cuts in social service funding have
left many without solid job prospects for the
future.

The staff is working with State govern-
ment officials to develop career ladders for
A.A. degree recipients, but local government
and priVate agencies at the present time do
not have the resources or the commitment
to. hire many trainees.

Possibly the program's greatest signifi-
cante is that it builds on the cultural
strengths of the trainee in the region where
Most preilous mental health and social,setv-
ices programs have not been sensitive to
this issue. .The response of the minority
communities has been positive while even
public agencies have grown aware of the
dangers of using the prdvision of social sem
ices as a tool for cultural domination.

Most of the program's impact has been in
conserving and -strengthening existing serv-
ices rather than stimulating new ones. How-
ever, spin-off workshops, conferences and
training programs on issues of local concern
such as "Working with Soft Drug Users,"
"Police Community Relations," "Folk Medi-
cine in northern New Mexico," have thrust
the college into a new role as social change
agents. The Stile Health and Social Services
Department now uses the -program to train
home health aides, while Presbyterian Med-
ical Services has a training program for
their community outreach staff thrOugh CSS.

Since the program will not graduate any
students until the summer of 1973, it is too
early to study alumni. HOwever, the State's
Public Service Careers program has already
promoted some of the trainees even before
graduation to supervisory and administra-
tive positions.



CSS has developed training materials par-
ticularly suited to theminority cultures upon
whom it focuses. Role playing, discussion
techniques, and classroom simulation mate-

committed itself to maintaining the level of
effort insofar as staff is concerned, but
financing students' tuition costs will be -up
to the employing agencies.

riala are geared to the experience-oriented The program staff has negotiated success.
learning of the students.. Videotapt equip- fully with several key manpower and social

ment now Available will be used in courses service'delivery systems personnel, including

on supervision,' working in groups and the State and Social Services and the

interviewing.
_

"'
. State Hos als and Institutions Depart-

Information about the program has been ments, Presbyterian Medical Services, the
spread through the staff's participation in National .Indian Training Center and the . ...,_

conferences and training sessions around the Public Service Careers Program. The usual s'

country, particularly those dealing with so: , afrtngement involves a contract for specified
cial Work and mental health programs for naental health or community organization
Chicanos artd.. Indians. All three CSS'irtair -'-----trIrming for an agreed-upon' figure and
members are active in. both* prQfespional and
minority group organikitions."Their contacts
through ,theae linkage's have been beneficial
to the program.

CSS's plans for financial support after the
termination of grant support center' on t
success the program has achieved which will `

hopefully' result in' negotiating with existing.
agencies to fund the kinds of training- that
have been Vitiated. The college has verbally

usually for college credit.
The uniqueness of the CSS program lies

in ita sparking to life a potential for mental
health training that had not even been con-
sidered seriously. Staff are reaching into
areas where no previous college program
was available, training persons who have
little in common with the usual college stu-
dent's profile to do things and to function
in roles previously inaccessible to then.

Mental lipalth Training Program for Community Workers

Dr. SfaTion B. Fetzer'',
Departure
Temple-
Phil
MH- 85

iatry
Medical Center

Ha, nnsylvania 19140
1965-1969

ThesDepartment of Psychiatry of Temple
University Health Sciences. Center provided
a training prograin over a 4-year periods,
(1965-1969) for over 200 persons from
agencies in Philadelphia. The objectives of
the program were (4) to enhance the
trainee's, understanding of mental health
concepts and principles, (2) to sensitize
trainees to sociocultural as well as psycho-
logical issues relevant to their clients, (8) to
develop a clear, well-defined curriculum
which could be used elsewhere and (4) to
develop evaluative mechanisms which would
permit an assessment of the effectiveness of
the program.

1. Dr. Pelser's present title at. Temple cs Associate Vice
President for Planning ltvaluation, lisalth Sciences Center.
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A prerequisite for participation in the
program was that trainees have no graduate
degrees in either psychology or social work.
The trainees' education ranged from high
school to graduate school and they had a
wide range of experience in the field. The
training groups were heterogeneously com-
posed with respect to agency representation,
and were randomly assigned to the program
with' no selection factors involved, They
came froth nine agencies in Philadelphia
which served persons primarily from the
lower socioeconomic class. These agencies
included The Board of Education- of Phila-
delphia, Catholic Social Services, Opportuni-
ties industrialization Center,' Pennsylvania
State----Employment Service, Philadelphia
County Board of Assistance, Philadelphia
Department of Public Welfare, Philadelphia
Department of Recreation, the Probation
Office of PhiladelphiA, and the Board of Pa-
role of Pennsylvania. All trainees had client
contact in their jobs and participated in the
program while maintaining full-time case-



loads in their respective agencies. Three
groups were trained, the first exposed to a
2-year program, and the second and third
exposed to ao 1-year .program. The course
content was basically the same for all, and
each had approximately 24, sessions. Group
I met twice monthly, Groups II and III met
weekly. Completion rates are impressive; 67
percent completed Program I, " 88 percent
completed Prograiiill, and '88 percent com-
pleted Program III. Most workers who did
not complete the program had left their
respective agencies and therefore left the
program at the same time.

For evaluative purposes a control group
was also required from each of the agencies
involved so that an assessment of the effec-
tiveness of the program could be deterMined.
T'he following table presents the nature of
involvement :

Trainees Controls
Group I 101. 109
Group II 60 60
Group III 51 32

Total 212 201
The training was conducted on a lecture/

discussion basisa curriculum was defined
consisting of sociological concepts (poverty,.
crime, illegitimacy, etc:) ; personality devel-
opment, 'psychopathology ;' referral,processer
and treatment approaches. Group interac-
tion and confrontation was a technique used
and workers were encouraged to bring in
their own cases whenever relevant .to the
topic under discustion. Free-wheeling dis-
cussioni were encouraged and the staff chal-
lenged concepts. and attitudes of students.
The teaching staff included a psychiatrist
psychologist, and social worker with all three
participating in all sessions--one being-pri-
marily responsible for the session as deter-
mined by knowledge of the subject under
discussion. Sessions were of 1% hours dura-
tion and groups were limited to 15 in size.

An indepth understanding of methods and
approaches currently. used in delivering
human services was sought, with the major
objective being that workers would be knowl-
edgeable and sensitive to the problems and
needs of their clients. It was thought that
more understanding would lead to new and
more effective, ways of dealing with clients.
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The trainees functioned as case workers,
counselors, probation officers, or recreation -
workers in their resstective agencies and the
content covered wa meant to be related to
these particular job risponsibilities:

At the conclusion of the training the .grad-
uates of the program had a .broadened view
of psychological and sociological aspects of
their clienti.Exposure was gained in via'
of new 'Mental health concepts and ap-
proaches; 'Ile* professionals and programs;
and to was olkmore effectively dialing with
their clients.

The study accomplished the following:
(1) Over 200,traineew were exposed to new
concepts and new attitudes; (2) nine sig-
nificant agencies were involved in training
activities' not previously available; and they
have beep further. stimulated to think in
terms of additional training for their work-
ers; (3) a training manual with a clearly
established curriculum was developed which
is applicable to the training of a variety of.
professionals and nonprofessionals; and (4)
experience with a teriety of research instru-
ments was repo,e- dand can now be adapted
to local Situations.

The faculty, students, agency supervisors
and directors -all felt the program had posi-
tive impact, and Many testimonials were
given indicating clear behavioral or perform-
ance changes on the part of the participants.
However, the scores of the training and con-
trol groups differed but little on the various
objehive me'ksures, and' questions have been
raised about the appropriateness and Benxi
.tivity of these measures. .

The effort presented here was enthusias2
tically acdeptedby the participating agencies
and the signiificance of the program anc its
effectiveness was spread through the Uni-
versity, its surrounding community and
through those communities served by the
various agencies via the workers. The results
of this study and the text of the study are
referred to by both professionals and non-
professionals in the field. This study has often '
been referred .to as a precedent to the other
studies being conducted by other agencies, in-
stitutions, etc. The results and effective ap-
proaches introduced by the study have been
incorporated into various training attempts



at the Mental Health Center of Temple Uni-
versity arte most definitely have affected
the programs 6f those agencies' participating
In the program. This program has had sig-
nificant relationships with State, county, and

A Training Program

Dr. Paul W. Penningroth 1 -
Southern Regional Education Board
130 Sixth Street, N.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30313
MH-10282

0
1965-1967

The project'attempted to identify persons
concerned with and responsible for after-
care work in mental health and to upgrade
their skills in carrying out aftercare in the
15 States of, the South.

The project ran into difficulties' when it
became apparent that in no State% of the
region (or the Nation) has a clear- desig-
nation been made of persons clearly respon-
sible for aftercare. This is. sometimes -as-
sumed by mental health centers, or by mental
health clinics, and occasionally by the mental
hospital staffs. This depertuls mostly on indi-
vidual interest and initiative.

When it became apparent that no overall
network of training programs in aftercare

. was. feasible because of the lack of firm'
statewide commitment to aftercare, the proj-
ett was changed to one of consultation
those persons who were interested. E ch
State chose its consultant from a listing of
experts, These experts. then conducted work-

.
I. Current information on this project ran be obtained from

Dr. Harold L. lierbeeters at SREB.

Training of Mental

Dr. Paul F. Mandeville
The Bradley Center, Inc.
1327 Warren Williams Road,
Columbus, Georgia 31901
***MH-10276

local manpower service training systems by
the very nature of the agencies participating,
and queries are still made by such organiza-
tions, concerning the study and -its accom-
plishiYients.

for Aftercare Workers

shops or consultation tours to interested per-
sons in the individual States.

In all, perhaps 100 persons from the South
were directly involved in conferences, work-
shops or consultation sessions of this proj-
ect. Many of them extended their aftercare
activities as a result. A few conducted sub-
sequent training programs for persons in
their own States.

Perhaps the post significant change was
the insight that aftercare involves concern
for the ex-patient's social, financial, spiritual
and occupational adjustment .as well as for
his medical well-being. Aftercare is more
than a "pilling station" operation which
many persons had felt it' to be.

In the past 6 years since the project ended
there has been no organized activity in after-
care at the Southern Regional Education
Board. However, it is apparent that through -
out' the region there are many more active
aftercare prograMs especially in the com-
munity mental hearth programs 'than there
were in 1967. The staff of the SREB con-
tinue to fill, requests for copies of the proj-
ect's two publications, "Aftercare" and
"Coming Home" and have been asked to con-
sult with aftercare programs and to lead
workshops on aftercare. These requests have
been met, and many letters of .queries about
aftercare have been answered.

Health Counselors in
Isolated- Communities

30, 1970.) It follows the completion of an
earlier 3-year demonstration project devoted
to the same general program of bringing

,),vorkshop training to 'a--coast riunity't para-
professidnal mental health counselors includ-
ing ministers, public health nurses, case-
workers school personnel, and others. The
workshops have- striven to increase the re-f{la/

1965-1970

This Pilot Training Project (MA-10276)
was undertaken in 1965 and c ncluded June

93



sources and skills of these paraprofessionals
in order to open the way for a coordinated
purposeful program for promoting mental
health on a community-wide basis. To date,
1044 persons have participated ik training.

Workshops have relied on a case study
method entailing a standard method of col-
lecting information about clients, a standard
format of information analysis, and con-
trolled discussion of case management issues.
All cases studied and discussed have been
those of participating trainees. Workshops
meet in 2-hour sessions each week for 10
consecutive weeks in facilities provided by
trainees -in their home community:Number
of trainees is, usually limited to approxi-
Mate!), 12 per workshop, and workshops nor-
mally keep the ,same instructor front, begin-
ning to end. Additional case consultation is
provided trainees by phone or mail, and a
6 months follovinp session provides a check
on trainees' continuing ability to employ the
methods of information analysis and to per-
form case management decisions. Project
evaluation includ s employment of a' research
questionnaire 10 weeks before the start of
workshop traini g, at the start of training,
10 weeks later its completion, and at the
6 months follow p session.

Aimost uniq e aspect of thisc, project has
been the'effor to develop an instrument (the
Personal Da' Kit) widespread use of which
would pe it a community's professional
and parap s fosional mental health workers
to commu icate readily about people expe-
riencing motional difficUlty coping with
problems of living and to do this sufficiently
early so as to constitute a preventive as well
as remedial force acting on behalf of com-

nity mental heglth.
The uniqueness of this project resides in

it effort to implement w community network
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of mental health action with- a gradient of
responsibility flowing stepwise from para-
professional to professional mental health
worker. An assumed basis for both vertical
and horizontal communication is provided by
the common language of the Personal Data
Kit, the standard format of information
analysis, and the common approach to case-
management determination employed in all
workshops.

The project has accomplished its purpose
of bringing workshop training to a wide
spectrum of paraprofessional mental health
workers residing in small communities with-
in a 100-mile radius of Columbus, Georgia,
the project's center. Training has not inter-
fered with the normal occupational activities
of trainees, and has been more or less unani-
mously received by them as improving coun-
seling and assessment skills. A few trainees
have incorporated use of the Personal Data
Kit into their normal work routine.

The evaluation efforts have provided re-
liable evidenCe of occupationally-related atti-
tudes toward- counseling and community
action. In the aggregate, the findings strong-
ly suggest that coniroonly, shared attitudes
and values weigh more in the fashioning of
an effective comity -wide program of
mental health action than does the fact of a
readily-at-hand communication medium such
as the Personal Data Kit. Likely significant
differences between critical attitudes and
values of professional as against parapro-
fessional mental health workers renews de-
bate over the advisability of putting major
resources into the effort to deliver expanded
professional services or into further efforts
to fashion a community mental health force
out of diverse occupational groups of para-
professional counselors.

ti



Continuing Education for Mental Health Personnel \
Dr. Jerome Levy 1
Staff Development Program
Western 'Interstate Commission for Higher

Education
P.O. Drawer P
Boulder, Colorado 80302
***MH-8338 1964-1966

1. Current information on the project can be obtained from
Mr. Stanley Boucher at WICHE.

Training Community

Dr. Hilda S. Rol Iman-Branch
Los Angeles. Institute for Psychoanalysis

03,44 North Bedford Drive
Beverly Hills, California 90210
***MH-8060 1963-1968

The objectives of the project were to make
that aspect of psychoanalytic knowledge
which pertains to a systematic theory of
human behavior available to a broad spec-
trum of professionals whose work relates
to behavior and motivation in human beings.
In particular this refers to those whose daily
work concerns education, assistance; counsel-
ing, therapy, and rehabilitation 6 other hu-
man beings. The Community Education Com-
mittee of the Los Angeles Psychoanalytic
Society and Institute does not have as its
objective the training of individuals in the
science and art of psychoanalytic therapy
but rather to incorporate the knowledge
which has emerged from psychoanalytic
learning and activity into the work Which is
done by these other professionals. In addi-
tion to this primary objectiVe, it has been
the expectation of the Community Education
Committee that a rippling effect would take
place in which more and more individuals
of a professional stature would become
aware of the availability of_ such knowledge
and would in turn be receptive to it. Ulti-
mately the most distant objective has-been
that of creating'sufficient interest, and desire
among various agencies which would then
hopefully set up programs of their own-and
ultimately invite faculty members to become
part of their consultWve and teaching staffs.
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This program involved the training ex-
change among the triad of hospitals, commu-
nity agencies, and the universities. It aimed-
to set up permanent training bases at several
of the universities within the area as continu-
ing centers for education of the personnel in
the mental health field.Also, it developed
several continuation education centers within
community agencies and hospitalsf

Agency Personnel

Fundamentally the programs depended
upon lectures, seminars, combinations of lec-
tures and workshops, individual or -small
group meetings offormal or informal dis-
cussion nature. The types of professionals
involved included large groups of teachers
and smaller groups a- probation officers,
lawyers, judges, and psychiatrists. It was
decided to tickle various professions indi-
vidually rather than to* have a broad mixing
in public, simply because it allowed for a
greater specificity in demonstration and in
teaching tip usefulness and applicability of
psychoanalytic knowledge to the specific
fields without having to undertake a general
training in psychoanalysis. It also enabled
all the participants at each particular meet-
ing to develop familiarity with the clinical
application of_the materials under discussion
and to make far,more pertinent the particu-
lar experience the individuals could bring to
bear in: the meeting since all the participants
would have familiarity with such expe-
riences. Some of the rogTams were inter-
rupted and repeate and others were newly
installed during e latter phases of the
project. The c s on the average ran from
four to 12 tons (ordinarily about six to
eight) a ere composed va ngly of 1-day
programs which reached mulch larger au-
diences on to the continuing four to 12 ses-
sions which were mentioned above. The total
number of registrants reached during the
5-year period of the pilot program was about
6,000.

For the most part the programs have been
received satisfactorily by those participating



in them. There is no question but that the
programs relating. to teachers, to psychia-
trists, to social workers, and a particularly
interesting program relating, to law students
have been satisfactory and have stimulated
an awareness and knowledge of concepts
which are most pertinent to their particular
fields.

The work which has been conducted
through' the Community Education Cowimit-
tee has been the" subject of a number of
informal meetings ,with the directors of ex-

, tension divisions of other psychoanalytic in-
stitutes throughout the country, particularly

Community Mental
Dr. Maurice H. Greenhill
School of Medicine
University of Miami
Coral Gables, Florida 33124
***MH-6409 1956-1957'

The goal of this project was to explore
designs for the preparation of Psychologists
and psychiatrists for work in the community
area at the iocal, State, and regional levels.
The curriculum had three phases: (r) Sem-

C
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on the west coast. There have also been
intense programmed discussions at meetings
of the American Psychoanalytic Association
with the leaders of extension divisions, or
their representatives, discussing the pro-
grams of the various institutes. In addition,
the members -of the Los Angeles Psycho-
analytic Society and Institute have under-
taken an extensive inner discussion concern-
ing the breadth and' the depth of t ieir
parti:Ipation in community activities. There
'is no question that the trend is toward in-
creasing participation in _the community by
the practicing and teaching psychoanalysts.

Health Training
6

inars on the function of groups; (2)- practi-
cum work in the psychiatric center and its
associated general hospital; and (3) practi-
cum work in the community at the local,
State and regional levels. All trainees took
courses In the departments of sociology and
human relations. A community practicum
included affiliation with a large number of
local; State, and regional agencies with each
trainee having active functions during place-
ment.
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SPECIALISTS IN MARRIAGE. AND
FAMILY COUNSELING

Training of Family Planning Workers in Sex Education

Dr. Harold I. Lief
University of Pennsylvania ,

4025 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia; Pennsylvania 19104
M H-13085 1972-1974

$
This project provides training in human

sexuality for 20 staff from eight Planned
Parenthood affiliates serving various geo-
grap is areas. These people would-become,
in t rn, trainers of their own staffs. The
ulti ate objective of the program is to make
the acceptance and long-term usagatof birth
control more efficient. If contraceptive usage
does become more efficient, many unwanted
pregnancies will be prevented, which, in
turn, will prevent much mental illness.

The training program has been' p opera-
tion since July 1, 1972. Twenty trainees from
Planned Parenthood affiliates haVe partici-
pated. All trainees are staff memhers; their
backgrounds are diverse and reprisent nurs-
ing, health education, social Work, and
training. Most of the trainees are College
graduates. ,.

Training has been carried o
by the staff of the Marriage

----the Division of Family Stud;
of the Department of Psychia
of Pennsylvania School of-
sultants from the Margaret
Bureau in New York City a
enthood of Southeastern P

t principally
Council and

, components
, University

edicine. Con-
anger Research
d Planned Par -
nsylvania, have

been utilized. The training program offers
two 8 -day workshops approximately 6
months apart with ifite Visits taking place
between the two workshops. The first work-..
shop was held October 1-3, 1972 at the
marriage council facilities in Philactelph4a.
This Workshop dealt principally with atti-
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.tudes toward human sexuality. Using a series
of explicit films depicting the range of hu-
man sexual activity, trainees were- encour-
aged to examine their own personal attitudes
toward this range ,of sexual behavior. Ap-
proximately 45 minutes of film was followed
by 1 hour of group discussion which, in turn,
was followed by another 45 minutes of film.
This intensive experience is felt to lead to
desensitization. Subsequently,-resensitizatioa '-
is allowed to happen and, finally, integra-
tion of the total experience is assisted. What
occurs in fact is a major modification of atti-
tudes toward sexual functioning.

Following this workshop, two staff mem-
bers from Marriage Council visited the var-
ious affiliates for a 2-day site visit' and con-
sultation. The purpose of this consultation
Was to provide followup to the first work-
shop; to reinforce the learning experience
which occurred during the workshop ; to as-
certain the impact on ongoing and proposed
programs of the affiliate; and to assist the
trainees and any other staff in solving any
particular problems. The second workshop
occurred May 1-3, 1973. Aftezreviewing the
accomplishments of the various trainees, the
workshop dealt first with' counseling as it
occurred within. the various affiliate pro-
grams, Focus then turned to sex education
itself and, in particular, the methodology of
education. Affective education was stressed
and within that contextAble playing, psy-
chodrama, and the use of audiovisual mate-
rials were explored. The development of sex
education programs within the context of
family planning programs was detailed as
well tts the need to develop staff using group
leadership.

All of the trainees are retuining to their
,respective affiliates to carry on as staff who



now have an increased role and responsibility
as educators and trainers. In particular, they
will be concentrating on the development of
sex education programs as they relate to,.
family planning programs. This training
project is unique; training of family plan-
ning workers in sex education has not been
undertaken before.

Every affiliate through its trainees has
begun to utilize the training from the first
workshop. The more important result of the
first workshop has been staff development
in human sexuality -Affixing the film tech-
nique earlier described. While trainees have
essentially returned to their previous staff
positions, they have been given additional
responsibility in training and education.
There is every evidence that they will con-

tinuelo upgrade their professional function.
Certain trainees have already begun to act
as consultants to other training programs
of family planning centers or various com-
munity programs. While the films have been
principally rented or purchased from the
National Sex Forum in San Francisco, Cali-
fornia, and while the SKAT test 'has been
used to measure attitudes, various materials
related to these are being developed by the
trainees.

The consultation visits have been instruk,
mental in encouraging a spread of informa,
tion. Ln -addition, presentation of papers -to
the annual meetings of the American Ortho-
psychiatric Association and the American
Association of Planned ParenthoCid Physi-
cians is being considered.

Indigenous Family Counselors

Dr. Salvadore Minuchin
Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic
1700 Bainbridge Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19146
MH-12762' 1971-1974

The Institute of Family Counseling (IFC),
Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic, began
in September 1969. 'Utilizing clinical expe-
rience in family therapy, a treatment model
was developedfamily counselingaround
which to organize a training project-for new
careerists. Within the conceptual framework
of a systems or ecological approach' to
mental health, this clinical role combines
management of reality problems and family
.disorganization with restructuring of psy-
chological systems. The objective was to
demonstrate a way of training people from
the community, people with no prior aca-
demic or professional experience, in such a
wady that they could be employed in the
mental health field. as qualified, autonomous
practitioners, with vocational definition and
clarity of role. The basic approach was to
concentrate the -training on the acquisition
of skills related to this specific clinical func,
tion; to teach a "technology" of therapeutic
interventions within a',structured, inductive
learning context.

With training rather than -manpower ob-
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jectives in mind, the number of trainees has
been small in relation to faculty and super-
visory time. In July 1971, thefirst class'of
eight, four men and four women, was grad-
uated. In July 1973,, a second class of nine
was graduated; a third class of eight entered
its second year Of training in September
1973. Trainees are selected from an eco-
nomically and educationally disadvantaged
segment of the population,. are black and
Puerto Rican, have no more and sometimes
less than a high school education, are be-
tween the ages of 25 and 45, and all must
have had exArience in "parenting" in fam-.
ilies of their own. The selection process-
occurs through a series of interviews with
different faculty members. In addition to
obtaining relevant ,personal history, and,
some determination of the nature of the
candidate's ,motivation in wanting to enter
the program, the interviewer uses problem
solving exercises to help evaluate such things
as flexibility, personal and interactional
style, verbal skills and the like. Finally, fac-
ulty consensus is required for acceptance
into the prograni.

Trainees spend 2 years, full-time, in train-
ing. The -teaching is case-based and thus
largely experiential rather than didactic; the
emphasis is pn problem-solving skills, how
to interview families,; and learning. ways of



helping families achieve desired change.
Following a' 2-week orientation which in-
cludes observation and simulation of family
interviews, students begin to see families.
Their work is monitored by "live" super-
vision. The faculty-supervision behind the
one-way mirror consults actively with the
student engaged in the interview while
teaching the student peer group, all of whom
are also observing the interview. The super-
visor may call the stddent out of the inter-
view and give suggestions or explicit instruc-
tions where necessary. In addition to this
on-the-spot supervision-teaching, the faculty
makes extensive use of videotapes to help
students analyze their own work and to study
family interaction. Simulated families and
role-playing are use_d to improve interview-
ing skills, correct problem areas, and en-
hance the student's understanding of roles,
rules and interaction within a family system.
Since the learning relies heavily on case
material, it is nonsequential. Seminars are
used to organize the content as well as pro-
vide generic information in such areas as
child development, psychiatric disorders,
family life- cycles, agency and community
resources, hOme visits, etc. Students not
only have "instant feedback" on their work
through live supervision, but are constantly
involved in' a process of case discussion,
analysis and criticism. Supervision is de-
signed to be instructional and directive,
rather than analytic, and supportive of goal
and task performance.

In the second year of training students
spend 3 days a week in field placements in
six cooperating agencies and 2 aays in 'con-
tinued training at the clinic.. IFC faculty
work closely with placement supervisors in
a consultive and supportive role. Placement

6provides a work context in which thetraineethe-agency-u-staff. The WIN Program sup-
can test out ways of relating his knowledge
and utilizing or adapting his skills to an
agency service structure. A weekly seminar
uses the placement agency for case study of
how service delivery systems affect practice
and how, in turn, they can be mobilized in
behalf of clients. Placements create a net-
work of agencies *me involvement in the
training process produces commitment to
the development of the program and to em-
ployment opportunity for its graduates.

IFC graduatps are currently employed in
a model cities comprehensive family treat-
ment center, a family service agency, a
university-affiliated base-service unit, the
outpatient psychiatric unit of a training
hospital and as family counselors at the
clinic. Two graduates became part of the
IFC faculty where they have assumed both
teaching and supervisory roles. Upgrading
has occurred in each hiring agency ; in the
Model Cities Program the IFC graduate is
involved in program development i,nd com-
munity consultation ; in the family service
agency the graduate was hired at a profes-
sional entry- level salary and is currently
supervising an IFC trainee in placement
there. Current. graduates (July 1973) have
all received job offers, some of which have
come from out of State, all of which guar-
antee a career ladder. In the introduction of
family practice by "new professionali" in
both the field and employment placements;
administrativereorganitation--endser*iee----
redefinition have resulted.

. Requests for inservice staff training based
on the IFC model have come from both field
and employing agencies. During the past
year, two field placement agencies instituted
family therapy training prograins ; an, "al-,
ternate" schoill established a demonstration
service unit based on the kind of service a
trainee in placement had delivered to the
school through his placement agency ; a pro-
tective children's service being developed in
Wiltnington is seeking graduatete,ifor em-
ployment and help in training ifs rigiw staff.
Support for the pro m has also come from
agencies offering ancial support for
trainees. A new counselling and referral cen-
ter in Philadelphia has provided stipends
for two current trainees wild will return to
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plements both trainee stipends and salary
during the first year of employment.

Negotiations with . Antioch College have
resulted in 2 - years' accreditation in a bac-
calaureate degree program for IFC grad-
uates, several of whom plan to enter. Staff'
have also been involved in working on the
State level regarding civil 'servi'ce reclassi-
fications.

The IVIC 'pro. gram was presented at the
annual meeting of the National Council 9n



Family Relations in Oregon, October 1972;
at meetings of the Philadelphia Alliance of
city-wide mental health and retardation,
aliendies; at the ?rational Training Confer-
ence in Family Therapy sponsored by the
Clinic (November 1972) ; at the Groves Con
fere/ice on Marriage And the Family (April
1972) and was presented at the annual AOA
meetings in: a 2-day institute in 1973.

The IFC training model has applicability

9

beyond the area of family practice. Training
structures, teaching and supervisory tech-
niques, field placement procedures, career
development strategies, etc., 'Can be repli-
cated in other training centers. In support
of this, there are available teaching mate-
rials including both edited and nonedited
videotapes, seminar transcripts, procedural
outlines, interview schedules and two train-
ing films.

Consultanti in Marital and Sexual Health
Dr. `Clark E. Vincent
Bowman Gray School of Medicine
Wake Forest .Univer sity
Winston-Salem, Noith Caroltha 27103
M H-11.05 1969-1974

The original training program comprised
three major foci related to training in com-
munication skills and to the integration of
family, marriabe, and human sexuality con-
tent into the medical ..chool curriculum, all
oriented to the broad objective of training
medical students, physicians, and allied
health personnel as consultants in marital
and sexual health. The three foci were (1)
basic behavioral sciences training of medical
students in order to maximize the available
manpower by increasing kndwledge and
skills for primary prevention and early de-
tection of marital and sexual stress of ined-
ical patients before each stress reaches the
crises or chronic stages; (2) the prepara-
tion of social scientists and medical school
faculty as trainers in the area of marital
and sexual health; and (8) the dissemination
of basic training approaches, methodology,
and curriculum content.

The primary emphasis has been on human
4- sexuality. The initial training materials

were developed 'during three summer insti-
tutes involving the participation and contri-
butions of 56 people (28 M.D.s, 18 Ph.D.s,
and 10 medical students) who' represented
interested faculty and student* from 29 dif-
ferent medical schools in the United States
and two medical schools in Canada. The
materials resulting from these institutes
were contained in two publications: (1)
More than 1,900 copies of a 54-page booklet,

0-`

Marriage, the Fami!y, and Human Sexuality
in Medical Education, have been distributed
by the Behavioral Sciences Center (BSC) on
request of interested medical school faculty
in the United States and abroad.. (2)' A 595-
page book, Human Sexuality in Medical Edu-
cation 'and Practice, was published in late
December of 1968. Complimentary copies of
this book were sent to each of the 56 partici-

: pants in the summer institutes, and approxi-
mately 2,000 copies of the book have been
sold by the publisher, Charles C Thomas.

In 1969 a three-semester behavioral
sciences curriculum was introduced into the
required medical school curriculum and in-
volved some 90 hours of classroom time. The
major components of the curriculum have
been centered around (1) Patient Interview-
ing, (2) Death and Bereavement, (3) Hu-
man Problems and Community Resources,
(4) Human Sexuality. Although the content
elements have remained stable, in 1972 the
emphasis shifted in the direction of less
curriculum time for Human Problems and
Community Resources and more time for
Human Sexuality which is now being ex-
panded into a 36-hour course on Sexual and
Marital Health.

Within the medical center complex, the
Departments of Psychiatry and Community
Medicine, the Division of Allied Health, the
School of Pastoral Care, and the Behavioral
Sciences Center have cooperated both in the
planning and implementation of the pro-
gram. In addition, numerous individuals
from the larger community have -regularly
participated is lecturers, panelists, and small
(group facilitators.,

In the early years of the training pro-
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gram, it was decided to make the dissemina-
tion of content materials, training expe-
riences, and training methods a continuous
and ongoing process. Therefore, while de-
veloping and implementing the training
program at Bowman Gray, the training
materials being used and the cumulative
experience of how to implement, expand,
strengthen, or modify training in human
sexuality were simultaneously disseminated.
The "how to do it" experience obviously was
not derived solely from the Bowman, Gray
program, but included considerable sharing
of ideas among the personnel of many med-
ical schools and medical societies requesting
consultations, workshops, and lectures. Dis-
semination efforts during the first 4 years
of the training program included on-site con-
sultation visits with teaching faculty at 17.
medical schools ; service, as faculty for 21
postgraduate-credit courses on human sex-
uality; service as faculty for four regional
3-day workshops attended by more than 100
fact members from 47 different medical
schc conduct of half-day human sexuality
seminars for house staff in 10 hospitals; con-
duct of human sexuality workshops (half to
3-day) for 16 medical societies in various
States; presentation of papers at profes-
sional meetings; presentation of lectures on
human sexuality for medical students at 12
medical schools; consultation during a 3-
week conference in Geneva on "Human Sex-
uality Teaching in Medical Schools" spon-
sored by the World Health Organization and
attended by representatives of 13 countries;
production of six videotapes that are being

distributed to other medical schools, and one
16-mm color film yet to be distributed; pro-
vision of materials and consultations on hu-
man sexuality programs upon requests and/
or visits to the Behavioral Sciences. Center
for individual faculty from more than 20
medical schools and universities r and pro-
vision of lectures or workshops on human
sexuality for students at 22 universities.

Human sexuality has now emerged as a
viable medical school curriculum component.
Only three medical schools had formal
courses in sex information and counseling itn
1964 (Bowman Gray, Pennsylvania, and
Tulane), but by May of 1971 a. survey con-
ducted by the Center for the Study of Sex
Education in Medicine (University of penp-
sylvania) indicated at 46 medical schools
had either separate o grated courses in
human sexuality. A current survey would
undoubtedly reveal a much greater number
of medical schools, as well as an increasing
number of universities, professional societies,
and community agencies tha,t are now in-
volved in teaching/training efforts in human
sexuality. -,'

-> To observe that teaching/training efforts
in human sexuality are well underway is.not
to say the job is done, but it isto note that
such efforts are gradually progressing beyond
the experimental and special stage. As this
occurs; equal training efforts and emphases
must be developed, in the area of marital
healthan area in.-which sex is but. of
many factors; and an area of training toward
which the present program is moving in its
final year.

Training In Conjoint Family Therapy

Dr. Don D. Jackson (deceased) 1
Mental Research Institute _

555 Middlefield Road
Palo Alto, California 94301
***MH-10001 1962-1967

This program was designed to develop and
demonstrate methods for training family
therapists. The curriculum content and

1. For current information on the project. contact Dr. Arthur
M. Bodin at the Mental Research Institute.
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teaching methods were° designed to enlarge
the trainee's view of the problems involved,
as well as develop skills or dealing..with
them. Teaching was at Several° levels of
inteilsity. This summary focuses on the most
advanced or intensive course.

The Mental Research Institute (MRI)
began its first organized training program in
1959. After a year of support by the Louis
W. and Maud Hill Family Foundation, the
program was formalized, in September 1961,
by a training grant from the National Insti-



tute of Mental Health. With large numbers,
didactic teaching is possible, but teaching
through direct experience (which is felt to
be essential for thorough training) limits

, the number of individuals who can be in-
volved. Therefore, this training experience

. was reserved for those most likely to have
extensive opportunities to make direct use
of it in their' own psychbtherapeutic prac-
tice, work contacts, teaching, consulting and
supervision. Therefore, the size of classes
was limited to eight,, after experience with
eight and 12 per class.

Conjoint family therapy rests on theory
but is expressed in technique. Often, the
technique may not follow from-the theory in
an obvious fashion, so special attention must
be paid to each. However, theory and tech-
nique can be meaningfully integrated so the
trainee comes away with a sound repertoire
of skills, and a clear understanding of the
ideas underlying those skills. Variety and
flexibility ,characterized the course because
of the involvement of many different teach-
ers over the past years. The following teach-
ing aids and techniques were used: (1)
Audiotapes. All training sessions, didactic or
otherwise, were taped for purpose of fur-
ther study by the trainees. These tapes were
used in a variety of ways, as a focus of their
supervision, and to document an interaction,
for correction of errors from information
without implications of blame. (2) Video-
tapes. These are a more recent addition to
the program. They offer all the features of
the. audiotape (except economy and incon-
spicuousness), and in addition.; a wealth of
nonverbal TV uses. Videotapes are useful'
both in training therapists, and as an ad-
junct in treatment by playback to families;
(3) Observation. Facilities Lulu& two treat-
ment rooms with adjoining observation
rooms separated by one-way glass. In the
intensive course, each trainee works with a
family on a weekly, basis, with 'sessions ob-

*served by his teacher and one °filer peek,
his ,"team mate." Teacher demonstration
interviews were also used. Regarding the
family reaction, staff tries to communicate
that "feedback" is a gift that reports about
self, howev,er critical, and can be used con-
structively by the recipient, (4). Specific
therapeutic or diagnostic maneuvers. Certain

r
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procedures have emerged from the expe-
rience of the staff_. In some cases these pro-
cedures have been formalized into interview
outlines intended for the practicing thera-
pist : (a) Contact intervie*(s)during the
first contact with a family, the therapist
begins to teach some of the_principles of funt-
tional family interaction. (b) , Family his-
torya detailed documentation of the fam-
ily's history, including information of the
four grandparents and all siblings of the
parents. (c) Structured interviewconsist-
ing of a number of tasks for the whole fam-
ily or parts of the family to perform. (d)
Home visitsused as a special kind of inter-
view,involving ipeciel problems but offering
spiecial insights. (5) Research programs.
Research activities of the MRI staff have
special value to teachere emphasizing "teach-
ing through process." ,(6) Interactional teals-
niques. Interactions within the training
group are used to illustrate the principles of
family 'interaction taught, and this is the
"teaching through process" referred to pre-
viously. (7) Demonstrations. Trainees are
provided opportunity to observe at least two
families in treatment, other than 'their own
treatment family. Also,,1 training group and
treatment family are brought together for
mutual feedback. (8) Simulated families. To
clarify what it is like to be a member of
different types. of families, trainees play
various roles in simulated family interviews.
This procedure also provides insights into
,the preconception held by the trainees. (9)
Supervisory teams.. A male. and female
trainee are paired as a "team:' for further
training. (10) Consultation. EaCh trainee is
assigned an individual consultant (an expe-
rienced family therapist).

Thr0 preliminary courses were evolved
to, prepare trainees for the intensive pro-
gram. For the 5-year grant period 1962-63
.through 1966-67, the following numbers of
trainees were enrolled in each course: 44
Intensive* 42 Advanced, 208 intermediate,
365 - Survey, for a total of 659 course enroll-,
ments.

Major considerations for selection were
estimated competence and motivation to
family therapy. Intensive trainees were
evenly divided between male and female.
There were 14 psychiatrists, 13 psycholo-



gists, nine social workers, three -nurses, two
pediatricians, one educator, one marriage
counselor and one sociologist. Their approxi
mate educational breakdown was 53 percent*
doctoral, .45 percent masters, and 2 percent
bachelor degrees. For trainees whose high-
est MRI level was the Intermediate or Ad-
vanced course, there were 24 percent doc-
toral, 44 percent masters, and 32 percent
bachelor degrees. The mean number of hours
of therapy received prior to MRI training
was 309 for the Intensive trainees, and 171
for the Intermediate and. Advanced trainees.

Alumni were qestioned concerning how
they coped with resletanees beyond ordinary
institutional inertia ,larlitountered in trying
to increase acceptanc^f fsunily therapy con-
cepts, and/or practices, in other work set-
tinge. Specifically, they were asked "With
hindsight, what advice can you offer others
trying to. make similar changes in their insti-
tutional or agency settings?" The answers
may be illuminating for others trying to
gain acceptance of family therapy in their
work settings: (1) Go slow in making
changes, balance the new with the old. Be
explicit about your beliefs but don't oversell.
(2) Get the right administrators: Fit into
agency needs and philosophy; impress them

--by being clear and concise, but never assault-
ive. (3) Work towards alteration in training
institutions ; residents" should be exposed to
family therapy; push for staff training, but
discourage expectations_ of thorough learn-
ing from a few demonstrations. (4) Invite
therapists to observe, first talking to them
to make them realize that other current
Methods are not being attacked ; that they
do not have to throw away much in the
family therapy approach, but there is room
for what they already know. (5) Make
known that family therapy is valuable, 'pick
a case where conventional therapy is not
making headway and then persist with fam-
ily therapy long inougirto demonstrate its
value. Nothing is more effective Than positive
results in gaining acceptance for the family
therapy approach. (6) Work through inser;/-
ice training for counselors, ministers, par-
ents, personnel departinent heads.

Training materials developed include
Saties' book on Conjoint Family Therapy;
Bodin's A Family Therapy Training Biblieg-
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ropy... A Selected Topical Bibliography of
Family Therapy; an outline of fasnily rules
and -interventions emphasized in -the inten-
sive course; descriptions of new courses and
recormendations including suggestions for
further innovations; a description cif MRI .
teaching techniques and aids; outlines of the,
several courses and Various family inter-
views for specialized purposes; and a nutn-
her of book chapters, journal papers and
papers. presented at professional societies.
A partial listing of alumni showed that more
than 25 percent have subsequently engaged
in family research. Also, at least 36 relevant
articles were authored by former trainees,
20 percent of whom have published on fam-
ily therapy to date. Dramatic indication of
the impact of the program on the _commu-
nity is the proliferation of family therapy '
(institutes in the Bay Area (five others be-
sides MRI), of which four were founded and
directed by alumni of the intensive course.
Several of these institutions now direct their
own family'therapi training progranis. Dis-
semination of information about the program
has occurred in three main forms: *(1) word
of monthvia past trainees and several hun-
dred visitors to the program; (2) presenta-
tions at professional meetings, and (3) pro-
fessional publications based on .or making
mention of the program. - Utilization of
training exlieriences by former trainees was
quite extensive. The magnitude of the spread
of the effect of the training is reflected 'ink\.
data from a followup questionnaire covering
5 years of MRI training, indicating that \
11,856 students received 136,640 student- \
hours of training froni alumni. These figures
are probably ,conservative iinci'..they are \
based on partial returns.

A number of important training issues
have been brought into focus,' though not
completely °resolved, by the experience at

Those reinaining unresolved are ques-
tions of balance, involving optimizing the

m"mix" of several (values so that integration
may be appropriate to the particular eourse.
Ideological issues include the balance be-
tween interpersonal andintrapsychic points
of view, action, and insight, oriented inter-
ventions, the seminal viewpoint of one pio-
neer and an eclectic spectrum of views:
Pedagogical issues - include the balance be-



-tween theory and practice, studying arid
treating familiei, pre-struCturing and evolV-
ing the course with trainee participation in
decisions, personal style, lecture and discus-
sion, observation and doing, substantive
feedback by video: and audiotape, and un-
aided Dryer feedback; _supervision- by the
teacher and outside consultation; task-
centered teaching and supervieton and
trainee-Centered teaching and supervision,
With personal and perhaps therapeutic e-
mends: Training needs include more kri -
edge of:when to see which subgroups, within
a 'family, - a 'new interactidnal vocabulary,
earlier ant more continuous teaching of fem.-
ily therapy, audio- and videotape libraries,
co-teachers, more knowledge on therapist
selection of families, and balancing brief
therapy of several families and extensive
therapy of one family.

Followup questionnaires show widespread

acceptance of former family therapy trainees
in an increasingly broad range of, roles, often
reflecting professional acceptance, despite
new role definitions transcending the tradi-
tional disciplinary boundaries.

A `progression of family therapy courses
with-observation throughout the sequence,
and live supervision in, the final course, has
been demonstratedto produce family thera-
pists who are accepted by other profes,
.sionala, and whd involve themselves in much
subsequent teaching of family .therapy. The
high degree of .commitment to training others(
to work with families appears to result from.
careful and pointed selection, modeling the
professional behavior of the course teachers,-
and experieming wme_aspectaof_doing_farn,_
jly therapy supervision while that activity is
among those being supervised. The come-.
quoit impact on the field has been extensive .

in both practice and teaching.

Inservice Training for Maternity Home Staff
Col. Jane E. Wriden (deceased) I
Salvation. Army
120 West 14th Street
New York, NeW York 10011
***MH-9520 1966-1968

The project wash a 6-day intensive work-
shop for key.personnel of maternity homes

. for unmarried mothers ,designed to ,train
Such personnel to beeoine trainers in local
and regional inservice staff development pro-
grams. There Were 118 participants, chiefly
from Salvation Army maternity homes
throughout the United States.

Inquiry. into :the effectiveness :of. the work-
- shop 'began during the workshop itself in
Chicago in April 1967, and has continued'
since that time. To assess the value of the
workshop for participants and the extent to
which itaobjectives had been achieved, reac-
tions of participants as individuala and as
member* of groups were obtained:- These
explorations, in essence feedbacks, were
made at various times during and after-the
workshops. ,At the ,close of the workshop,

1. lkr current intarrnation 9n die project. 'contact Brigadier
Mary Verner at the Salvation Army.

members of the Planning Committee and
later recorders of discussion groups sub-
mitted their reports: Additionally the par-
'ticiparits,' grouped by functions, expressed-
their views during the workshop, imme-

.

diately following the workshop, after 4
months; and.fter 1 year. In these ways, it
was hoped that a fair estimate could be
made of the overall value of the workshOp..

Perhaps most significant' were the stag
* discussions following the workshop in the
local maternity homes and in the adminis-
trative regions, particillarly in regions where
folloviup seminars have been conducted.

Staff is convinced that a good beginning
has been made at the local and regional
levels in stimulating patterns of inservice
training to meet staff needs even though no
national blueprint has been designed. There
is evidenCe that local centers and regional
offices will continue to follow up the work-
shop. .

One" region, for example, has held special
workshops with staff in the areas of com-
munication and data processing, two areas .
designed to increase the effectiveness of staff.

In one region, the 'following steps are
among those in process:
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1. Centers are being encouraged to develop
systems to improve communication. These
include among. other thing clarifying_roles
and role relationship.

2. The practice of some of the centers of
Organizing the staff into "therapeutic"

groups is being explored and implemented.
3. The utilization of management consult-

ants at regional offices and at each center is
also being emphasized. .

The April 1967 workshop was only a be-
ginning in a continuing process of learning.

Marriage Counseling Training program

Dr. Gerhard Neubeck
Family Study Center
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
MH-13561 1966 -1969

It is the intent of this program to provide
1 graduate year of education in a program
offering a concentration in marriage coun-
seling content. Those admitted to the pro-
gram must have previously completed full
professional education in a profession whose
normal function would in some way involve
marriage and family counseling (for exam-
ple, psychiatry, social work, clinical psy-
chology, the ministry, and the law). It is the
purpose of this program to enrich the wisp'
ticular students' professional competence by
providing a concentration in knowledge, re-
search methods and findings, with some
exposure through a practicum to marriage
counseling practice, to attain 'a specialized
mastery of tnarriage counseling.

Thirty-five people were trained under the
5-year graduate training grant. In addition,
two graduate students participated without
being officially supported by NIMH. Minne-
apolis and St. Paul mental health facilities
served for practicum experiences. The
trainees participated in two seminars per
week dealing with marital interaction and
marriage counseling issues and also spent
approximately 5 hors in a sensitivity train-

' ing group. At least/2 half-days a week were
spent in the mental health facilities ranging
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from a social casework agency to outpatient
hospital psychiatric departments. Here they
were Qunseling under the supervision of -an
experignced agency worker. Each trainee
was assigned to two facilities throughout
the academic year, 'witching agencies in
mid-term.

Since many of the trainees were doing
marriage counseling as part of their regular
duties before they came into the training
program, but needed the training experience
to become more competent in this enterprise,
it was no surprise that the followup study
showed that roughly 90 percent of the group
were in fact doing marriage counseling in
some form or another. However, the combina-
tion of academic training, ,Field work expe-
rience, and sensitivity training, the opportu-
nity to do counseling within the community
rather than in an isolated academic setting,
prove to be useful in preparing the trainee for
future employment with greater responsi.
bility.

When NIMH funds were di/sc ontinued in
1969, the Program was suspended for 1 year.
In 1970, a 2-year sequence for graduate stu-
dents was designed that utilized the expe-
riences of the training program. In-the first
year of the sequence, seminars are' offered
focusing on marital interaction, and the sec-
ond year offers similar practicum experiences
as did the NIMH-supported program% The
University of Minnesota, in other words,
has in a way taken the responsibility for
marriage counseling training, even though
it is not in the concentrated way of the past.



Advancid Training for Seminary Teachers
of Pastoral Care

DP. Harold Lief
University of Pennsylvania
4025 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104
PAH-85462 1966-1972

., .
This was a 1-year University-based grad-

uate program designed to enrich the under-
etanding of human behavior, specifically in
the area of marriage and family Hying, for
facultfi members who are teaching or have
been selected to teach both didactii and prac-
tical aspects of pastoral care in seminaries.
The objective of the program is to attempt
to modify theological education in the areas
of marriage counseling:and family life edu-
cation through changes in seminary curricula
stimulated by teachers who have received
the year-long specialized training. Since more
People with problems in family life, including
marriage and sex, seek help from clergymen
thin from any other professional, it seems
strategic to work with selected members of
theological faculties so that responsibility for
training rf./uture mfnisters in this area can
be undertaken more completely by teachers of
pastoral care within the context of their own
professional schools. Because of tie "ripple"
effect, the ,training of clergymen educators
would have a greater effect on the delivery
of health care than the direct training of .

service personnel in related fields.
The trainees were expected to broaden

their knowledge of personality development,
human needs, and-the dynamics of behavior;
to develop the capacity to 4relate to their
clients in the helping relationship; and to
learn to apply certain minimal skills, in the
coup ling interview and supervieion and in'ir
leadi family life education groups.

By June 1972, 41 people had completed
the program, which began' in 1964 and was
completed in 1972. The men were selected
for training on the basis of promise of con-
tributing to theological education. All of the
men held responsible positions and all proved
in retrospect to be professionally active and
productive people. The group included 14
Catholics and 27 Protestants. Jewish faculty
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were sought, but could not be spared from
the two existing seminaries in the United
States. The 41 men represented 36 semi-
naries and all held at least a bacheloi of
divinity degree or its equivalent. Fourteen
held a doctorate degree at matriculation in
the program. Approximately 40 percent of
the group -were full professors, other ap-
pointments ranging, from instructor to dean.
Facilities cooperating in the .training includ-
ed Marriage Council of Philadelphia, the
clinical arm of the Division of Family Study,
a division of the Deliartment of Psychiatry;
the Department of Psychiatry itself which
provided consultants, seminar_ leaders, and
some formal course work; the School of EduL
cation ; other departments in the University
of Pennsylvania such as Sociokogy, Anthro-
pology, and Psychology; a host of agencies
which cooperated with our family life edu-
cation program such as schools, church
groups, PTAs, agencies for teenagers and
unmarri d pregnant girls, etc. Nearly half
of all th formal course work during their
fellowshi year was directly related to the
curriculu of the Division of Family Study.
The rema Wing half represented a .)vide ex-
ploration n the acquisition of -knowledge in
various a eas of behavioral science and edu-
cation such- as courses in Counseling and
guidanoe, course* in peychologieil theory,
reseerch methodology, sociology and anthro-
pology, courses in curriculum development
and educational methods, and the history of
philosophy of education.

Seminars within the Division included:
(1) orientation to marriage and marital
problems, (2) techniqUee of marriage coun-
seling, (8) techniques of crisis intervention,
(4) curriculum development in teaching
pastoral care, (5) family life education, (6)
colloquium on counseling, (7) behavioral
sciences, (8) group marriage counseling.

The emphasis throughout the program wsik
on two facets : (1) clinical experience and
(2) the interdisciplinary sitting in which
the training occursfrlinical experience in-
volves the management of maritel relation-
ships in which couples are seen 'in conjoint



therapy or in groups of co ples, and fielflik
work in family life educati n. The inter-
disciplinary setting is create by having an
interdisciplinary staff repre nting almost
all the mental health professions and an
interdisciplinary group of trainees from a
variety of other fields. In the last. several
years the entire training group, including
the seminary professors, has cdnsisted of
15-20 people, women and men, black and
white. (Several indigenous workers have
been added-to each training group as well.)

Review of the training model for profes-
sors of pastoral care demonstrated that
among the trainees, attitudes toward the self
represented the area of most significant
change. Insight and self-awareness increased
for many.; others felt that they -had- achieved
a basis for better relating to their col-
leagues; and for many the training program
had very personal significance in its impact
upon relationships with their own family
members. Affective learning enables OR atu.1
dent to become sensitive to his own attitudes
about the learning process itself. This, in
turn, creates improved dissemination of in-
formation at the cognitive level. This concept
Was the keystone in approach to coun-
seling and education as formulated and ap-

-pllici by the Division of Family Study and
Marriage Council staffein a variety of coun-
seling and educational settings.

The test of a training program is its ulti-
mate usefulness -to the consumer. In this
regard, three parameters were established:
increased knowledge, sensitized attitudes,
and improved skills. Regarding skills, the
only objective measurement is the design
and implementation of programs by the
graduate upon returning to his own agency.

New curricula were developed by the
trainees for their own seminaries, The de-
tails, of the new curricula material; both in
course design and content, can be found in
two publications that stem from this train-
ing program : Leslie, Robert C:, and Mudd,
Emily Hartshorne (eds.) : Professional
Growth for Clergymen Through Supervised
Training in Marriage Counseling and Family
Problems. Nashville: Abingdon Press; 1970;
and Journal of Theolo at Education, Spe-
cial Issue (Summer 19 ). Of the 11 inde-
pendent articles in this special issue, one is
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by a staff member and the other 10 were
produce& by the trainees. In this special
number the men addressed themselves to
vital issues in the preparation of clergy and
included specific examples of new course
approaches within the seminary and in con-
tinuing education. .

The training, which was on a full-time
basis for an .entire academic year, made the
trainee eligible for associate membership in
the American Association of Marriage
Counselors.

The quality of changes in their present
position or promotions reported by all of the
trainees, and the character of these changes
related directly in most cases to the objec-
tives of the training progra . Twenty-two
graduates are now on-the fa hies of -theo-
logical seminaries developing programs re-
lated to sexuality, counseling, and education.
Nine are in health agencies or in community
mental health or family service agencies
specializing in counseling and education.
Seven are in church-related service agencies
and act as administrators, programmers, and
counselors. One is in the child development
field on a college faculty. One is a counselor
in the department of obstetrics iitid gyne-
cology in a medical school and one is in
private practice.

Many new courses were established- cover-
ing topics such as pastoral counsei4ng, the
ministry in groups relationships, ori ntation
to marriage and family counselin

Fifteeen have changed jobs sine they par-
ticipated, in the pilot program. A oat all of
these had new or increased teac ng respon-
sibilities. Those who stayed in the same
teaching position seemed to increase their
counseling for the student body or started
new miners. New courses were often in
ma iage and family counseling, human sex-
ua y, family life and sex education. In,addi-
ti courses, internship programs or
graduate programs in pastoral counseling
were begun. In several instances new doc-
torate programs for clergy were started. In
several cues overseas internship programs
were the result, Twenty-two of the trainees
.reported beginning new courses. Almost all
of the fellows have had advancements in
their academicl-careers since their training
at marriage council. In addition to , their
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impact on their own seminaries, there has
been a great increase in- participation in
community life, especially- in the area of
family life education. Many have become
much more deeply involved in their local
school systems, and some have served as
consultants to a variety of agencies. Most
of. the trainees reported growth in self and
professional identity and competence, as
well as the development of new skills and
resources.

Publications by the trainees since com-
plyting the program include ,9 books auth-

ored or co-authored, 8 chapters in text books,
40 articles, 6 series of lectures, 6-book re-
views, and atoproximately 75 unpublished
lectures.

Significant strides in evaluating a complex
educational program were acComplished dur-
ing the pilot phase of this program. The
details have been published in A Pilot Train-
ing Program for Seminary Teachers of Pas-
toral Care, Description and Evaluation, by
Edwin H. Hutchins, Ph.D., Ames, Iowa:
Iowa State University Printing Service,
1969.
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VOLUNTEERS AND
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

Training Volunteers for Preventive Mental Health
Leadership

Ms. Eleanor B. Driver
Continuum Center
Oakland University.
Rochester, Michigan 48063
"MH-13313 73-1978

This program of the Continuum Center
of Continuing Education at Oakland Univer-
sity is designed to train volunteer preventive
menial health workers. The workers, all
women, will function at a paraprofessional
level. They will be trained as volunteer group
leaders who intervene with other women in
peed of self-actualiiation.

The training program. is 48 hours in
length. Both didactic and experiential meth-
ods of training are used, and stress is placed

ModeCities Leadership

Robert T. Snarr
University of Arkansas
346 West Avenue
Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701_
MH-12539 . 1970-1973

o

The jnajor objective of the Model Cities
Leadership Development Institute -.teas to
develop leadership skills and competence in
people engaged in. Model Cities programs to
enable them to participate proficiently in the
comprehensive planning process of Model
Cities. More speCific objectives- include (a)
the identification of proper roles for Model
Cities participants and the ti?velopment of
the necessary skills to create plans and es-
tablish priorities on projects that are intend-

to meet individual, neighborhood, and

L_.
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on the enhancement of communication skillt,
self-confidence, leadership, and the interper-
sonal skills critical for working in mental
health settings. Trainees will- be selected
from among the grOnates of a continuum
center course titled Investigation into Iden-
tity and from other- populations in the
community.

The main selection device is a 2-3 hour
interview. Selection is made the basis of
those skills which the poten 1 trainees :thaw
during the interview ; i:e., r diments of lead-
ership and interpersonal, e pathic, and help-
ing skills. The selection procedures will be
explored and refined over time so as to select
into training the most promising and capable
trainees.

Development Institute

community needs ; (b) toincrease the ability
of participants to function more effectively
in small groups; and (c) to develop a better
understanding on the part of the participants
of community processes, and-of institutional
and community changeand-how to cope with
these changes. .

The training program has been imple-
mented in two cities which had authorized
Model. Cities programs. These two cities
were Texarkana, Arkansas and Tulsa, Okla-
homa. The Model Cities programs in both
cities cooperated extensively in the training
program. The main source of support from
the Model Cities programs came from the
allied units responsible fOr developing citi-
zen participationthe Community Organiza-
tion Component in Texarkana and the Target
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/Area Action Group in Tulsa. These groups
aided significantly in the identification, selec-
tion, and recruitment of trainees as well
as assisting with many on-site logistical
problems..

The target populations which received
training were compos4d primarily of two
groups or classifications of peoplelocal citi;
zens and community service employees. Ac-
tual training has been in effect for approxi-
mately 2 years. The first training session
was begun in the jsummer- of 1971 and the
most current training was undertaken in the
spring of 1973. During the 2 years of train-
ing, 10 groups have been exposed to the
training program. The ideal size for training
groups was considered to range from 8 to 15
participants. In all, approximately 175 peo-
ple have attended the workshops. Two train-
ing groups (one in each city) were composed
entirely of community service employees
drawn principally from the Model Cities
organization with emphasis upon the com-
munity organization personnel. The remain-
ing eight groups had.mixed audiences, but
the majority of participants came from the
local citizenry. One training group was com-
posed entirely of teenage youth. Efforts are
also being made to train local program lead-
ers who can plan and conduct similar proj-
ects in order to continue the process of local
leadership development. Although Model
Cities is being phased out, there appears to
be a continuing need for skilled participants
in the revenue sharing, planning process.

The majority of .trainees, who were local
citizens, were selected for training because
of their known involvement in neighborhood
activities. Most volunteers whotettended the
training did so at the sacrifice of other com-
munity or recreational commitments. The
trainees held two population characteristics
in common : living in a blighted neighbor-
hood, and minority st,tus. Most other char-
acteristics showed considerable heteroge--
neity. Both men and women participated,
and the educational attainment level was
extremely varied. Some participants had
only a grade school education vhile others
had completed graduate and professional
degreeq. Most participants were high school
graduates, however. The ages of tilt partici-
paqts alio showed considerable vaNability,

ranging from teenagers to retired people.
The heterogeneity of the trainees posed some
problems in developing a curriculum relevant
for all. However, by combining prepared
training materials with adaptations and dis-.

.cussions that fit the local situation and expe-
riences of participants, it was felt that all
people benefited.

The training sessions were perceived to
-be workshops in which, the trainees actively
participated in kping to develop action

plans to solve real community problems, but
in an atmosphere of trust where feedback
was given without risk or reprisal. Simula-
tions of various community situations were.
developed to give the participants an oppor-

. unity to expand their behavioral repertoire.
curricultnn consisted of encentration

on three broad topic areas: problem-solving
and planning, working in groups, and com-
munity processes and social change. All
three topic ,areas had a problem orientation.
The emphasi*of the training was upon the
development of generic problem-solving and
planning skills. The workshops attefnpted to
start with simple approaches to working with
community issues and greater 'complexity
was introduced as the training progressed.

The training sessions normally began with
the presentation of various approaches
which have been developed to analytically
break down a problem so that a specific
action plan can be developed. The partici-
pants were then encouraged to utilize the
approaches and gain experience in working
through real-life problems. The nature of the
problem selected depended upon the interests
of the group members and the nature of the
local situation. The important thing was that
group members selected a problem of inter-
est to them.

Much of the work done in bringing about
community change is crone through neigh-
borhood and community mups, The partici-
pants were expOsed to procedures to be used
in leading groups and' the appropriateness
of these procedbres under different circum-
stances. Some attention was also focused on
group dynamics so that the trainees would
be more sensitive to their own needs, to the
needs of others, and to how these needs
influenced decisio -

The thtrd major area of discussion con-
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cerned working in communities. Such
factors as the identification of the local
community power structure a'nd their mo-
bilization as social action resources were
presented and discussed in relation to the
problim at hand. An understanding of the
procedures necessary to gain support for a
program helped provide realistic expecta-
tions of the obstacles to be encountered,
what one can achieve, as well as establish-
ing realistic time tables for project com-
pletion.

This project was not intended to train
people for careers in mental health occupa-
tions, but did help provide needed manpower
to help in the solution of many human and
social problems faced by communities. The
program does afford the possibility of favor-
able outcomes on three levels: It can serve
as a preventative, heading off serious mental
health problems before they eccur ; it brings
individuals to a. higher degree of functional
competence; and it can have an impact on
the emotional climate of the entire com-
munity.

Several impacts resulting from the train-
trig program have been -observed. Increases
in both individual competence and group
2aiticipation effectiveness have been noted.
Many people reported increased levels of
self-confidence which spurs them on to in-
creased :community activity. Trainees have
also been able to utilize some of the ap-
proaches taught to get' some important

community-Lesed plans implemented. Sev-
eral of the training groups have continued
to work together to implement the plans
developed in training. These projects are in
various stages of completion.

Several training aids have been developed
and compiled . into notebooks which were
given to trainee's. The notebooks contain
simplified handouts on all facets of the cur-
riculum; and these form the basis for work-
shop discussions.

A paper describing the project in detail
is in the process of preparation and will be
available shortly. Information has also been
disseminated through a. paper presented in
a workshop session of the National Conven-
tion of the Community Development Society,
and some experiences regarding the project
were discussed in a workshop session of the
North Central Regional Center for Rural
Development's Conference on Planning for
Public Services in Rural Areas. Several
visits have also been Made by staff members
to arious Model Cities programs in areas
near the University of Arkansas to discuss
the project.

Some community officials have expressed
the desire to see such training continue.
They are hopeful that local citizens can begin
to take the responsibility for implementing
the training program. There is.a possibility
that,Model Cities and SpeCial Revenue Shar-
ing funds may be used to supplement train-
ing costs.

Training Coordinators of Volunteer Services

Mr. Taylor E. Roth
Northeastern. University
360 Huntington Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02115
**MN-12162 1970 -1973

This application was designed to train 30
volunteer services coordinators in 3 years
for mental health, settings by means of a 9
months'- curricultum that relies :heavily on
supervised field placements, group discus-
sion at a means\ of integrating field expe-
riences, 'and a limited curriculum of a more
didactic nature that will cover in a -flexible
manner the areas of (1) individual and

I.

group behavior ; (2) communications in the
broadest sepse; and (3) administration, su-
pervision, and leadership. Trainees were to
have earned baccalaureate degrees and were
to be currently employed or intending to be
employed as a coordinator or director of
volunteer services in_mental health settings.

The program arose out of extensive expe-
rience of this group training volunteer coor-
dinators in short courses and workshops,
stimulated by the project director Dr. Arffa's
experiences with volunteers at the Brockton
VA Hospital and by an exploratdry confer,
ence on the training of volunteer service coor-
dinators funded by NIMH in 1963 under the
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joint sponsorship of NIMH, the American
Psychiatric Association, and the American
Association of Volunteer Service CoordinatorS
(AAVSC).

Thotith the Northeastern University's
short courses and workshops had been use -.

ful in "retreading" the more established co-
ordinators, it was the conviction of the
Northeastern group (supported by the lead-
ership of AAVSC) that a more extensive 9-

f months curriculum at a pobt-baccalaureate
level would represent a significant advance

4:4 in establishing the functions of coordinator
at a more professional level. It was antici-
pated that the longer curriculum would at-
tract younger people, either those who have
recently entered the field or those who (be-
cause of Peace Corps, VISTA or similar
experiences). were' seeking to prepare them-
selves for it. These younger people would be
more open to an enlarged definition of the
role of coordinator, would, be moreable to
help mental health administrators and staff
members understand the need for involve-
ment of volunteers more centrally in the

.,

-policy and decisionmaking functions-of their
organizations, and would be 'more 'flexibly
committed to working with the community
groups in order to make the mental health
institution more integrated into the life of
the community. The field. placements were
to be primarily within one of the.Massachu-
setts mental health regions whose coordina-
tor was interested in using volunteers in
significant roles. The regioh had various
kinds of mental health settings and was
developing others. Trainees would be rotated
three times within the -9 months, each time
to a, different kind of auspicing mental health
agency; moreover, within each auspicing
group there would be several specific agency
settings available to them. The trainees
would Spend 1 day a week in a task group
to pool their experiences, examine problems
they are facing in their placements, and
draw implications for the coordinator's role.

-Most- of the-traineesT-would Come -with -some
experience in the role as a core around
which to organize 'the varied field ex-
periences,

Local Mental Health

Mr. Alfred D. Buchmueller
National Congress of Parents and Teachers
700. North Rush Street
Chicago, Illinois. 60611
***MH-11163 1968-1972

The National Congress of Parents and
Teachers, using a national staff and part-
time consultants, trained its State PTA Pres-

1. Mr. Buchmueller's curvnt address is Program Specialist,
President's Commission on Mental Retardation, Regional Office
Building, 7th and D Sts., S.W., Washington, D.C. 20201.

Training Program

idents, State Mental Health Chairman, and
State Parent and Family Life Education
Chairman to recognize children's unmet
needs and to become familiar with plans
for assuring children's emotional health. The
Congress increased parent participation in
local mental health development. The twin
goals of education and a social action pro-
gram were reached. Formal leaders trained
local members preparing total membership
for greater participation in their individual
locales. .

U.S. Jaycee Leadership Training Program

Mr. Brian O'Connell
The National Associitin for Mental Health, Inc.

. 1800 Noith Kent Street
vArlington, Virginia 22209.

MH-11129 1967-1969

The objective of the project s to train
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national. State and local leaders in the U.S.
Jaycees to become better equipped to help
determine need and obtain and provide serv-
ices for the mentally ill and the mentally
retarded.

Approximately 130 'persons were involved
in the training conference held in Denver,



Colorado over a 21/2-day period. The trainees
were all young men from a wide range of
employment. They were selected. for demon-
strated leadership capacity in organizational
settings committed to service activities. In

= addition to the Denier conference, two re-
gional conferences w_ ere scheduled several
months, later for the purpose of developing
action plans out of the training experience.

The training methods were somewhat
standard for a conference-type program in-
cluding both plenary information-giving ses-
sions and small group, work exercise sessions.

The training was not directed toward po-
--tential employment opportunities but rathers--

to increasing the skills of volunteers to per-
form usefully and effectively in the advance-
ment of social programs on an unpaid basis.

It is difficult to assess the accomplish-
ments of the project in training terms. As
substantial numb of bright, conscientious
young men with agloncern for mental health
and mental retardation problems returned
to-their honie comnitmities to provide leader-
ship in program development which, led to
positive, constructive action which would not
otherwise have occurred. Over .a period of 5
years, the U.S. Jaycees conducted 9,000 proj-
ects and donated nearly VA million man
hours to mental health and mental, retarda-
tion services. If an hourly dolls./ assessment
could be placed on this activity, it would total
nearly $47 million, not including the incal-
culable value of the public understanding
which resulted from the activity. The train-
ing project was he aspect of the total effort
and undoubtedly produced significant returns
in many. communities which have never been
reported-upon or measured. .

It is 'typical of the U.S Jaycees that as
leadership changes, programs and activities
which have been popular for a periodottime
are phased out and new activities phased in.,
Mental. health and mental retardation are
no longet on center stage with the organiza-°
tion, but in many communities the interest
has continued-on a local basis and the orga-
nizition is "still an important forte in the
service of the mentally ill. Included in-the
leadership of the organizatioii at various
levels are young men who first learned of
this problem through their identification
with the Jaycees. The training of selected
leadership from across the country regarding
the nature of the mental heilth/mental retar-
dation problem and regarding the potential
for volunteer social action continues to have
a significant, return.

There has been relatively little published
concerning the training conference itself, but
a tremendous amount of outstanding material
has been developed by many of the States
for distribution to their members as an aid
in program development and implementation.

Clearly, this project was not a conven-
tional manpower training project; it was,
by no means, carter-oriented; neither weis it
designed to fill a shortage in an, employment
category ; it did not help to swell the ranks
of any profession. It did, however, increase
the skill and understanding of, a significant
number of persons with leadership talent
and did demonstrate, that effectively mobi-
lized volunteers, despite shifting interests,
can. constitute a working force worthy of
attention and development.

Associate Leader and Case Aide Training Program

State Hospital first came into being in 1963
when a small grant from the Pe manent
Charities Foundation was made vailable
to 'demonstrate the theory that i telligent
ind highly motivated mature en and
women from the community, un r the su-
pervision of trained and experienc d psychia-
tric social workers, could help he chroni-
cally mentally ill State hospit I patients.
While this idea was not entirely. new, having

Dr. Victor A. Gelineau 1
Case Aide Program
Boston State Hospital
'Boston, Massachusetts 02124
MH-11062 1967-1970

The Case Aide Program at the Boston

1. Current information on this program may be obtained tram
Mrs. Anne S. Evans at the Boston State Hospital.
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been tested prior to-1963 with college student
volunteers, the concept sail hadtome revolu-
tionary attpects. Up to the time of student

-, intervention, contact .of a therapeutic nature
With mental patients was considered to be
the, exclusive domain of the professionally
trained personnel.

It was fourid that the Case Aide Volun-
. teers' workowith patients was as successful

as the atudenezpatient relationship had been.
, Not only did .many patients show significant

improvement where hope for _eitarige had
seemingly vanished, but it was also found
that the volunteers could help a severely ill
patient in a way professionals could not.
This very special way of helping could be
described as partly therapeutic, partly edu-
cationaK and partly supportive: and made
possible a Surprisingly high degree of pa-
tient improvement. As the Case Aide Volun-
teers became involved in a relationship with
a patient, it became evident that they needed
to have more clinical information about the
patients assigned to them. They' were moti-

\ vated tct leasp more about the operation of
a, large hospital, the various professional
specialties, and all the ancillary services
needed to help a patient.

Several :new training instruments were
added to the program for case aides. The
professional staff prepared a training man-
ual, A Guide for the Volmtiteer, which is
given to every case aide upon entering the
program. It is supplemented by a list of .

readings in the fields of psychiatry, social
work, psychology land sociology: The case
aide office houses a small library of pertinent
books nd current mental health journals.
Volunteers attend a series of especially pre-
pared seminars by hospital personnel and
outside experts in such topics as clinical
psythiatry, hospital administration and com-
munity resources available to patients.

Subsequently, a more formalized tralning
program was established, financed by a 3-
year.grant from the Experimental and Spe-
cial Training, Branch it the National Insti,
tute of Merital Health. The training program
had two interrelated but distinct phases. The.
first 'consisted essentially: of an intensified

-educational program' the.case aides; the
second offered training for a new Category
of worker: the associate leader who has been

. recruited from the rhnics of
volunteer after completing 1
in the program.

Ii
Candidates for -associate le erNtraininge

are selected by the program's .professional
staff, on the lasiS,of several criteria: food
performance as a 'case aide,' personal inte-
grationpand stability, and evidence in group.,
settings of leadership qualities and the abil-
ity to work as part of a team. They must
also be hjghly motivated to take on a leader-
silip position for a minimum of 1 year.*

The first of associate 'leader train-
ing consists pripiarily of group meetings,
with a professional supervisor in charge of
training, covering various group leadership
teNt-niques and group dynimics. Trainees
consider the nature of Si-hall-group structure
and the rOles played by group participants
as well as problems of group interaction and
potential solutionk They also observe other
supervisors and/or associate leaders con-.
ducting Case aide groupS to witness styles
that are succesiul, or unsuccessful, for lea'''.
ing° a group.. ach yea% associate leaders
and staff members grticipate in y 2-day
session deyoted tog praFesses, 'Issues
related to leadership and appropriate tech-
niques which would enable leaders to work
more effectively with volunteers are dis-
cussed. The fsessions are conducted by a.pro-
fessional psychologist from a local university
who Has experience and expertise in group
process.

lastthe last stage..pf .training, the trainee
interviews prospeCtive volunteers' and forms
a group of 7 to 10new volunteers. The asso-
ciate leader is responsible for the assignment
of patients to volunteers, relationships -trthe
ward staff, and the supervision of the volum..,
leers' relatiimshjp with his assigned patient.

Throughout their work,'the associate, lead-
ers -meet Weekly with their supervisor -to
report on the groups they are leading. When-
ever theleader needs-further help, the super-
visor is available for an inclividoual confer-
ence. Associate leaders have been trained to
recognize situations in whieh they should
come to the *ofesAonal for advice or action.-
While the associate leader and case aide sep-
arate the professional from the- patient, the

l
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professional is still in close contact with the
entire program and holds ultimate responsi-
bility for the volunteer hnd -the patients

As of fall, 1970. 20 volunteershave become,-
associate leaders, nine of whom are cur-
rently running groups of 5 to 16 case aide.
volunteers. - -.

Since 1963, over 800 volunteers from the
greater Boston community have 4eined 'the
ranks of the Case Aide Program. This sizable
number 'represents a wide range of ages, life
experie 'ce, ethnic groupings and social back-
ground . They range from college )stlIcient;
in late dolescence to senior citizens in their
late 70s. Some, are professionally trained in
science] law, teaching, library work and den-
tistry. he majdrity are housewives and stu-

' dents,. nd nearly all are college educated:,' As in most volunteer programs, there is a -
shortage of men workers, but for the past 7
years several Catholic and Protestant schools
of theology have used the program as part

Mental Health Association

. Mr. Brian O'Connell
The NatiOnal Association for Mental Health,
1800 North Kent St. .

Arlington, Virginia 22209
MH-9544

Inca

'1966-1967

Approximately 150%person's participated in
a 5-day Conference, including plenary ses-
sions and workshops geared to the 'specific
needs of' categories orstaff, gfouped accord-
ing to size and nature ofIlle,Ancy in which
employed.

The Conference was one in a series of
annual summer training institutes, all built
around the same general objective, though
with'a changing program or activity empha-
sis from year to year.

'The objective of the Conference was to
provide an intensive learning experience for
professicrhal staff of The National Associa-
tion for Mental Health in the development
of the skills essential to mobilization, orga-
nization, and effective utilization of volun-
teer talent.

The single common characteristic of the
trainees was employment in a management

S

of their field edue&tion experienCe., Some
young men hnd women ,also come from
Phillips Brooks House, the volunteer service
bureau at Harvard University, as well as
Boston University, Tufts,' Brandeis, Sini-
mons and various graduiite schools in the
greater Boston area.

It is worth noting that iis.g result of their
experiences as case aide volunteers, 30 peo-
ple fecided to continue their education and
have;. returned to schools 11:1 obtain graduate
degrees in social 'work. Several are now
working part -time in the field, and one has
returned to*the program as a professional
part-time staff member., O'

,Since July of 1970, t*o permanent social
'work and one secretarial position have been
.made available to the Case Aide Program
through State funding. With this solid' finan-
cial and administrative hacking, we look
forward tol continuing and expanding new
frontiers of volunteer programming.

Se:

Staff Training ConfereRce

capacity with a mental health associdition at
the local, State or national level. The par-
ticipants r1presented a wide range of eduica-
tiori and experience backgrounds. At one
extreme some of the participant; had ad-
vanced degrees and at the other "extreme,
there were thosewho load no more than a
high school education. Some of the partici-

ts' headed large Operations involved in
phistieated programs i'n large urban com-
unities; others were TiArt-time workers

s rving chapters in rural, communities. All
of thy, however,pvere Concerned with doing
a more effective Joh in assuring adequate
treatment for the fnentally ill, the preventio
of mental illness, and the promotion of men-
tal health.

at he Conference' provided a unicpie expe-
rience for a large number of Mental Health-
Asspciatipn staff Members to 'meet and wer-lf--/
together hp the examination of common prob-
lems and the discovery of new approaches
to theft responsibilities.-

Those yam were involved in .the training
were already employed! The oportunity
presented by the training w'as in terms of
-improved performancer on the job and. in

p
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some instancesan exposure to oppottunities
for advancement to higher status positions
elsewhere in the Mental Health'Associntion.

While would involve cbnsiderable strain-
to find a direct comection between what .tins
'happened in -recent year and the project
under consideration; this project was cer-
tainly a precipitating factor in all that. has
happened -since. The Summer Institute is
nqw conducted in college fashion 'with ap-
proxirnately 21 courses offered. Certain bas.--
line courses are required: other. course are

... elective. Each student., enrolls for' two 10-
hour courses and one '5-hour course each
suivner. 1!ourses completed are a matter of
record and the participants can eachdevelop
g plan' of pers'onal training objectives. Fac-
ulty is recruited largely from within. the
organization. Those included (in s the faculty
are obliged to participatelin intensive prep-

, aration activity to meet requited standards
of performance.

The 'more professional approach to train-
ing, which has grown out of the Summer -
Instil since 1967, has played a major part
in the evekpment of a more comprehensiye
plan of training made possible through a
subsequent 3 -year` NIMH grstpt. The organi-
zation recognized that, in a situation involv-
ing a tremendous geographic spread of staff

- '

,

a

. and limited dollars avttifible for. training,
11

training must be based upon the concept of S.

. self-directrritarning. Tools have been cre-
ated for self-assessment of training needs jir
terms of the tasks and standardsconneCtea
with effective job performance. Now the
.organization must find the smeans at the
national level to retain a 'training director 1
who can promote, and monitor the use of!
the self-assessment tool and Can develop, and/
uncover resources which staff meinberS
thropghout the organiaition/can use in pui,-,
suing their own self - development plans. pie
Summer Institute model, matured since 19 7.
is now employed as.one resource in a ra ige `
of approaches to,self-development and..makes '
a substantial-contribution to the total prOcess
for approximately 200 staff members- each
year:

The significance 4 this particular project
as an isolated event is difficult to assess. It
was, however, .a significant' element in a
series of events which has put this organi-
zation in a position to be better- able to
select, train and retain the services of com-
petent.,.careerzoriented, personnel of the'sort
required for the operation, of a national
voluntary agency with a high level of effec-
tiveness.
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HOSPITAL PERSONNEL
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*

Materials for In?ervice Mintai Hospita Training

Dr. Thomas Stachnik 1 ,-

Department of Mentil Health (Michigan)
Cass Buildrng
Lansing, Michigan 48913

198911971***MHz-11647
ir
The project initiates a systems approach

to solving learning problems for training
ward attendants in mental hospitals. Based
,qn a thorough task and lige& analysis, train-
ing materials, presentation media, instruc-
tional .management 'guides, and supervisory
orientation m terials are being developed
and validated as a' learning system. The total
system will provide self-paced instructional
tinitsjiesigned to interrelate programmed
movie, slide, audio, and text presentations
in a study carrel with demonstrations, dis-
cussions, and practical exercises conducted
by instructional managers at the trainipg site.
The`' learning sequences are geared to indi-
"iridual needs within the target population.
The media mik is empirically determined
from an analysis of learning objectives writ-
ten in behavioral -terms, to from develop-
mental testing. The co ent of the system
will include (1) atten nt nursejrientation
training, (2) general nursing care skills,
(3) behavior modifieation techniques and
psychiatric nursing responsibility, pnd (4)
learning retention orientation for supervisors.
A manual for instructional managers will
provide thenecesaary guidance in each State-
'hospital for effective use of the materials.
The self-pacing dtni semiself-instructional
system will allow immediate access to trpin-
ing for new 06ptoyees, provide accessible
review material which may bescheduled for
experienced employees, and.provideavailabi
training during all work shifts in mental

rspitals.

I. For current information on the project, write to the
Michigan Department if Mintal Health.

The general training 'areas have been sub-
'divided into manageable subunits. An edu-
cational technologist is-assigned to each sub-,
unit and held responsible focaits development

-as a complete subsystem. The instructional
manager's guide grows with the total system
and the additions are forwarded tb the user
hospitals along with other subsystem mate-
rial. Seven steps are followed in developing
each subsystem as follows: The task and
needs analysis, the development of learning
objectives, the development of learning sit!,
uations including the developmental testing,

r review and edit, the development of- the
instructionalmanager's manual, placing the
subststem\ into operation, and evaluation..

System components are tested on target
trainees,. Testing is continued .until regguired
learning takes- place _as measured by cri-
terion tests. The criterion tests are based.
item fa item on the list of learning objec-
tives written in-behavioral terms.

Ih the first year r-Of the project, *50 man-
ageMent' And educational ptrsonnel, from the
State hostPitals have been trained in .the
oricepts and management of the training

system. Fifty supervisors have experienced
a short sub4system on ;earning 'retention
orientatidn. Thirty attendant nurses have
been trained via a subsystem unit for at-
tendant nurse' orientation training.

Total material production at the' end of
, the first year includes four volumes of ino-
grammed text materials for attendant nurse
orientation training and two volumes of text
materialS for general nursing care skills,
two 8mm films totaling 12 single concept
sequences and partila developmentof a third,
800 colored slides, and 8 stAreo master tapes
to provide -au-droiirstrtiction and signal Im-
pulses for synchronization with the slides.
Twenty individual study carrels hal;e been
designed, manufactured, and delivered to
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hospitals in accordance with personnel hiring
requirements. Analysis for subsequent units
has started, and additional subsystems will
be completed glin due time. 'Subsystems- are
complete training entities and are placed into
operation. as quickly as validation permits.
All materials are validated on new employees
entering the service as: attendant nurses.
These employees are generally high school
graduates, but a number of non-high school
graduates are:employed in the metropolitan
areas.

. .

Personnel in seven State mental hospitals
cooperate with the development s if to ana*-.
Jyn needs. review learning o jectives, role
play for slide-tape and `my e presentations,'
and to develop, test and validate completed
materials.

The training 'system is b ng developed
within the concept of aidiriwhospitals in the .

total problem of training attendant nurses
as -psychiatric.aides. The initial efforts }Pave'
been in orientation training, and general
nurscrik care skills, but the major emphasis
will krltimately be in behavior modification
techniques tied other psykiatric nursjng'

Medimix is carefully programined to ,

.* meet the needs for satisfying the learning
objectives. To provide a-maximurn of learn- .

er self-pacing and s411-instruction, as well
as ease of scheduling. individual study-car-
rels were designed td.include a whiting desk7
for working in -a'programmed ,text, a .Fair-
ChM Cartridge movie projector to display
motion in color, a Sawyer slide "i?yojector
with a 100-slide Rotbtrav, and a Viking tape
player to play cartridged stereo tapes. One
track of the tape contains audio .instruction,
while the other, track contains impulses to
advance and to turn off the synchlfosnized
slide and tape presentation as programmed.
Programmed instruction directs the reamer
to utilize various media as necessary stimuli
in learning- sequences. When learning out-
comes calf for discussion or practical .exer!
cises, the instruction directs the learner to
contact the instr tional manager. The in-
structional manage manual provides a
-schedule of learner progriss, so the instruc-
tional manager will be prepared in advarice

Jo meet learner needs at appropriate prog-
ress points. Valid criterion tests are pro-

' vide() to test' the validity of the materials.

't 4
.
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Validation requires that 85 percent of the
target population responds correctly to at
least' 90 ipercent of the learning objeefiVe
retql.iirements.

This training system is being developed
on a carefill analysis of what the attendant
nurse does in the State hoSpitals acrd wpat
they must ado' in view of modern techniques
for dealing with human behavioral problems.
The. scientific process , of .developing the
learning system provides a conglomerate of
learning situations which may ,beeasily 'dis-
sected for revision, deletion, or addition. It
provides learning stimuli based'on require-
ments of the target population and, elimi-
nates the use of extended lectures and
lengthy training films. When a 30-second
movie pilesentation Wilt result in the re-
quired learner response, a 30-second movie
is provided. When one 'cqlored slide and a
paragraph of audio instruction will resillt
in a required response, that is what is pio-
vided. This "lean approa.th" to developing
learning situations results in a ''saving of -
learner tirue and a lessenirP of,the boredom
inherent in the, pracfice of "over-teaching"

The .d4elopmental concept under whi4h-
this learning system is developed separates
the evaluation of learnipg _objectpes.from
the evaluation 'of learning efl(ectiveness. If
effective leartiing is -dcebmplished,based on
the established objectives, inefEective. hog,
pital services mikv then be relatwillordirectly
to stated learning objectives or other per-
sonnel management, probTerns...

The concept of .scientigcally solving .learn.-
ing problems for employee development has
been accepted-by a number of organizations
id government and industry since title project
started. Interested visitors to the project
office include ber.sons, frOm State and local
education u induSfriate'personnel, State
social servi Personnel, . and .managers of
State Civil ervice training programs. As a
direct result of the interest aroused by this
project, a new chapter of the National So-
jiety for Programmed Instruction has been
launched in. the 'centralMichigan area. The
project director has been called upon to
advise personnel in other State agencies in
the various facets of using programmed in-
struction and developing complete learning
systems:

to



The program was described tea presents,
',tion at the 1969 Convention of the American
Psychologital itasociation as one of a five-
part simposiuth on "Introducing Behavior

.Modification in a State Mental Health .Sys-
tern." It is also described in an article
tendant Nursing Traini System" in Educa-
tionalTechnology. A mor current ddscription
of developnientg progres was reported it
a presentation at the ;1970. Annual Conven-

6-.tion of the National Society for Programmed
Instractie.n., The logic gf the systems tap-:
poach is easily acpedted by organizational
nhanagers. Those who.' have had training in. asystems ',management" easily assimilate the
intricacies of this developmental process into
their ,background of knowledge. The less

.

^

indootrinated find it difficult to cope with
the organizational 'Ecquir men s of systems
development, bat upders
the logic of such ai9plic

garget trainees who Iv

and an appreciate
ion.
ve experienced par-

'ions of the training for developmental test
purposes Are enthusiaqic about the Manner'
of study provided by the-system. Employees
who have previously had learning problems
are the Most noticeably enthused recipients.

Instructional managers who are responsi-
ble for managing the .syste,rn,in ind!vidual
Hospitals have the most difficult task of ,ad-
justment. Careful training is required to
help these people 'adjust to their new role
in employee training, and become true' an-
agers of Instruction."

Re-Entry ExpeditireWork-Study Training Project

Miss Mary Wodarczykm
FL Douglas Singer tone Centex
Rockford, Illinois 61103
MH-10572 066-1969

Initially the expediter role was Concep-
tualized as filling a line-staff need io imple-
meni zone center operations' through coordi-
nation of the zone services with the social
agencies and public services, focusing them
on a, goal of maintaining or effectively re-
integrating/into the community the mentally
ill and retarded and developing within small-
er areas comprehensive networks of services
as close to home as possible. The training
program is to develop a master's level gen-
eralist. Particularly, the expeditor is charged
with (1) developing alternate care plans tip
hospitalizatioh; (2) facilitating re-entry into
the community of institutionalized persons;
(3) adequate followup and prevention; and
(4I resource devehipment to fill gaps in
community services. He plays many' roles,
including that of linker,- convener, nego-
tiator, arranger, and consultant.

Since. the program's. inception in 1965, 71
persons have obtained .the master's degree
at Northern Illinois University. The partici-
pants in this program 'come from a variety

1. For current intormition on th program. contact Dr.
Leonard Fecilunas at Northern Winch' University.

of geographic locations and work back-
grounds and undergraduate majors; In the
first several groups, there were large num-
bers of returning Peace Corps and VISTA,
volunteers. Due to some late deqsions re-
garding availability of State stipend grants,
we have been unable to actively recruit from
this group. It is interesting tonote that only
five of the total group were previously em-
ployed by the Departnient of Mental Health.

The Singer Zone Center has been the
altipend-sponsoring agency and primary field
work placement. Northern Illinois Univer-
sity in DeKalb is the degree-granting uni-,versity. The Minted degree is the Master
in -Community., Mental Health._The degree
consists of a thirty interdepartmental lityear
master's, plus 300 hours of field-work eitle-
Hence. Coursework is in the fields of sociol-
ogy, psychology, home economics, and edu-
cation plus. a mental health seminar to
integrate the academic and field work expe
riences and to involve community lealkers
and special consultants. In addition,;tin-
ing papers developed by,zone center st are
used emphasizing crisis counseling, Minage-
ment of the acute -grief state, the social-
breakddl.vn syndrome, and the linking tech-
nology. Opportunities are proyided but not
required for participation, in a Variety of
human relations workshops.

The uniqueness of the training is the de-
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velppnient of thj interdiseiplipafy appraisal
sy:otem and 'focus on social management
rather fhah pathology and theory.

Akutl employment opportunities have
been all mostly at the Singer Zone Center.
However. "exkditers- leaving Singer have
moved into other department ,fa'c'ilities and
the school..system. 'ciirr'Sing many of, the
concepts Ivith them and developing similar
roles in .othei settings. More recently, the
Department of Corrections is interested and
recruiting graduates of this program, as are
other' depa'rtment facilities.- agencies.,:.and
planning boards. The'potential e.rtployment
opportunities are definitely broadening. The
zone!ceift'er is too limitiny for the possibili-
ties for this kind of role and it can by qx-.
ported to other settings. ,-

In the zone center, expediters ,have been
a central staff group and have taught other

social workers, nurses, psychologists,
and psychiatrists by their example and suc-
cess. They ,have assumed significant lead-

* erships and are central in establishing the
trends by which .our programs develop.

Nationally, the program, was chosen for
presentation at the National "Association of
Mental Health Manpower Showcase Confer-.
ence in, Washington, D.C. in February 1970.
The progrlam has been cited in several recent
publications and journalg.

A particular example of effect is One expe-
diter whi:1 left Singer and became ombuds-
man fa. the Rockford school systein. The
role was accepted and is being expanded to

9

Trainhig.New Workers

Dr. Richard Sanders'
Research.and Development
Philadelphia State Hospital
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19154
MH-8210 - 1963-1968

This project was designed to train recent
college graduates, novices lip the mental
health Id, to fulfill the administrative and
the Anduc of socioeitvironmental treatment

serve. other schools. Many agencies locally
are more open to interagency conference and
planniv togeher and have less fear .anci
stereotype of the person who has had psy-
uhiatriC hospitalization.

Within' the center.. the folloOng positions
of leadership have been assumed-or created
by expediters: CoVinators of drug abuse
programs for the zone; program dire for of
the Seven-county Adult Psychiatric Unit;
Assistant zone director for Community Serv-
ices out-care direCtorI'Adolescent Unit;
coordinator for- community development-
Adolescent Unit ; outcare directorAlcoholism
Unit; coordinator for community develop-
mentMental Retardation Program; outcare
super.visorMental Retardation Unit; com-
munity worker *upervisOrTri-county Adult
Psychiatric Unit: expediter sirpervisoi
Seven-county Adult Psychiatric it;nit; pres-
ent director 1, expediter training.at Singer
and liaison to Northern Illinois University.

One person who left wakingw1:Wki ng in a State
hospital in kansas and isr, developing the
expediter role within thlit system.

After the termination of the NIMH train-
ing grant, the'Lllinois Department of Mental
Health provided a limited timber of full-
time educational stipend grants.

in '1970, the -program came completely
under the direction of Northers!' Illinois Uni-
versity with the-role of Singel. Zone Center

.now one of many fieldwork-training facili-
ties cooperating with the university. -

or Social Interaction Therapy

1. For current information on the project.. contact Dr. Robert
It Martin. Chief. Psychology Training Section. Philadelphia
State Hospital

.r J

generalized therapeutic functions required in
.programs for chronic mental patients in State
hospitals. The 1-year training program was
initiated in January 1964.

The base unit for' the training program
was "the Philadelphia State Hospital Reha-
bilitation Unit on wiirch sodoegvirOnmental
treatment programs were already ip effect.
The first 6 months of the training period
included both didactic and practicum train-
ing. The last 6 months consisted primarily
of supervised practicum experience,on otter
units tiisoughout the hospital where trainees,.
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under supervision, had the opportunity to
develop, implement, and conduct socioenvi-
rcinmental training programs.

,

Beginning in January 1968, a 'number of
modificativis* were. made 'in the program
aimed at bringing about a greater degree of
specificity in -mental health worker orienta-
tion and duties to 'alleViate the friction that
was increasingly developing beSwen mental
health workers and other dircIpliifes with

'overlapping duties, e.g., social workers, activ-
ities workers and psychiatric aides. The pry!
gram took on a more directly psychological-
therapeutic orientation, with particular
emphasis being placed on group work, group
dynamics, group therapy and other gro
related areas. The intentioh of this was
to emphasize the distinct role of the para-. professional niental health worker ae a
.humanistically-oriented group specialist in
the mental healtlifiey with paxticular expe?-
tise in the group area. This goal was gradu-
al!) realized 'between January 1968 'and
January- 1999c Arrangements were' made
with Temple University to offer a number
of graduate and undergraduate covses at
PhiladelPhia,State Hospital *which &lid be
taken by tnental health worker trainees, hos-
pital staff and ideal area residents. An aca-
demic curriculums was then instituted as a
regular requirement ..of the Mental Health
Worker Training Program. 'This. served td
insure that mental health worker trainees
would have a level of academic training cwn-
niensurate with the more ambitious intec-
pretation -of their therapeutic role that was
then being encouraged. By 1670, the Mental
Health Worker .Traiing Program was offer-
ing to hospital staff and requiring of mental
health Worker' trainees graduate level aca-
demic courses «in Psychopharmacology,
Schizophrenia, PsychoanalysiA, Abnormal
Psychology, Introduction to Group Dynamics,
Advanced Group Dynamics, Behavior Modi-
fication, Psychbficerapeutic TechniqNs,
Transactional analysis, and Personality Theo-
ries. Theie are'also human relations and
communications laboratories for nurses, psy-
chiatric Xities and therapeutic activities
worker'.

S hee January 1968, 55 mental health
workers have been graduated. Tiventy-seven
are employed at the Philadelphia State Hos-

pital, 19 have gone on to 'obtain master's
degrees in psychology or a related behavioral
science, three are employed as gerychological
Service. Associate II's, two are employed as
Psychological Service Associate III's, apd
four are enrolled in doctoral programs
though none have thus far obtained a doc-

torate. Those graduates no longer employed
at Philadelphia State Hospital are employed
in.State hospitals, community mental health

' centers, 'halfway houses, drug' addiction
treatment' centers and the like. Seven have
left Pennsylvania, and all but a few are still
engaged in mental health work.

There have been other impacts as well:
The increasing popularization -of the

, subprofessional mental health .workers con:
cept led, in 1970, to the establishntent of
Xenia! Health Technology programs at Phil-
adelphia Community College and Hahne-
mann College. The program staff agreed to
provide supervised practicin n, training to
mental health technology students from
Philadelphia Community. College and has,
since 1970, particoi,pated in training abeuy 12
.students a year.

In 1971, ,following a visit to England
by the program director, tip Mental Health
Worker 'training Program was visited for 2
weeks by the director of Oxford's Isis Cen-
tre, the first community. mental health center
in 'England. The Mental Health 'Worker
Training Program also provided a full year's

..ttaining .from 1971 to 1972 to an English
volunteer who, after gradilating from the
program and returning to England, has at-
tempted to institute similar .progrjtms -there..

Assistance has also been given,to Bucks 4o.
County Community College in planning a
Mental Health Technology Program for
which Phiindelphia State Hospital's program
would provide both a rhodel and student

epracticpm training. The Bucks County pro-
gram has since been approved and is sched,-
uled to begin in Septetnbet of-1973.

Beginning in 1969 plaps were made to
adopt a state-wide Mental Health Career
Series which, as the original Ni`MH grant

.and mental health worker concept had en-
visaged, would allow for the training and
employment a mental health workers both
below and above the baccalaureate level. In
June.of 1372 It Mental Health Worker Series
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was adopted by ommonwealth of Penn-
sylvania c clogely parallels those al;
read 4-opted in such States as Maryland,

inois, and California. 'Implementation Of
Pennsylvania's Mental Health Worker Career
Series is slated to begin at four pilot sites_
during 1973.

Notwithstandink till State's adoption of
the new Mental - Health Worker Career

42ttleges and universities its other nofe-
Series, the program'p involveme ith local

worthy successes and achievements, the fu-"
tare of the_program has become increasingly

&bleak Jim 1972. Austerity programs and

,

other cutback's to State funding have 'led to
increasing difficulties in placing graduates -

of the program both at Philadelphia State
Hospital and 'within the State system gen-
erally. Even though the program's graduates
are in demand, fewer and fewer positions are
available within the Commonwealtt.. 'w

This program has contributed to the birth
and growth of many other programs at

"'Colleges and universities and ih other States
and has pioneered in and helped to establish
a positive and receptive Climate for human-
iNtic, community-oriented paraprofessional
mentaNealth worIcers.

Training Student Nurses and Psychiatric Residents
Through the Use of the GrOup Process

Dr. Norman Zinberg
Department of Psychiatry
Beth Isriel Hospital
Boston, Massachusetts 02215
***MH-6379 1956-1960

The aim of this project was to demonsttate
and evaluate the effectiveness of a new group
approach in 'helping .first-year nursing stit-
dents and first-year psychiatric residents ita
improve their psychological understanding of
their patients, colleagues, and selves. Groups,
were structured to permit the training oe
experienced psyChiatrists in use of the pro-

s

r7-(". r",

cedure. The plan was to use volunteers over
3 years totaling 75 nursing students (3
groups per year) and 20 psychiatric resi-
dents (1 group per 'year). Each group met
with a group leader for 15 weekly segsiona
of 11/4 hours each to 'discuss personal reac-
tions to work incidents. Training' of expe-
rienced psychiatrists as group leaders was
to .be done through observation of groups,
discussiontion observation (1 hour) and
participation in evaluation. The hypothesis
was that this group experience could become
a part of teachipg and training students and
professional personrikin many fields.

1
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ADJUNCTIVE. THERAPISTS'

Hunter College Dance Therapy Training Program

Ms. Claire Schmais
Hunter College
695 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10021
MH-12739 1971-1973

' Thee Hunter College Dance Therapy Mas-
ters Phgram is the first comprehensive aca-
delnic training program granting an M.S. in
dance therapy. It,began in July 1971, with
the objective of training new mental health
manpower to reach those patients who by
virtue of class, language, culture or condi-
tion were not amenable to verbal therapies.
The program is intended to professionalize
the field of dance therapy, to establish 'train-
ing standards and to develop and dissemi-
nate curriculum materials and general tn.for-
matiqn on dance th%apy,to students, schools,
hospitals and the general public.

Candidates are required to have a bathe-
.

' ldrs degree' with an emphasis on the social
sciences, an extensive dance background, and
a commitment to work in the mental health
field. election of students is based on an
unweighted average of the following: (1)
The application (tecoimmoindations, academic
record, Work and dance 4xperience) ; (2) a
personal interview ; and*(3) a group move-
ment interview. The latter is an innovative
TrOcedure designed to simultaneously evalu-
ate the applicant's dance ability and per-
sonality characteristiis (matbrityjlexibility,
relatedness, stability and commitment) as'.
they, are manifest in movement. Seventeen
students were selected tor the 'first class
(September 1971) and '16 students for the
second class (January 1972). As a result
of special efforts, four minority students
and two men were recruited..

The purpose of the training is to develop
a professional dance .ther'ap'ist who can prac-
tice dance therapy; participate 'as a member

. A

L

of a psychiatric team, engage in movement
research, train paraprofessional and profes-
sional staff, and administer dance therapy
programs.

Students participate. in 4 year. of course-
work designed to integrate the psychological,
practical, and research aspects of dance
therapy, followed by. a "6 -month fulf-time
fold placement.'The core curriculumDance
Therapy Theory and Practice, Systematic
Study of Movement Behavior, Movement
Observation; and Anatomy and Kinesiology
for Dance Therapists was specifically de-
signed for this program. These courses are
integrated through common content Areas
and e use of Rudolph Laban's method
of an ng and describing movement. The
Dance erap.k.t Practicum. taught by two
dance eherapists, offers students the oppor-
tunity to observe and integrate different
styles of practice. Monthly videotapings,pro-
vide the students with direct feedback on
their 'own styles of moving, relating and
leading. Each student participates in a
group research project that uses observation
skills and understanding of movement beha:.
vior. Guest lecturers provide the student's
with the 'most recent and indepth infoi.ma-
don in the neuronhysiological, intrapsychic,
interpersonal, and cultural:aspects of move;
ment behavior. During the .first year, stu-
dents act as participant observers at var-
ious mental health settings. After success I

completion of courseworli, students An71"ree

in a full-ti einternsbip at five ment 1 health
facilities (Asbourne School (11a.), Bronx
State Ho al (N.Y.), Essex Caunty Hos-
pital Center (N.J.), St. Elizabeth's Hospital
(Washington, D.C.), Yale Psychiatric Insti-
tute (Cqnn.)) each staffed 'brat least one
full-time registered dance therapist.

The program has had a profound effect on
both local, and national organizations and
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institutions. Close to home, it ha's had an
impact on the academic community at Hunter
College by increSing awareness of the sig-
nificance of expressive and communicative
movement in teaching and therapy. Project
staff have been asked to share informalion
and ideas with members of the Social Work
'School, Communications Department and
Division of Education. The Project Director
has been asked to lecture for classes in
Methods of TeaChing Fotteign Languages and
Special Education and for the Counseling
and Guidance staff..

The program has aided the 'development
of more rigorous internship standard.0 for
dance therapy (e.g., St._ Elizabeths and
Bronx State, recently formalized their in.'
ternship programs) and helped create qn
impetus for. new programs (e.g.', Yale Psy-
chiatric Institute And the Asbdurne Scbool).
Reports indicate that the presence of dance
therapy intern upgrades the perception of
dance -therapy in the eyes of both patients
and star)`.

Because of this program's visibility; as
well as the active involvervent of staff' tip

professional organizations, the Dance Ther:.
apy Program:11as had a major influence in
estatalishing professic;nal standards. Both the
Dance Divisiori of the American Association
Of Health, Phys7cal EducatIon and Recrea-
tion (AAHPER) and the AMerican Dance
Thera4 Association (ADTA)'havie recently
developed minimal 4pa Jai-ai- under-
graduate (pre-prof Psional) and ..graduate
-training. Both. organizations -are currently
diticussing standards for the .approval and/
or ..accrbditation of graduate programs. A
liaison 'has been established between the
Theraplic Recreation Section and -the
Dance Therapy Committee of AAHPER to
discuss commonalities and differences be-
tween the various thefapies that utilize

"movement.
Because of the need to develop career lad-

ders for creative arty therapists and spe-
cifically for dance titerapists, Contact has
been established with the New York State
Department of Menttl Hygiene. This has'

. led to the creation of a committee of art,
music and dance therapigs which is Nvorik-
ing to develop common standards of educa-
tion and professional practice.

r e`)(*...,t,

In response to inquiries guidelines have
. been prepared and distributed for intern-
-ships, graduate , ,nd Jandergraduate pro-
grams., high school career days; other mate-
rials such .as progra'm brochures, course
outlines and 4fbliographies have. also been
developed. A videotape has been ipiepared
entitled "Looking In-41eaching Out : Learn-
ing to be a Dance Therapist" which presents
an overview of the dance therapy practicum
and shows how video feedback is integrated
n the training. It has been used to demon-
trale- teaching techniques to field super-

visors,Staterofficials, and yieitorS from other,,
schools and hospitals. A 1.eetntly completed
film, "Becoming'a Dance Therapist," showsc.,..
howl& student progresses throu.gh the entire
training program: screening, -coursework
and internship.

A major way of sharing information with
the academic and pro"fessional eommunity
has been Ihrotigifi staff publications, meiny
bership on the boards of ADTAI and, the

. Dance Divisibn of AAHPER, and presentip-
tions, at national conferences. The- Project
Director has chaired panels and presented
and discussed a videotape at annual (.nfer- .
ences of the American Dance Thertipf,Asso-
ciation; chaired committee .meetings, pro- . *
Nided consultation, and lectured at minim!. ,
conventions of the American Association oft
Health, Physical EdqcatiOn and Recreation;
and paiticipated in a panel discussion at a
meeting of th'e New York State Education.
Communications Associattitn. The following
articles on the program have also been.pub-
1h:hel1 : , . r ,; - .s..
(4 'Body Language! A New. Therapy for

the Mind" in News -Hunter, Sept. 1272.1
(2) Schmais, C. "Dance Th4apy Training-N.!.

fo.the Dance Therapist," Jourxitl dj,
Health, Physical Educatiop .a?td Rferca-
rrol , Oct. 1972. o

P

(3) Goldstein, R.; McVeigh, L.; Schm'ais; C.
"There MtAt BeiMuttial Committnent:

.

Television for Dance Therapy," Proceesl-
ings 25th Annual Convo.carion., New
Y rk State Education Communic.atn
P ceeaings, Nov,(1972."

(4) hites E. "Effort Shape Mhement .
Anelysis: Its4m4rptince to.Dance,Ther-
apy and Movement- Rest)arch,"
forihcoming, Fall 1973.
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(5) Schmais, C. "Dance Therapy in Verspec-
tive.".Foclis, forthcoming. Fall '1973.

(6) Periodic reports. AL)TA Nctes/etteri
To date the first class Of students ha. een

graduated and the second class is co feting
internship. Although it is difficulE at this
point to project long-range employment 'po-
tential, all the gradualtes whir .sought ern--
ploymenfattained positions within 2 months

.4
K

of graduation: five in State hospital posi-
tions, and one each' in city hospital, private
hospital ioul outpatient clinic. Four are newly
created positions. Graduates are working
with individuals and groups, developing neew
programs, orienting staff and participating
as part of the hospital team. They are indeed
fulfilling thv roles previously envisioned.

Recreatibn Leaders for Emotionally

Or. tbster Mann
"Buttonwood Farms, Inc.
3354 ByberrY Road
Finiladelphia; Pennsylvania 19154
"*M1-1-8543 y 19644969

-

The major objectives of this 5 -year proj-
ect were (1') to train physical education spe:.
cialists for physical .recreation wor'ic with
severely emotionally disturbed children, and
(2! to assist college and university physical
ed6cation and recreation faculties in devel-
oping training pyograms and curricula for
this type ofework. Lip to 12 trainees --a year
(46.total) attended the specialist program.
They were graduate students attending
Temple University's Department of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation (HPER).
A faculty training program, known as The
College Professors' Seminar.;.vas carried out
the final 2 years of the project, training 12
postdoctoral and postmasters faculty of
other colleges and uliiversities.-

Buttonwood' Farms, Inc., a southeastern
Pennsylvania organization joroviding educa-
tional and recreational ,services totemic?
ally disturbed children. and Temple Univer-
sitys' HPER department, were copartici-4
pants in theprofect which was held at But-
tonwood Farms' summer day camp and
school facilities. '

. The didactic aspects of the training pio-
gram were under the dolfection of Temple
HPER faculty. Field experiences andtclin-
ical consultation were provided largely by
Button*ood Farms' staff. Specialist training
was yar'-round and included 8 weeks V
field and didactic training at the Bufton-
wooti camp, and 40 S'aturdays o

/

4

A

Disturb°Id Children

speci.alized urban recreation training and
consultiition during the school year.Consul-
talon consisted of regular individual inter-:
views with psychiatric social worker, group -
considtatioh with a child psychiatrist, and
on4he-job consultation with a clinical psy-
chologist. The 'specialist trainees received'
six graduate credits for their participation

the summer program.
The College Professors' Seminar ran for

8 v,eeks at a camp where participating fac-
fulty.was given field training..nnd assisted in

the preparation of manuals, curricula, and
course outline, directed towards the prep-
aration 'of physical educ.ittors for work
with emotionally disturbed children. They
"received eight graduate Credit* for their
participation.

The intent of the training progfam wasto
prepare a new variety Of mental heakth re-
source or anciliary person* to nieet..the
pressing physical education and recreation
need of emotionally disturbed children who,
haute been significantly deprived these
fields: Followups indicated that the majority

r Of the specialists -Wad appropriately applied
their training. Followups 'of participants in
the College Professors' Seminar indicated
that their training was later .reflected in
coturse offerings at their institutions.

The project ivas X pioneering effort in the
melding of physical education - recreation
approaches with mental health ones. It ap-
pears to have stimulated considerab e inter-
est among mental health special sts and
educators concerning the values o Physical
educatidn and recreation for the e (Atonally
distviibed child.

The project has helped to establish avar.e,---
ness of the, value of physical -recreation for

19N..%c
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emotionally disturbed children and to stim-
ulate the 'development of similar programs
for the emotionally disturbed, brain injured
and retarded in Pendsylvania and New Jer-
sey. Its .influence has been felt nationwide
in ter of its trainees, publications, the dis-
tributi of its curricula, manuals and eval-
'dation instruments. Physical education, in
part because of the project and the general
interest in sensorimotor training, has be-
come increasingl recognized as valuable for
the emotionallyb disturbed and other Nandi-
capped children; the values of recreation qua
recreation are stiO not accepted.

On the basis o this original p roject de-
k7eloped by ButtonWood Farms, Temple Uni-
versity developed a subsequent one, funded
July 1, 1969 to June 30, 1974, for extension
of faculty training programs. This new proj-
ect draws upon the personnel and expertise
developed in the original project; it operates
at Buttonwood Farms and is refining and
extending the concepts and approaches of
the original project (see MH-1181.0). Addi-
tional programs growing out of the original
project include the training of occupational
therapists at Buttonwood Farms in sensori-
motor approaches, and work rehabilitation
programs for the older retarded and men-

'tally ill youth. Buttonwood Farms' staff ac
lively assisted the Office of Education in the
preparation of guidelines for physicatedny'q-

. lion- for the emotionally disturbed.
Wood Farms recently received a research
grant from the Office of Education in asso-
ciation with Montgomery County, Pennsyl-
ania .schools to determine the effectiveness

of different physical education 'approaches
with, emotionally disturbed children. The
American Association of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation, which had re-
viewed Buttonwood Farms-Temple Univer-
sity training programs, has made physical
education and recreation for the emotionally

192

disturbed one of the foci of its association
activities.

Of the 28 specialists who responded to a
followup questionnaire, 20 were actively
applying their training in programs for the
handicapped. Twelve of these were in pro-
grams specifically for the .emotionally dis-
turbed. Five trainees were in leadership
roles. Of the 12 faculty members tor whom
follOwups were available, 10 had offered
training at their facilities in physical educa-
tion or recreation for the handicapped and
pall of that work was directed to the emo-
tionally disturbed; two of them had offered
courses specifically directed to the emotion-
ally disturbed.

An effort was made in the project to
determine the value of a variety of cogni-
tive, attitudinal and personality Measures as
these related to job effectiveness. As has
been found for other similar predictive en-
deavors, there is little predictive validity for
standard testing instruments with respect to
on-the-job effectiveness.

A variety of manuals and curriculum
guides were developed through the project
as well as a physical activities evaluation
approach for children unresponsive to usual
assessments. These have been used by .a
variety of institutions ooffering physical rec-
reation to the handicapped.

The project has been widely publicized
through local, regional and national meet-

ttended by physical educators, camp-
ing and r Lion specialists, rehabilitation
workers, and the ntal health professions.
A total of 24 papers co cerning the project
have been presented at national meetings
and 11 have been published in major jour-
nals. Buttonwood Farms and Temple Uni,z
versity staff have provided consultation to
universities, medical schools and government

.agencies.
Project MH-11810 (see below) is an out-

growth of this project.



Academic Trainers of Phys

Dr. Harold K. Jack (deceased) 1
Department ,of Health, Physical Education

s.gind Recreation'
TOM* University
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19122
MH-11810

/
'this proje4 was designed to develop

courses of study for the teaching of academic
material to undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents in univ,ersities and colleges. In addi-
tion, the roject has as an objective the
trainin of college professors for the teach-
ink of t e content and to acquaint them with
the ramifications of teaching physical edu-
cation and recreation to emotionally dis-
turbed children. The project prepares mate-
rials for dissemination to people throughout.
the Nation Who are interested in the spe-
cialty and also has as one of its objectives
the preparation of a newsletter which will
be of interest to people in the field. A fur-
ther objective of the project is to stimulate
the inclusion of physical education-recreation
for emotionally disturbed childttri in the
adapted physical education division of the
American Association for Health, Physical
Education and Recreation.

The project was initiated during the sum-
mer of 1967: During the summers f 1967,
and 1968 a pilot project was cond> cted at
which 12 people received- training, and a
followup survey was conducted which indi-
cated that results were achieved by the intro-
duction of courses at the various colleges in
the field of specialization for which training_
was conducted.

The trainee must be college professors
who are teaching courses in the adapted
physical education or recreation field and
who will coOtinue to teach such courses.
They also agree to hold a regional or State
conference in the field of emphasis in which
they have be n trained. Their prior educa-

. tiori must be ither a master's degree or a
doctor's degre . The population for which
they shall be ttiained to teach is as indicated

1969-1974

\r,

1. For current information on the project, contact Dr. Richard
A. Berger at Temple university.

ice! Recreation Specialists
.

either undergiaduate.or graduate stutlentz,
in the field of physical education-recreation
and in special education.

The facilities which are significant in the
developntent and conduct of the program of
training are the faCilities of the Buttonwood
Farms Capp,'Incorporated, which is located
north of Doylestown, Pennsylvania. This
camp is primarily for emotionally disturbed
children. Over 200 campers are at the camp
during the summer and the trainees for the
project work to some extent with the coun-
selors in the practical application of proce-
dukes for the implementation of physical
movement and recreational activities of a
physical nature which would be of help to
emotrdnally disturbed children. A movement
manual for counselors is being +developed.

A nujnber of conaultants'who are special-
ists in the field of psychology and psychiatric
work are used to acquaint the trainees with
the basic information and, the implications
for physical education-recreation for emo-
tionally disturbed children. Trainees are held
responsible for the orientation provided by
the consultants and are also held responsible
for the readings avhich are assigned to them.

It is felt that people recruited for the
training progfam are of such a background
that a production-type workshop would be
most useful and hence each participant is
required to produce either :supplementary
material or material for manuals which may
be used in the conduct of programs for phys-
ical education-recreation for emotionally
handicapped children.

The presence of children at the camp pro-
vides a laboratory experience for the par-
ticipants. The length of the training period
is 8 weeks. The group meets 5 days during
each week (Monday through Friday) and
group discussions, readings, and reports and
development of materials form the base of
the content.

The potential employment oppoitunities
for graduates of the program are assured
inasmuch as the colleges which they repre-
sent have agreed to include this work in their
programs of instruction.,

The principal manual which has been pre-'
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pared tsjAlate is entitled, "Physical Education-
Recreation ff Mentitily and Emotionally
Handicapped Children.

The project has attracted trainees from
both small and large academic institutions
in at least 25 States height trainees partici-
pated each year.,

ti

Training in
Dr. E. Thayer Gaston (deceased)
Department of Music Education
University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas 66044
M1-1-8573 1964-1969

The objective of this 5-year project was
to provide advanced clinical training and
graduate education of selected, registered
Music therapists to enable them to work.
more effectively with handicapped children,
egriecially mentally. retarded and emotion-
ally disturbed children in community cen-
ters, schools, and mental health institutions.
A secondary aim was to offer students ad-
yawed clinical training with an accent on
research.

'This was a ne, first year, kraduate train-
ing program.-Such -a -training coarse had
never been offered before. The trainees were
to achieve :greater perspective and better
functioning principally in music 'therapy, but
also in at least the elementary ,aspects of
psychiatry, clinical "psychology, psychiatric
nursing. psychiatric occupational therapy,
recreation, and special ducation of mental
retardates and other handicapped children.

The program, which operated from 1964-
69 throtigh 1968-69, attracted a total of 30
trainees:

ParsonsState Hospital and Training Cen-
ter (PSH & TC); which cooperated in the
training, is a 650-bed residential' care facil-
ity principally for mentally handicapped
children. In addition to offering treatment
and training to mentally handitapped chil-
dren, it provides supplementary programs
in research and professional training in the
field of mental retardation. Primarily in-
volved with the project at PSH and TC was
the Clinical Music Therdpy Department, un-

A

Consultation visits have been made to each
of the colleges represented at the .course
taught by Ten ple University. Papers have
been presented at professional meetingS. Re-
quests for mat rials haV-e been received from
many school and organizations from all
parts of th Nation.

Music Therapy

der the supervision of the Director of %in-
ical Services. The Field Coordinator for the
training program, working with the Direc-
tor of the Clihical Music Therapy Depart-
ment, administered and taught the advt-p. ced
clinical training phase of the music therapy
curriculum. The parsons Research Project
provided resource personnel for research
designs and techniques and experimental.
procedures. The trainees also partkipated in
demonstration lectures in Audiology and
Speech Therapy,'" Recreation, Psychology,
and Occupational Therapy.4'hrough the In-

(Service Training Prograni. the trainees pa?:
ticipated in per workshops t,efintitended
training films and lectures.

Consultation was av4lable at, the Univer-
sity a Kansas throughout the project in the

as of special education, guidance and
counseling, physical education, psychology,
physiology, biochemistry, sociology, and
anthropology.

Trainees received academic training for
one semester and one summer session, and
advanced clinical training for one' semester,
leading to the Master of Music Education
'degree with a Major in Functional Music.
Every trainee was required to take graduate
level statistics courses, carry out at 'least
one research project, and write a research
thesis.

The Department of Music Education's
philosophy considers music- to be but one
form of human behavior, subject to observa-
tion, measurement, and modification as are
other forms of human behaviorhence, the
strongly multidisciplinary approach to the
uses of music in therapy.

The theoretical orientation of PSH and
TC was behavioristic. Much emphasis was
placed upon the evaluation, description, mea-
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.
surement, and. specification of behavior to.
gain therapeutic ends.

Pr gram graduates are, providing leader -
shi in the profesiion. Several have started
MUSIC therapy curricula in, colleges, and
others'have assumed major clinical and ad-
ministrative positions. The program trained
the latege majority of all graduate level music
therapists who completed work during the
grant period. A major potential employment
opportunity for trainees is uhiversity,teach-
ing. Clinical institutions, which desiie grad-
uate level MTs for supervisory, duties, are

1 to,co ete 'effectively with colleges for
the traing s services. Other major. employ-
ment opitortunities exist in the public schools.

edv ed study with emphasis on the"
beh fora ciencesj research, and music
t rapy co prised the major endeavor of

e trainees. Soon after the beginning of the
reject, it became necessary to secure closer

communication with the clinical center, ex-
pand and restructure the clinical training;
and adIra course of directed reading at the'
graduate level. Prior to inception of this
training project, the curriculum of the mas-
ter's degree program was academic and had
not includeid a formal practicum (.internship)
in advanced clinical training: Such a practi-
ctmt was incorporated into this training pro-
gram because of the belief that a uniform
and controlled advanced clinical training
experience would be of value to the musie
therapist in his developing a better under-
standing of the mutually supportive roles
of the theoretical and practical aspects of
mu* therapy.
. Other significant factors emerged from
this training tirogram".. The constitution of
the most effective graduate curriculum in
music therapy was investigated. The role of
advanced clinical training in teaching the
essential elements of the research proeess
was examined, The demand by colleges for
instructors in this field was a target, but in
many cases, colleges were unable to compete
with clinics in employing the trainees.

The project has had several major influ-
ences. The National Association for Music
Therapy has continued the project's work to
improve the interface between academic and

I

clinical experience in the graduate and un-
deigraduate curricula. The project produced
a substantial number of 'masIer's degree
Registered Music Therapists , to serve the
profession ; this in turn halt led to develop-

t of music therapy curricula in colleges
w ich did not before have such programs.
T e project led the way in the current move-
ment to include more clinical experience in
the curriculum. At the University of Kansas,
the project led to the inclusion of 9. music
tliertipy clinics in the University Affiliated
Health Facility organized, though the Bu-
reau of child Research.

Trainees have been employed in the fol-/
lowing situations: (1) full research; (2)
teaching; (3) public schoolstrainees are
consultants in masic therapy to public school
special education programs; (4) clinical
worktrainees are employed in VA, Stet&
and private hospitals, and in community
mental health centers; (,5) administration
trainee neve become administrators of

'mu'sic therapy Rrograms.oThe research spe-
cialist and clinical administration roles are
recent and seem to have been influenced by
the training project. The role of the music
therapist in special education has been much
emphasized by the program. ' , .

A 2Q-minute training film entitled, "Music
Therapy Internship" was 'produced' during

Althe course of this project.
n ornTlicatan-a-bo-at the training project and

its accomplishments has been well diasemi-
.mated through the Natfonal Aesnciation for

Music Therapy. Many research studies corn-,,,
ple during the project were reported at
NA T meetings or published in the Journal
of Music Thertipy. The pre-convention meet-
ings of edu6ators and directdrs of clinical

.

training which-:were organized as part of the
. - training project have led to restructuring of

the therapy curriculum. -

The major problem for effective manpower
utilization seems to be the inability of 'aca-
demic institutions to compete financially for
the services `of master's degre RMTs. A'he
demand for baccalipreate degree RMTs con-
tinus to outdistance the capacity of Colleges
to produce them.
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Training Occupational Therapists for Psychiatry
Dr. Harold Manner
Division of 'Scient`e and Mathematics
Utica College of Syracuse University
Utica, New fork
MH-8620

ofis .

.

1964-4961

s. Objectives of this program in occupational
therapy were (a) to establish a program in
occupational therapy with emphasis on psy-
chiatry in the central New York area in a
college with moderate tuition; (b) to pro-
vide a continuing, more intimate contact
with a dynamic psychiatric hospital; (c) to ,.
enable prospective students talk complete the
required course - in a shorter period of 4
years- and 3 months, by providing a continu-
ous program, including the summer months ;
(d) to promote recruitment in a vigorous
war utilizing various media ,and channels
including the use of guidance counselors and
community organizations.4

Impetus for the development of this occu-
pational therapy curriculum came mainly
from the need of the local State mental hos.
pitEds and State schools for the retarded.
There his been a shortage of, occupational
therapists for various types of institutions
throughout central New YOrk*State, as else-
Where, and there was preiransly ho other
bccufiational therapy school to serve this
area. As stated in the grant request, the goal
of the project was to provide a quality edu-
cational' program which would 'be somew:ia.
less costly to- the student, and could be com-
pleted in less than the usual 41,.12 to 5-year
period. In addition it was hoped that special
emphasis could be placed on psychiatric
aspects of the course, without sacrificing the
quality in other areas of instruction.

.To accomplish. these ggals, -severe) unique .
arrangements have been made. First, a flex-
ible program was planned providing students
the opportunity to complete the entire Pro:
gram in 4 calendar years, by .making use of.
summers. For transfer students, or those
who prefer a slower pace, the progran) .can
be extended.

The primary affiliating institution is
Marcy, State Hospital. Arrangements with
them 'enable Ihe project to make use of
educational resourcesadministrative, clin-

ical, instructional and physical already de-
veloped for their psychiatric residency pro-
gram and nursing schoot..Calwes related, to
psychiatric occupational thetapy are offered
there in a coordinated unit during the sum-
mer following the sophomore or junior year.

,'Team teachingbils used in a combined clinical/
academic approach. Teaching staff and clin-
ical facilities have also been made available
to supplement courses in heurolegy and gen-
eral medicine and surgery.ln addition to the
special Marcy program, the regular psychia-
tric affiliation has been extended froln the
usual 3 months to an entire semester-4
monthswithout shortening the other two
affliations.

Utica College also' has agreements with .

St. Luke's Memorial Ifospital Center, and .

C .1 en's Hospital 'and Rehabilitation Cen-
ter Utica for clinical clerkships, with the
un erstanding that each will provide addi-
tional clinical instruction as program ext.
pansion allows. It is also expected that the
Occupational Therapy Department at Rome
State Schoo*rill play an increasingly im-
purtant role isple curriculum.
Three academic years and one summer

session of didactic work precede the first
clinicaltaffiliation. The' final semester of di-
dactic work.is planned to follow at least one
(and often two) of the clinical affiliations.
Course ivork. during the final semester em-
phasizes seminars and individual study in-
tended tplencourage the student tb draw,'
upon an integrate ..experiential and ack,
demic learning..

The grant project was staffed, initially by
two part-time occupational therapists who
were primarily concerned with the investi-
gation of loyal educational resources and
with finding iriaysof.inaking up for gaps 'in
facilities for clinical teaching. A full-time
curriculum director was employed An the fall
of 1966.

The remainder of the grant period ('which
ended June 30, 1968) was devoted to cur-
riculum planning and course preparation,
an establishment of the curriculum as a
part of -the-Mica College program. Special-
ized courses were first offered on a 'condi-
tional basis it the fall of 1967; with official
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acceptance of the program by Syracese Uni-
versity, Senate during the same semester.
Major professional courses were offered to
the first class oftiors in the fall of 1968.

Daring the s ing 1970 semester there
were 21 students enrolled in the' four classes,
with four students ewected to complete the
Program and 'receive B.S. degrees in Sep-
tember 197Q.

The Occupational Theraby curriculum was
%established to mek local needs; vital to the
development of the educational program is
the strengthening of these local clinical pro-
,grams. One year ago, seven O.T.R.s prac-
ticed' .full-time in 'clinical settings in this
area. There are now at least 13 O.T.R.s 9or
'recent graduates whose registratip is pend-
ing) and one part-time therapist. Dirpctly
or indirectly, most of this increase cain be
attributed to the developing Occupational
Therapy Curriculum at Utica College, even
though there has not.-.yet been a class of
graduates. Most of these therapists are em-
ployed in three New York State pepartment
of Mental Hygiene institutions in this area.
Even so, these facilities,alone have positions
open for approximately 3p additional
therapists.

.The increase in the number of Registered
Occupational Therapists and resultant im-

al

provement in programs and facilities have '
added greatly to our resources. Utica Col-

/lege Occupational Therapy faculty members
have been actively engaged in assisting the,
institutions to recruit loualified therapists,
and have also provided some consultant
ser vs to help them to furtlfer develop
ince Ational thirapy programs, and to re-
crui additional personnel. 1 .

During the past year, a reorganization
within the co)lege's Division of Science and
Mathematics has grouped together appro-
priate curricula under the title; "Health Pro-
grams." Bes'ides Occupational Therapy, this
group: includes Medical Technology, in col-
laboration with St, Luke's 14(fmotlal Hos-
pital Center, and the 3-year nursing schools
based at Marcy and Utica State Hpspitals.
The Director of the Occupational Therapy
Curriculum was appointed coordinator for
these programs; with the expectation that a
new department or division will emerge
eventually. Both physical therapy and thera-
peutic recreation have been mentioned as
needed pro ms which might be developed
in the futtfFe: and possibilities for the latter ip
seem especially hopeful. The role of coordi-
natoar providesifor better communication, not

( only among the health programs, but also
with the rest of the division.

1
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MENTAL HEALTH COMMUNICATIONS
FECIALISTS AND MEDIA' DEVELOPMENT

Influending Human Interadtion in Urban Schools 9-
- :

IS. J. Bruce 'Burke
518 Erickson Hall
College of Education
Michigan State University
East Lansing; Michigari 48823
*PM14-13526-01 10.3--1975

The need for improved mental 'health cli-
mates in large urban public schools has been
dramatized by the plight of these schools in
the last decade; trust and communication
,have declined amoni teacher and student
and administrator. The intent bf ?Isis 'pro-
gram. is to improve the mental herlith envi-
ronment of urban public schools by training t

6 public school teachers in specific interper-
sonal skills which seeiri to be basic to pro-
moting individual 'growth in human inter-
action, skills such as effective listening; non-,
threatening exploratory probing, honest la-
beling of feelings, and the priviiding of
accurate feedback.

The Interpersonal Process Recall (IPR)
training materials developed at Michig1n
State University by N. Kagan and his asso-
ciates will be the meafis for teaching these
skills. The methodology malies use of stimu-
latect recall by means of videotape playback
combined with an unorthodox supervisory'
role. "A clinical "interrogator" or ',:inquirer"
plays the role of a recall4pereon who has
been taughf ne4v ways to help participants
maximize the leafning-by-discovery potential
of -videotape playback. Using the, tapes, the
program will develop as near an instructor-
tree package as possible:

The initial year's effort is aimed-It the
training of a near total staff of an urban
high school. The trainees will be the teach-
ers and ajrninlistrators of a specific school.
In thesecond year the results of the first

.*

year will be' replicated in another .school,
while a-national training model using. IPR..
will be constructed and trainees from re-
gionally representative, schools will be
recruited. In the third, year a series of 107_
week training sessions will be held at Mich-
igan State UnKer_sitykrith the trainees from
Urban schools around the country. The fourth
yeal; will find these trainees implementing
the IPR model in their several urban Schools
constituting a national, effort in maximizing

. the positive mental* health climate- of 'the
urban school.- The fifth year is an' evaluation
yea?.

The "clients" of the proposed IPR,train-
ing program are public school teachers and
administrators. The strategy to be employed
during* the first year is to involve a single
schooD:. staff in field 'testing the training
modiTand in-subsequent years to' offer train-

ing to, key personnel from schools across the
Nation..14 *treating etch, school as a distinct
-social system, the training aims at affecting

. the system through-the improvement of inter-
personal skills of the individuals within the
system. The selection process, then, involves
the negotiation'with . central school district
staff and '.4t haol principals to choose schools
in which the training will occur.

ti

Schools will be selected for the progratn
which 'have the grettest. need for improving
the mental health climate (e.g., which -have'
spec.ific.social problem such :as rural strife),
the staffs of which volunteer for such train-
iing, which have adequ4te numbers of student
teachers, teaching interns and paraprofes,
siotaal stiff to permit teachers to undertake
inservice training during the regular school
day,- and which have sufficient space to in-
stall the videotaping equipment essential to
IPR traihing. - .
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It is essentiV that a school's staff perceive
five training as releiant to their personal
and professional-needs. Therefore, consider-
able effort will be ma e to inform the target
staffs of the nature and benefits of the train-
ing experience. The plan is to begin within a

, .

school with those who will initially volun-
teer. The expectation is that as these vol-
unteers are trained, their report of the train-
ing benefits will be sufficient motivation to
secure near total involvement of the staff
within a 2-year school period.

Use of Cable for Public Mental Health Education

Mr. Thomas R. Maticesy
Rock County Guidance Clinic

Vlorttf Highway 51.
/Janesville, Wisconsin 53545
"MN-13490-01-

t.

The Division of Mental Hygiene and the
Rock County Gilidance Clinic will present
over Total TV (Janesville area cableays-
tem) a weekly 30-60 minute public educa-
tion program, September through May, over
a 2-year period, 1974-1976, each program
io be repeated several' times a week as time
allows. The best of the programs will be

1973-1976

rerun during the summer months. The over-.
all 2-year program will be directed at the
general TV viewing adult audience, but intik

vidpal programs will be erected at specific
adult age groups. Program, content will be
designed to'elp men and wom&Auccess-
fully meet p bleat& and changeg as they
occur during their adult years. TR purpose
is to help reduce undue stress that may
occur and thereby prevent or lessen the oc-
currence of emotional op mental illness.
There will also be programs dealing with
alcoholism and drug abuseproblems and the
problems d'f orearing and caring for physi-
cally and developmentally disabled 'family
members. The programs are also expected
tb motivate persons to use services earlier
thus making it paasible to deal with`` prob-
lems faster, more efficiently, econordically,
and less painfully.*

For further educational purposes gnd for
evaluation, materials pertaining to the sub:-

414

4

ject of a particular program will be offered
to the listening audience wheneter possible
and,, for evaluation, several mail surveys will
be conducted among viewers and participat-
ink agencies during the 2-year iod.

Some programs iginate from Total
TV, others will be pre-taped in a variety of

- settings including mental hygiene agencies,
industry, school, and organitations. Program
resources include clinic and other local
agency staff, State agenc4staff including
University of WiscOniin and Division of
Mental Hygiene personnel, members of local
oiganizations, and local residents. Films
which are cleared ft:Ir TV, slides, 'pictures,
overhead transparencies, and other graphics

will be used extensively to add interest and
increase understanding. When appropriate,
a portion of a program will allow time for
vlewers to participate by phoning in ques-
tions. Although many visual aids and knowl-
edgeakle seedialists will be used, emphasis,
.will be on participation by local residents as
individuals and representatives of various
age group, and by members of local Agen-
cies find organizatitms.

This project, will initipa, inisconsin and
the United States, the. use of cable TV by
local mental health agencies for public edti-
cation. It will dembhstrate the use of a table
TV government or public access channel by
a mental health, center and provide guide-
lines and rogram patterns that other
ter in Wisconsin and throughout the United
States can fbllow in using such channels in
their Own communities;

4t,
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Graduate Program in Mental Health Infornlation

Dr. DeWitt C. Reddick
Dept. of Journalism
University of Texas
Austin, Texas 78712
MH012111c 1970 -1977

The primary purpose of the program is to
prepare men and women for careers in Men-

tal health information. Such careers may
follow either of two basic patterns: (1)
Working filor a mental health association or
institution as a communication specialist in
a position which involves public relations
functions, both internal and external,- with
particular attention to effective communica-
tion with various publics. (2) Working for
the news-media as reporter or newscaster
with special responsibilities for reporting on
activities and trends related to mental health
within the community.

The program leads to the master of arts
degree in communication and requires three
semesters of graduate work, It concezns it-
self with more fundamental aspects of com-
munication than merely the techniques of
news writing or newscasting. For example,
examination is made of some of the obstacles
to communication between egments of so-
ciety. In addition,to deepenin the trainee's
understanding- of communicat on theory, the
communication studies examine the role of
various channels of communication in rela-
tion to mental health information and con-
cept&includingnewspapers, radio, television,
direct-by-mail, and word of mbuth.

In two of the three semesters every trainee
is placed in a part-time internship in Austin
where he works with mental health .and
related communication activities. The intern-
ships are for 12 hours per week; the interns
also enroll in a seminar that brings them
together regularly to discuss and evaluate
their work experiences. Each trainee is alio
placed in a full-time 10-week summer intern-
ship in mental health c numiCation work.-
Preferably, these inter hips are outside the
city of Austin.

Courses assigned t the trainees vary
slightly according to t trainee's academic
and professional back ound. All enroll for

,

r r7.17.
)

o

certain specified courses in mental health
subjectp.. In addi.tion, students with little
background in journalism are required to
takecourses in communication, such as news
gathering,,article, writing, multimedia pres-
entations, and graphics. Thoie with little
background in sotiology are required to take
courses

,
in sociology related to urban ten-

sion* or other. courses related to mental
health. In the first fall semester and the
spring semester all trainees enroll in a grad-

i.uate seminar in Mental Health InkormatiOn.
Teachers from journalism, radio-felevision-
film, and speech participate in the instruc-
tion. Tile seminar is adaptable to students
with differing backgyounds of experience in
communication. LaKoratory assignments are
individualized and. are related, where appro-
priate, to the work of the trainee in is
part-time internship. In the second fall
semester, all trainees come'ome togethei for sem-
inars in the Mass Media and Urban Affairs
and Problenis to Public Relations:

praduate Program in Mental Health
Informatkon began in September 1970, grad-.
uating its first class of four students in
December 1971. The second group, begin-..

ning in .Septeniber 1971, included nine stu-
dents, all of whom graduated. in December
1972. The third-group, with eight students,
completed their first academic year in May
1973.

All but two of the Program's graduates
have gone into full-time salaried positions; ,
bne entered military service and another .01

took a part-time job. Likewise, all but one
have taken positionerelated to mental health
information ; that one works in the research
information .divisionof h large corpdation.
One holds a strategic polsition with the Na-
tional Institute of Mental Health. Demand
for graduates iihs exceeded the supply, and
unsolicited inquiries have indieated an inter-
est in future graduates. The need for pro- .

fessional information .personnel in commu-.
nity mental health enterprises is critical. In .
nearly every agency Or institution in Austin
in which part-time interns have been placed,
the work of the intern has led the agency
later to provide in their budget for a full-
time information person. 4
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In May W73, the cable teleVision system
in Austin announced the opening of* a chan-.1
nol shortly for pOlic service broadcasting.
Students in the Mental Health Information

V,- Program are taking the lead in making an
inventory of video equipment in private and
public community enterprises 'and in orga-
nrzing community7wide participation in the
preparation of high-quality teleVision pro-

14 grams for this open ehannel:* Many of the
proposed programs will deal with aspects of
mental health. - /

, When the program began in September
-1470, there was only one cours,e in the Uni-
versity of Texas dey'oted,entirely to mental
health. The Department of Journalism-added
two seminars Mental Health Information
for the use of the Program, Educational Psy-,
chology and' Special Education have each
added two courses, and the College of Busi-
'ess will begin a course next September con-
celled with the management, and operation
of agencies and institutions, 'both private
and public, ddaling with public care. `Many
factors broight about this increase in cur-
ricular attation to mental health; but it is
believed that the inquiries macke- in the pro-
gram's search far courses for students. in
the program contributed to some e tent
stirring up. this increased interest: addi-

Mental Health4Matss Co

Mr. Harold C. Shaver.
Department of Journalism and Mask

m'munication
Kans State University
Manha an, Kansas 66506
MH-11495 .1968-1975,

The %Mental Health Mass Communications
Program is f mister's degree program de-
signed to tra newsmen who are sensitive
to and knowledgeaPe about the behavioral
sciences. Rather than training' behayioral
scientists to communicate thropgh the mass
media, the program intends to train jour-
nalists whose specialty ,,happens cto be the
coverage of suchareas as suental illness; re-
tardation, poverty, criminal behavior,
aging, disCrimination and other social, and
behavioral problems.

tion, the part-time internships have brought
beneficial results to- _Austin mental health
agen t ies and institutions. Because the su-
pery ors 'of these interns are brought to-
gether periodically, an unexpected dividend
hag been the increased between

c
agencies, the recognition of common goal's
and problepos, and the sharing of 'experiences.

Building on its experience of the initial
fUnding' period, the program will now k-
velep a .clearer definition of the model pro-
gram; establish lmodel communication media
for logat, State, and national mentak health
information specialists; and evolve a system
for continuation of the program without
NIMH funding. The program Is to be
strengthened by adding, one more course de-
voted to mental health theories, principles,
and procedures, by achieving a wider dis-
persement of summer intOrnships to places

outside Austin, and by instituting more ade-
quate coordination between the acaddnic
work,and the internship services. A new'
unit/ Writing About Mental Health, will
also Ile, developed which can, with adapta-
tions, be /ncorporated into advanced courses
in .trrban affairs reporting, in magazine writ-
ing, and in television .documentaries In many
of the universities which offer degrees in
communication.

Mr/Imitations Program

Of 116 individuals awarded fellowships
during the initial 4-gear grant (1968-72), 22
successfully completed their master's de-
grees. During the currefit 3-year grant it is
expected. that 18 regular and four profes-
sional fellowship-0 will be awarded. (The
profe'ssional fellowship vtill be . explained
later.) The type of individgal sought for the
fellowships is a recent college graduate
with both media and mental health interests

. r
and'a good' academic record. Generally those
who have majoret in journalism have been
The most 'strccessful in the progrant in terms
of commitment to the. program's goals. \Tar-
io s seTiator behavioral science undergrad-
u e Majors are represented amoig,the pro -

1s successful gra4luates, holvever.
(Nonjournalism majors are required to in-
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elude certain undergraduate courses in their
curricula.) , 4

The program's success depends on the co-
operation 'of a number of facilities both on
and off campus. Related academie%depart-
ments have provided assistance both to indi-
viduals and to the entire group. Community
facilities have cooperated as have a number
of State institutions. The Menninger Foun-
dation in Topeka has been and contirfueS'to
be a source of support and assistance. In-
ternship locations have been provided by
various mental health and media organiza-
tions across the country. .

The facilities of the Department of Jour-
nalism and Mass Communications Nave pro-
vided an excellent situation for a journalist
in training. Newly-equipped television stu-
dios now supplement radio facilities, pd
the student newspapei now has its news-
room equipped with electronic editing per-
reinals, thus makifig Kansas State one of
the f universities in ,the Nation providingv
such advanced technology to its students.

The students4earn a 'minimum of 36 se-
mester houis during their 2 years of study.
Three courses are required of each Felloiv:
Mental Health Information seminars I and
II (taken during the first year on campus),
and Behavioral Science Reporting (tak
during the fall of thesecond year). In a di-
tion,(CommunicatiOns Theory and Research
Methods are required of all graduate stu-
dents in journalism. Courses offered outside
the department are gentrally limited to s
hours although Fellows with a heavy back-
ground in lademic joinnalism may take
more. Students have the option ofIniting a
thesis Or taking comprehensive exams with
the majority electing the comprehentives
option.

A major ingredientni the program is th;
. .

work experience pr9vided through two in-
ternships: During the summer- following the
first ,dear Of the program, each student is as-
signed, to an internship with a mental
health organization. During the spring of
the second year, internships are provided
with a mass media organization, usually a
newspaper.

Since its inception, the 'Mental Health
Mass communications Program has been
able to claim uniqbeness. It is and has been

ft

4

the only program training newsmen with a
behavioral science specialty. Other pro-
grams of a similar natilre have been de-
signed to train mental health information
specialists.

The prograth is unique, also in its con-
scious involvement of experienced newsmen.
The.present budget provides for one or two
special fellowships each year that are to be
awarded for 1 year to exrienced re-
porters. The Professional Fdello* does hot
nkcessarily work toward a degree but rather
akes. advantage of the tnany graduate

c rses'offered in the behavioral and social
sciefices and in journalism. The professional
also serves as a resource person -for the inex-
perienced Fellows. The budget also provides
for special seminars far working newsmen.
The primary objective of the seminars is to
expose professionals to the gclals of the Men-
tal Health Mass -gornpiPnieation Program

° while giving thlem the aPportunity to dis-
cuss seme common experiences encountered
in covering behavioral science for their own
print or broadcast outlets.

Recent information .is available gR the
current employment of 17 of the pro ram's
graduates. Seven are employed in maia po-
sitions, seven -'in public ipformation 4obs,
and only three-are involved in nonjournalis-
tic 'endeavors.

Gtaddates of the prwram4are serving as
reporters on the following newspapers: the
.Kazisas City Star, the Miami herald, the
Miaini News, the St. Petersburg Times, tile
Wichita Eagle, andothe Long Beach Inde-
pendent press-Telegram. In nearly all cases
their assignments inetude a wide variety- of
stories dealing/with various phases of be-
havioral science. One graduate who has
been assigned to a consumer affairs' beat
has found that her training in the program
has been useful with nearly every story she
has written. One graduate is a staff asso-
ciate on the American Psychological Asso,
elation's newspaper,rTite Monitor.

Public inforfnatjon -pOsitionS are held by
graduates with an office of Planned Parent-
hood, a State education associations a county
health department, a university exteosiqn
service, the National Institute of Mental
Health. an urban-renewal organization, and
the education department of a small African
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'nation. Those not directly Involved in a re-
lated /profession are a student, a housewife,
and a farmer.

The explicit impact of the program on the
reporting of the behavioral sciences is dif-
ficult to.assess in an empirical way. Gradu-
ates do attest to the fact that theit back-
grounds influence the content of the papers
for which they work, once they have been
accepted as qualified Members of the staff.
In view of the relatively small number of
individuals who have graduated from the
program, it seems fairko say that their im-
pact has been more than equal to their num-
ber.

The new facets of the program during the
current 3-year grant should provide addi-
tional impact. The Professional Fellow on
campus during the 1972-73 academic year
has returned to his previous job as a news-
paper reporter with the advantage of hav-
ing new knowledges and perspectives.

The first seminar for working profession-
als was held on the Kansas State campus on
March 1 and 2. Entitled "Beyond the Mirror
of Society," the seminar concentrated on
varioqs aspects of-covering people problems
in the mass media. The formal portion of
the program included presentations by.such
individuals as William Ronan, managing ed-
i$r of the Saturday Review of the Society;
Philip. Meyer, National Correspondent of

. the Knight Newspapers; William Perry,
Director of Public qnfoirmation for the.Na-
tional Association for.Mental Health; Alex
Edelstein, Director of the School of Com-
munications and coordinator of the human-
istic writing program at the University of
Washington; and others. Those who at--
tended by special invitation of the program

Dr. Floy J. Moore
School of Medicine
University of Mississippi
Jackson, Mississippi 39216
***MH-11397

included .15 media professionals, two jour-
nalism educators, and three mental health
information specialists. Several others were
in attendance as a result of publicity about
the seminar. The program was organized in
such a Avaithat questioning and discussing
were encouraged. Informal assessment by
those who participated indicated a high de -.
gree of positiveness about the 2-day confer-
ence. Professionals, students, and educators.
all agreed that exchange of ideas had done
much tofuther their knowledge and moti-
vation concerning the coverage of people
problems in the mass Media.

One of the goals of the conference was to
make more people aware of the existence of
the program: A concerted effort has been
made throughout the year' to increaseothe
-amount of iwareners about the program.
Two. major projects were the dissemination
of Reporting the Human Condition, a sum-
mary report' of the first 4 years of the pro-
gram, written by Mr. Everette Dennis and
Dr. Ramona Rush. Copies of the report
were sent to approximately 400 people in-
volved with mental health or journalism ed-
ucation. Another major project was the dis-
semination of a recruitment mailer. For a
project involving a relatively small number
of individuals", the program is familiar to a
large number of people.

The future of the program depends on
continued fundingt The State of Kansas
hopes to continue the program in some
form. In the meantime, those responsible
for the program are inyestigating a:variety
of appropriate funding sources in order that
the program might continue withoNt having
to rdduce its scope.

Use of TV and Videotape in Mental' Health

The objective of this project
out the methodology necessary

was to seek
to identify,

edit, index and exchange videotape training
materials for use in mental health training
programi. The questiori Was not "Can video-
tape Materials be used?" but rather "Can
useful videotape materials be found?" As
the early study and review progressed it be-
came increasingly clear that mental health
professionals across the country were re-

tit
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cording and stockpiling' unedited and un-
manageable quantities of videotaped mate-
rials, which might or might-not be useful to
them or others in specific training pro-
grams. Up to this point, there was no way

'ter-identify this material arid tol-somehow an-
alyze its content in verbal farm, meaning-
fully and correctly so that tape content
could be made known to those mental heajoth
professionals who needed this kind of mate-
rial. These considerations directed that the
objective of our project should be aimed to-
ward videotape management, videotape edit-
ing: indexing ak cataloging, problems of
stortge and retrieval, exchange of material
and, finally, greajcly increasing communica-
tion among those involved in television utili-
zation.

The tasks to be accomplished within the
scope of the grant were set forth as follows:

a. Establish procedures Lid guidelines
for handling of raw, unedited videotape
stpck footage which would make such mate-
rial a valuable training resource,both lo-
cally and on an exchange basis.

b: Develop a prdtotype cataloging and in-
dexing system which might be equally suit-
able for intra- and inter-institutional train-

.ing use of videotapes.
c. Establish a network of communication

linking allthose involved in TV,. in psychik
try, with emphasis on some form of a news-
letter approach.

d. Determine and assess the amount of
psychiatric videotapes psently available in
the United States for training purposes, and
establish a procedure for evaluating the
content of such tapes.

e. Assets the relationship of, motion pic-
ture films to television videotapes in terms
of numbers, subject matter .breadth, and
training appropriateness.

f. Make recommend tions for the con-
tinying development a implementation of
television in psychiatr c training if the
study indicates that such development and
implementation are warranted.

The TV Project developed, by means of
the TV in.-Psychiatry Newsletter, an ex-
change of information among those mental
health practitioners intereSted in or utiliz-
ing television and videotape. Fro an initial
mailing of 100 copies, subficribers increased

,

to werf.over 1',000 within less than a year.
Response to the Newsletter has been over-
wh ming and it is felt that its initiation
axes one of the more important accomplish-

' ments of the prooject. Content of the News-
letter included surveys of depaytments of

-lpsychiatrY in academic institutionee mented
hospitals, and the, like as to their utilization
of television. Technical and various other
questions were selected from the steady
stream of responses to the Neivsletter for
published answers. A bibliography compiled
Ay project staff was continued in its pages,.
and progress reports on Project activities
were published. It is hoped that some
means inay)e found to continue the publi-
cation. As yet no funding has been obtained.

A Comprehensive Bibliography on TV in
Psychiatry, numbering over 100 references
and annotated indepth was prepared and
distributed.

A system for editing and indexing video-
tapes, of psychiatric patient interviews has

.-..A been developed and a computtr-based star-
age and retrieval system is operational. Co-
ordination and Boolean algebra are used.in
the searclitprocess. It is the first time any-
where that the design of such a system was
attempted and, although presently °mat-
ing.with a limited data base.of 30 edited pa-
tient segments, the system considered
applicable in any psychiatric setting.. or
mental health center.

A listing of available videotapes has been
compiled and published by the project. This
is a first attempt at establishing a list of
psychiatric antAmental health training vi-
deotapes. Although at present limited in
content to 260 listings, the aatalog repre-
sents another first,.and should be a useful
tool for those desiring to exchange video-
tapes.

A comprehensive catalog of motion pic-
ture films in the field of mental health has
been compiled, presently containing approx-
imately 700 films. The listing, presently on
cards, contains annotations from many
sources and is believed to be the largest
such listing in existence today. 0

A Conference on Television and Psychia-
try woes held at the University of British
Columbia, bringing together for the first
time practitic,ners in the field of television
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and,. psychiatry. Outstanding experts frbm
throughout the land met for discussion, ex-
change of information and such recommen-
dations as they might wish to make as to
the merits of continuing this particular pro-

.

Mr. Bu
School
Syracu

Mental

n Marvin
Journalism

University
Syracush, New York 13210
fvfH-8613

;11

ject. Es;aluation by many of the attendees
indicated that what .the project had at-
tempted to do was indeed worthwhile., '-ure-
,ful to them, and would be useful to all per-
sonnel engaged in mental health training.

Health Information Training Program

1964-1970

The purpose of this program was to pre-
pare graduate students for careers as infor-
mation specialists with mental health agen-
cies and associations.F The students spent 2 '1/4
years in the program, one on the campus
and the second serving an internship with a
mental health agency or association. The
campus work included a core of courses on
such subjects as graphic arts, news writing,
and publication editing; two 3-hour courses
on mental illness and mental. health; and
electives in such areas as psychology, sociol-
ogy, social work, audiovisual communica-
tion, photography and cinematography.
Field trips were made to local agencies,
State. hospitals, and the State' Department
of Mental _Hygiene. Students attended na-
tional meetings of mental health organiza-
tions and reported back to their seminar.
There were numerous guest lecturers, in-
cluding information officers of agenciesand
associations at local, State and national lev-
els.

The second-year Itudents were placed for
their *internships in a cross-section of agen-
cies and associations throughout the United
States. They and their supervisors reported.
regularly in writing on the work that the
intern was doing. These reports not only en-
abled the director of the program to keep
track of what the interns were doing but
also provided case histories for study in the
campus seminar and.provided ;nsights into
experiments and trends in the field of Men-
tal health information.

This program was the first of its kind and
has been followed by NIMH-funded gradu-
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ate programs_ at the University of Texas
and Kansas. State University. The founding
director of the Kansas State program was a
graduate of the Syracuse program as was
his successor.

Of the 54 persons who studied in the !Syr-
acuse University _program 22 held mental
health information positions in April 1973,
another was director of public affairs for
the American Psychological Association, an-
other was a leading medical-science reporter
for The New York Times, and one was
direc4or of information :with the Western
Interstate Commission fOr Higher Educa-
tion which has a major mental health com-
.ponent in, its program. Two of the 22 in
mental health information positions were
directors for State departments, five were
public relations officers in State depart-
ments, one headed a State hospital informa-
tion department, five were serving with
mental health associations, two were in po-,
sitions with national organizations, and the
others were with city and county units.

NIMH funding terminated with the expi-
ration of the second 3-year grant in 1970,
and, bebause that was a recession year,
efforts to obtain funding from other sources
proved unavailing. However, the School of
Public Communicaiions has enabled a num-
ber of students since tfien to earn master's
degrees in PUblic Communications and Ad-
ministration with special writing and pro-
jects in the mental health field, making use
of library and agency relationship resources
developed during the 6 years of the Mertal
Health Information Training Program.
Also, communications models and intern-
ship procedures of the program have been
applied in the !interdisciplinary All-Univer-
sity Gerontology Center of which the School
of Public Communications is a participating
unit.



Inquiries regarding the program continue
to come in, and numerous prospective itu-

dents have been referred to the Texa_s and
Kansas State programs.

Mental Health Training Film Prograip

Dr. Edward A. Mason
Department of Psychiatry
Harvard Medical School
Boston, Massachusetts 02115
MH-8313 1963-1968

This project had four objectives: (1) to
produce a series of films dealing with prob
lems and techniques in the field of cornmun-

'ity mental health which would be valuable
for recruiting and training mental health
specialists, for disseminating accurate and
complex information, and for demonstrating
new developments; (2) to obtain the spe-
cialized ,equipment which would enable the
filming of actual clinieal and real life situa-
tions ; (.43) to evaluate mental health films in
various. training situations and publish re-
ports on these evaluations; and (4) to teach
professional _persons about the use of films
as a part of their community mental health
training. The results of this project can be
summarized as follows :t (1) 15 film- have
Aleen completed; (2) experience hab been
gained in creating and using mental health
films; (3) 24 articles) have been published;
and '(4) there have been participation, plan-
ning, and collaboration in professional edu-
cation both within and outside of the labo-
ratory of community psychiatry.

Film showings at the annual programs of
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the American Orthopsychiatric Association
and the American Psychiatric Association
have been increasingly well attended and
acclaimed. During the° period of its NIMH
funding, the Film Program was called on to
give )dvice and assistance to many other
training programs including at least 22 in
the Boston area and at least 17 from the
United States and Great Britain. Specific
recommendations about appropriate films
for training or optimal techniques for prod-
ucing film and videotape materials were
provided and for a larger number of people
the Film Program continues to be a source
of information about films and their utiliza-
tion.

Work initiated under this grant has con-
tinued under other auspices. "Boys in Con-
flict" is a 72-minute doeinn tary about the
experiences of a young co
for emotionally disturbed
claimed for its richness,
usefulness for training, it

selor in a camp
boys. Highly ac-
reali i and 4s

warded
a Blue Ribbon at the 1970 American Film
Festival as the best of the mental health
films. Another recent film is "Widows," a
documentary which gives excerpts of the ex-
periences of several women widowed from 6
months to 3 years. It is useful for orienting
medical and volunteer workers to the spe-
cific needs of these women and their chil-
dren.
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Training of Seminarians

Dr. John E. Fryer
Temple University School of Medicine
Broad and Ontario Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19140

"*MH-12174 1969-1971

in Community Mental Health

TIlse sessionS\lasted for about 3 hours, and
actively involved' students and staff.

Among the subjects that have been dis-
cussed in this larger group are urban educa-
tion, mental health and illness, psychother-
apy, abortion, woman's liberation, black
power, the role of the minister, the nature
of, schizophrenia, community control, and
urban renewal. The variety of points of
view makes this a challenging teaching de-
vice. In addition', this same group partici-
pated in'a study of group dynamics for 10
weeks earlier in the year.

In smaller groupg, these same seminari-
ans have had an opportunity to visit com-
munity groups, institutions, churches, other
mental health facilities, and inclepth, the
various portions of this center. They-have
also been able to discuss in detail their reac-
tions to what they have seen. Since the sem-
inarians are all college graduates, and brilig
a variety of experiences to bear on what
they see, these encounters have been quite
valuable. This project represents one of the
few such programs in which seminary stu-
dents are given an opportunity to examine
the roots of a community mental health pro-
gram, and the basis for psychiatric evalua-
tion and treatment. Potentially, they ll be
conversant' with the mental health calter
movement, and san relate to it as commun-
ity clergy. Those seminarians who will be
full-time students can look forward to signi-
ficant involvement in community mental
health institutions in Atlanta, and can make
use of contacts whiclrhave. been initiated by
staff with the Atlanta regional office, the
Georgia Mental Health Institute, Grady Me--
morial Hospital,-and several newly develop-
ing cejggra... It is 4.1so probable that roles
will created in these institution, for the
returning seminarians, and it is intended to

The goals of this program are to train mi-
nority. group seminary students and faculty
members in the area of community mental
health, utilizing the community mental
center of Temple University as a base. The
particular ways in which these goals are
being implemented continue to evolve in an
interesting and informative way. Four black
seminarians in the full-time program-tre
'students at the Interdenominational Theo-
logical Center in Atlanta, Georgia.

A total of 25 seminarians and students
participated in the 'training during the year
jug completed. This was the third and most
successful year in the training program. In
addition to the black seminarian who was
here on a full-time basis, there were 10
Catholic seminarians, six students from
Crozer Seminary, four students from the
Philadelphia Divinity School of the Episco-
pal Church, and one each from the Philadel-
phia College of Bible, Gordon-Conwell Sem-

may, and the graeuate program in Religion
at Tempi University.

Only one group of seminarians (five stu-
dents from St. Charles Roman Catholic
Seminary, back for a second year of train-
ing) worked active* with patients, under
supervision. The remainder of the seminari-
ans were involved in large and small group
learning experiences. The large group gath-
ered weekly on Thursday afternoons with at
least three guests to discuss issues on the
larger fronts of community mental health,
and a variety of points of view were repre-
sented both in the teachers and students:.
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follow through on this as they return to At-
lanta.

In addition to the three new seminarians/
two other nev,; members of the staff are as-.
suming their duties at this time. The Rev.
Richard Winn,, a black Episcopal priest
from Chicago has joined the staff and has
assumed full direction of the black semi-
narians in the program; and Mrs. Angela
Hughes, a resident of the catchment area is
joining the staff as. information specialist.

During the month Of August, black semi-
nally acuity Members from several semi--,
naries, ncluding 'four from I.T.C. and sev-
eral well-known faculty members from
other seminaries will join the seminarians,
other local black seminarians, local black
clergy, and staff members in an intensive
examination of black seminary studies. This
represents a really unique opportunity for
growth and for influence on the seminary
curricula. During this tune, there will be a
continued focus on community mental
health, and the community mental 'health
centei as a medium for social change. and
creative development of human potential.

This project has resulted in a new respect
for the value of clergymen on as community ,.
mental health center staff, and a reevalua-
tion both by the Temple center, as well as
the institutions in Atlanta, of the role ex-
pectation of clerg3kmen. 'There has been. a
gradtal process of krowth observable in the,
faculty of the Interdenominational Theolog-

ical Center, and this program offers hope of
fostering that growth. After this year, an
intern year may be a very acciPtable prac-
tice- in that-seminary, and they are also hop-
ing to be able to coordinate a similar pro-
gram in Atlanta institutions.

In recent months, many expressions of in-
terest have been received from black semi-
narians across the country, since they do
not feel that the current programs
cal training' really meet their needs. As
word is spread about this program, it can be
expected to result in changes in all those
programs in which black seminarians are
involved. .

A paper describing the first 3. years of
this program is in the process of prepara-
tion, and a panel is being prepared for the
Aynerican Psychiatric Association meeting
next year. Several black seminary study
groups are being initiated across the coun-
try, and staff is involved in some of these
study groups. It is hoped that this program
can be continued and expanded to involve
more seminary students and fact Mem:
bers, and it is felt that the program should
be under the direction of appropriate, black
adtninistrators. Marcy of the consultants are
white, and most of the part-time seminari-
ans are white, but the focus of the entire
program remains the black situation. A lim-
ited. number of white students will always
be involved.

Training of Seminarians in Community Mental Health

William M. Patterson
Institute for Black Ministries
1200 N. Broad St.
rihikadelphia, Pennsylvania 19121
M14-12811 1971-1976

This project is an outgrowth and further
development of MH -12!74 described pre-
vioysly.

The students enrolled in the project gain
bask skills in mental health. Students learn
to serve as treatment people on the team of
professional and paraprofessional commun-,
itSr mental health staffs.. In additi8n to

r-7.17 '1
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training in patient deliver skills they are
trained in basic mental hea h terminology
and treatment technique. They are trained
to encourage and work for informed and
poAitive community attitudes toward mental
illness. Students are .trained to organize
communities to create conditions that foster
sound lifestyles and to organize to create
new institutions, when needed, to solve con-
ditions that lead to -community decay and
poor mental health.

In addition to training students it is an
objective of the programs to influence the
training process of seminaries and other
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clergy training institutions to be more sena--
tive , and respo'psive to changing psycho-
social needs of urban congested' populations.
The prograM works for reform and modi-
fication of curriculum in clergy training
situations to include the close cooperation
between the various behavior modification
disciplines. In the community itself the pro-
gram works for the imput of the best infor=
mation available on. pressing mental 'health
pioblems, working to create mutual support
and dialogue between the established insti-
tution, emerging groups, community people,
professional help persons, volunteer organi-
zations and mental health ,centers. The pro-

. gram works to make available to :the,larger
mental health community a reserve of res-
ponsive and receptive support people'
trained to serve as auxiliary to the profes-
sional treatment process.,

The program is a pilot project and its for-
mally enrolled population has been small.
Five men and one woman have completed a
1-year training course. The first students
began training in 1970. The trainees were
all students of a theological seminary and
were studying at the graduate 'gel. Each
student- interrupted his 3-year seminary
course fora year in the "field" with the pro-
gram...,

For the %mental health training compe-
nent the trainees have worked on a wort
study basis with The Temple Community
Mental-Health Center, Hahnemann Com-
munity(Mental Health Center, Hahnemann
Retardation Center; the Byberry unit of the
Temple Mental Health Center, and Eastern

'---PeQnsylvania Psychiatric
tute. For the community organization com-
ponent the trainees have been included in
the program of Better ,Boys Foundation,
Tioga Nicetown Community Organization,
Community Organization unit . of Temple
Community Mental Health- Center, Method-
ists United for a Better Community,. the
Chaplain's office of the Holmesburg Prison,
the State Correctional Institution of Grater-
ford, the Barbed Wire Society, and the Con-
gress of African People.

The academic work involves intensive tu-
toring. Students have frequent conferences
with the directdr and the supporting faculty.

and staff of the Institute for Black Minis-
,

tries. In addition they have seminars with
outside consultants brought in for their
unique input. Students have extensive
booklists, that are kept current. The lever of
perf*mance has dramatically been reflected
in improved grades when students resume
their previous seminary training. Trainees
have in each case returned to their schools
.for the comIlietion of their seminary train-
ing.
'' The field work component is made up of a
rotating service through the various aspects
of each mental health centercrisis treat-.
ment, iri-hospital, outpatient; day hospital,
etc. After the student has been exposed to
each aspect of ,patient delivery service; he
then concentrates in one service. The stu-
dent's time is divided between the study of
the theory of mental health and community
organization and the - supervised develop-
ment of these skills. -

This project is unique in that it is the
only clergy training effort directed at creat-
ing a community resource versed in the
treatment :of patients and their environ-
ment

There is a growing sense of heed on the
part of theological training' institutions to
draw together in one training process the
theoretical and practical. This project has
pioneered in creating a yodel that is sound
academically, acceptable to students and
seminaries; 'his project hag' moved from
the supervision of a Department of.iaychia-
try a- a medical school to a position of
%major importance in a school training con-
temporary style ministers.

- _Three eastern seminaries have joined to-
gether
,toff-a_ seminar program; two

eastern theolotcy whoa!' have seriously ex-
amined the program with the view to incor-
poratkng many of its aspects.

Gradates of the program keep in close
contact with it. Two report working as staff
!peppers in a mental health facility, three
are doing more work or advanced study in
mental fiealth, and one is organizing a com-
munity mental health facility, for. children.

The popularity of the training process
with potential students is convincing evi%
&nee that the need and desiie for this sort
of training project_ is great. Schools are
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strong in their praise of the benefits
brought to their campuses by 'returning
trainees. It is hoped to include the program

in a wider urban reclamation training proj-
ect involving all aspects of urban decay and
renewale ,

Internship for Clergymen in Urban Mental Health

Dr. Robert Bonthius
Cleveland College
Case Westen Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio 44106 at

***Mt1-10310 1965-1970

This project has developed and tested a.
c.4rriculuin to teach clergy how to deal with
the structural sources of mental and bjlysi-
car illness. It included specific goals of in-
depth sensitization to urban problems,'skill
development in analysis and strategy, abil-
ity to identify and use community resources;
skill in mobiliting groups of people for ac-
tion, and role clarification both of them-
selves as clergy and of their religious .insti-
tutions in relation to environmental health.

Fifty-six clergymen from 13 denomina-,
Lions have =been trained in-4 period- -of --
years, 41'in a 32-week course and 15 in a
16-week program. They were recPuited from
Protestant and Orthodox denominations and
the Roman Catholic Diocese with help from
an Interfaith Clergy Advisory Committee.
Preference was' given to clergy the
Greater Cleveland region for research pur-
poses. These clergy came from both subur-
tan and inner-city communities. The eligi
bility requirements were 4 years of college,
3 years of Seminary and 2 years of experi-

-ence as ministers. These requirements were
waived in a few cases to include more black
clergy and members of other minority reli-
gious groups. Fifteen or 27 percent of the
interns were black. The averme age was 38.

The educational methodology has been
one of engagement-reflection. Engagement,
designed to take up one-half of a*5-day
week, involved direct encounter 'with the
victims, change agents, decisionmakers, and
experts in a range of problematic areas,
such as poverty, housing, youth, education,
employment, health, aging, police-commun-
ity relations, and institutional, racism. The
remainder of the curriculum was organized
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for,inter-disciplinary reflection, in order to
gain understanding, define goals, plan strat-
egy, and develop professional competence as
change agents within community and reli-
gious institutions.

Several instruments were developed for
social problem analysis and strategy. Spe-
cific training components included anony-
mous plunges into probleinatic situations;
seminars for instruction, reflection, and col-
laboration; task force development in spe-
cific problem areas; feedback designed to
help in curriculum developmaiit and col-
legial practice; group process fibs; written
monographs and reports; and individual
consultations with staff.

The role model used included the capacity
to participate in conflictual situations and,,to

take- calculated risksito collaborateacross
ciplinary, religious, -social, and class divi-

sios, .define social problems accurately,
set realistic action goals, and plan effective
strategy; and to relate one's religious tradi.
tion and institution to specific problematic
situations.

The ficance of this project was its
emphasis on the environmental character of
urban mental health and the recognition
that ,clergy and religious institutions can
play an important role in effecting the
structural changes which are 'necessary to
improve :community health. The Project
also developed a methodology of 'action
training which could be. applied to other
professional and community groups which
seek to effect environmental change.

This project has played a major role in
the f rmation of the Action, Training Coili-

n, pn association of 20 action training
agent es in the United States, Canada, and
Puerto Rico, which offers training resources
for the humanization of systems and institu-
tions. In Ohio it has joined with trainers in
Columbus and Cincinnati to organize a
state-wide Action Training Network. This
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Network has done training in two Protes-
. tent denominations to eliminate racism

front church structures. A third training
contract will involve faculty from three
seminaries that are concerned with curricu-
lum reform as it relates to social conditions
and the need for structural change.

As part of the Action Training Coalition,
this project has shared its methodology and.
learnings with three national groups related
to .the education of clergy: the American
Association of Theological &hook, the As
sociation of Clinical Pastoral Education,
and the Society for the Advancement of
Continuing Education for the Ministry.

A direct Outcome of the project locally is
the organization of Coninnthity Action
Training Services of Northern Ohio which
will be funded by grants Protestant .

denominations and contracts with both
church-related and nonchurch groups en-'
gaged in Systemic change actions. Methods.
and materials from the project have been
utilized, in 27 short-term inservice training
events with a range of religious and com-
munity,groups over'the past 4 years.

The-project-participated-in-the-Research
on Training for Metropolitan Ministry in-
cociperation with the Urban Training Cen- A

ter of Chicago and the Metropolitan Urban
Service 'Training Facility of New 'York.
This research was funded _outside of the
NIMR grant and was carried out by the
Ministries Study Board of the National
Council of Churches. Its 'findings are being
organized in a final report by the authors, J.
Alan Winter, Project Director, and Edgar
W. Mills, Jr. It will be published in. 1970.

Thirty of the 515 graduates of the project

A Community Project in

Dr. John A. Whitesel
Indiana University Medical Center:
Indianapolis, .Indiana 46202

***MN-8572 19644967

The overalLobjective for this 3-year' p o-
ject was to bring together and train cl gy
and others of allied mental health isci-
plines toward collaboration of individual

now luild key pdsitio in local congrega-
tions, specialized mini ries in their denomi-
nations, and in community service agencies.
Sixteen are involved in training or eupervia-
ing. °them. Seven have initiated similar pro-
grams. Eighteen have shifted in ,their pro-
fessional function. Twenty-nine have had an
influence on their field.

One significant outgrowth of -th e project
is the organization of Black Action Train,
ing in Cleveland, Ohio. It was developed by
six black. graduates in consultation'. with
project staff, and it has recently received a
large foundation grant to train clergy and
laity from black churches for effecting
stitutional and social change.

An Action Develothnent Form has been
developed in the project which is being used
in a variety of action training events. It is a
tool for the statement and definition of so-

' cial problems, the formation of action goals,
and the planning of a strategy. Project staff
has published 2Q articles aid has a number
more in prem.

One significant learning whiclh will affect
future action training and heti implications
for manpower utilization -is-a-shift from
training individuals apart from their group
or system to training,- in the context of
groupsc*hich must function together to
achieve systemic change. This requires more
time in the development and formation of
groups which are committed to changing
the policies and practices of social systems.
In terms of affecting the environmentthe
structural sources of mental and physical
illnessthe Day-off is much greater when
training is done with groups than with indi-
viduals.
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and community mental health problems.
The aim for curriculum development was to
incorporate substitutive and facilitative fea-
tures so that members of each discipline
would work on theory and practice in their
collaboration within their home commri-
ties. Xey communities were ielected in a va-
riety of areas within Indiana to increase
.mental health Manpower in rural and &thin_
settings.



Six cities wer4e selected 'as administrative.
centers. They provided access to rural and _

urban problems, varying degrees of sophis-
tication in the organization ottnerilal health
resources and were located in different
areas of the State under the Department of
Mental Health. These cities were also cen-
ters to which clergy front'surrottuding com-
%unities norma1134 go for mental _health as-
sistance;

Seventy -eight cl
communities and 18
plines of medicine,
and psychology participated. 4c clergymen
were appointed to staff positions for train-
ing in administration, curriculum develop-
ment and application,, and to assist in the
supervision of clergy enrolled. Subtcquently
all were employed by instittttions or agen-
cies interested 'in clergy trained as Mental
health workers. Three eventually became
certified clinical pastoral edusators and now
have continuing education hrograms for
clergy;

In each of the six cities a local spoil" ring
/ng

comMittee was formed is assist the staff in
the_use_of community resources andfor en--
rolling clergy and others. of allied mental
health discipline's. In each the program
lasted 1 year. The curriculum opened with
orientation seminars. These were follqwe,,d
by,. Week of clinical studies in a ntWical
setting and on the last day the participants
elected a cirriculu,m committee to select fu-
ture topics based on local mental health
problems. These were scheduled for tri-
weekly seminars in their/ home community
'and for the s*ond week in the dical set-
ting 3' months later. This was f ed by
another 3 months of seminars in e home
community. -Each clinical week ,was sched-
uled at Indiana University Medea] Center.
Nearby participating *Ries were Meth-

.6dist Hospital of Indiana and Central State
Hospital.

Among factors considered to be signi-
ficant by the staff was the collaboration be-
tween clergy and ,community resource per-
sons in developing a curriculum based on
local contemporary community mental
health needs. It 'was felt this contributed to
several developments after the program ter-
minated. In -one community .a counseling

gymen from 23 Indiana
ersons from the disci-

sychiatry, social work,
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center was detvelopeta, VI two other locations
seminars, confilnued and in all better rela-
tionships' were effected between agencies
and the clergyAnother factor was' the as-
aistante of community agency supervisors in
three mental health agencies in the first city
to devise ease 'reports for use by thentaff in
teaching. These were written to train the
clergy in the recognition of symptoms war-
ranting referral or consultation. Other
teaching methods included role playing, pas-
toral case reports and individual stipervision
of pastoral methods. In general, traditional
elements in clinical pastoral education were
applied esqtcessfully in linking established
training centers with community situations
some distance away. This combined intensive
supervision in controlled environments and
interdisciplinary conaultation `and supervision
in the local environment. .

In addition to the above local -effects the
pioject became a stimulus for the project
conducted by Christian TheOlogical Semi-
nary, Indianapolis, with staff serving' as
consultants In the development of this pro-
grani, and in leadership capacities.

Brief notices of the project were pub-
lished in four journal/3. Seventy-nine re,
quests for the final report,- some requesting
the curriculum materials, have been 'filled.
These came from 29 States, Canada, Bel-
gium and Scotland. The majority were from
mental health centers; some from pistoral
counseling centers, Atuidations, universities
and individual clergymen. h1 addition, three
articles hive been published by lecturers in
the program.

Some of the findings raise implications
for effective utilization. The local sponsor-
ing committee was necessary for supporting
promotion. It serves best when composed of
leaders of diverse religions elements aid
agenCiellP within. the community. These
leaders should have followers who accept
the objectives to be achieved as a common
denominator to diverse local tensions re-
garding mental .health problems. During de-.
velopment and orientation careful selection
of participants from other disciplines is nec-
essary to enlist them as collaborators rather
than 'as teachers of the clergymen. The de
velopment of a curriculum' committee
elected by the clergymen themselves rein-
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forces motivat'i'on to learn and assures rep-
> resentation of various -existing mental

health problems. Where clergy from' "sects"
predominate in the group, more prepared or

If.

substantive curriculum material is needed.
Where "mainline" clergy are enrolled facili-
tative learning can begin early and substan-
tive material can be reduced.

Advanced`Training in Pastoral Care and Counseling

Rev. Thomas W. Klink (deceased)
Department of Education
The Menninger Foundation
Topeka, Kansas 6t601
***MH-8211, 1963-1967

Program objectiVes were primarily to in-
crease significantly the availability of men-
tal health care by the training of clergymen
art skilled paraprofessionals in mental
health care. The specific Program objectives
were (1) to offer each trainee an,,opportu-
nity for supervised clinical experience; (2)
tp introduce the trainee to both basic and
advanced concepts of personal counseling,
conjoint marital counseling, detection of se-
rious mental illness, theories of personality,
and understanding of the contexts in which

--Clerunn and mental -health professionals
livetrand work; (3) to introduce trainees to
concepts of consultation with other mental
health professionals; (4) to begin educating
the trainee in the skills of supervision.

During the time in which support from
the National Institute of Mental Health was
received, 48 persons were trained. The pro-
gram has continued without NIMH support,
and at the present date 100 persons have
been trained. In its present form, the train-
ing program has been in operation since Au-
gust 1, 1964. Trainees were required to be
clergymen with at least 3 years' experience
past formal certification of their status as
clergymen, or nuns with at least 3 years ex-
perience past their final vows as religious
women. The average number of applicants
each year has been 100, from which an av-
erage of 12 have been selected. Trainees
have included clergy and religious of the
Roman Catholic Church, of all of the- main:"
line. Protestant denominations, and one Re-
formed Rabbi.

1. For current information, eontaet the Director, Department
Of Education.

The teaching and educational resources of i
the entire Menninger Foundation cooper-
ated in the training program, as well as. the
clinical services of the Menningtr Founda-
tion. In addition to these, there were a num-'
ber of other cooperating institutions and .

agencies,
Academic components of the training pro-

gram included two didactic sequences, one
focusing on underlying theory (personality
theory, theory of social systems, relation-
ships of theology and psychiatric theory)
and the other focusing on specific clinical
theory (theory of marital counseling, theory
of pastoral counseling, leadefship training,
organization of groups, and institutions for
caring pit,rposes). Each trainee participated
in a group dynamic sequence together with
trainees in other professional 'Programs at
the Menninger Foundation. There was a
weekly case conference focusing on the
work of a particular trainee with a given
clierit. Heavy emphasis was laid on the use
of videotaped materials 'prepared by stu-
dents in their work with clients and pa-
rishibnets. Each training year was 11 months
long, beginning with a two-week orientation
period. The unique factor in this program is ,
the location of each trainee in a nonclinical
setting. All other such training programs,
at the'time of the inception of this program,
placed the trainee in clinical settings.

Two major role models were used. The
primary role model was the parish pastor.
Here the trainee waS taugtt that he could
operate as a mental health paraprofes-
sional within the limits of a role model al-
ready familiar to him. A second-role model
developed, however, as some trainees die-

- played an interest in new and more unusual
forms of ministry This was the model of
the minister in the mental health setting.
Models were avoided which denied the rele-

c vane! of the original role expectations of
the minister.
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Approiimately one-half of the graduates
from this program have returned to the
parish ministry. The other half have under-
taken specialized ministries as members of
staffs of mental health 'centers and hospi-
tals. In both these grouPs, a significant per-
centageabout one-third in each group
ha,ve_ undertaken extension of .the model by
b&oming supervisors themselves, both in
parishes and in mental health settings. The
increase of the community mental health
renter model in many communities has
opened a new potential opportunity for
graduates of the program. In addition, some
trainees in returning to the parish haye_or-
ganized their parishes along lines of speiial
ministry.

This project demonstrates that clergymen
can make significant use of additional skill
training in operations which remain within
the context of ecclesiastical life but which
are also relevant to the rhental'health needs
of a wide variety of populations. It demon-
strates that the local church, with proper
leadership, does in many cases become a pri-
mary source of mental health assistance to
persons sensing themselves to be in'trouble,
and that the leadership resources of the
leading clergymen can .in many cases be-
come a part Pf the ministries of lay people
withh3, the congregation. It is alai:, signt-
ficant that the properly trained clergyman,
in a significant percentage of cases, becomes
a trainer himself, usually through, the med-
ium of advanced training in supervision. At
the inception of this Jirogram, no other
training 'agencies considered the parisp to
be a proper setting for training. Through
the influence 'or this project, -however, the
usefulness of the parish as a Araining set-
ting has been increasingly widely accepted',
and programs using models which differ in
some respects have nonetheless come to
adopt this portion of this model.

Graduates of this program are operating
in three foreign countries, as w as in
every major geographical regi of the
United States with the exce on of the
Southwest. As a side effect oithis, program
training of various ecclesiastical officials
has begun, in particular those of the
United Methodist and United' Presbyterian
Churches. Ai suggested above, this program

.

has had some influence in modifying prac-
tices in other clinical training ,institutions,
and in taking training in part out of Purely
clinical and pathological oriented settings to
a wide variety of !settings which deal with
"normal" populatithig. In the local commun-
ity, lay members of churches have come td'

ktaccept both the1 presence of counselors on
church staffs and their own mental heal
responsibilities. in several individual cases,
the resources, of a group of people have been
mobilized, both on emergency and, on pngo-
ing bases, to meet the mental' health needs
of persons in crisis situations. Graduates of
this program are increasingly involved in
the direction and conduct of regional work-
shops, particularly in the midwest, designed,
to help a wide variety of ecclesiastical aa-
ministrators to be more sensitive to the
needs of local pastors Both for training-and
for pgrsonal support. ..

New training programs, adopting some
or al? of the model, have been established in
at least six other settings throughout the
country. In addition, programs not designed
directly .for training, but' designed rather
for consultation and support of clergymen
in their ciirent roles, have been established.

Graduates of this program work under a
wide variety of title), including the follow-
ing:. Chaplain of a wental hospital, chaplain
of a general hospital, minister on the staff
of a mental health center, chaplain of a col- I

lege, counselor to a province of religious
women, pastor of local church, minister of
counseling on the staff of a local church, ec-
clesiastical administrators of various kinds,
professors of counseling at seminaries,
chaplains in industry, presidents of semi-
nariel,- directors of field work, and others.
One failure in this program, as staff sees it,
has been that only a few of the graduates
have exercised influence on the field through
the medium of professional publication. Al-
though staff contributes regularly to profes-
sional. journals, and publishes professional
books in the field, only three of theltradu-'
ates have published professional articles.
Steps have now been taken in this program
to demand the development of writing skills`
asa,part of the program.

The staff engages in publication on a reg-
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ular basis, and in the usual exchariges (Ain-
formation at professional meetings. In addi-
tion, both the staff and the trainees have
been used in at least 15 different consulta-
tive operatiorns. during each year that the

program 'has been in operation.' Opportuni:
. .
ties for "students, in residence" have been
extended to professors, other teachers, and
chaplains in the field, and these opportuni-
ties are regularly used.

Pastoral Counseling Preparation) for Rabbinical Stuflents
,Rabbi Bernard Mandeltiaum -

Jewish The6logical Seminary of America .4
3086 Broadwby'
New York; New tort\ 10027
***Ml-11040 1963-1966

The-.purpose of this program wOs to.fle-
velop curriculum and testing-procAures for
instruction of rabbinical students' in pasto-
ral counselimg.

Since the grogram began in September
1963, seven classes of approximately 25 stu-
denta each have been graduated and most of
thesestueienta have completed the training
program. The program suns 3 years. In ad-
dition there are two classes. currently en-
rolled.

Students are all' college graduates. and
full-time students in the Graduate Rabbini-
cal School of the Jewish Theological Semi-
nary of America. Most will go on to congre-
gational work. -A few plan to remain min
academic life. The cdurse 'was initially re-*
quired of.all students, planning to undertake
congregational work, but in 1969-70 there
was a revision of academia requirements: At
present Only the introductory series of lec-
tur is required while the rest is optional.

the change, almost all of the students
e to take the full course.

presently constituted, the training
's program includes two semesters of Class at

the rate of. 2, hours a week. This classroom
work may consist of lecture, recitation or
seminar discussion. There is a full year of.
service in a community service organization,
to which the students are expected to give 2
hours er more of work each week. Here,
under supervision, they participate in the
care of individuals seeking help, and are in-
structed by both the personnel in the insti-
tution find our own faculty. This includes
Arne of the large social service organiza-
tions in New York City, homes for the aged

homes for theia.blind, hospitals, and also a
counselingservice developed within the de-
partment.

The first required lecture series includes
basic introductory material, such as the psy-
chology of normal behavior, child develop-
ment, and gross psychopathology. The sec-
.ond series of lectures, which is optional but
popular, includes lectures on group psychol-
ogy as it pertains to the religious congrega- ,
tion, techniques of counseling, psychologic
valence and signfcance of religious ritual
and belief, and the rabbi's role in the prey-
ention. of mental illness.

In -their agency placement, students are
!expected to come to grips With the experi--
ence of dealing with individuals in trouble,
to learn to analyze th-'7 problems, 'to' for-
mulate plan of assistance and to carry it

. out. Bee use all serve in specialized agen-
cies, one session per month is provided' to
permit students to exchange experiences
and, with the assistance of faculty, to relate
their practical experience to. the didactic
material which they have learned.' Last year
the department conducted for the first time

. a seminar meeting weekly for 2 hours, deal-:
ing with current problems in such areas as
'sexual behavior, abortion, drug abuse, and
suicide. This was entirely elective, but drew.
a large number of students and some
alumni.

Using the rab binical members of the fac-
ulty of the department:in the seminar dis-
cussions has improved the teaching. The
rabbis were able to describe their own coun-
seling experiences. Since .they are rather .

diEtriguished within the rabbinical com-
thunity, the students regarded them as role
models, and then, as was subiequently
learned, when they began their congrega-
tional work, they involved themselves in

'counseling with some interest and some
ease.
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The impact of the pfogram upon'the com-
munity is difficult to assess. However, it i's
known that the program exerts considerable
influence upon the graduates and some influ-,
ence over the entire rabbinate in the Con-
servative Movement. One graduate, upon
accepting his first positiOn in a new commun-
ity, immediately proceeded to mobilize com-
munity support and then to organize a com-
munity mental health center.

One. of the unexpected but fortunate
effect of ,the program has been a shift in
the a itude 'of the social service organiza-
tions t which ,students have been assigned,
not only toward the students but toward ,co-
operation with the clergy in general. When
the program began, a goqd deal of both
overt and covert opposition to the idea of
any kind of cleric9I involvement in counsel-
ing was encountered. However, the students
have demonstrated to the Workers in these
institutions that they could be helpful in
specific ways. Staff believes that a change in
attitude on the, part of social service organi-
iations can be seen. One evidence of the
'change is .that whereas at first it was dif-
ficult tr,,,,,fifid enough placements for stu-
dents, riovkete7institutions are vying with
each other to have students assigned there.

Most of the graduates assume positions as
congregational rabbis. As such they utilize
the counseling skills taught in the program.
Some students, before graduation, function

Training'Program ifi-Marr

Obbi Fred Hollander
Yeshiva University
55-5th Avenue
New, York; New Yqrk 10033
MH-6407 and
***MH-7448

1956-1%7

In 1956 the NIMH awarded Yeshiva Mai,
versity a grant to develop a pilot training
program for the purpose of evolving mesntal
health teaching materials for clergy (paral-
lel grants were awarded simultaneously to
Harvard and Loyola Univehities).

In 1962 the NIMH awarded a second pilot
training grant to develop a program in Mar-
riage an'l Family for clergy., (This project

as leaders and organizers for the youth or-
ganizations, summer amps, and campus
groups. Here they Utilize the skills .which
they have been taught.

One of the developments is the creation of
a counseling center within the institutional
walls.

Departmental faculty has been active in
disseminating information about the pro-
gram to both professionals gild laity within
religious Jewish institutions in general and
the Conservative Movement in particular.
Staff has addressed conventions of the Rab-
binical Assembly, Meetings of lay groups,
teaching programs of military chaplains', so-
cial workers, social service educational pro-
grams and religious school principals. Pro-
fessional papers have -teen presented. at
Meetings of social workers; general practi-
tioners, and other professional groups. Pa-
pers have been published in the N.Y. State
Journal of Medicine, the Journal of .Jewish
Communal SerricK, and Conservative Judo,
ism. Staff is in constant and close touch
with Etlumni, teaching them in intramural
post- graduate sessions, and sending ouVin-
structive sample case records with analyses
and other 'material several times a year.

Following the termination of the grant in
,1966, private sources of funds have been
tapped to continue and to extend the teach-
ing,program.

iage and Family. for Clara

was carried forth in cooperation with ,Har--
yarn Divinity School and the Department of
Psythology at Loyola University,' repre--
sented by the late Dean Samuel Miller and
Dr. Leroy Wauck, respectively.) .

When the Yeshiva Project first addressed
itself to this task, it was*with the intention

, of attempting to evolve -mental health teach-
ing materials. After considerable effort in
this direction it became evident that this
process would not result in the evolvement
of a definitive educational program for
clergy because two basic conditions were not
met.

First, there does not exist among reli-
gious .and mental health educators a com-
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molly defined conception as to the nature of
the clergyman's role in mental hedlthis
applies also with respect to theclergyman's
role in, such' special mental health areas as
marriage counseling and pastoral counsel-
ing. Secondly, there does net exist, a source
of mental- health knowledge commonly ac-
cepted as a gpecific source of subject matter
out of which course materaals for clergy
could be developed. k

The Yeshiva Project determined that its
major function was to examine several basic
issues and, through some objective methods.
including consultation with religious and
mental health educators, arrive at some for-

\ mulations with respect to these issues. The
Prqjects' formulations are as follows: The
clerwtrnah's, role with 'respect to mental
health is to make available the resources of
religiota in a manner that they, can serve as
a "nrotivatinilorce Cassisting the individ-
ual tocope more effectively with hisAmental
health probleins.

What this implies can best be appreciatgd
when contrasting to ;he view of some reli-
gious and mental health educators who see a
clergyman's role in mental health as that of
a helper to those seeking assistance for
their mental health problems. According -to
the Yeshiva Project, this general definition/
makes the professional function -and educaL
tion of the clergyman indistguishatle froM
that of the mental health worker. What is
more, this open-ended conception role is not
in consonance with the position of leading-
relieous and mental health educators .who
feel that the clergyman's mental/health role
has to be of such a nature that reflects his
vocation as religious and .spiritual leader
and guide to his people.

The basis for The clergyman, as a reli-
gious and spiritual leader having a role in,
mental health, is rooted in tw,o premises:
(1) that values, in addition to their social
and cultural significance, have a psychologi-
cally demonstrable role in determining the
degree to which an individual will be able to
effectively cope with the incapacitating
effects of stress. in?ernal, as well as exter-
nal; (2) that religion is recognized to be a
repository. of wholesome and positive life
values. Thus, in terms of its ideals, con-
cepts, moral and ethical principles and phi-

losophy of existence, religion reflects values
relating to all aspects of the human condi-
tion which are presently recognized .to be.
wholesome when measured Against the
broad criteria of mental health and mature
living.

In order that the clergyman become capa-
ble of utilizing religirusly-derived valtieS as
his specific' contribution to the management
of mental health problems, he has to be edu-
cated in two areas of knowledge: (1) A
comprehensive understanding of religiously
derived values in terms of their mental
health significance, and the relationship of
these values and their helping potential to
people dealing with the range of stress situ -

ns that confront the individual in the
course of daily living; (2) knowledge in the
mental health sciences.

The task involved in making such clergy
programs available, according to the Yesh-
iva. Project, is a multifaceted one involving
the following stepst (1) In the seminaries
the educational programs have to be so de-
signed and structured that the theological

.,"Stuclent-will cultivate an appreciation ofthe
values implicit in religious resources in re-
lation to their potential significance in 'as-
sisting people, both in the area of preven-
tion and the management of mental health
'problems. (21 With respect to the mental
health scirfces, it is necessary to evolve sub-
ject matter in- mental health which will
provide the clergyman with, the capacity to
understand-the place and relevancy of his
resources in the management ,of mental
health problerns.`)(3) A field' work and clini-
cal program must be designed specifically to
provide the clergyman with, the type of
practical experience that he, as a clergy-
man, requires to develop the skills necessary
for the effective communication of his re-
sources.

It was Yeshiva's conclusion that the cler-
gyman's capacity to participate in the area
of mental health is not only determined by
the degree to which he is capable of using
his resources. In addition to ,training the
clergyman, it is necessary to provide the
mental health worker with an rientation
relative to the clergyman's me tal health
role in order that he be able 0 cooperate
with him.
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In addition to arriving at these basic for-
mulatipis relative the task' of developing
a mental health ed ation program for the
clergy, the Yeshiva Project has made the
following contributions to program develop-
ment: (1) Dettrmined the basic character-
istics of knowledge inthe mental health sci-
ences and field wyrk experience to serve as
the basis for eveloping the necessary
teaching materials; (2) delineated the cate-
gories of religiously-derived values which
would be of especial significance for Clergy
o communicate; (3)Noutlined the type of
rogram to be made available to mental

health workers to enable them to make Opti-:
mal use of the clergyman as a resource per-
son in the management of mental health
problems; (4) communicated its finding's to
leading religious and ffiental health educa-
tors relative to the task of mental health .ed-
ucation for clergy and underscored the need
for a refocusing of seminary education to
achieve this end; (5) obtained the support
of religious and mental health educators ca-
pable of utilizing Yeshiva Project's conclu-
sions to formulate a focused mental health
education program for clergy.

Development of a Mental Health Curriculum for the
Training of Theological Students

Making the Ministry Relevant, Hans
Hoffman, Scribner's, 1960

The Abnormal Persond His World,
Paul J. Stern, Von Nostrand Press, 1964

Religion and Mental Health, Hans
Hoffman, Harper and Row, 1961.

The fourth of these books,is a text divel-
oped especially for use in seminaries and
divinity schools.

Within the Divinity School, the 'growth
and ,pirolessionalization of the field ,educa:
tion program to its present position, (by
vote of,the faculty this spring) as .a 2-year-
requirement Within the B.D. program; the
current capital drive to endow a chair in
pastoral counseling; the new involvement in
training for clinical psychology throughout
the University as recommended by report of
a special committee appointed by the Presi-I
dent; and the calling of Dr. William R. Ro-
gers, associate professor of psychology and
religion and associate dean of Earlham Col-
lege, as a visiting lecturer next. spring term
all these are only efew among the many
indications of the project's continuing influ-
ence.

Samuel H. Miller
School of Divinity
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02238
***MH-6406 1956-1961

The project was set up to investigatg
training Protestant seminarians in mental
health theories and practices. The training
involved was thought useful both for its
own sake in sending out to the seminaries
and churches men grounded in mental
health work and for its function as a labo-
ratory in curriculum study and the develop-
ment of methods and texts.

Approximately 20 Ph.D. candidates were
trained in the field of religion and mental
health. Approximately 40 B.D. candidates
worked in field education projects in reli-
gion and mental health. And approximately
120 students (primarily B.D.) took part in
classes and seminars on the subject.

The project resulted in the following
books:

The Ministry and Mental Health, Hans
Hoffman, Association Press, 1960
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Develop Mont of a Mental Health Curriculum
for Training of Theological Students

Rev.' V. V. Herr
Department of Psychology -
Loyola University
Chicago, Illinois 60626
***MH-6404

4
1956-1962

This project was an interdisciplinary ap-
proach to the study of the rale of religion in
mental health, in an attempt to make better
use of the behavioral sciences in the train-
ing of priests and ministers. Schools of the
three major faiths worked together, with
projects conducted at Harvard Divi
School, Yeshiva University, and at Loyola
University of Chicago. It.is a unique project
in the sense that nothing like it had been
done by the churches before, and certainly
not with Government support. Over 150
major Catholic theological seminaries coop-
erated in this pilot study and received all of
the results of the study progressively from
the years 1962-1967.

The Loyola project aimed.to prepare and
present materials and methods that have
been developed in the behavioral sciences to
assist in the training 'of 'clergymen. The
final' result would be that clergymen, in
their role as clergymen, might contribute in
their own unique way to the mental health
of the Nation. All these seminaries declared
themselves willing and eager to accept
newer methods of training, when and if
their efficiency had been well established.
The three main objectives of the program
are (1) the preventive aspects of mental
health, (2) aiding the actually mentally ill
through skillful use of techniques of refer-
ral as well as through religious resources,
and (3) fostering mental health through en-
couragement of the type of training that
will guarantee the most adequate develop-
ment of each individual personality.

Project workers realized very early that
the precise role of the clergyman would
need clarification. Thus, many subsidiary
projects soon assumed important propor-
tions in the total study. These were: to as-
certain what attempts'are being made by
seminary heads and teachers toward clari-

fying the role of the clergyman in maintain
ing mental health ; to learn what satisfaction
seminarians have received from existing
training methods and what steps are being
taken to evaluateand to iftprove the situa-
tion; to ascertain what knowledge clergy-
men in general have with regard to the
goals and methods of the ancillary mental-
health disciplines and What kinds of screen-
ing of candidates.tor the ministry are being
used.

It should be noted that the advisory board
for the Loyola project had representatives

om the following disciplines: theology,
chiatry, medicine, psychology, sociology,
ropology, education and administration.
ting agencies, in the mental health field,
tors of institutes and workshops:. in

tai health; and seminary heads also .co-
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The Loyola Project was actually a contin-
uation of a counseling program for clergy-
men which had been begun by the Arch-
diocese of Chicago 5 years prior to the
beginning of the NIMH project. This same
counseling program continues to.function at
Loyola as part of university' training for
clergy as well as lay persons.

As is well known, Vatican Council -II
made a thorough study of Catholic semi-
naries all over the world and at this Council
one of our Loyola Project workers, Rever-
end Charles A. Curran, acted as an expert
consultant foi 2 years. The director of the
project, the Reverend V.V. Herr, S.J., was
also called in during the closing sessions to
confer with the Council representatives in
regard to the curriculum for training semi-
narians. 'Therefore, it is obvious that the
study done at Loyola is having national and
even international repercussions. Almost all
of the lectors of the cooperating major sem-
inaries asked for and received copies of the
course materials. They also sent in very
helpful comments in regard to their own
reactions and these were incorporated in the
revised editions. The project director at-
tended the National Education Association
meetings every year from 19Q2 -1967, and



addressed the 'reotors of All the Catholic
seminaries concerning the project.

Within 2 years of the completion of the
project, five books have been published, de-
scribing' the course content which our pro-
ject recommends for seminarians. One of
these books, prepared^by the codirector of the
project, who was a priest psychiatrist since
deceased, has received the widest circula-
tion. Several of the books will be published
in foreig-n languakes.

The Doyola project i.8 rrobably responsi-
ble, at least- in ''part, for several newer pro-
jects of much .wider "'Scope in the United
States within the last 2 years. One of these is
supported by the National Council of Bish-
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ops ; it will last 3 years and will evaluate
the personality of Roman Catholic clergy-
men in terms of efficiency and creativity in
promoting mentally healthy religious life.
Another project, supported by members of
different religious orders, evaluates the se-
lection processes now being utilized by re-
ligious sisterhoods. Of course there is a
double aspect of this ablection; namely, to
protect the religious themselves from becom-
ing mentally ill, anc to aid them in fostering,
better mental health among the children
and others,entrusted,4to their care.

Loyola University has received an addi-
tionak.grant for modernizing the =swam of
counselor -training.

or
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LAWYERS AND JUDGES

ti

Summer College and Workshops for Juvenile Court Judges

Mr. John F. X. Irving
National Council of Juvenile Court Judges
1155 E. 60th Street
dhicago, Illinois 60637
***MH-10295 1965-1969

This is an intensive training program for
new or recent. juvenile court judges ,aF a
demonstration of hoW the problem of equip-
ping judges for the difficult and specialized
responsibilities'of. juvenile and family curt

m4bt approached. The program
ir v.1 ,

Program lir Training in Psychiatry' and Law

centers around a four-week tsumnier 'col-
lege' but, in actuality, is an integrated ten-
month program involving orientation, pre-
college extension study 'and post-college
in-service continuation training2The program
curriculum` focuses on three major areas:
(1) -law, procedure and function of court;
(2) understanding of delinquent behavior
and related problems; (3) person-al slang,
e.g., leadership, communication, interper-
sonal sensitivity, problem solving styles,

0, golf definition.

Dr. ymoJlr Pollack
School of Medicine
University of Southern California
Los Angeles, California '90033
***MH-10289 19651967

This project developed a training pro-
gram to promote communication and im-
prove working relationships among those
concerned with psychiatric legal problems.
Two major patterns were used in the organi-
zation of courses; one plan took some group
of problems and hikd in the course repre-
sentatives of all the interestedgroups; the
other plan had a course, for people from
some particular institution who presented
their special problem. The training pro-
grams -were in the following four major

areas : (1) Law enforcement- seminars with
police officers and sheriff :deputies directed
to retognition and management of the men-
tally disturbed offender; (2) prosecution-
seminars with deputy district and cityvat-
-tdheys, public defenders and State attorney
general's- directed` to psycho-dynamics of
personality development, motivations of an-
tisocial behavior; (3) correction-seminars
with correctional officers, parole, probation,
and, institution staff directed to psychody-
namics, group dynamics, and group therapy;
and (A) civil areas' -seminars with staff in
the Department of Adoptions in the Supe-
rior Court and Domestic Relations, mar-
riage counselors directed to psychodyffem-
ics, family .dynamics and brief family ther-
apy.

Behavioral Science Teaching in taw Schools

Dr. Herbert C. Modlin
Division of Law and Psychiatry
Menninpr Foundation
Topeka, Kansas 66601
***MH-10288 1965-1967
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This program conducted four 3-day work-
ing meetings to consider the need for more
behavioral science content in the curriculum
of law schools. The conference participants
were limited to 12 distinguished persons

dryri)
1. II .)
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from psychiatry, law,. school faculties, and
social scientists teaching in law schools. The
primary objective of the project was to con-
struct a supplementary curriculum of be-

havioral science (iourse work and practi-
sum) for the law schools to assist and
encourage these schools to inc ude this mate-
rial within their tradition: offering.

Psychiatry and Law for the Judiciary
Dr. Seymour Pollack
School of Medicine
University of Southern California
Los Angeles.Californii 90033 /
"MH-8278 1963-1968

This project trains jurists in psychiatric
principles. The objectives of the training
program are to develop in the judiciary a
greater awareness of psychiatric principles
and issues, involved in' law; to demonstrate
the 'influence of this increased awareness
upon judicial operations, legal and social
processes; and to demonstrate the relation-
ship of the judiciary to contemporary social

values and the field of mentalhealth. Train-
, ing consists of eight 2-da institutes per-
year devoted to topics of importance to
judges, and 'presented by experts drawn
from;the entire country. Areas covered
within the context of law-psychiatry rele-
vance include personality development, vari-
ations in psychiatric frames of reference,
conscious and unconscious mechanisms, con-
cepts of free-will and responsibility, Mental
disease, the psychiatrist as an expert wit-
ness, evaluation of testimony, domestic rela-
tions, sexual development,' psychiatric con-
cepts of various offenses, and penology and
probation.

An Interdisciplinary Law-Medicine Institute
4Mr. William J. 'Curran
School ofLaw
Boston University
Boston, Massachusetts 02208
***MH-6588 1958-1963

The object of this project was to establish
a Law-Medicine Institute to be conducted
jointly by the Schools of Medicine and Law.
This Institute functioned jointly as a, center .
for interdisciplinary training in the over-
lapping areas'of law, medicine, and the be

sciences. The long-range plan was

..to incorporate training and te!ching mate-
rial into the process of the regular ongoing
professional education ih law and medicine.

Behavioral science materials were devel-
oped for use in laW school courses. Medico-
legal materials were developed for medical
school education in psychiatry, preventive
Medicine, industrial medicine, legal medi-
cine, etc. The intent was to train law stu-
dents as-well as medical students and those
in allied medical fields, primarily psychia-
try. Field work was affiliated with the Mas-
sachusetts Department of Mental Health's
Division of Legal Medicine.

Development of Content and Methods for Teaching
Human Behavior to the Law Student

Dr. Richard C. Donnelly (deceased)
Yale University Law School
New Haven, Connecticut 06520
***MH-6413 1956-1964

The basic purpose of this project was to
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develop new teaching materials and meth-
ods of instruction and training, and to use
and evaluate those materials and methods,
in preparing lawyers, critically, to apply
relevant ideas and methods of behavioral
science in the practice and scholarship of,



Training Law Students in the Behavioral Sciences

Mr. Louis B. Schwartz
Law School
University of Pennsylvanii
Philadelphia, Pennsylvanii 19104
*"MH-6166 1955-:1%3

The goals of this project were (le) to de-
velop methods and materials, for 'utilizing
relevant modern knowledge of human be-
havidr, particularly psychology and psychi-

atry, in the study of law and in the training
of future lawyers ; ,(2) to facilitate communi-
cation between laWyers and psychiatristi and
to evolve effective. teaching techniques by

conducting
an experiment in teaching, col -

laboration ;. (3) to embody the results of this
experiment in a collection of teaching mate-
rials and a teacher's guide; and (4) to train
the faculty. Emphasis was placed on the de-
velopment _of course books.

223
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PERSONNEL IN CRIME
AND DELINQUENCY

Prevention and Control of Juvenile Delinquency
Dr. Richer J. Cienclenon
Law School
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
***MH-11505* 1968 -1971

The Juvenile Justice Institutes include two
highly related but distinct educational pio-.
grams, one.for police, probation 'and parole
personnel working with juveniles, and thee
.other for juvenile court judges with some
representation of persons serving as defense,-
counsel in juvenile courts. Through provision
of broad and carefully designed educational
experiences for these two groups, the Juve-
nile Justice Institutes striveto contribute to
the professionalization of the juvenile jukice
system. In contrast to "in-service training"
the institutes use creditable college .level
courses which encompass law; communica-
tions, behavioral dynamics, and delinquency
prevention and control, but also include
courses that focus on special concerns and
problems faced by each professional group
represented frxthe fotarstudent body. Per
sons enrolled in the Juvenile Officer's Insti-
tute may 1* registered for 12 undergraduate
or six graduate credits for the 8-week period.

Both the selection of students for the In-
stitutes and the liming of the two .programs
are aimed to enhance their educational values
for all participants. More than half of the
students enrolled in the Juvenile Officers' In-
stitute and three-fourths of the judges are
drawn from outside Minnesota and include
persons from every region of the United
States and. not infrequently a few from for-

...eign countries. The Juvenile Court Judges'
Institute begins 3 weeks later than Juve-
nile Officers' Institute to permit them to
operate concurrently over a 5-week period.

r-

4.
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This arrangement permits judges, defense"
counsel, police and correctional personnel to
be broagtht together for some educational
experiences pointed toward development of
"some cooperative efforts ,within the various
segments of the juvenile justice system.

The combined programs have, over the
past 14, years, enrolled a total of 739 repre-
sentatives of the juveni& justice system.
Five hundred ninety-three of the graduates
have been juvenile officers and 146 have been
judges. Many of the police officers come with
but a high -school education, some with 1 or
2 years of college work. The majority of
correctional personnel have undergraduate
degree's and most of the judges have law
degrees as well. Geographically, regi*anti
have come from 40 different States and 10
foreign countries, representing many differ-
ent roles, in the juvenile justice. system, in-
cluding juvenile police officers, police training
officers, probation-parole officers, correctional
institution workers, correctional training
officers, juvenile court judges, juvenile court
referees.. county attorneys or prosecutors and
private attorneys employed by legal aid so-
cieties or neighbor-hood legal service agencies.

During the course of the 8 weeks of the
Juvenile Officers' Institute and the 5 weeks
of the Juvenile Court Judges' Institute, the
students are differentially exposed to a
broad selection of coordinated educational
experiences made possible through the cooy-
eration of' many educators and Aactitionirs
of the juvenile justice system. Basic core
classes offered in the Instituters for under-
graduate or graduate &edit are presented in
classroom or seminar type sessions with
heavy emphasis placed on class discussions
and student participation. Additional
'classes, not offered for credit but extremely
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important to their comprehensive edUca-
tional experience, follow a variety of out-
lines and models. Through the cooperation
of representatives of local juvenile justice
systetns, a field study or.practicum program
has been developed for the institutes. Used
as a laboratory for study, this program
brings to the classrooms vivid practical di-
mensions to the' subject matters considered.
Another educational experience is provided
through the orginization of studentt into
small, 10-man discussion groups through

'which they can examine their effectiveness
in relating to otheri a d how other people
affect themselves.

It is difficult to mess e the impact the
Institutes have had on juvenile justice sys-, tems locally and across the Nation. Most
meaningful indices- come from recruitment

)graduates

registrants, feedback materials from
)(graduates and inquiries made about the pro-
grama throughout the year.

Either out of deiire to improve their pre-
sentjob performance or because they are

the system, an increasing
about to embark new and greater respon-
sibilities withi
number of applications az:E, received each
year. Frequently requests are received from '
police agencies that one or more of their
officers be admitted because the department
is about to establish a juvenile division or a
school liaison progtam. Special efforts are
made to respond to such requests but in
creased numbers of applications also mean
increased rejections since the combined in-
stitutes can accommodate no more than
about 80 to 90 persons with the present level
of staffing. 'Many individuals and agencies
now reserve space in the Institutes a year in
advance. By and large, recruitment is done
through word-of-mouth and d,istribution.of
printed announcements upon request. Little,
if any, systematic recruitment has been nee-

,. ti.EMU. I%

Each year; about 3 months after the com-
pletion of the 'Juvenile Officers' .Institute,
graduates and their supervisors are asked
to describe any change, in student job
responsibilities and work performance
which appear to result from their experi-
ences at the University. The range of re-
sponses are bOth interesting and encourag-
ing: Most responses reflect no change in job

0. ...
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responsibilities, but do report an increased
sense of understanding and knowledge that
has improved the graduate's ability to work

wh troubled youth and other personnel
hin and outside of the juvenile justice

system: Some respondentl reported promo-
tions and increased responsibilities and du,
ties as a direct result of their graduation
from the Institutes. -These promotions hive
included everything from becoming supervf-
sors, heads of degartmental divisions, and
training officers to advtnces in salaries4or
better pefformance of the same work. Many
judges report that they have developed and
iatroduced new programs and procedures
into their courts and related services. Sev-
eral of therh have structured programs
through which they can improve communi-
sations between service agencies working
within the court system to prevent future
problems 'and develop effective coordinated
working relationships.

Throughout the year inquiries are re-
ceived from orgatihatio* of all types re-
quesg information about the Institutes
and vice on planning and conducting edu-
cational programs of like nature. Many of
these inquiries are from agencies organizing
inservice training programs. However,
other universities have also asked help in
planning educational programs modeled
upon .the Institutes.

Nol attempts have ever been made to
bring into the Institutes persons who are
not presently employed within -the juvenile
justice system. The thrust of the p ;ograms
has been to upgrade the students' work per-
formance tack on. the job.
. Projected plans for the Institutes tare to
continue seeking about the same level of
financial support for 'future institutes as has
been- received in the past. In late 1968, the
University of Minnesota increased its com-
mitment to the program by furnishing the
salaried position of assistant to the dir&ctor,
who is also salaried by the UniveAsity. In-
creasingly, agencies and departmes which
hate been* sending representatives to the In-
stitutes have obtained means by 'which they
can assist in paying part or all of the regis-
trants' living and travel expenses while at
the University.

2. 43
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Center for Training in Differential Treatment .

Dr. Marguerite Q. Warren 1 .

Institute for the Study of Crime and
Delinquency

Suite 6t6, Crocker Citizens Bank
7th and "J" Streets
Sacrainento, California 95817
*MH-10893 1967-1970

' The primary objective' of the Center for
Training in Digerential Treatment is to de-
velop and evaluate training programs and
Consultation procetures in the use of Inter-
personal ,MaturitClassification
and intervention strategies, for delinquents

'based on the Differential Tieatment Model.
-The Center staff 'consists of a program
director, two trainers, One research analyst,
and two clerical positions. A video produc-
tion company is under contract to the Cen-
ter. College students assist in data collecting
and processing. -

Between November 1967 and May\,1973,
28 training workshops were held;rriainly at
the Training Center in Sacramento, ranging
in dUration from 1 to, 9 weeks. Numerous
shorter presentations of Training Center ac-
tivities have lasted from 2 hours to 3 days.
The 1-week workshops presented (1) over-
views of Differential Treatment for admin-
istrators, (2) Itrifferential TreAtment plan-
ning fpr treatment supervisors, and (3)
treatmht of specific subtypes for worker
specialists. The'purpose of four 5-week pro-
grams was to develop trainers in I-level and
Differential Treatment for non-California
correcti&nal agencies. The aim of a 6-week
program was to divelop diagnosticians for
reception centers of the California Youth
Authority. Three 9-week sessions focused on
the training of regional, interagency Train-
ing Teams.

A total of 334 trainees have participated,
including representatives of administration,
probation and parole supervisiOn and line
staff, intake workers, research and training
staff, chaplains, acadeic teachers, and cot-
tage life staff. 'Academic backgrounds of

1, Eturrent information on the project can be ohtairied from
Mr. George F. Howard, Acting Pro set Direet;r, Hunshm Learn-
tnot Systems, Center for Training lin Differential Treatment-
3(114 Fifth Avenue, Sacramento, Calif. 3IS17.

r

7trainees include 20 doctorates, 93 masters,
,174.,:borchelors, 32 with 1-3 years 'of college,
ana:115'high school graduates.

Train es were selected from agencies
which .a reed to attempt to implement Dif-
ferential. Treatment concepts in some as-
pect of their prograM. Trainees have rt ire -
sented agencies working with the rang of
severity of delinquency _problems, from
prevention (e.g., Big Brothers) to maxiinum
security institutions fbr habitual 'offenders.

-"*).Workers. from juvenile and adult programs,
from institution and community-based pro-
grams, and from county, State, Federal,
Canadian Erovince, and private facilities
have also been included. A fewaparticipants
have been university-based.

,Important collaborators in practicum as-
pects of the training have been a number of
facilities of the California Youth Authority
and adult probation subsidy units of Santa
Clara ant) San Francisco counties.

Training methods of the Center include
lecture 'presentations, small group discus-
sions, observation of ongoing Differential
Treatment programs,. practicum in Ater,
viewing and.,Differential Treatment plan-
ning with individualized feldback from
staff. T-group methods have been used, as
appropriate, to improve the quality of com-
munication in the training sessions and in
the development of Treatment Teams.
. A unique featur&of the training program
is its attachment to an ongoing demonstra-
tion and research project, the California
Youth Authority's Community Treatment,Project (CTP). The trainicrinvolves utili-
zation of innovative research ftnclincns as
well as teaching both current and evaluative
material. Another unique feature of the.
Center is that the curriculum is, based on a
rational division of the heterogeneous offen-
der population into subgroups for which the
,nature of the problem, the reatment goals
and correlated treatment strategies have
been defined. One of the most interesting
implications of the 'Differential Treatment
Model has to do with the "matching" of
clients and workers. Center staff have
worked with social agencies to' help them
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choose embers of their staff most appro-
priate to work with various kinds of delin-
quents a. an aid in selecting staff for spe-
cific tree ment training.

Folio on consultation, typically focusfhi
on help ith ongoing practicum and inser-
vice trai ing and implementation problems,
is availa le to participants and their parent
agencieS

A nil ber of criteria useful` for predicting
successf 1 learners have been developed
from au s io-recorded pre-training interviews
and a p ragraph completion instrument. An
index which predicts 'success in training has
been developed from a self-rating instru-
ment which assesses each candidate's treat-
ment orientation. A CTP instrument for the
selection and matching of worker specialists
within the Differential Treatment Model

has been revised by Center staff.
Training project assessment procedures

include a number of systematic and rela-
tively objective measures of program im-
pact on trainees and their parent agencies.
Performance tests are utilized, as are pre-
post questionnaires aimed ,at -evaluating
trainees and atmosphere in agencies. Rat-
ings on trainees and !or agencies are made by
trainees, their supervisors and administra-
tors, and by Center staff. Evaluation proce-
dures have been carried out in the following
areas: Training evaluation by trainees;
changes in trainees ontent knowledge and
integration, technics skills, attitudes and
job performance; evaluation of trainees'
ability and potential as trainers; and pre:.
disposition to use the newly learned ma-
terial.' Points of impact between the Dif-
ferential Treatment training content and
agency organization, policy, and practices
have been conceptualized. An audio=recorded
five-interview test assesses the trainee's diag-
nostic accuracy 1 year after completion of

training. Implementation and training in-
dices developed from questionnaire data are
sed to assess the extent of Differential
reatment training and programming in

partici pating agencies.
Extensive training has been conducted by

trainees on rAurn to their parent agencies.
The most extensive has been conducted by
six interagency .Training Teams in Califor-
nia. Participating agencies have received
training which had been requested and the
team* are no longer functioning.

The training appears to have had great
personal and professional impact on a signi-
ficant number of participants. Data in this
area are rather ."soft" since promotions, job
changes and new personal commitments
must beiviewed through a complex of fac-
tors. These "testimonial" data, while not
scientifically respectable, are meaningful
additional payoffs for the Center staff.

The final report of Phase I of the Train-
ing Center, completed in the summer of
1970, includes a large part of the training
curricula in detail. Lecture-discussion mate-
rials are available on audiotape. Prototype
diagnostic interviews with the various de-
linquent subtypes are also available from
the Center. All curricula are being prepared
in videotape format. The video package will
include approximately -37 flours of lecture
material and some 20 illustrative diagnostic
interviews. The video package and the final
report of Phase:II will be available in Janu-
ary 1974. Inquiries should be addressed to
Human Learning Systems, Inc.

In addition to project publications, a
large number of papers have been presented
at professional meetings and conferences.
Many more requests for these presentations
are received than can be handled by the
staff. Visitors from all over the world are
frequent.

Mental Health Training for Law Enforcement Officers

Dr. David J. Pittman
Social Science Institute
Washington University
St. Louis, Missouri 63130
MH-10448 1966-1969
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The main objective of this project was to
provide professionally oriented training and'
guidance to law enforcement agencies in the
areas of alcoholism, suicidal behavior, men-
tal illness. drug abuse, and sexual deviance.



The program began July 1, J966, and ended
June 30,1970. In that period, 50 upper-
echelon polite officers from throughout the
country received extensive training during
2-week seminars. The International Asso-
ciation of Chiefs of Police assisted in gain-
ing the ,cooperation of police departments
who sent officers having a vqice in:, depart-
mental policies. The seminar's .faculty was
also nationally drawn and primarily jrepre-
sented the social sciences, jurisppkence,

. and psychiatry. All of them' were experts in
at least one of the five topic areas.

The training program was unique in sev-
eral ways.sAlthough the police are heavily
involved with .these five behavioral 'prob-
lems, very lit* discussion and analysik of
them have taken into consideration the po-
licernan's perspective. The seminars allowed
the police and experts to exchange ideas and
formulate ways in which the police might
better deal with persons suffering from
thest cenditions..',Thus the meetings were
rhore than a simple pedagogical experience.
The officers were asked to- putt their knowl-
edge into actid* by developing polities
which would not only make them better law
enforcers, but also able to help people ex-
hibiting these behavioral conditions.

The seminars laid a foundation %from
which informational and training brochures
on alcoholism, suicidal behavior, sexual de-
viance, drug abuse, and.thental illness could
be developed. These publications' present an
overview of current knoyvledge of these con-
ditions and especially focus on information
crucial for the law enforcement office
More importantly, they present ways in
which departments may more effectively re-

spon'd to these pfoblems. The brochures are.
unusual in that they represent.a synthesis
of many different professional orientation&
Also,' they constitute a source of material
that police departments' are'not typically en-
posed to and were designed specifically for'
the police: In short,they fill a void in the
mental health literature, which has essen-
tially ignored law enforcement agencies.
The response to- the first publication, Alco-
hol, ;Alcoholism, and Laic Enforcement, has
been quite favorable, and a number of de-
partments have taken steps to adopt the de-
toxification center's model °upped in the
brochure. There have been over' 500 re-

. quests for this document. T114 other four
brochures are entitled, Suicidal Behavior
and Law Enforcement; Mental Illness and
Law Enforcement,. Drugs, Drug Abuse, and
Law Enforcement; and Sexual Deviance and
Law Enforcement. It is anticipated that ap-
proximately 1,000 individuals and organiza-
tions will receive each publication.

As with most experimental programs, the
ideas and procedures developed are often
initially viewed as radical. In the beginning,
both the officers and the experts (who were
typically from academic institutions) ex-
pressed reservations about working with
ertrh other. However, as the program devel-
oped, both groups found that they could
work together.' This is extremely important
since any effective program designed to help
persons with these conditions necessitates
the cooperation of the police and other pro-
fessions. The feedback from the participat-
ing officers clearly indicates that many of
their departments are developing liaisons
with other relevant community agencies.

Guidelines for. the Training of Correctional Officers

Dr. Benjamin Frank
Center for Study of Crime,

Corrections
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, Illinois 62903
**M1-1-9484

Delinquency and

1964-1965

This project convened two workshops
experts representing the executive level

.1

of
of
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correctional administration, personnel
training supervisors, the professions of psy-
chiatry, psychology, social work, education
and academic criminologists who were
closely associated- with the field of correc-
tions. The wosiciliops were devoted mainly
to the basic issues involved in relating
correctional goals and practices to the de-
veloprriertt and implementation of training
programs for correctional officers. Contem-



porary trends and research findings in
corrections were related to the changing
roles and functions of the correctional"

officer. Training rthe Correctional Officer,
containing the proceeliings of the two work-
shops, was published.

Intern Fellowships for Field Studies in Criminology

Dr. Leslie T. Wilking''
School of Criminology
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720
*MH-9579 and MH-10293 1964-1969

The program consisted of three phases:
(1) Sponsorship of the graduate Intern Fel-
low by a member of the School of Criminol-
ogy faculty and the development of a course
of study, which led to a dissertational re-
search project for the _intern; (2) field
placement of the intern with a public or pri-
vate agency in which this research could be
conducted; alternatively, the intern, with
approval of his faculty sponsor, might em-
bark on a specialized research project
which did not involve placement within an
outsi4k agency, and during which labora-
tory pork substituted for placement in a so-
cial agency; and (3) the participation by
the intern in a biWeekly seminar which
gave him the opportunity to discuss his re-.
search progress with other members of the
intern program as well as with the staff.
Each intern was instructed in research
techniques such' as electronic data tabula-
tion, survey techniques, questionnaire con-
struction and research methodology. De-
pending upon the time available, each intern
was required to make one or more original
research presentations before tis group
and was judged by his faculty sponsor and
the Intern Project director on his develop-
ment, ability and technical skills.

The Seminars afforded the students the
opportunity to make generalizations and
comparisons, between agencies other than
their own.

Faculty sponsorship was seen as one of
the most important aspects of the graduate
student's career. Generally, faculty sponsor-
ship of a graduate student occurs infor-

1. For current information on the project, contact the Dean
of the fkhool of Criminolare.
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mally, whereas in the Intern Program a
deliberate effort was made to "match-up"
substantive areas of interest and to increase
the meaningfulness of the student-teacher
relationship. °

Field placeLient of the intern consisted of
observing, participating in, and experienc-
ing.the daily activities of a formal organiza-
tion concerned with juvenile delinquency,
crime and/or social deviance. The 15-hours
per week of field placement provided the in-
terns with an opportunity to identify and
specify problems in the field_ and their rele-
vance to unsolved problems in criminologi-
cal literature. For many interns these prob-
lems became the basis for further research
inquiries, for the real problems Of; the out-
side world cannot be accurately examined
by, isolating ourselves ,from_ the phenome-
non.

In addition to the School's four areas of
major concern (riots and civil disorders,
law enforcement, drug use and abuse, and
psychiatric treatment programs) staff
added the following additional rent con-
cerns as possible (but not li 't ) areas:
Delinquency prevention progra ; self-help
operations (ex- convict organizations) ; com-
munity Organization; private citizen efforts
at reform, self-defense, rehabilitation; the
administration of criminal justice in minor-
ity communities; neighborhood legal assist-
ance; military justice.

Intern field experience and research fell
under the following rubrics: Police-student
confroptations; police roles in the criminal
justice system; police- juvenile encounters
and services; police- and drug abuse proce-
dures; police-crime laboratories; juvenile
court and communication theory; a county's
juvenile justice system; origins of juvenile
court; work furlough practices in four
counties; bail and/or practices; parole as a
profession and career; county prosecutors;
adolescent drug abuse; adolescent culture
survey; female offenders; draft resistance;

f", rl,1



political crime; legal services to minority
students; services to black ex-offenders;
Chinese-American delinquency; third-gener-
ation Japanese Americana; Japanese Ameri-
can crime rates; psychotherapeutic methods;
drug abuse treatment models; communica-
tion theory in treatment groupi; subjectivity
and criminological research; bohemian life-
styles.

Seventy-five interns were engaged in field
experiences in a variety of social agencies.
This had the effect of bringing the School of
Criminology itself in much .closer liaison
with the social welfare, police, judicial, and
correctional agencies in the northern Cali-
fornia area. As a result of individual fac-
ulty supervision and sponsorship, interns
and faculty were .brought together in closer
working relationships in areaa,of mutual re-
search interest.

As of June 1973 twenty-seven Intern Fel-
lows (3671)° had completed their doctoral
written and oral examinatiops and are pres-
ently at various stales of completing their
dissertations, and 26 Fellows (35% ) had
completed their doctorates and becre
graduates of the School of Criminology In
addition, another eight (11%) expect to
complete their graduate training at the end

of the fall 1973 quarter. Since the project
began, 45 Intern Fellows have earned their
master o_ f criminology degrees while en-
rolled in the field placement program.

After the completion of their academic
course requitements and the successful ,,pas-
sage of their doctoral written and `oral ex-
minatibns, many of the interns have re-
turned to their former field of employment
while others have found placement in new
and different 'fields.'For example, 26 Fellows
have become faculty members at institu-
tions of higher educationk Forty-one of the
75 interns now have college teaching or
high level research and administrative posi-
tions.

The Intern Fellows have published many
research articles in learned professional
journals during and directly following their
residence at the School of Criminology. In
addition, they have contributed to a number
of publications and reports compiled by the
School of Criminology 'in the course of its
continuing research on matters of Veal and
national concern. Many of these publica-
tions have been directly influenced and in-
spired by the experiences of the interns dur-
ing their field placement or laboratory
assignments.

Juvenile Delinquency studies Training Program

Dr. Jacob Fishman I
Institute for Youth Studies
Hcreard'University
Washington, D.C. 20001
***MH-8318 1963-1968

This project represented an innovative at-.,
tempt to provide interdisciplinary training
in the area of delinquency and youth studies
to trainees who enrolled for graduate de-
grees An traditional disciplines. 'Draining
was provided by means of classes, seminars,
workshops, and field experiences in whi6h
the trainees participated in ongoing re-
search and service activities. The specific'

Dr. Fishman can be molted at the Universitt Research
Corporation, 1130 Wisconsin Ave., Chevy. Chase, Matiland
MIL For current information on the project. contact Dean
Lawrence Gary, Institute for Urban Affairs and Research,
Romani University*, P.O.' Box 101, Washineton,A.D.C. 20001.
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goals of this program have been (1) the in-
stitution of a number of interdisciplinary
courses and field experiences at the level of
graduate education which can enrich the
programs offered by the schools and depart-
ments of the university in regard to the
study of youth problems and the prevention
and control of' juvenile delinquency.; (2) a
full-time 1-year interdisciplinary graduate
training sequence in "problems of youth"
for students in the social sciences and
human service professions who wish to
qualify themselves to work with socially
disadvantaged youth and with delinquent
populations. Areas drawn upon include psy-
chiatry, psychology, sociology; anthropol-
ogy, education, pediatrics, 'medicine, public
health, laW, religion, and social work. Full-
time graduate and professional students
were drawn from the various schools of the



university. A certificate is granted on the
successful completion of this program. The
following courses were offered: (1) Behav-
ioral Research Seminartwo semesters;
-(2) Group Development and Counseling
two semesters; (3) Life Styles of Youth
one semester; (4) Special Policy Planning,
Implementationone .semester ; (5) Utiliza-

, tion and Supervision of the Nonprofessional
one semester; (6) The Poor and the Po-
tential for Employmentone semester; (7)
Techniques of Rehabilitationone semes-

ter; (8) 'Institutional Program fors, Delin-
quentsmie semester;' (9) Law and Social
Changeone semester; (10) Identity and
Social Interventiopone semester. The
practicum consisted of supervised field work
in youth programs. Each trainee spent 12
hours a week in a community agencyin
most cases either a program operated by the
Institute for Youth Studies (research, train-
ing or demonstration) or an agency closely
affiliated with tLe purposes and the prii-
grams of the Institute.

0

Training Program for Personnel in and for
the Field of Juvenile Delinquency

Dr. Irving Kaufman
Department of Psychiatry
Judge Baker Guidance Center
295 Loganwood Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02115
***MH-6252 1955-1961

This program was designed to study and
evaluate methods of training clinical and
nonclinical personnel in work with juvenile

1

delinquents and their families. A second
purpose was the study and evahiation of in-
service methods of training personnel al-
ready working in the field of juvenile delin-
guency. The program consisted of didactic
training and field experience comprised of a,
series of lectures and seminars. Inservice
training programs were. established for ju-
venile .probation officer's, personnel from
homes for unwed mothers, and police.

r-r'
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ALCOHOLISM AND

UG ABUSE P.ERSONNEL

-5
Educational Program for Alcoholism Counselors

Dr. Abrham M. $chneidmuhl
Ncoholishi Clinic
Baltimore City Health Dept.
2221 Saint Paul St.
Baltimore, Maryland 21218
***MH-11054*

1,

1967 -1970
5

This prof is developing. a 6-month
training se nce for nqnprofessional per-

tns interested in becoming alcoholism
ounselprs In various settings. The program

objective's are: (1) to dlivelop teaching tech-
niques and teaching miterial for an inten-
sive education program deit ed to prepitre
nonprofessionals to work e ctively with
alcoholic patients and (2) to elop tech-
niques of gelection of students for this pro-
gram. To' date, 75 trainees; (50 of them
sponsored by, this Grant) have completed
the. program. :

The educational backgrounds of. the train-
ees $nged from high school equivalency
certificate holders through 4. years of col-
lege. The target population has included
emotionally mature social drinkers, abstai
ners or recovering alcoholics who hive
proven themselves to be people-oriented,,
with an. interest in playing a role in habili-
tation or rehabilitation of the alcoholic.
They must display some evidences of social
and/or economic accomplishment (past or
preient)

The following facilities have been signi-
ficant in their cooperation in the training
program: the Baltimore City Health De-
partment's Alcoholism Center, The JOhns
Hopkins School of Public Hygiene, and the

1. Dr. Sehneidmuhl ran be reached at the Training Program
for Alcoholism Counsellors, 1620 PdcElderry 8t., Baltimore. Mc(
21205.

se,

Alcoholism Clinic at the Psychiatric Insti-
tute, University of Maryland. The following
institutions accept students in field assign-

. ments: The Johns Hopkins Hospital, The
University of Maryland Hospital, Spring
Grove State Hospital, Loch Raven Veterans
Ho-spital, 'United States 'Public Health Ser-
vice Hospital, and Baltimore City Hospitals.
Trainees also accompany Court Counselors
(Municipal Courts) for several sittings.

Two months out of the 6-months training
period are devoted to didactic lectures based
on alcohol, alcoholism and the alcoholic.
The next 4. months are spent in fields assign-
ments in general. hospitals or State 'hospital
Alcoholic Rehabilitation Units. Four week-
ends are spent in a general hospital's emer-
gency room.

This training program has played a signi-
ficant role in the development' of alcoholisM
programs in Maryland' by :' (1) training
manpdwer to back up developing programs;
(2) creating a demand for alcoholism coun-
selors; .(3) stimulating "helping agencies"
(hospitals, jails, etc.) to.develop alcoholism
Programs; (4) helping to improve the gen-
eral.hospital's staff's attitude toward the al-
coholic patient;. (5) helping to improve the
treatment, of the alcoholic patient.

A most unique facet is the graduating
(after a 6-month training period) of persons
with both the ability and the capability to
set up a. general hospital's program and/or
its quarter-way house program (under pro-
fessional supervision, of course).

The program has quite an impact in or-
ganizations and systems on all levelslocal,
regional and national. Locally, the general
hospitals are beginning to- accept the alco-
holic patient with a primary diagnosis of
alcoholism. Three general hospitals have
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hired several graduates. They in turn have
been instruniental in involving the staff with
the alcoholic through establishing inpatient
groups and outpatient clinics. Two general
hospitals have established quarter-way
houses.

A graduate was invited to participate in
the National Highway Safety Program,
spring 1970, at the University of Michigan.

The community colleges of the area ate
interested in setting up courses on alcohol
education and alcoholism counseling. The
community schools are inviting staff and
graduates to help in planning alcoholism ed-'
ucation programs. As a result, it is-46opecf
that an information, teferral and/or coun-
seling center will be established in a "facil-
ity barren" area shortly. Project staff mem-
bers are working with the school and
representatives from the mayor's office and
from one ate senator's office.

Locally, several community projects are
being funded for alcoholism programs but
only to hire health aides on levels I or II.
Program graduatesThave offered thefr ser-
vices to train health aides in the field of al-
coholism during "crash training sessions"
(45 hours).

As a result of interest gf netated through
the program, The Johns Hopkins School of
Hygiene (of whioh the Project Director is a
staff member) recently ,offered an elective
course on alcoholism with the Alcoholism
Center's staff members. graduates of the
training program, plus :authorities from
various disciplines serving' as lecturers. The
student body of this elective course included
thtse from Scotland, India, Philippines,
Puerto Rico and the United States.

On a national level,, the National Council

on Alcoholism has invited a staff member to
serve as co-chairman of the Alcoholism
Counselor Training Programs on a national
level and to participate in the establishing
of guidelines for such organizations.

Graduates are filling the following posi-
tions: (1) Assistant to coordinators who are
establishing programs in hospitals or quar-
ter-way and half-way houses; (2) setting
up training programs in facilities where
they are employed; (3) servineas supervi-
sors for current trainees during field place-
ments; (4) "-being utilized as alcohol-,
ism/drug abvse coyselors; (5) serving on
advisory boards of area councils on_alcohol-
ism and alcoholism programs of private
foundations, general hospitals and commun-
ity colleges; (6) lecturing to staff of service
and community agencies; (7) serving on
faculties of summer institutes; (8) public
relations.

The project 'staff is currently in the pro-
cess of preparing a handbook for Alcohol-
ism Counselors. A series of slides have been
develOped. A series of teaching tapes based
on counseling and interviewing are being
developed.

Staff has participated in the following
conferences on alcoholism: Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity Conference, Mental
Health Association Showcase Conference,
Association of AlliedHealth Programs; all
held jn Washington, D.C., 1969 to 1970.' Pa-
pers were prespited at the North American
Association of Alcoholism Progrr.ms An-
nual Meeting, September 1969, Vancouver,
British Columbia and National Council on
Alcoholism, Professional Training on Alco-
holism, April 1970, Faculties of Baltimore
County Teachers Aitsociation.

Training in Community Mental Health

Dr. Richard Brotman
Department of Psychiatry
New York Medical College
10601 Street and 5th Avenue
New York, New York 10029
MH-10279 1966-1969

The Division of Community Mental
Health offers a variety of training programs
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for professionals, pre-professional students,
and community nonprofessionals active in
the field of human services. The programs
are individualized in approach and are in-
tended to affect attitudes as well as knowl-
edge and skills.

Ali of the training programs are func-

tional, the emphasis is on doing, in real situ-
ations. Learning generally proceeds through



a sequence of : orientation (techniques, con-
ceptual framework), experience, analysis
with hypOthesis formation, further experi-
ence for .hypothesis testing, further analy-
sis, and so, on. The trainee develops and
przictices a variety of roles. Social and pro-
fessional concepts evolve from the trainee's
work in interaction with the permanent
staff.

The DiviSion regularly works--_with train-
ees from the disciplines of nursing, social
work (case work and community organiza-
tion). medicine, psychiatry and education.
In addition, the 'Division has provided spe-
cial, (short -term) training for public hous-
ing officials,* parent groups, welfare
workers, civic associations, clergymen,
counselors, lawyers and others.

TheDivision maintains an outpatient pro-.

gram for persons with alcohol and drug-re
lated problems. The program takes a com-
munity mental health approach to substance
use problems. It is designed and instru-'
mented for acountability at all stages. Stu-
dents are flirted into this treatment and re-
searh program at various levels. They may
du interviewing, case management, data
proCessing and analysis tasks, case plan-
ding, ioteragency Roordination, and field or
community work deriving from particular
cases ,or problems.

The Division also does training programs
in the community, working with such agen-
cies as East Harlem' -s MEND, tMassive Eco-
noic Neighborhood DeVelopment), UPAC A

.1.Tpper Park Avenue Community Associa-
tion). and EHRC (East Harlem Redevelop-
ment Corporation). Goals are to develop
skiffs and lolowledge in the area of substance
use, assessment of individual and community
problems, case management, systematization
of treatment planning and procedure, case
mqnitoring and evaluation.

The Division has three staff members-
placed in the child health station in the
Lehman Housing Project in East Harlem,
tht purpose of which is to train mothers to
train 'mothers to more fully understand and
meet the developmental needs of their in-
fants.

For a number of years the Division has
sent teams to junior. and senior high schools
in and around New York City for preven-
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tive work. In addition to addressing issues
of drug use, seminars with teachers and stu-
dents have aimed at fuller communication
across role and generation lines. Another
goal has been the development of a cadre of
teachers and students who are prepared to
work for ongoing communication and cur-
riculum development.

External pkgrams such as these, which
are essentially training programs in them-
selves, may also be used as training settings
for some*.of the students from professional
disciplines.

One of the features of the outpatient pro-
gram for alcohol and drug users is an infor-
mation system for accountability in case
planning and case management, Each step
of the case process, from referral to comple-
tion. is' documented on instruments that cod-
ify case PrOcedures. Most of the data on the
instruments is routinely transferred to EDP
cards and printed out in periodic censuses
by computer. At the case level, the evalua-
tion process is focused in the multidisci-
plinary Case Review which is used both to
establish. initial case plans and to evaluate
them 'of followup.

The accountability system enables the
agency rapidly to structure the trainee's ap-
proach to his work. Further, it monitors the
trainee's performance and also serves as a
model for collaborative -development of indi-
Vidualized systems for some of the commun-
ity agencies :with which staff works. Such
an effort serves as a training device for
members of the agencies.

Over the past 7 years the Division has
provided formal training for more than 700
individuals representing over 30 agencies
and institutions. In addition, staff has met
with or presented materials to' scores of
groups such as parents, community leaders,
professional memberships, etc., during this
period. On the average, the Division con-
ducts 50 conferences a year involving some
200 agencies in what is both a care-delivery
and a training device.

The impact of these teachings upon the
trainees and their many organizations is, of
course. a key question. The effects of the
training programs can be judged in part by
impression and in part by data collected
through evaluation research.



For example, the school projects have led
to changes in curriculum and organization
anti to what is apparently an ongoing pro-
cess of institutional self-evaluation and im-
provement by groups of students and fac-
ulty. In 'several schools, surveys of the
student, body and faculty have shown that
most regard these changes as beneficial.

In another instance, longitudinal research
on a placement training program for stu-
dent nurses showed that the program ha,
positive immediate and long-term ,effects.
Almost all the students were able to absorb
the concepts and skills they were taught
and -.phis helped many to make a career deci-
sion. about whether to pursue community
mental health as an area of future employ-
ment. Furthermore, after they had received

their diplomas and .gained profissional ex-
perience, most of the nurses reported that
the placement training was useful to them
in their present positions. This was espe-
cially true of those who entered community
mental.health or an allied field such as
public health or psychiatric nursing.

To take a final example, a study of com-
munity residents assisted by the,human ser-
vice program of UPACA showed that the
large majority had found their lives signi-
ficantly improved in general and that most
of their specific problems were being solved.

The results of these programs have thus
far been hearteni to the Division. Numer-
ous profession eports and publications
have emanated _rom this project.

Clinical Training in 'Alcoholism for Chaplains

Dr. Vernelle Fox
Georgia Department of PubNic Health
47 Trinity Avenue
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
"M H -8589 1964-1969

This project began July 1, 1061 and ter-
minated June 30, 1969. The objectives were:
.(1) to develop and test models for the train-
ing of ministers at several different levels in
the field of alcoholism ; (2) to demonstrate
what can be done to more adequately pre-
pare theological students and ministers as a
community resource and workers in the
clinical settings; (3) to develop curricula
and technical material useful to other facili-
ties; /(4) to train a significant number of
ministers and seminarians in the field of al-
coholism.

A total of 1,360 clergymen completed var-
ious levels of training. In 2-day workgops
held both in the local 'community and in the
Georgian Clinic, 70 clergymen participated.
In a 14-week workshop, 10 clergymen parti.
cipated. The intensive 1-week orientation
held in the clinical setting reached 223 cler-
gymen. A 1-week classroom course included'

1. For current information
George 'P. Dominick. Ge,,rgia
Briarcliff Rd., Atlanta, Georgia

on the project. contact Rev.
Mental Health Institlte. 1256
30306.
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852 seminary students. A clinic-based course
reached 145 seminary students. Sixty clergy
were trained in the clinical setting on a
full-time basis from 3 to 12 months.' The
clinical setting for all the training was the
Georgian Clinic; the Georgian Association
of Pastoral Care and the State Department
of Public Health cooperated. The academic
material was taught by the training staff.

The significance of the project has been
the development of a training model which
can be used for any professional discipline
to train personnel for care-taking roles with
alcoholics. Clergymen trained in the pro-
gram. have been employed as Alcoholism
Coordinators, and are widely sought as
chaplains and trainers of other clergymen.
The Pacific School of Alcohol Studies has
used the model developed here in their
NIMH Project.

The 3-year report, Pilot Project for Clini-
cal Training of Clergymen in the Field of
Alcoholism, was published in 1967. This pre-
sented the core curriculum of experiences
used in- the training. A didactic course has
been developed from this which is used in
teaching a course, "Pastoral Counseling of.
the Alcoholic and Family," at the Rutgers
School of Alcohol Studies. The project re-
port was distributed to theological semi-

41%
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naries, clinical chaplain supervisors, North
American Association of Alcoholism Pro-
gram Agency .merithers au numerous pri-
vate individuals a total of bout 3,000-have
been distributed. Papers ave been pre-
sented by the training staff t the Northeast
Institute of Alcohol Studies, North Conwy
Institute, NAAAP annual eting, Rutgers
School, and Southeastern Sc ool o Alcohol
Studies. The project has, be n presehted at
workshops in many. States. A preliminary
evaluation study indicated si nificant attitu-
dinal and functional changes' taking place in.

A Psychopharmacolo
for Youth

Dr. Joseph J. Levin
Department of Psychology and Neurology
2020 West Ogden Avenue
The Chicago Medical School
Chicago, Illinois 60612
***MH--8576 1965-1968

This program trained a variety of youth
workers in the psychological and pharma-

clergytnen toward alcoholics and ,indicated
more significant changes in the full-time in-
ternship group.

Since the project's Complkion, the State
Health Department incorporated the train-
ing staff in the training staff of the Georgia
Mental Health Institute and clergy training
has continued.

The project has definitely proved that the
ciergymAn is a trainable, 'readily available
resource in the community and can be
trained as a valuable team member working
with alcoholic persons.

gy Training Program
Workers

colOgical correlates of drug abuse so that
they would be better prepared to educate
children in the dangers, as well as the psy-
chiatric significance, of drug abuse. Groups
of trainees were trained each year by means
of weekly seminars. Teaching materials re-
lating to the psychopharmacology of ,drug
abuse suitable for nonmedical mental health
personnel were developed.

Graduate Training in Alcoholism

Dr. Edward Blacker I
Massachusetts Health Research Institute, Inc.
600 Washington St.
Boston, Massachusetts 02111
***MH-7460* 1961-1967

The major objectives of the program have
been:
(1) To train the students in an interdisci-
plinary (behavioraland social science) ap-
proach in alcoholism;
(2) To train and recruit students for oper-
ating more effectively research, clinical
or academiC' settings either wholly or partly
concerned with alcoholism; -

(3) To contribute knowledge in the field of
alcoholism during and after the trainee's
experience in the program.

1. Dr. Illaeker ran be reached at the Mas.arhu.etts Derart
meat of Public Health, 7:15 tioOston St., Ruston. NiaMS. 02116,
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Each of thee aims is directed, of course,
to the over-all aim of training individuals
whose future research and other activities
will further the understanding of alcohol-
ism as a social and clinical problem.

The training program began in the
1961-62 academic year and will complete its
9th year of operation in June 1970. In this
period of time, 51 different graduate stu-
dents in the behavioral and social sciences
have graduated from the program.

Tile training program is a cooperative
effort of the Massachusetts Division of Al-
coholism, universities in the Boston area,
and various field settings. Participating uni-
versitiern include Boston University, Bran-
deis, Harvard, ancl,Tdfts. Participating field
settings include inpatient and outpatient al-
coholism services, correctional institutions
serving the drunk offender, and the Division
of Alcoholism itself. The selected field set-



tings are staffed by: highlkr qualified re-
searchers and clinicians competent to pro-
vide expert supervision.

The training program model includes
weekly seminars, a field placement, and

4 completion of an original research project.
All together, the students spend 'from 2 to 3
days a week on the program. A unique fea-
ture or-the program is the cooperative
model which incltdes interdependence of
State Government, piivate u iVersities, and
private field facilities.

A survey to evaluate the program was
conducted on the students who were in-
volved in the first 4 years of the program.
The results' of this survey indicated that
over 75('',. of the students rated the training
program model as good or excellent. The
survey also showed that 72('''( of the individ-
uals had worked either part-time or full-
time in alcoholism. In addition thelitudents
had published approximately 35 papers, in
various professional journals on the subject
of alcoholism. These results were extremely
gratifying. It is known informally that
these students and many other students
since that time have also worked with alco-
holism problems and have published infor-
mation in this field. Of the 51 students, 10
completed doctoral dissertations on the sub-
,
ject of alcoholism:' It is intended that a new
survey of graduates will be conducted in
1970.

Because of theii participation in this.pro-

gram, the interest generated in the faculty
has led to other types of spin-offs in the uni-
versities where the faculty are teaching.
For example; .a member of the faculty has
developed a 6-week intensive training pro-
gram for °about 40 6-year-program medical .

students at Boston University. Another fac-
ulty member has now included a basic core
of readings on alcoholism which ail students
in the social psychology graduate programs
at Harvard are required to cover.

Many of the former students are in key
positions in universities and clinical pro-
gramq and have been exposing new genera-
tions of students and clinicians to the sub-
ject matter of alcoholism. For example one
of the former trainees in Alaska is develop-
ing a comprehensive alcoholism program
for that State. 4

A description of the training program
was made in a paper presented at the an-
nual meeting of the American Psychiatric
Association in 1967. This paper is also pub-
lished in the American Journal of Psychia-
try, 124: 12, June 1968. Thii paper de-
scribes in greater detail the program model
as well as the results of ,the survey of stu-
dents who had participated in the program.
Reprint requests have beetitreceived in large
numbers from all over the United states
and the world. Many individuals have used
the model of the training program to help
develop their own training models with dif-
ferent target groups.
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MENTAL RETARDATION PERSONNEL

Psycho-Educational Research Specialists in Retardation

Dr. Martin B. Miller
Yes_ hiva University
55 Fifth Avenue .

New York, New York 10003
***MH-8547 1966-1970

The Department of Special' Education has

established a training program to develop
restarch scientists capable of working on
mental health problems relating to mentally
retarded children within the context of an
educational setting, and to evaluate and
refine the program for such training. The
program of training requires 3 years to
complete, culminating in a doctoral degree.

Postgraduate Interdisciplinary Training Program
in Men 0/1 Retardation

Dr. Margaret J. Giannini
Center for Mental Retardation
New York.Mediol College
5th Avenue at,106th Street
New York,.New York 10029,
'NH-8542 1964-1967

The main objective of this postgraduate
training program in Mental Retardation
was to provide the opportunity for mental
health professionals from key discipline o,
participate in a program x)f co-learning s
mental retardation speciaVsts. Until this
time, there had been very litnited opportuni-
ties for postgraduate clinical training, in
ny area of mental retardation. Attempts tony

learning opportunities for profes-
sionals who would later At working to-
gether were severely limited! The profes-
sional organizations in mental retardation
and public health, and international health
agencies, had viewed the necessity for inter-
disciplinary learning opportunities as an
especially critical need.

The second major element of the project
was to make an effort to provide limited
training opportunities for significant com-
munity .groupsProfessional, citizens, para-
professional, who were either currently or
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might conceivably become involved in work-
ing with or planning for the retarded. It
was, in effect, an attempt to provide a pro-
gram of community education in behalf of
till retarded.

'The training program operated for 3
years, 1964-1967. There were 36 full-time
training fellows involved from the fields of
medicine, psychiatry, social work and psy-
chology. All were fully trained'profession-
als; who had elected to participate in this
postprofessional program. The com ity
part of the program involved the setting p
of community 'training sessions for a large
variety of groups. The major part of the
training was carried on at the Mental Re-
tardation Center of New York. Medical Col-
lege. Other divisions of the Medical School
of Flower-Fifth Avenue Hospitals were uti-
lized as necessary. Pertinent field trips were
a7angeti in order to give trainees a broader.,
perspective of services and programs for
the retarded. The full-time faculty consisted
of a pediatrician, psychiatrist, psychologist
and social worker, assisted by a part-time
faculty from education, speech pathology,
and appropriate medical specialties.

The basic plan of the prograin was con-
coved as requiring a combination of aca-
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demic content, multidiseiplinari seminars,
case demonstrations, observation, and exten-
sive- clinical practicum. The orientation of
the program emphasized, the needs of the
total child and family and. the interdisci-
plinary nature of all sound comprehensive
programs of diagnosis, treatment, and ha:
bilitation.

The first month of the program was spent
. orienting the group foward the problem of
mental retardation. A series of didactic lec-
tures defining the medical, plychological,
psychiatric and social aspects of mental re-
tardation was given. This was coupled with
observation of workers in these disciplines,
case demorystrations and small group discus-
sions. For certain parts of the program,
such as case demonstrations and lectures,
the entire training group met as a whole.
For obse rvjtions and smaller group discus-
sions with individual members of the fac-
ulty, the'-basis for grouping was by disci-
plines of interdisciplinary team's.

The second month was given over to a
more detailed _study of the essentials of
clinic team practice. The skills, contribu-
tions and functions of the separate disci-
plines were highlighted, and the 'problems
of team . practice in ,a clinic setting were
dealt with. As in the first month, the teach-
ing techniques consisted of lectures, small
group discussions ant( observation. How-
ever, it was during this period that clinic,
cases were assigned to the training teams
for their own study, under the close super-
vision $f the full -lime faculty members.

During the next 2 months, diagnostic and
evaluation' techniques recefted major em-
phasis. This was acco lished primarily.
throgh the case' material assigned to the'
'training groups, supple ed by case con-
ferences, small group di iissions, and to '.a
lesser extent by didactic lectures. Program
flexibility, allowed for the introduction of
material directed toward the special needs
of some of the participants in the training
program. This included (1) emphasieon
emotional factors in growth and develop-

ment of the normal child, (2) common emo-
tional disorders of childhood, (3) interpre-
tation of Rorschach and ,other projective
tests, and (4) social factors in health and
disease. In addition to this, it was found
necessary to allocate additional time Mr
case conferencing and! case rounds. In the
ensuing months, the major focus of atten-.
tion was on treatment and management
techniques. The most unique aspect Of this
project was the interdisciplinary emphisis
and the quality of interdisciplinary sharing
and interaction which is particularly neces-
sary with the retarded because of the very
clear interrelationship of , medical, social
and emotional factors that must t dealt
with concurrently.

The development of this project preceded
the establishment of the national program
of University- affiliated Centers (PL 88-
164) to be established- for the purpose of
providing comprehensive progra that
would permit the interdisciplinaryn;aining
of aH professional perscrihneliconcerned with
the ietarded. The success of this program
may have been one factor in pointing out.-
this urgent need.

When the' Center was designated as %ne
of the University-Affiliated facilities, the
experience gained from this program ena.."
bled staff tt move readily into the expanded
and enlarged training program in fulfilling
the University-Affiliated commitment. The
work with community groups was 'the pre-
cursor of greatly-intensified activity in com-
munity prOgramming.,Many graduates have
moved into importase positions in teaching
and program leadership. These include
major staff and faculty Isositions in Univer-
sity-affiliated training programs, community-
mental health centers, graduate schools and
important administrative positions in health
and social welfare facilities.

The findings of the project have been in-
corporated into presentations at national
professional meetings, and incoboratedinto
training material prepared for University-
Affiliated Mental Retardation Programs.
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A Research Training Program in Mental Retardation

Dr. Richard L. Schiefelbusch
Bureau of Child Research
University of Kansai
Lawrence, Kansas 66044
***MR-8262 1963-1966

This research training program in mental
retardation, was administered by the Bureau
of Child Research with training activities
undertaken at Parsons State Hospital and
Training Center, the Uniiersity of KansaS
Medical Center,-and the University of Kan-
-sas. The training included basic research ac-
tivities as well as research methods applica-r,
bl to clinical and educational. situations..
Trdning activities were gared, to full-time
participiAtion for a. year, much as in an in-
tern year, and also for research trainees
who were concurrently- taking, academic
credit courses.

The primary goal of the training was to
produce candidates for research. careers in

sthe field of mental health. The ubgoals for
the research .training plan were: (1) To
train candidates in research skills applica-
ble to areas of mental health; i.e., mental
retardation, behavior disturbance, and sen-
sory and motor handicaps; (2) ,1'o encour-
age candidates from fields of psychology, so-
ciology, speech pathology and audiology and
education, to undertake research careers in
mental 'health *areas; (3) To acquaint
prospective researchers with an institu-
tional research setting and conditions .at-
tendant to both laboratory and environmen-
tal research ; (4) To undertake inservice re-,
search training of hospital and residential
staff; (5) To develop a plan (model) for re
`search training and for evaluating research
training.

During early phases; trainees functioned
as apprentices under the close and frequent
supervisionoof stafPmembers who shared re-
search interests with the students..Interac-

cl F.; ,t
,

tions wick other members of the research
staff also occurred as experiments were
planned and conducted. Informal discus-
sions often led to formal meetings involving
the entire staff and trainee groups at each
setting.. The research training seminars
were arranged by the training director at
each training center.

Twenty-four trainees completed at least 1
year of training and are currently employed
in mental health areas. All trainees partici-
pated in experiments 4nd many either pub-
lished or prepared papers for' publication
during their traiheeship.

The training project resulfed in the devel-
opment of a training model which placed
each. trainee under the tutorial experience
of one or more senior research staff mem-
bers in the research settings. The 4nodel also
emphasized the placing of the trainees in
the actual res:earch operations that were
ongoing, in these settings. It is apparent

"-That, the amount of prOduCtivity of each,
trainee is directly related to the amount of
'me spenisand the types of experiences de-
eloped., by these trainees within the re-
arch programs of the respective settings.

The staff found it profitable to undertake an
evaluation of each trainee's progress every
6 months during the trainilig period. In this
way the training for eachadividual trainee
and the overall traininj program were.im-
proved systematically. ,

As a means for disseminating informa-
tion and for improving the skills of each
trainee in writing research reports, a work-
ing paper aeries was instituted which was
used as a means, for preliminary write -ups
prior to publication. It, was also used to cir-
culate information_ among .the trainees and
among the research settings, which infor-
mation might lead to seminar reports and
Convention papers.
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Training of ProfessionatPersonnel for the Rehabilitation
of Mentally Retarded Children

Dr. Joseph B. Pincus
Department of Pediatrics ,

Jewish Hospital of Brook lyi
..)555 Propect Place

Brooklyn, New York 11238

***MH-6327

O

8

1956 958

This training program involved dilly par-
ticipation in acttfal diagnostic treatment and,
rehabilitation work in a clinic setting, in-
cluding attendance at case conferences.
Stress was placed by the project on a com-
prehensive team approach and community
orientation. -
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